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PREFACE.
THE Gospel according to Mark is now regarded by nearly
all scholars as the earliest and also the .most original of
those which we possess ; and if this is the case the study
of the Life of Christ must begin with it. As Professor
Pfleiderer points out in his Urchristenthum, this Gospel
alone admits of examination apart from any other; and the
first step in the attempt to see Christ as history reveals
him, must be to apprehend as clearly as we can the individual
testimony of Mark's Gospel.
Several recent works on the second Gospel appreciate its
importance on this ground. What is now presented to the
reader does not enter into competition with the commentaries
of Professor Swete or of Professor Gould, but may perhaps
to some extent supplement them. On textual and philological
questions Dr. Swete's book must always be consulted, and
that of Dr. Gould is full of suggestion on the side of thought.
.Another English book which should be named is the commentary on the Synoptic Gospels in The Expositor's Greek
Testament, by the late lamented Dr. A. B. Bruce.
The present work seeks to determine the historical outcome
of the earliest Gospel taken by itself. On the one hand it
strives to approach to the original facts handed down by
the tradition; on the other to understand those special
interests of the age in which the Gospel was written which
necessarily determined in some degree both its contents and
its form. The writer has learned most from two German
works which are perhaps too solid ever to be translated, Das
Marcus-evangeliv.,m by Dr. B. Weiss, 1872, and the treatment
of the Synoptic Gospels by Dr. H. J. Holtzmann in the
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Hand-Commentar zum Neuen Testament, first edition, 1889.
But he has exercised throughout an independent judgment.
For the sake of the student who may use this work the
Greek text which is adopted is given, and the principal
variants are pointed out. The English version will show
him how the text is understood. The commentary can be
read continuously, and the reader who does not know Greek
will yet, it is hoped, find the book serviceable. It is written
with a profound conviction that as criticism declares the
second Gospel to be the porch by which we must go in
to find the Saviour as he was and is, the earnest reader of
that Gospel may indeed find him there. For his teaching,
it is true, we have to look elsewhere; and his figure as here
disclosed is homelier and more subject to human limitations
than that to which we are accustomed. But though more
human it need not be less divine.
I am greatly indebted to Mr. William Edie for the
help he has given me in the preparation of this volume.
He has corrected the press throughout and has furnished
the indices.
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INTRODUCTION.
THE SYNOPTIC PRO:BLEM.

JN the Acts of the Apostles and in the Epistles of the New
Testament there is little trace of any written account of the
. life of Christ. The term Gospel does not denote in these
works either a book or a historical account of the life and
death of the Saviour. It is a spoken not a written thing; it
is the spoken proclamation of God's will for man's salvation
as made known in Jesus Christ. Paul has his Gospel which
he habitually preaches,1 and there is " another Gospel" to which
the Galatians too lightly turn aside ; 2 both are spoken
, messages. No doubt each of them must have been based on
some amount of historical information, but this, as we shall
see, may have been very brief; and indeed compressed into a
few short phrases. The Christian movement existed at first
and made the great conquests of which we read in the New
Testament, without the aid of written histories. It was a
statement with a doctrine founded on it, but the statement
had not yet attained to any elaboration or even to independent
form as a written work.
On the other hand Justin Martyr, writing in the middle
of the second century, speaks of "Memoirs of the Apostles
which are called Gospels,'' and says that the reading of these
forms a regular feature of the Christian meeting:1 Justin's
pupil Tatian some time afterwards composed his Diatessaron,
which, while it contains some features not adopted afterwards
1

Ga.l. ii. 2.

2

Ga.l. i. 6.
A

8

Apol. i. 66, 67.

When did
the Gospels
arise &nd
what are

they?

2
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by Christendom, is in substance a harmony 0£ the four
Gospels according to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Thus
between the period in which the Epistles of the New Testament
were written and that of Justin, lies the period of the
formation of the Gospels we now possess and of their rise to
acceptance and adoption by the Church.
What can we tell as to the process by which these wonderful
books were formed which stand at the head of the New
Testament and are undoubtedly the most important literary
treasure of the Church? How were the Synoptic Gospels
" made," for of them alone do we here speak ? From what
motives were they written? In what class of literature are
we to place them ? Are we to regard them as works of
purely historical nature and origin, which arose out of an
unmixed desire to communicate information and to arrange it
in such a way that it should speak for itself, and cause the
past to appear again in its own force and reality ? Have we to
recognize in them a purely intellectual effort to apprehend the
true nature and connection of events which had recently
occurred ? Or did they come into existence from practical
motives, as most of the Suras of the Koran did, to provide
guidance which was urgently required in the affairs of the
Church? Did they arise in any degree out of a poetic
impulse, as we are apt to think that many of the st?ries
about Buddha did, so that they are to be regarded not as
pure history but as a picture-book consciously or unconsciously framed for the instruction of believers ? Were some
of the stories they contain formed on the model of well-known
narratives of the Old Testament? Are some of them allegories
freely formed, or formed on some slight historical basis,
reflecting situations of great interest in the experience of the
Church? Is the apologetic motive to be recognized in them;
do the writers endeavour so to describe Jesus Christ as to
meet the objections brought against Christianity by Jewish
and by Gentile neighbours?
These questions, which every serious student of the Gospels
must feel to be at least deserving of treatment, are moreover -intimately bound up with the further set of questions
as to the form and order in which the stories of the Gospels
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were at first transmitted and arranged. .Was there a period
of oral transmission, when constant repetition tended to bring
the narratives into a more suitable and more perfect form,
and to imprint them on the memory of the members of the
Church? And did the writers of our Gospels draw from this
oral tradition, so that they are to be regarded as all making
use of the same broad source which was open to all, and the
local variations of which would lead to differences in their
finished narratives ?1 Or is there a literary connection between
our various Gospels, several of them having drawn from an
earlier written document or documents,2 or did the later Evangelists see and use the works of the earlier? 3 If there were
sources from which our Evangelists drew, what were these
sources, and where is the use of each to be discerned in
their works? If there was 'borrowing' on the part of one
Evangelist from another, which was the original; which was
the first borrower, which the second? And did the second
use the first in the form in which we have it, or in an
earlier form? Was there a Proto-Mark, for example, or did
Matthew and Luke draw from Mark practically in the form
in which we now have his work?
1 The Oral Tradition Theory, of which Gieseler may be regarded as the founder,
has been most in favour in this country. It has the advantage of making the
Evangelists independent of each other, all having drawn from the same source,
and their differences being explained by the character and circumstances of each
writer. The weakness of this theory lies in its not accounting sufficiently for the
~-~...E:-~..11.1-3:.1:':l pltrts, of the three writ,e~~; Mr. Wright's The
Composition of the Fowr Gospels, 1890, contains a very able and ingenious statement of the tradition theory.
2 The Primitive SQV,rce (Diegesen) Theory, propounded by Schleiermacher, is the
view that shorter writings preceded the complete Gospels, and were used in
various degrees by all the Evangelists.
3
The Borrowing Theory dates from Augustine who held Mark to have copied
and abbreviated Matthew, and has bad a rich and varied history.
In addition to the above the Primitive Gospel theory should be named ;
Eichhorn considered this work to have been in Aramaic. Abbott's theory of the
Triple Tradition (Article" Gospels" in Encyclop. B1it., 9th edition; also set forth
to the eye in Rushbrooke's Synopticon) which the three Synoptists have in
common, comes under this head. This theory appears, in a modified form, in
the article "Gospels," Encyclop. Bibl., Vol. ii., written by Dr. Abbott and
Prof. Schmiedel, to which, as well as to the article on the same subject by
Prof. Stanton in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, Vol. ii., the reader is referred
for the most recent statements on the relation of the Gospels to each other.
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These questions are far too vast to be formally discussed in
this place ; and the Introduction to this work is limited to a
few points which, with a view to the state of the study of
the Gospels in this country, it may be specially useful to
consider. We shall speak (1) of the motives which led to the
formation of the tradition in the Apostolic Age; (2) of the state
of the tradition before Mark wrote; (3) of the light to be
gathered from his Gospel itself, carefully examined, as to the
aim and the modus operandi of its writer ; (4) of the information about Mark and his Gospel to be drawn from the
N.T. itself and from ecclesiastical tradition. These enquiries
taken together yield conclusions as to the second Gospel, on
which, if they are accepted, further study of the Synoptic
problem may proceed.
I. Motives of the Formation of the Gospel Tradition.
To understand any literary work it is necessary first of all
to have some acquaintance with the age which produced it.
There is no sound reason why this fundamental rule of
criticism should not be applied to the study of the Gospels.
It has been customary to dispense with this enquiry in their
case, and to offer instead a personal account, as full as the
circumstances permitted, of Mark, Luke, or Matthew, as the
case might be, and of the special qualifications and opportunities which fitted him to write a life of Jesus. This mode
of accounting for the Gospels is no doubt the simplest, and it
has the sanction of antiquity; the early Church writers when
seeking to explain why a Gospel stood in the canon, were
content to show how its writer, if not himself an Apostle or
an eye-witness of the facts recorded, was connected with one
of the Apostles, and was thus in a position to gather his
information about Jesus from one of the earliest sources.
But it may reasonably be held that considerations of this
kind, while they have their place in the introduction to a
Gospel, and are rightly now more valued and relied on than
was formerly the case, ought not to occupy the first place in
, , our enquiry. We cannot understand the writer of a book till
l : we know something of his age. However sure we are of the
personal facts regarding Mark or Luke, it is certain that

The Gospels
to be understood from
the Apostolic Age.
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there must be much in his writing which is not due to his
individual action but to the beliefs and tendencies in the
midst of which he lived. Either the Evangelist was the mere
copyist of a fixed tradition, or, if he exercised some will and
choice of his own in the act of writing, we must ask what
the circumstances were in which his views were formed, and
what needs and impulses he was seeking to satisfy in his
readers.
Thus the study of the Epistles and of the Apostolic Age is
to be regarded as the indispensable preliminary to the study
of the Gospels.
Now when we read the Epistles and the Acts with a view Why did
the Gospels
to gathering from them any light they may be found to shed appear so
late!
on the formation of the Gospels, our first impression is one of
disappointment. The writers of the Epistles not only do not
quote any such books as the Gospels ; they speak very little
about the matters with which the Gospels deal. The Christian,
movement, as we said, is carried on by the first Christians
without the books which to us are the primary and indispensable documents of the faith. The Apostles have no
Christian writings to refer to. They quote the Hebrew
Scripture as a religious authority for believers, but apparently
they have no account of the acts of Christ, no collection of
his sayings, to put into the hands of their converts.
This is no more than to say that the Epistles were written
before the Gospels. We should have supposed that the
Christians would at once provide themselves with an account
of Christ's life and sayings, and one finds a writer here and
there who is sure that the Gospels must have existed in the
Apostolic Age, although the Epistles say nothing about them.
But the fact is generally recognized that the Gospels were later
of appearing than we should have supposed likely, and that the
writers of the Epistles were still without them. Bishop Westcott,
to quote a great authority, deals in his Introduction to the
Study of the Gospels (pp. 161-170) with the fact of the late
appearance of these the most important books of the Church,
and gives a number of reasons for it.
To explain why the Gospels were not written sooner, he
points out with undeniable truth that the spirit of the first
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Christian period was not disposed to literary production, since it
was believed that the present age was on the point of disappearing and making way for the coming age of triumph.
Another reason assigned is the prevalence of oral teaching
among the Jews, and also among the Christians of that age,
and the want of practice in writing among such people as the
early Christians were. Another is that the Christians felt moved
by the Spirit to preaching rather than to writing, and that the
Scriptures of the Old Testament were the Scriptures of the
Church, to which no addition appeared .possible.
Apt and weighty as these reasons no doubt are, they yet
appear inadequate to explain entirely the late appearance of the
Gospels. There was literary production in the early Church
when it was needed. The Epistles were written, the journal
in Acts and perhaps other parts of that work were written, very
early in the history of the Church, and if a full account of
the life of Christ had been a felt need of the first Christian
Age, we cannot doubt that the need would in some way have
been met. May it not have been the case that in the first
Christian Age a full account of the earthly life of the Saviour
was not required ? May this not count at all events as one of
the reasons why the Gospels, to us the most fundamental of
all the Christian books, were not produced earlier? Surely it
may. In fact, the evidence that this was the case meets us in all
the books of the New Testament after the first four. Every
one has noticed how little attention is paid in the Epistles of
Paul and in the other Epistles to the earthly career of Jesus
Christ ; and the same is true of the Apocalypse and of the
Acts. Take away the first four books of the Christian collection,
and it is well known that the materials afforded by the rest
for a knowledge of the life of the Saviour on earth are extremely
scanty. We should not know from them that the burden of
the preaching of Jesus was the coming of the kingdom of God,
or that he bade his disciples also announce that kingdom; we
should not know that he ever spoke a parable, or that he
left behind him a considerable body of doctrine; we should
not know that he called himself the Son of Man ; we should not
know what the charge was on which he was tried and put to
death ; we should not know in what way he collected his
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disciples, or that he was baptized by John the Baptist, or
that he had friendc, at Bethany, or that his adherents were
chiefly found among the poor and the less educated. These and
a hundred other characteristic facts of the life of Jesus on earth
are not mentioned in the Epistles, though when we know them,
the Epistles are found to corroborate them. 1 It is extremely
striking to find how little there is in the earliest Christian
writings about that life of lives.
What is the reason of this strange silence among the early
Christians as to the incidents of their Master's life on earth?
Were the early Christians not so deeply interested as we are in
what Jesus did and what he spoke in Galilee and in Jerusalem?
That we have no right to say. On the other hand we notice
that there is one particular part of the appearance of the
Saviour which not only interested them extremely, but was always
put in the forefront of Christian teaching. When an Apostle
preached the Gospel in a new place or when he wrote a letter
to his converts, there was one part of the history of Christ
which, broadly speaking, was always insisted on. He did not'
omit to speak of the death of Christ, nor of his resurrection and
ascension, nor of his life in heaven, nor of his second coming..
When Paul first preached to the Galatians, what did he tell
them about Christ ? Not about his miracles, nor- about his
teaching, but about his death. Christ crucified was vividly set
forth to them, written large before their eyes ; and then
an influence proceeding in some way from the heart of that
great tragedy came at once and took possession of them, and
they felt themselves to be in active correspondence with the
world above where Christ, once crucified for them, now lived
with God. 2 Again, Paul sums up to the Corinthians the Gospel
he preached to them at first, and he indicates that what he
then set before them was not his private doctrine merely, but
that on which all the Apostles and in fact Christians generally
were agreed. And all the history of Christ that Gospel contains
is that he died for our sins according to the Scriptures,
and that he was buried and rose the third day according
to the Scriptures ; that is the tradition, and then follows a
1

See papers by Dr. George Matheson, EX'p08itor, Second Series, Vols. i., ii.
• Gal. i. 4 ; iii. I.
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list of the appearances of the Lord to his friends after his
death.1
An examination of the other Epistles shows the same state of
things. We find in them a complete blank as to the Galilean
ministry, and the teaching is present in echo only, not in direct
quotation. What is dealt with is not the incidents and words
of the Gospel story, but the death of Christ viewed as a fact
of immense religious and moral significance, his being raised
from the dead by the power of God, his grace and energy now
shed abroad on his people by his spirit, and the prospect of his
near return to justify his followers and confound his foes.
Similarly in the speeches placed in the mouths of the Apostles
in the Acts, the beneficent ministry of Jesus is once or twice
summed up in a few phrases ; but what is most dwelt on is his
death at the hands of the Jews and his resurrection 2 and his
second coming by which the reverse suffered in his death is to
be retrieved.
In fact the Christ of the Epistles and of the Apostolic Age is
not an earthly but a heavenly figure. 3 And what is true of
Paul here is true also of the other New Testament writers
outside the Gospel It was their faith in the Risen Lord, now
with God, that opened up to the early Christians generally the
heavenly world and filled them with hope and enthusiasm.
Christ was thought of not primarily as a human person who
had spoken and acted in an adorable way when present among
men, but as a Being who by his nature and origin belonged to
the skies, and who had come to the earth to execute a mission
God had given him. This mission accomplished, and his death,
which was the principal part of it, endured, he had gone back
to the region he had come from, to guide his human followers
from there and to come again ere long and take them to himself.
And this brings us to understand, in part at least, the
strange fact that it was not a matter of pressing importance
to the first Christians to be acquainted with the details of the
2 ii. 2:1-36; iv. 10; v. 30, 31 ; x. 37 ff., etc.
1 Cor. xv. 1 ff.
Dr. Somerville, in his Cunningham lectures on St. Paul's Conception of
Ohri,t (p. 9), says: "It is always of the exalted Christ that Paul speaks." . . . •
"The historic Jesus alone was no Messiah to Paul." • . . . "The knowledge
of the Risen Lord was the essential thing to him' in the understanding of
Christ."
1
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life of Jesus on the earth. While the spirit of Christ acting
from above was felt to be directing all their affairs and carrying
them along in a victorious career, it was not necessary to go
back to the Galilean ministry and follow step by step all that
had been done and said there. The spiritual heavenly Lord
replaced the earthly Jesus so fully that his place was not felt
to be vacant, and memory was not directed to the task of
drawing up records to replace him. A biography of Jesus wa's•
not called for in this early period; a knowledge of the earthly
life, while no doubt of interest in itself, was not essential to
faith nor vital to salyation. There was a general knowledge·
on the part of Christians of what Jesus had been and done, and
his earthly life might be referred to now and then as a proof
of his condescension and submission. Yet in passages of this
kind there is little reference to the details of the ministry.
When Paul speaks of Christ's having become poor for our sake,1
or of his having put on the form of a servant and humbled
himself, 2 he may be referring to the general fact of the
Saviour's having come to live a human life on the earth, and not
to the special characteristics of his ministry. When the writer
to the Hebrews speaks of Christ as having learned obedience
through the things which he suffered and refers to the cries
and tears with which he appealed to God to save him,3 we see
some reflection of the detail of the story of the Passion. The
expressions in First Peter about Christ having left us an
example that we should follow his steps and his not having
reviled again when he was reviled, point to the same part of
the Evangelical tradition. 4 But in these and other cases the
allusions to Christ's earthly experiences are not put in the
forefront as if they were the most important part of Christian
teaching. They have little to do with doctrine; they are
brought in for practical purposes. In spite of everything of
this kind that can be brought forward, it remains true thati
the thoughts of the early Christians were fixed on the heavenly(
Christ, in whose career the earthly appearance of Jesus was a)
mere transitory, though an important, episode. In addition then
to the reasons adduced by Bishop Westcott and others to
1
3

2 Cor. viii. 9.
Heb.v. 7f.

~ Phil. ii. 7.
• 1 Peter ii. 21 ; iii. 18.
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explain why the Gospels were not written sooner, we must add
this, that the attitude of mind of the early Christians was sueh
that there was no felt need for such narratives. It was true of
Christians generally, as St. Paul expressly says· of himself,1 that
the circumstances of Christ's career as the Messiah of the Jews
were in his eyes irrelevant to the truth of the Gospel. He had
made up his mind not to know Christ after the flesh, i.e. as a
human personage with interests belonging to this world. The
only Christ he cared to know was he who was to be apprehended after the spirit, not Christ in Galilee, but Christ
crucified. He has no views to enforce about the life of Jesus
on earth. In a practical matter, such as the observance of the
Eucharist, he may quote the example of the Lord Jesus. But
he has no theoretic interest in the detail of Jesus' life on
earth for its own sake; that is a thing that lies quite apart
from his path. In this the Apostle Paul is representative of
early Christendom. t The life and teaching of Jesus were not\
then, as in fact they are not to this day, part of the savinJLl
doctrine of the Church.\ As now they lie outside the creed, so
then a man could be a Christian without knowing them, and
an Apostle could preach and make little mention of them.2
Now if these observations are sound, certain consequences
follow from them as to the conditions under which the Gospel
narratives at first took form. If the details of the earthly life
of Christ were a thing apart from doctrine, then, and in so far
as this was so, the growth of the tradition was not inspired by
a doctrinal impulse, but was left to be carried on under motives
of another character. The theologian whose eyes were fixed on
the heavenly Messiah seated at God's right hand, the Lord of
Glory to whom all things would shortly be made subject, could
scarcely occupy himself at the s~me time with the narratives of
the Galilean ministry so as to make sure that the nature of
Christ was adequately set forth in them. In proportion as the
heavenly Christ engrossed the attention of believers the work of
1

2 Cor. v. 16.
See an elaborate paper by Von Soden, in Theologisclie Abhandfongen, Carl
von Weizsacker gewidmet, on the "Interest of the Apostolic Age in the
Evangelical History." The paper is quoted by Dr. Sanday with approval: "St.
Paul's Equivalent for the Kingdom of Heaven," Journal of Theological Studies,
July, 1900.
2
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dealing with and drawing up the memorials of Jesus' life on earth
would be left to take care of itself. Only where the theological
interest was fainter would the earthly memories bulk more
largely. This we find indeed to be the case; for the Gospel
tradition took shape in that region of the Church where Paul,
the great leader of Christian thought, was least known, where
belief was simplest, and the views held of Christ's person least
developed. The tradition grew up not in a Western but in an
Oriental atmosphere; that is evident on the face of it; and it
grew up largely, though of course not entirely, uncontrolled by
doctrine. The earliest Gospels are among the least doctrinal of
the books of the New Testament. How a life of Christ would
turn out which was written under the influence ot a distinct
type of doctrine, Christians were afterwards to learn when the i
fourth Gospel came into existence. In it, Jesus acts and speaks
as a Being who is not of this world but who has come to this
world from elsewhere to redeem it and is soon to return to
that higher region. But with the earlier Evangelical tradition
it is otherwise. In the greater part of the narrative here it is
difficult to see any attempt to express any particular doctrine,
further than that common to all Christians alike, that Jesus is
the Messiah. As the detail of the life of Jesus is absent from\
the Epistles, so with some exceptions the doctrine of the)
Epistles is absent from the Gospels. There is no attempt ini
the Epistles to make use of the Evangelical narratives ; and there
is no attempt in the Evangelical narratives to show agreement
with the doctrinal system. The two sets of writings, as Von
Soden has well shown, belong as it were to different worlds,
different atmospheres of thought, and it is evident to the
unprejudiced eye that the two are independent of each other.
Yet the
It was in connection with practical matters that the Church tradition
was
first felt the importance of the Evangelical tradition. However important
enthusiastic a religious movement may be, and however full of practically.
self-governing energy, some amount of regulation is necessary to
it from the outset, and as time goes on the need arises for
some authority external to the believers themselves. The early
Church needed a constitution and some amount of direction for
its rites; rules of conduct were also wanted by its members in
various situations of life. We find the Apostle Paul, who has
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such a genius for tracing everything back to first principles
and with whom the Christian life works itself out logically
to its necessary consequences in every detail, we find even him
setting up rules for various matters, and we find that in
prescribing such rules he often appeals to the authority of
Christ. He knows a number of words of Christ, and he uses
them not as a source of doctrine, though sometimes they are
this to him also (cf. 1 Thess. iv. 15), but as a standard of
practical Christian life.
Does he wish to regulate the
observance of the Lord's Supper at Corinth? He rehearses
the tradition which he himself received and which he had
delivered to the Corinthians at first of what the Lord did on
the night on which he was betrayed. "I received from the
Lord," he says, "that which I also delivered to you." 1 Does
he wish to point out the obligations resting on members of
the Church to those who preach to them? He quotes a word
of the Lord: "Even so did the Lord ordain that they which
proclaim the Gospel should live of the Gospel." 2 Is he discussing
the difficult question of the obligation of Christians to their
heathen spouses? He quotes the Lord's words as to the
permanent nature of the marriage tie. 3 Other instances also
might be quoted. And what we see of this in Paul is of
course a specimen of what must have gone on in every part
of the Church. Words of Christ which gave guidance in
practical matters were treasured up and repeated and applied
to practical cases. That they were made the subject of regular
catechetical instruction in the Church, such as Mr. Wright
describes in his Composition of the Four Gospels, the evidence
does not perhaps warrant us to assume. These lessons are not
spoken of by the N.T. writers when they appeal to the
Master's words. The early Christians conceived the Master
to be with them when they met in his name, and to bring
to their memory what he had said. To codify such a
law and make it the subject of learning and repetition is
inevitably to de-spiritualize it, and this the early Christians would
not be in great haste to do. They would take their Master's
commandments from his living self present to them at their
meetings as long as they could. But of course the words were
1

1 Cor. xi. 23.

' 1 Cor. ix. 14.

s 1 Cor. vii. 10-11.
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always in demand. The religion consisted in keeping the
commandments of the Lord ; he himself had said so,1 and it
was necessary therefore to know what his commandments
were in order to be his true follower. Thus there was a
constant demand in every part of the Church for the words of
Christ, and these words were the earliest Christian law. This,
as every one knows, did not save them from being modified
and changed in the process of transmission, and many of these
changes are by no means unimportant. It is no doubt a small
matter to us now that there was early a difference in the
tradition as to the equipment of the Christian missionary, one
version bidding him take a stick and another specially forbidding
him to have a stick; one version directing him to wear sandals,
and another to have no footgear at all. But the words used
at the institution of the Lord's Supper vary in the different ,
traditions, which is a graver matter ; and the Lord's Prayer,
was early handed down in two very different forms. Tradition
altered while it preserved.
Thus we see that at a time when the stories about the
earthly life of Jesus were still a private matter which did not
bear on salvation, the remembered words of Christ were claimed
for Church use and surrounded with authority. There can be
no doubt that any utterance known to have come from the
Master must have been accepted with reverence; but at the
same time Christians must have exercised some measure of
unconscious choice which words should be brought forward and
insisted on; and this choice must have been determined by the
needs of the Church from time to time in one place or another.
The arrangement of the authoritative words must also have
been a matter of consideration, as soon as any considerable
number of them came to be known. Words of Christ bearing
on any question which was being actively debated in the
Church must have been brought forward and dwelt on. When
the discussion arose whether the Gentiles were to be invited to
attach themselves to Christ, words of the Master bearing on
that point were sure of a hearing. When the question arose
whether the Jewish law was binding on Christians, e.g. whether
they were under any obligation to keep the Jewish Sabbath,
1

Luke vi. 46, etc.
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everything the Lord had said on such questions was of the
utmost value. When the Christians were persecuted and reviled
by the heathens how were they to bear themselves? When
unworthy members were found to be present in the Church how
were they to be dealt with ? I£ a tradition could be found
answering such a question it would be solved in the very best
way.
It must accordingly be recognized that the circumstances and
needs of the Church co-operated in the elaboration and arrangement of the Gospel tradition. The following commentary will
point out instances in which this may be recognized; I would
here remark that it could not be otherwise, and that there is
nothing in the fact to lessen the value we attach to the Gospels.
It stands to reason that Christians valued most those features
of the tradition which they found practically helpful to them,
that when Christ was to them all things they should care
most for those things to be found in him which they were
most in need of at the time. Their choice of the parts of the
tradition which were to be repeated and preserved was partly
at least determined in this way, and so also was the arrangement of the materials thus chosen.
But in speaking of the needs of the Church as determining
to some extent the form of the tradition, we are not to think
only of special questions like those mentioned above, which
came into prominence from time to time. Every religious
movement is conscious of needs which are always present.
Whatever special questions may from time to time agitate the
life of a religious community, there are certain deeper needs
which are present always and for which satisfaction is sought
at all times. To mention three of these permanent needs, we
may say that every religious body is seeking constantly for
explanations of its own character and its own arrangements
and institutions; that it is also seeking constantly to defend
itself against attacks made on it from without; and that it is
constantly compelled to return to its source and to refresh
itself at the original truth which lies at its beginning. It is
inevitable that these needs should tell on the formation of the
tradition.
1. The members of an organization want to know about the
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origin of the body they have entered and to have its various
features explained to them. How many disciples were there
and how did they become disciples and what were their names?
The early Christians must have wished to know this. They
must have wished to know how the Lord's Supper which they
celebrated frequently was instituted. They must have felt
that the death of Christ at the hands of the Jews called for
some explanation. What was the relation of John the Baptist,
whose disciples still kept up his name and faith in some parts
of the world, to Jesus and to his cause? What did Jesus himself
say about his death? Did he foresee it, and if so what view
did he take of it ? In view of such demands for know ledge
the tradition was called to be the lesson book of the Church
with regard to its own earliest history. The simplest and most
effective way to explain to the Church her own origin and the
nature of her institutions was to tell the story of her Founder,
and to show him calling his disciples, fixing their number,
sending them out and giving them their charge. The rites of
the Church were best explained by the story of their institution;
the duty of Christians towards the Jewish law and rites by
exhibiting the Saviour as he encouraged the observance of
the laws of his nation or set them aside ; the attitude of
believers to the followers of John the Baptist by telling how
Jesus and John met and what passed between them.
2. The Christians must from the very first have felt it
necessary to defend themselves against the attacks of their
opponents, and the tradition of the life and teaching of Christ
was the best defence of their faith. If Jesus was such as the
stories about him represented him to have been, then it was
plain that the charges made against him were not true. These
stories therefore, properly set forth, were the best apology they
could advance for their cause. 1 Christianity had to defend
itself against attacks from two sides and to meet two sets of
charges, one from the Gentiles and the other from the Jews.
1
Die. P. Wernle, "Altchristliche Apologetik im Neuen Testament," in
Preuschen's Zeitschrift fur die neutestamentliche Wissenchaft, No. 1, seeks to
exhibit the action of the apologetic motive in each of the four Gospels, and
considers this to have been the leading motive in the composition of the works ;
in which he perhaps goes too far.
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The attack from the Gentile side is not very definite in the
earlier books of the New Testament ; it has not yet formulated
itself as it afterwards came to do. And if the tradition was
formed in Palestine, the need of answering Gentile attacks
cannot have told for much in the earlier stages of its growth.
The simplest narrative of the facts would dispose of the charges
that the Christians were a disorderly set of people, without
any rule or discipline, and that they were unsocial and did not
care for their neighbours or for the interests and institutions of
the country they lived in. That the Gospel was a mere Jewish
freak, of no interest to the nations beyond Palestine, could be
disproved by narratives bringing the Saviour in contact with
Gentiles. Of the specific Gentile apologetic, consisting of the
declaration of one God as against the many gods of Greece and
Rome, and of His moral rule over the world, traces are not
wanting in the Gospels: 1 but these may not belong to the
earlier growth of the tradition. To the Gentiles the Cross was
foolishness; there was no wisdom to be seen in it, only an
inroad of brute force crossing the plans of Jesus, from which it
was idle to expect any help or instruction. To this the
tradition could reply by showing the death of Christ to have
been not unforeseen by him, and to have been accepted by him
as a part of the divine will and as a means of great blessing
to men. In this and in other ways it could be shown that his
death was really not a defeat for him, but that he died as a
victor, master of himself and of his fate. 2 The argument for the
Gentiles however here coincided with that for the Jews, against
whom the Christian community was obliged from the very first
to defend itself. The line taken up in this defence may be
seen in the speeches in the earlier part of Acts, and also in
the three chapters of Romans in which Paul shows that the
Christians are in the line of the promises from which the Jews
have cut themselves off. It had to be proved from Scripture
that a crucified Messiah was not a contradiction in terms, but
was foreseen in prophecy and therefore ordained by God. It
had to be shown that the death of the Messiah was not a mere
useless outrage to Jewish feeling, but was the means chosen by
God of inaugurating a new period of grace. That the Jews,
1

See Mark xii. 28-34.

~
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not the Christians, had fallen away; that their fall was foretold
and divinely appointed; that the Law was no longer to be
taken in the old sense, but to be kept more spiritually than
before ; that the Christians were not worse men than those
around them but better neighbours, quieter, kinder, more to be
relied on ; all this had to be proved to the Jews.
And all this the tradition about Jesus found itself able to
prove in the most striking way. The argument from Scripture,
put in the mouth of Jesus himself, who foretells his death and
indicates the result it is to secure for men, was perfectly
effective; for his death thus lost the aspect of a fate which had
violently overtaken him, and appeared as a sacrifice which in
his love, and entering into the will of God, he had voluntarily
undertaken. Jesus, rejecting the tradition but exalting the law
to an ideal spiritual authority, was the best champion of the
mingled liberty and subordination of ~is followers; and his
beneficent life, as he went about doing good, and commanded
his disciples to give freely to all men all possible blessings, this
was the best answer they could point to when their movement
was charged with being unbrotherly and unsocial. No one
would say that . these elements of the Gospel tradition were
invented to serve the purpose of arguments for the Christian
cause ; but that they did serve in this way is undeniable, and
that those who arranged and handed on the tradition must have
felt it to have this virtue, is equally plain.
3. Devotion. Every religious movement turns to its origin
to realize its own true spirit and to gain fresh vigour for its
advance. And the spring of the Christian movement has
always been Christ himself. Here we come to the perennial
need of the individual for comfort, forgiveness, renewal, encouragement. If Christ sent out his missionaries to heal the
sick, to cast out devils, to give freely to all men what they had
freely received from him, what better means was there to
do this than to place him before the eyes and ears of the
believer, to describe the scene, the company, the gesture, to
repeat the words in which he relieved the sinner of his load of
sin, gave the paralytic strength to walk, brought the demoniac
to his right mind, rebuked his disciples' fears, prayed for the
guidance which he also wanted, satisfied, with little outward
B
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store, the hunger and thirst of thousands ? The Gospel stories
about Christ serve in an unparalleled way the purposes of
devotion. Is it unreasonable to assume that those who in the
earliest times transmitted and arranged them, expected and
intended them to exercise this power ? And if they did so,
then they must of course have wished to make the story
effective for the end they saw it would serve. We said that
· the Gospels were not dogmatic ; yet the stories must have
· expressed the view held by those who told them as to the
person and nature of Jesus. If the narrators regarded him
. as the Saviour, as an object of faith, as a divine Being, this
could not fail to appear in their accounts of him The
narratives would be so arranged, and told in such a way, as
to produce in others the faith they themselves felt in their
Lord.
It will not be denied by the unbiassed student that the
various motives now enumerated must have entered into the
formation of the narratives about Christ, nor that they must
have began to operate early. It does not follow from this
however that the tradition was not built up on actual reminiscences at all, but owes its whole existence to the needs and
the artistic faculties of the early Church. When Strauss
advanced his theory that many of the Gospel narratives are
mythical products, formed on the model of narratives in the
I
~
Old Testament, and when Baur
,,... ," accounted for thet character of
each of the Gospels by setting it down to the doctrmal tendency
of the writer, it was very naturally felt by many, that If the
mythopoetic faculty of the early Christians and the doctrinal
tendency of the Gospel-writers could do so much, they might
have done everything, and that no other explanation of the
Gospels need be looked for ; they were not historical but
, mythical and doctrinal products. Few would now deny that
\ there was some truth in the position of each of these writers.
Old Testament models are traceable iii· some of the Gospel
stories, and the doctrinal position of the writers does here and
there appear. The mistake of Strauss and Baur on this matter
was that the solutions they gave of a difficult problem were
too simple. Not only the influences they alleged as acting in
the early Christian community, but many_Cltli_ers also, must be
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recognized as having contributed to the result attained. But
if we allow that the Gospel tradition was not made up of pure
reminiscence, but was modified by the impulse to find. in the
life of Christ explanations of Church arrangements, by the
interest of defending the Christian position, and by the desire for
edification, are we driven to the conclusion that the tradition
was an entirely unhistorical formation, and that it is not based on
actual reminiscence at all ? Such a conclusion would be most
illogical. The motives which act on the formation of tradition
are one thing ; the producing cause of the tradition and of the
movement which carries it on is another thing. That there
was in this case a producing cause, viz. the actual appearance of
Jesus in Galilee, and that the tradition was formed on actual
reminiscences of his life and acts and words is very certain.
But for the Dutch writers in the Theologisch Tijdschrift, and
their few followers in Germany and in this country, to whom
Jesus is not a historical figure at all, it would be unnecessary
to spend words on this point. That the Gospel tradition
operated on real facts and on things actually remembered is
capable of proof. We are able to trace in the Gospels the,:
mode of operation of early Christian tradition and to see the
direction in which it travels. We do not see the starting-point,
but we gather from the later development of what nature the
beginning must have been. The tradition always proceeds
from what is more concrete to what is more ideal, from the
simple and homely to the dignified and majestic, from the less
to the more wonderful. The simple fact of the earlier account
is surrounded in the later with a veil of wonder; details which
might appear too rustic and plain are omitted ; the figure of the
Saviour is raised more and more above the earth; the story is
made always more edifying, more impressive. These phenomena,
of which the study of the Synoptic Gospels shows manifold
instances, do not point to the conclusi.on that the facts on which
tradition operated were themselves invented. On the contrary
the facts were often somewhat too· real for the tradition to
use. They did not at first quite suit the purposes of the
Christian community, but had to be changed in the unconscious
process of transmission before they could be used.1
1

For instances see the commentary on i. 10, 35-38; iii. 10-12; xi. 3, etc.
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2. State of the Tradition before Mark wrote.

Narratives
were presened, but
not connectiona.

Let us now endeavour to realize the condition m which
the tradition existed, and the way in which it was being
carried on and fixed, in the period before any complete
Gospel was written. The state of the records preserved in
the written Gospels enables us to some extent to do this.
In form the tradition consisted at this time of short
pieces, some of course longer than others. Many contained
sayings of the Master, an interview with a friendly or an
unfriendly interlocutor leading up to a sentence which breaks
upon the ear with unforgettable force and authority and
brings the story to a close. In some cases several such
incidents were held together by an old connection.
What was preserved in this way, however, were only so
many isolated glimpses of the life of Jesus; the connections
were for the most part lost. There was hardly any geography
preserved, hardly any chronology. One had the incidents
without dates of place or time. As is common with anecdotes,
conventional statements of place or time were given, which
appeared to fix the occurrence, but only appeared to do so.
A story is placed "at the seashore," "in a house," "on the
mountain": mere typical headings which show that the precise
locality was not known. With respect to time, there was
seldom any attempt to fix a date; what time-dates there are
in our Gospels are so vague and so diverse as to show that
they do not belong to the sources at all, but that the Evangelists
tried to supply them. 1
The scheme and connection of the life therefore early became
obscure, and the tradition was, as it were, a set of fragments
which could be placed side by side, but the original concatenation of which had disappeared. No doubt Christians knew
1 The story of the cure of the paralytic is introduced in Mark (ii. 1) with the
words "after some days he was reported to be in the house." In Matthew
(ix. 1) he is merely said to have come to his own town. In Luke (v. 17) we have
"it happened on one of those days, when he was teaching." The story of the
plucking the ears of corn on the Sabbath is thus introduced :
Mark ii. 23, "He happened to be passing through the cornfields on the Sabbath."
Matth. xii. 1, "At that time JesusJwent through the cornfields on the Sabbath."
Luke vi. 1, "It happened on a Sabbath (the "second-first" Sabbath) that he
was going through the cornfields," etc., etc.
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that the events of the life of Christ had taken place in a
certain order. The ministry began with John the Baptist,
we read in Acts x. 36-38; and after a beneficent course in
Galilee it terminated with the crucifixion at Jerusalem. An
Apostle might be able to tell more about the order; but
such information, being neither a story nor a word of
Christ, the tradition did not adopt it. The sequence of
the events in Galilee was not preserved in any diary or)
journal, and the conventional openings of the different stories!
are a poor compensation for what was thus left behind. ltl
remained for the collector of the tradition to frame as good a
scheme as he could by means of such hints as he might
gather from the tradition itself or might derive from other
quarters.
TeachAs for the tradition of the words of Christ the case is sub- The
ing also was
preserved
stantially the same. Sayings and parables were remembered, in
detu.ched
but not, in many cases, the circumstances of their delivery or pieces.
their relation to each other. The point which a saying had
been spoken to illustrate might no longer be known, and the
word might in consequence be made to serve a purpose for
which Jesus had not intended it. Or a sentence would be
preserved in two different ways ; in one version it was led up
to by a story, in connection with which it appeared in its
full force, while another form of tradition gave the sentence
without the story, perhaps in a chain of similar sentences,
each perhaps given without any suggestion of its original
story. If the teaching of Jesus passed through a certain
development, the tradition, subject to such mischances, could
not record it, and sentences belonging to different periods of
the ministry came to be mixed up together. It was left for
the collector who came after to arrange the sayings with such
skill as he possessed, in longer or shorter discourses, and in
such situations in the life as he found suitable. The fourth
and the ninth chapters of Mark offer examples of this, and
examples on a much larger scale are found in Matthew and .
Luke.
·
Various collections had been made at one point or another Early
collections
of the field of the tradition before any of our Gospels came of Gospel
materials.
to be written ; and some of these had been put in writing.
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It is possible by carefully observing the existing narratives to
make out some of these early collections. It seems natural

0

to suppose that where Mark, Matthew, and Luke are found in
close verbal agreement with each other, there is a reason for
it. This is not the case at every part of the narrative. Any
one can satisfy himself by looking through the pages of a
synopsis that agreement is much closer in some parts than in
others ; there are places where the three accounts go together
word for word for some time, and there are places where,
while the matter is the same, the phraseology is very different.
For instances of close verbal agreement we may refer to the
second chapter of Mark with the parallels, and to the story, as
found in the three, of the entry into J erusalern and of the
Jerusalem encounters. For instances of a less strict agreement,
where the events are the same but are narrated in different
ways, the story in the latter part of the first chapter of
Mark may be taken. Now the close verbal agreement of the
second and eleventh chapters may be explained either on the
supposition that two of the Evangelists copied the words of
the third, or on the supposition that all three followed in
these parts of the narrative an earlier authority. But if one
of the Evangelists is copied by the other two, why do they
not then copy him in other passages? Why the close following
in some parts, and the loose following in others? The only
reason that can be thought of is that they had more confidence to follow him in some places than in others ; and this
could only be because in these passages his words were familiar
to them. They knew these parts of the narrative not only from
him but from other sources also, i.e. from an older written
text which he had followed and which was in good repute in
the Church. Thus we are led to believe that documents
already existed in the Church before the earliest Evangelist
entered on his task, and that these had established themselves
in some degree of authority and were not to be put aside,
even if he had wished to do so. What sources of this kind
can we identify ? To speak first of the Teaching, a collection
~f parablef:i would seem to have been early begun; 1 a discourse
to the disciples when l?,eing sent out to preach must have

'1

Mark iv. and parallels.
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been formed very soon. 1 The situation of the Sermon on the
Mount is provided from the first, though Mark does not take
advantage of it; 2 all the accounts here give the catalogue
of the Apostles. The eschatological discourse also certainly
existed in some form before any of our Gospels. 3 As Mark
abstains generally from giving the Teaching, the evidence with
regard to this part of the tradition need not here be considered in its entirety ; the pieces mentioned are those known
to Mark as well as to Matthew and Luke.
With regard to the various bodies of Narrative, some parts
of the history of the Passion must have taken form before
Gospels began to be written; but the agreement of the Gospels
here is more that of order than of verbal identity. The latter
obtains most· in Mark xi., xii., spoken of above, and this part
of the narrative will not have been composed by any of our
Evangelists. Here and in Mark ii. 1-iii. 6, the agreement of
the three is at its greatest. Another piece of narrative of early
formation is the group of stories, Mark iv. 35-v. 43; the storm
on the sea, the restoration of the Gerasene demoniac, the
raising up of J airus' daughter and the cure of the woman in
the crowd, are told by the three Evangelists with verbal
agreement, though Mark seems to have amplified the source,
Matthew to have curtailed it. Another phenomenon which
may be mentioned here is that the cycle of stories comprising
the feeding of the multitudes, a journey on the lake, an
incident connected with Bethsaida, and an encounter with the
Pharisees, occurs twice in Mark ; compare vi. 34-vii. 23 with
viii. 1-26. As the two versions differ in many respects it is ·
not surprising that Mark adopted them both. It was however
only the first story of the feeding which was so well known
as to be reported in verbal agreement by the three Evangelists.
While Matthew follows Mark in the second cycle, Luke does
not.
This then was the state of the tradition when the first
continuous account of the life came to be written. Much no
doubt had been lost, not to be recovered; much had been
changed. Jesus once believed in as Messiah, the record of his
1
2

Mark vi. 7 3qq. and parallels.
Mark iii. 13 ; cf. Matth. iv. 23 sq.; Luke vi. 12.

1

Mark xiii.
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life necessarily assumed more and more of Messianic colouring.
The glorified figure once believed in, of the Saviour at God's
right hand, invested with all power in heaven and earth, and
in a divine manner guarding, enriching, and directing his
people, the earthly narrative was insensibly idealized to accord
with such conceptions; the human Jesus tended to be transformed into a Being all powerful and all knowing. Add to
such tendencies the infirmities of the original reporters and
the consequent uncertainty attaching from the very first to
much that they reported. In what has reached us how often
do we find that Jesus' chosen disciples £ailed to understand
him! No report they could have given, even had it been
taken down verbatim as soon as they realized in their minds
each narrative they had to give, could have got rid of this
inability and dulness on their part. At the best their account
of their Master must have been very external; the history of
his mind, with his growing insight and purpose and his
maturing policy, they never could have given. Much then
that should have gone to the composition of a full and
adequate life of Christ, has gone beyond recall, or never came
into existence. The tradition is formulated for us in the
Gospels with all its defects and errors, as it existed at a
particular time and then at another time, in its rapid career
of growth and change. Much is made marvellous that at first
perhaps was natural and human, while much that was most
truly wonderful was never apprehended, or was apprehended
too late to be put down as it really was.
On the other hand, however, is to be noted the great £act
that the formation of the tradition regarding Jesus was a
work of enthusiasm and devotion, carried out by men on whom
he had made an overmastering impression, and in whom his
spirit was living and active. They did not merely repeat what
they had heard with verbal accuracy. The narrative was a·
great deal too living to them to allow them to do that.
Their heart was in the work of making their Master live and
act again in the world, as they now knew that he had lived
and acted when in the flesh. They knew him not only from
the accounts of eye-witnesses; indeed the eye-witnesses themselves knew that they had not understood at the time what had
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passed before their eyes, but that now the light had dawned
which made them understand it. They felt the narrative to be
due in part to the Saviour himself who now lived in them and
in the Church. Now they knew what he desired, how he felt,
how he prevailed. When Paul says that Christ speaks in him
(2 Cor. xiii. 3) and that the Lord gives him power to edify
(2 Cor. x. 8), he expresses the experience of other Christians
besides himself ; and though he speaks of no charism for
writing history, others were conscious of such a gift. The
Spirit which came to them from Christ brought to their
remembrance what he had said to them.
Thus we know on the one hand that the tradition contains
historical matter; and on the other that that matter was put
in shape under an ideal impulse. In Mark we find the
deposit at the earliest stage now accessible to us, at a point
at which the idealizing tendency is no doubt already at work,
but has not yet gone so far as in the other Synoptics, not to
speak of John.
3. Nature of Mark's Guspel, as gathered from itself
The Gospel of Mark is the earliest of the attempts of
which Luke speaks (i. 1), "to draw up a continuous narrative"
out of the materials delivered by " eye-witnesses and servants
of the Word." In what state those materials were when
Mark took in hand to write his book, we have now seen.·
We shall now try to ascertain first of all by observation of
the book itself what· the writer added to his sources in the
way of arrangement and treatment.
One of the most striking things about the second Gospel is
that it gives so much less of the teaching of Jesus than either
of the others. It tells us much of the effects of Jesus
preaching, but of the preaching itself it gives but scanty
specimens ; the only discourses which do not arise out of
some immediate occasion but show some arrangement of pieces
of the teaching for their own sake are the set of parables,
with sayings appended, in chap. iv., the set of sayings in
chap. ix., and the eschatological discourse, chap. xiii. This is
a decided shortcoming in the book as compared with the other
two Gospels, and the want of discourses certainly calls for some
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does not

give more
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explanation, if any can be given. Did the writer know the
discourses as collected in Matthew and Luke, and did he
deliberately choose not to include them in his work ? Or is
their absence due to his not knowing them ?
Not to his not knowing them, surely; but rather perhaps
to his not knowing them as collected. All Christians must
have known the Lord's Prayer, and the injunction not to lay up
treasures, and the sayings insisting on repeated and strenuous
prayer; yet Mark does not give any of these. We must
conclude that he did not put into his Gospel nearly all he
kne~ about Jesus on this side. Perhaps an examination of
what he does give of the teaching may help to explain why
he does not give more. In the latter part of the fourth and
also of the ninth chapter we get from him little collections
of sayings of Jesus ; but we find that these are to be counted
among the obscure passages of the second Gospel ; the sayings
are not placed in the context in which Matthew and Luke
have them and in which their meaning is plain, but require
study to make out what they are here meant to convey. What
Mark gives of the teaching is nearly all in the form of
stories; he does not aim at any arranged and connected
teaching such as the Sermon on the Mount. It is accordingly
a possible explanation of this feature of his book that the
arrangement of the teaching into such connected discourses as
we have in Matthew and Luke, had not been carried out when
he wrote, or was not known to him. What he knew was the
teaching in its earlier form, before the Logia or Utterances 1
of Jesus had been made into collections or a collection by
themselves.
It is also very possible that if the writer of this Gospel was
placed, when he wrote, in the Western part of Christendom, the
arrangement of the sayings, which must have been done in the
East, where the tradition most abounded, might not yet have
reached him. What, however, is more within our ken is that
the second Gospel is, and must have been meant to be, a book
of action rather than·. discourse.
One mighty act succ.;ds
a.ii.other in 1t with breathless haste, so that there is scarcely
room for pause. It may also be considered that a book in old
1

So Mr. Wright.
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times could not outrun a certain size which was determined
by the capacity of the roll on which it was to be written. A
larger work had to run into a second book or into a number
of books. 1 But it was no doubt desirable that the account of
Jesus which was here contemplated should not exceed one book;
none of the four Gospels does so. The others are all larger
than the second ; but the second Evangelist also may well
have had the need of compression present to his mind, and
have come to the resolution to do justice to his narratives
(many of which are longer than the parallel ones of Matthew
and Luke), and to give hardly any connected discourses. It
was necessary to give some parables, as that was the most
characteristic form of Jesus' teaching, and the eschatological
discourse possessed a pressing and immediate interest which
required its insertion. But beyond this, no set discourses.
The plan of the writer, then, was to gather the narratives
about Jesus together into a connected historY,. So far as we
know, he was the first to attempt to do this. In addition to
the materials spoken of above, which were also known to
Matthew and to Luke from other quarters, he had others at
his command. In many parts of his narrative we see that
Matthew and Luke follow his order, but much less closely
than in the former case. Of the pieces they treat with freedom, some belong to the early ministry at Capernaum at a
time when Jesus' circle of followers was not large ; and these
contain many homely touches omitted by the later writers,
and not likely to have been invented. For an example we
may take the statement that Jesus left Capernaum long before
day and went off to a lonely place to pray, and that the
disciples made after him to bring him back, but were not able
to do so. These traits Matthew omits, while Luke deprives
them of their domestic character and makes them into a
smooth and edifying story (Mark i. 35-38, Luke iv. 42, 43).
We may also mention the narrative of the epileptic boy
(ix. 14 sq.), where the later Gospels omit the homely touches
of the surprise and the running-up of the crowd, the second
1
See a paper in Studien und Kritiken, 1896, by Professor R\iegg, of Zurich,
"The Space-Limit of Ancient Books," etc., on the reasons why Luke's two
works both look forward at the close to a continuation.
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conversation with the father, the formula of exorcism used by
Jesus, and the curious phrase, " this kind " (of demons). For
these parts of his Gospel Mark is held by many scholars to
have been indebted to the Apostle Peter. They certainly contain particulars which only members of a small circle could have
supplied, and of that circle Peter was one. This is also true
of some parts of the narrative of the last days at Jerusalem,
in which we hear of the private arrangements of Jesus with
his party, which only few were allowed to know; and the
account of the trial before the Sanhedrin must, at least in
great part, be due to Peter. The Apostle, while by no means
flattered in Mark's Gospel (Matth. xiv. 28-31, xvi. 17-19, xvii.
24-27, Luke xxii. 31, 32 are omitted in Mark, who alone gives
ix. 6, xi. 21; compare also Mark xiv. :37, :30 and the betrayal
scene, with the parallels), is certainly prominent in it. The
narrative of the ministry opens with his call; then we are
taken from the synagogue to his house and introduced to his
family; it is Peter who argues that he and his friends have
given up everything to follow Jesus (x. 28). It is he who
observes the withering of the fig tree (xi. 21); and a special
message is sent to him by the angel at the tomb as to seeing
Jesus again in Galilee (xvi. 7); the narrative apparently was
to include the vision which he had, of which all but the
mere mention has disappeared from the records.
In addition to this source, not yet open to others, Mark
may have had some special knowledge of his own, connected
with the last days at Jerusalem. In the curious incident of
the young man who was present at the arrest with scanty
clothing, and fled, leaving his garment behind him (xiv. 51, 52), it
is possible, though not necessary, to see a personal reminiscence
of the Evangelist. Mark alone preserves the little fact that
Simon, who carried the cross for Jesus, was the father of
Alexander and Rufus, who may have been members of the
Church personally known to him, and vouchers for this piece of
information (xv. 21).
Such, then, were the sources Mark had at his command.
Besides certain written pieces which were well known and
highly considered in the Church, he had traditions which
were less known and of a more private nature, the latter
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being simpler and less matured in form than the former.
Doubtless, therefore, he considered himself to be in a very
favourable position for providing the Church with a. complete
account, which was still wanting, of the Saviour's earthly
ministry. In order to carry out this great design he had
to decide on a course of action in two important respects.
In the first place, the arrangement of his materials had to be
determined and the scheme of the narrative to be fixed which
he was to unfold; in the second place, there was the question
of literary treatment; were the sources to be given verbatim
or with a certain amount, perhaps a considerable amount, of
moulding, colouring, and editing?
As for the question of arrangement our author was well
directed. We saw that the sources to a large extent failed
to give any guidance in this matter. While some connected
groups of stories had been formed, many pieces of the tradition had nothing about them to show their connection ; they
were as it were loose leaves at the writer's service, but
not numbered nor provided with any reference to their proper
position. How find the cord on which all these pearls were
to be placed ; how fix their proper position on that cord ? What
indeed was the story of which these were the incidents: of
what nature was the central development around which they
were all to fall into place? This Mark, alone of the Evangelists,
was enabled clearly to make out and to record. It is here
indeed that the observer most of all discerns that Mark must
have been guided by one who knew the life of Jesus not only
as a set of isolated stories but as a connected whole inspired by
a growing purpose. One might suppose indeed that though the
tradition consisted mostly of detached incidents and sayings,
there might yet be in the Church an impression, not perhaps
clearly defined, yet in general correct, of the order in which the
events of the ministry succeeded each other, and of the development of Jesus' aims and efforts. I£ any such knowledge existed
it was early obscured; in the second Gospel only is a clear and
intelligible order of events and of ideas exhibited. While our
writer nowhere states the arrangement of his work and gives
no titles nor divisions, we can see him advancing in an orderly
sequence and can with a little attention make out his scheme.
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In several aspects of the ministry Mark's narrative allows us
to observe growth and progress:
(1) The calling and training of the disciples. Some are
called earlier than others. The ministry opens with the call
of the disciples who were fishermen. In ii. 15 we are told
that Jesus had by this time a number of followers. In iii. 14
he institutes the circle of the Twelve, to train them and send
them out to preach, and the teaching of chap. iv. is partly
addressed to an inner circle, and is to be regarded as part of
this training. In chap. vi. the disciples receive their charge
and are sent out. In chap. viii. his disciples accept him as
Messiah, and after this the public teaching is at an end and
what we hear of the teaching is mainly directed to them,
until the time comes when he opens his mouth in the new career
of teaching at Jerusalem. This of itself gives the Gospel a
unity and a growing interest wanting in Matthew and Luke.
Weiss finds in this the main scheme of the second Gospel and
divides it into sections according to this view of it.
(2) In the matter of Jesus' exorcisms and cures there is in
Mark, if not an advance, yet an interesting sequence, which
disappears in the later Gospels. Here Jesus recognizes the cure
of demoniacs as part of his own appointed work, but not the
treatment of disease generally. While he does not doubt his
power to cure disease where there is faith on the part of the
patient (at Nazareth this condition was wanting and he could
do but little), he is unwilling to exercise this power on a large
scale, and withdraws when too much is asked of him in this
way. His later cures take place at special appeals which he
eannot resist, and by way of exception (cf. notes on i. 40,
ii. 10, viii. 22, etc.). His disciples are commissioned to cast
out demons but not to cure diseases (iii. 15, vi. 7). In Matthew
cures of every kind of disease are performed on a large scale
from the very first (Matth. iv. 23).
(3) Again the subject of the teaching shows advance. At first
the Kingdom is announced, and men are called to repent and to
be prepared for it. In the parables the seeming delay of the
Kingdom is explained and its nature exhibited. Then the
teaching grows more controversial ; the tradition system is
eriticized and repudiated; the demand for a sign of the promised
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change is spoken of as a proof of unbelief, and the ruling
authorities are more and more clearly recognized as enemies of
the good cause.
(4) There is advance in the Messianic claim of Jesus. At
first no such claim is made. When the demoniacs hail Jesus as
God's representative they are commanded to be silent and not
to speak in that way. The teaching is about the Kingdom not
about the Messiah. Only where the title Son of Man is used of
himself by Jesus in chap. ii. is there any appearance of a
Messianic claim. But it has been suggested that the two stories ·
in which this title occurs are placed too early, ii. 1-iii. 6 being ,
a collection previously formed which Mark adopted entire. 1 .
Even if the title was used early it may not imply an open
avowal of Messiahship. That avowal only comes in the middle
of the Gospel when Jesus, with much work now behind him,
many appeals having been made and his cause kept steadily
for some time before the eyes of his countrymen, asks his
disciples what men take him to be and hears that they at least
take him to be the Messiah. From that time forth the tone of
the teaching changes and becomes darker and more tragical.
There is however no open proclamation of Messiahship till, after
the acclamation, now suffered to pass without rebuke, of
Bartimaeus and of the crowd at the entry to Jerusalem, Jesus
answers the question of the High Priest at the trial, "Art
thou the Messiah, the Son of the Blessed ? " with a solemn
affirmative.
In Mark these various developments are clearly observed.
In Matthew and Luke they are obscured, and it is only from
the second Gospel that we distinctly know them. They only
require to be stated to be recognized as substantial and historical ; and as they are not indicated in the individual
narratives, but only brought out by good arrangement, we
judge that Mark was well informed as to the course of the
ministry as a whole, and that he probably had some help in the
arrangement of his book beyond what the narratives themselves supplied.
In working out his plan with a view to this connected his- Mark
treats his
tory, Mark did not regard his materials as sacred or inviolable, materials
1

with

See Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, i. (not translated), p. 23 sqq.
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but used considerable liberties with them. In the first place,
he had to connect a number of unconnected pieces into a
progressive narrative, to weave them into a story. ·where
arrangement had already been given to a group of narratives,
he appears to accept that arrangement, as in chap. ii. 1-iii. 6,
chap. v., chap. vi. Elsewhere he arranges his materials very
skilfully, and binds them together into a well-jointed narrative,
with a scheme which looks at first sight as if it came from a
journal taken down at the time, but which is found on closer
inspection to be artificial. Thus the first chapter has been taken
by many writers to give the events which took place in one day
at Capemaum ; one occurrence is joined to another with the
word 'immediately,' as if Jesus had hurried from one great work
to another till the day was over. But we find as we read
further in the Gospel that Mark binds all his materials together
in this way, and makes one great event or act succeed another
in a breathless sequence, as if the ministry had all been made
up of impressive and dramatic incidents without any pauses
between them. On reflection, we see that this is Mark's
manner, and learn to allow for it. The fact is that the chronological and geographical data at his command were so scanty
that the only way to make a coherent story of them was to
place them in this immediate and rapid sequence. He does not
invent places or times for the several incidents, but places them
in such a way that the main current of the narrative moves
evenly forward. This is the great merit of Mark's work as a
historian. The different periods of the ministry do succeed each
other in good order in his work. On looking into his detailed
connections, however, we see that he does not mean them to
be taken too strictly. He is often quite aware that what he
is going on to report did not come close after what he has
just reported. " And he comes home," in iii. 20, does not mean
that Jesus made straight for his house after the appointment
of the Twelve. It only means that this is another piece of
narrative belonging to this part of the history, and that according to the author's scheme it is put here and made to connect
with what goes before. "And he said," in iv. 21, does not mean
that the saying about the lamp was part of the same discourse
as the explanation of the parable of the Sower; but only that
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it also was a saying of Jesus which may fitly be placed and
considered in this connection.
There results from this a certain vagueness and ambiguity.
It is not always easy to tell how close the connection is meant
to be between one piece of narrative and another. The first
readers probably did not feel this. As it is, the history is
effective, and even powerful. We are carried swiftly from
one situation to another, in which Jesus is master of all
the circumstances and all the persons, chooses the best
means, shows himself worthy of all confidence even in the
most trying position, and utters the word never to be forgotten,
which was true then and is true still. The writer is entirely,
out of sight ; one never thinks of him ; the story is every- _
thing.
Along with this lively manner of connecting together the
pieces of his narrative, we must also speak of Mark's lively
treatment of the individual pieces. This has been much more
generally remarked, and we need not linger over it. The
chief characteristic of the style of the Gospel is its vividness.
Every situation is made real, the narrative is very often in
the present tense, which places the reader as it were in the
position of one who is there and actually sees and hears
what is being told. Or it is in the imperfect or descriptive
tense, which suggests that this and that circumstance entered
into the situation when the action took place which is then
narrated. Or it is said that Jesus " began to " do so and so,
which may be an Aramaism, as W ellhausen says,1 but certainly
has the effect of description in preparing the mind for a
definite action just about to be stated. In this and other ways
considerable art is expended on the description of situations.
Sometimes part of the description is kept till the narrative
has been begun (see ver. 6 in the first, ver. 4 in the last chapter,
and xi. 13). And sometimes we have a piling up of particulars
to bring out strongly the condition of a patient, or some
important circumstance. Compare the detail of the condition
of the Gerasene demoniac in chap. v., and that of the woman
with an issue later in the chapter ; also the description of the
crowds in chaps. ii. and iii. The grammatical connections are of
1

Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, vi. 192; cf. Dalman, Worte Jesu, p. 21.
C
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the simplest ; one fact is added to another with ' and-and'
(34 times with a principal verb in chap. iii.), so that attention
is not distracted. The large use of pronouns is also to be
remarked; " he," " him," " his," applying to different persons
in the same sentence; cf. ix. 20, " They brought him to him.
And the spirit saw him and tore him," or ver. 28, "When he
came into the house his disciples asked him." Matthew and
Luke often arrange to avoid such accumulations of pronouns,
which no doubt are traceable to the Aramaic form of the
tradition, the pronouns in Aramaic being not separate words,
but suffixes, and therefore bulking much less largely in a
sentence. Mark keeps the primitive simplicity, awkward as
it is.
He does not spend much care on his grammar and style;
but he will have his story popular and effective. Here we
notice the expressions he uses to indicate the feelings of the
actors, and particularly of the Lord himself. The woman (v.
33) is "afraid and trembling"; viii. 2, Jesus says, "I have pity
on the multitude"; viii. 12, he "sighed in his spirit"; iii. 5, he
"looked round with anger"; vi. 6, he "marvelled at their
unbelief."
In some cases, as notably in chap. v., Mark is much longer than
Matthew or Luke. Sometimes we are led to think that the
latter have omitted for the sake of brevity little touches which
may have belonged to the original, and which Mark retained; 1
but in some cases it is Mark who has amplified by adding
descriptive touches, or even whole sentences, of his own. The
other Evangelists who had to find room for their discourses had a
motive for brevity which Mark had not, and on the other hand,
Mark has undoubtedly a tendency to amplification. 2 In each
case where Mark is longest, we have to consider which of these
agencies has been at work.
1 .A,; where Mark says that Jesus was asleep on the pillow, and Luke omits the
clause, Matthew the pillow.
2 If, as used to be taken for granted, no Evangelist would abbreviate a na.rra.tive
·he wa.s following, and the shorter account is always the ea.rlier, then in the
passages where Mark is longest, it follows that Matthew and Luke cannot have
followed him as we have him, and that if they did follow him they must have had
him in a. shorter form. '!.'his is the ground of the theory, still held by many
.scholars, of an original Mark 'Urmarcus,' now lost.
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The descriptive touches introduced by Mark have sometimes
the effect of making his narrative slightly heavy, as in his
description of the Gerasene demoniac and of the woman in the
crowd. This is rare, but there is perhaps enough of it to
warrant the conclusion that it was before he came to deal with
the narratives that they were made so firm and positive, so free
from everything redundant or uncertain, so rounded and complete, that they at once imprint themselves with all their details
on the memory. The older pieces in Mark have by no means
lost this character; it is not so noticeable in the matter which he
himself brought into the record. In these sections repetition has
not been so much at work, and the stories are less perfectly
formed; we think less of the purpose the narrative might serve,
more of the lively reminiscence by which it was preserved for
us. And this leads us to the question of the immediate use to which
Mark intended his work to be put. Narratives which are often
repeated, and so assume a fixed and telling form, are suited
thereby for liturgical or catechetical use. Pure reminiscences, on,
the other hand, are less suited for that purpose. Now the
Gospels were being read at Christian meetings at the time
when Justin wrote about the middle of the second century.
Were they originally drawn up for that purpose? This question
does not, so far as I am aware, admit of an answer. Even in
the careful and exhaustive discussion in Zahn's Introduction the
reader finds no satisfaction regarding it. Yet it is not impossible
to point out the direction in which the truth on this question is
to be looked for. The reading of the Gospels at Christian meetings
may be regarded as a continuation of the process of repetition
which first gave form to the tradition. These parts of the
tradition, therefore, which had gone through this forming process
were ready for liturgical use as soon as the practice arose of
using such matter in worship. Sections on the contrary in which
private reminiscence is largely in evidence, such as the story of
Jesus leaving Capernaum before daybreak and being pursued by
the disciples, or the cures in which the means applied and the
modus operandi are so frankly described (vii. :32 sq., viii. 22 sq.),
or the story of the young man who fled naked, these were not
so fitted for Church use, and the writer who added such pieces to
the set of well-rounded stories so well known to all was not
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taking the best way to provide a book for Church reading, and is
not likely to have had that destination in view for his work.
To this has to be added the doubt whether at the time when
Mark wrote the Church felt a book to be needed for the
purpose. What we know of the early history of the canon
rather · suggests that the demand for a collection for such a
use cannot have arisen very early. The Gospels came into
Church use because they were found adapted for it; but it could
not be known before they were written that they would be so
used. Before they were read in Church they served manifold
other purposes; and it· is in these perhaps that the immediate
motives are to be sought which caused them to be written.
Mark wrote his Gospel, it seems pretty certain, not with a view
to Church use, but for the information of the brethren on a
subject which was very important for them, and had not yet
been put in a connected form. He had reminiscences which
he desired to put in writing before they were lost to the world,
and he worked these up into a complete statement along with
the better known traditions, so that the Christians might no
longer be at a loss when asked to give an account of the
Founder of their faith. The book was to be the Christian's
best apology against attacks from outside, and to give him
information about the various points of his religion; it was to
prove to him and to others that he did well to put his faith
in Jesus and keep his commandments and wait for him to
come again.
Forwhat
The book was addressed to Western readers. That this is
reade'1'
Markwrote. the case is proved by a number of features in the Gospel
itself.
1. Aramaic words, which had impressed themselves on the
narrative so strongly that it could scarcely be told without them,
are translated for the Greek reader. Boanerges, that reader
is told, means 'Sons of thunder' (iii. 17); Talitha cumi means
'Maid, arise' (v. 41); Kop/30.11 (vii. 11) means 'a gift'; Effatha
'(vii. 34) means 'Be opened'; Golgotha (xv. 22) means 'place of
a skull.' The last words on the cross are accompanied with
a translation (xv. 34). In addition to these instances, in
which the writer says he is giving a translation, there are
others, in which he gives one without thus announcing it.
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Beelzebub (iii. 22) is explained to be the ruler of the demons;
Gehenna (ix. 43) is the unquenchable fire; Bartimaeus (x. 46)
is a blind beggar; Abba (xiv. 36) is father.
2. There are also passages in which Jewish customs are
explained for readers not familiar with them. The long
explanation of Jewish practices connected with purification
(vii. 3, 4) could be of no use for readers in Palestine;
nor would they need to be told (xiv. 12) that the first day
of unleavened bread was the day when the sacrifice was killed
for the passover, or (xv. 42) that Preparation was the day
before the Sabbath. These explanations, however, are given
very sparingly, and in many passages where they might
have been given they are wanting, for we are not told
the meaning of the title 'Son of Man,' nor why it was
blasphemy for Jesus to forgive sins or to declare himself
Messiah. The apocalypse of chap. xiii., moreover, is Jewish
in many of its features, and must have appeared strange to a
reader in the West. Mark, moreover, we notice here, does not
use the argument from prophecy to show that Jesus was
Messiah, and that ancient oracles were fulfilled in him ; the
passage i. 1-4 is the only one where this is directly done, and
the text there is not secure. This proof of the Messiahship
required a theologian, and that character our author rarely
assumes. His proof is different ; it is that from the impression
Jesus made in his life, both by his preaching and in his acts
and his encounters with opponents. This proof, culminating
in the word of the centurion at the cross (xv. 39), "Certainly
this man was the Son of God" (or of a divine Being), was a
simple and effective one, which would appeal to Gentiles more
readily than that from prophecy.
:). As for the Latin words used in the Gospel which have been
held to prove its Western destination, too much may easily be
made of them. Matthew and Luke accept Mark's Latin words
with hesitation ; often one of them adopts the wo'rd, never
both of them. It would seem that while many Latin words
were current everywhere in that age of mixed populations and
of commerce, as many French words are in our day, Mark is
somewhat more inclined to use them than the other Evangelists.
Not so much, therefore, is to be inferred from his Latinisms
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as to his writing for Gentiles as from his renderings of
Aramaisms. 1
Here we may also mention that in speaking of divorce (x. 12),
1 the writer has in view the Roman practice, which allowed the
. wife as well as the husband to dissolve the marriage tie;
! Matthew, writing for Jews (v. 32, xix. 9), contemplates such
action on the part of the husband only.
Although the writer does not exhibit any strong doctrinal
tendency, that is not to say that he does not reflect the views
of doctrine which prevailed in his day, and that the ideas in
especial of the Apostle Paul are not frequently met with in
his book. His title (i. 1) is thoroughly Pauline, " Gospel of
Jesus Christ (the Son of God)." It is in Paul that the Gospel,
instead of being that of the Kingdom, is the Gospel of Christ
(Rom. xv. 19, I Cor. ix. 18), or of God's Son (Rom. i. 9); and
if the words ' Son of God ' be accepted, and do not mean
demigod as they may with the centurion (xv. 39), then, again,
it is Paul who makes 'Son of God' a current title for Christ
(Rom. i. 3, 4; 2 Cor. i. 19, etc.). The statement of the opening
proclamation of the Gospel (i. 15) is thoroughly Pauline;
in Galatians (iv. 4) that we hear of the time being fulfilled
when God sends out the new message to mankind, and that
faith is the true attitude towards the Gospel is Paul's characteristic doctrine. The form " Abba, Father," is peculiar to
Paul, along with Mark, in the New Testament writings (cf. xiv.
36, RoIIJ,. viii. 15, Gal. iv. 6); the explanation why Jesus spoke
in parables (iv. 11 sq.) is precisely according to Paul's reason for
the unbelief of the Jews (Rom. xi. 8); and the statement
that the Christian mission must reach all nations before the end
can come (xiii. 10), corresponds with that of Paul (Rom. xi. i5),
1

The Latinisms are
Matthew
Mark
ii. 4, also vi. 55. Kpa{JO.TTOS.
1<">..lv'YJ.
v. 9. J\e-y,wv.
Omits.
Omits.
vi. 27. a-,reKou-Xarwp.
Omits.
vi. 37. O'YJVap,ov.
7TOAAOV.
xiv. 5. O'YJVO.p<o..
1<,j11a-os.
xii. 14. 1<,jva-os.
xii. 42. KOOpan')S,
Wants the passage (Koop. v. 26).
xv. 15. rf>po.')'€AAti)(FO.S.
xv. 39. ,cevrvplwP.

Luke
Kl>.,vla,011.
Ae')'<WP,

Wants the story.
Omits.
Wants the story.
rj,opos.

Omits.
1rat5E6uas.
haronapxris.
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that the fulness of the Gentiles is, according to God's plan, to
come before the gathering in of Israel. Of other similarities
between Mark and Paul we may cite the curious parallel
between Herod and John the Baptist in chap. vi. on the one
hand, and Felix and Paul, Acts xxiv. 24-27. In what is said
about giving offence (ix. 37-42 compared with Rom. xiv. 13-19)
and in the teaching of Jesus about his death (cf. Au-rpov, ransom,
x. 45, with a.7roA.u-rpw<rL,;, ransoming, Rom. iii. 24, "my blood of
the covenant, shed for many," xiv. 24, and "whom God set
forth propitiatory in his blood," Rom. iii. 25), a problem is
presented to us, which we do not here attempt to solve. Was
Paul's doctrine of the death of Christ based on words of the
Saviour known to him from the tradition; or are the words
of Christ coloured in Mark, and through him in the other
Gospels, from Pauline doctrine ? (See the commentary on the
passages.)
On the whole it appears that the Paulinism of Mark does not
amount to very much. What was said, p. 11, of the undogmatic
atmosphere in which the tradition was developed can be applied
with little subtraction to Mark's dealing with it. He handed
it on, altered to some extent in style and arrangement but not
altered in point of teaching, as he had collected it from the
primitive Church and from his private sources. By nature, if
we may judge from his book, he was little inclined to doctrine,
but was rather literary and historical in his tastes and
aptitudes.
If we question the Gospel itself as to its date, the apocalypse
in chap. xiii. seems to afford a clue, as ver. 14-19 set forth a
situation which may be placed just before the destruction of
Jerusalem by the Romans; the approach of the Abomination
( see the commentary) and the flight of the Christians from
Judooa belong to the year 70. The destruction of the Temple
(ver. 2 of the same chapter) is predicted in terms which would
scarcely have been used after it had happened; and this
apocalypse, though some verses of it may be older and
genuine, thus comes to have its date of composition definitely
fixed. But it is not impossible that the Gospel as a whole may
be later than the apocalypse incorporated in it. Much of the
latter is J~wish in tone, and it may have been adopted rather
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because the situation required an oracle of Jesus than because
this oracle was specially fitted for the readers of the Gospel.
Another indication of time is to be found in ix. 1, where the
words are placed in Jesus' mouth that some of those listening to
him will not die without seeing the advent of the Kingdom. It
is not said that many will survive to see this, so that the words
carry us to a period when most of the immediate followers
of Jesus on earth had died, and it seemed possible that they
might all die before the event took place to which they had
looked forward with such yearning. The prediction declares
that the faith of the Church will not be so entirely disappointed. This would point to a time 40-50 years after the
Crucifixion, when young men who had heard Jesus' teaching
were from 60-70 years old. The words would scarcely be
used much after this; and thus we have another indication,
more positive than the last, that the Gospel was composed, if
not before the year 70, at least not long after it.

Connection
of Mark
with Paul.

4. Information about Mark, in the New Testament, and in
Church Tradition.
So much the second Gospel, examined in the light of our knowledge of the Apostolic Age, tells us about itself, its composition,
its aim, its tendency or want of tendency, its destination, and
its date. It does not tell its writer's name, for the title is
not to be regarded as part of the original work but was
added when the Gospels were collected (see the commentary).
But there was never any doubt as to the name to be prefixed
to it. All tradition connects it with a person who is mentioned pretty frequently and in a great variety of connections
in the New Testament itself, and with regard to whom we
have also some patristic evidence. We have now to look at
the reports about Mark and to compare them with what has
been gathered from the Gospel itself about its writer.
Assuming what there is no reason to doubt, that there is
only one person called Mark in the New Testament, we find
that a good deal is known about him at various periods of
his life. We first hear of him in Acts xii. 12 in connection with
his mother Mary, who has a house in Jerusalem, resorted to
by the Christians in the days of the Apostles. To this house
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Peter repairs after escaping from prison. We are told here
that the young man's name was John. Mark, therefore, was a
Roman name assumed according to a practice of which the New
Testament affords many examples. At ver. 25 of this chapter we
read that Mark was taken by Paul and Barnabas to engage in
the work of the Church at Antioch; till then he had lived at
Jerusalem, and we have to think of his early life as spent
among the Christians at Jerusalem where the Apostles were
well known, and the traditions of the life and words of Jesus
were native and current. How long he had lived there we
cannot tell ; we shall see that he was connected with regions
outside Judrea, and the fact of his having a Roman name
agrees with this; but his mother would scarcely have held the
position she did in Jerusalem if the family had not been
established there some time. The young man was further
taken by Barnabas and Saul to act as their attendant
(v7r11peT11,;) on their first recorded missionary journey (Acts
xiii. 5) ; he was not to preach but to be useful in subordinate
capacities. There was a reason for his adoption ; we learn in
Colossians iv. 10 that Barnabas and Mark were cousins.
Barnabas, the elder cousin, who naturally summoned the
younger to come with him, was a Levite (Acts iv. 36), but
belonged by birth to the island of Cyprus. He had
made a considerable sacrifice of property to the Church, and
stood in high esteem at Jerusalem, and altogether was so
situated that it must have been of great advantage to the
young man to be associated with him. If Mark also was
connected with Cyprus he would know Greek as well as the
Aramaic of Palestine and would be a useful person on a
missionary tour in Greek-speaking countries. On this t?ur
accordingly, he traverses with Barnabas and Paul the island
of Cyprus. But when the party turned inland into Asia Minor
he broke off from his companions and went back to Jerusalem,
an act not forced on him by any outward necessity, but the
result of his own choice. It is vain to speculate as to his
motives for this step, whether he was averse to travel and
danger in unknown lands, or whether he had interests at
Jerusalem which called him back.
There was no personal breach on his part, for we find him
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willing, a year or two after, to join the same party agam for
a tour in the same regions (Acts xv. 36-39). He was now
apparently living at Antioch; though he had left Paul on that
former occasion he had not separated himself from the Gentile
mission, and Barnabas proposes him to Paul for a companion.
But Paul resented the young man's former defection too keenly
to accept him again so soon, and so Mark disappears out of the
history of that period. In Acts he is named no more.
7
"\\ e
do not hear of him again for ten years. From his
Roman captivity in 62 A.D. the Apostle Paul writes (Coloss. iv.
l 0), "There greets you Aristarchus my fellowprisoner, and Mark
Barnabas' cousin; with regard to whom you have received
instructions. If he comes to you give him a good reception."
Mark accordingly is with Paul in his captivity, and is active
in Church matters. In the sweet little letter to Philemon, also
written at the same time, Mark along with others sends
greeting to the Christian master whose slave is being sent back
to him. Mark is living in Paul's intimate circle, and is going to
visit Colossae, in what capacity we are not told; but instructions
have been sent to that place, such as we often find in Paul's
Epistles, defining no doubt Mark's position and errand, and
indicating the footing on which he is to be received. In
Philemon, ver. 24, he is named along with Epaphras, Aristarchus,
Demas, and Luke, who are all said by Paul to be his fellowworkers. The situation brought before us in 2 Tim. iv. 11
is very similar to that in these two Epistles. There Luke is
with the Apostle and no one else of his friends, and Timothy
is bidden to get hold of Mark and bring him to the Apostle.
The reason given for this is that Mark is useful to Paul
for service. What service is meant, is not said; the phrase
points rather to personal service of the Apostle than to employment in the Church at Rome, for which Paul was not responsible,
or for travelling. While many scholars do not regard 2 Tim.
as being in its entirety a work of the Apostle Paul, the passage
referring to Mark, with the message about the cloak and the
parchments, and that about Alexander the smith may be defended as being a piece of Paul's own writing, which has been
made part of a later work. The impression given here about
Mark is the :;ame as that suggested in Colossians and Philemon;
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he was a serviceable practical man, whose defection in the past
the Apostle had long forgiven, and who on his part had not kept
up any grudge against the Apostle for judging him so hardly at
that earlier time.
The last mention of Mark in the New Testament connects him,
not with Paul, but with Peter. And we are then reminded of'
that earlier part of his history when he was a member of the
Jerusalem Church, and when the house he belonged to was a
place of meeting for the brethren and the place to which Peter
turned when he escaped from prison. In 1 Peter v. 13 we read,
" The (Church or) diaspora at Babylon, elect along with you,
greets you, and Mark my son." If First Peter is a genuine
work of the Apostle of that name, these words would show
that Mark was closely connected with him at the time
when it was written. If the Babylon spoken of is Rome,
as most scholars hold,1 then Mark's connection with the capital
of the Empire, indicated in 2 Timothy, is also indicated here,
and we have to think that he lived on at Rome, with Peter
for his chief instead of Paul; Paul having been removed by
death or gone away on later journeyings, Peter having come to
Rome, and Mark thus reverting to an attachment of old standing.
That Peter calls him his son cannot in this case mean that he
was a youth, for the Epistle cannot be placed earlier than 64,
when Mark would be at least forty-five years old. If, as is
often assumed, Peter calls Mark his son in allusion to the fact
that he had first brought him to the Gospel when he was a
young man at Jerusalem, the mode of speech cannot be considered very natural.
This, it is well known, is not the only difficulty bearing on the
situation of 1 Peter. That Epistle speaks of persecution of
Christians on account of their Christian name (iv. 16), and this
can scarcely be placed before the reign of Domitian. 2 There is
also the difficulty of connecting a work written in elegant and
flowing Greek with an Apostle who, in addressing Gentile
audiences, made use of an interpreter; that of the literary
See F. J. A. Hort, The First Epistle of St. Peter, i. 1-ii. 17, pp. 5-7.
accordingly (Expositor, Oct. 1893) dates the Epistle about 80 A.D.
Peter would at that time be about 80 ; Mark could not be less than 60. See
Schmiedel in Encyclop. Bibl., i., p. 761.
1

2 Ramsay
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dependence of the Epistle on Romans, on Ephesians, and even on
James ; and that of the developed and popularized Pauline
doctrine which it contains. However reluctant we may be to
take away from the first of the Apostles the authorship of a
beautiful and cherished work, the facts seem to indicate that
the situation given in the Epistle is a feigned one, which at
the time of the writing readers would easily understand. The
Epistle contains nothing which specially points to Peter as its
author; it gives no reminiscences of the life of Christ on earth,
no allusions to Paul and his work among the Gentiles, on which,
if it is genuine, Peter had now entered, no explanation of the
writer's relations to the Gentile Churches, so different from
those he had held formerly (Gal. ii.). A veritable work of
Peter might have been expected to touch on these points. On
the other hand the situation is composed of elements which
are found in tradition at a later time and may have been in
the memory of the Church of the end of the first century.
Early Church writers introduce the second Gospel with
statements about Mark and his connection with Peter; and these
statements must be carefully considered.
By the close of the second century A.D. the belief prevailed
in the Church that Mark's Gospel was written second of the four
then recognized; and on the question of Mark's circumstances
and his qualifications for writing such a work, it was generally
accepted that he had been closely connected with Peter and that
much of the contents of the Gospel was derived from that Apostle.
The Muratorian Canon, a Latin document named after the Italian
theologian who brought it to light early in the eighteenth century,
but based on a Greek writing composed in the last quarter of the
second century A.D., is mutilated at its beginning, and opens in
the middle of a statement about the writer of the second Gospel.
What was said about the writer of the first is lost ; of the second
we hear,1 "among whom he was, and so set it down," or "he
was present at some of the occurrences and so set them down."
The first rendering yields the sense that Mark was, if not an
eyewitness himself, associated with those who had been in that
position, and that in this way he was qualified to write the
work known to the Church as his Gospel. . The second is the
1

Quibus tamen interfuit et ita posuit.
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rendering of Zahn,1 and appears to state that Mark was personally cognizant of some of the occurrences of the Evangelical
history and that he therefore gave these passages of it a place
in his work.
The document may have spoken of Mark's connection with
Peter in some of the lines now lost. A number of passages from
Fathers of the late second and early third centuries agree in
stating this connection,2 though they differ as to the details they
give about it. Clement of Alexandria (Euseb. H. E. vi.14) tells us
that when Peter preached in public at Rome, many of those who
were present appealed to Mark who had long been his follower
and remembered what he had said, to write it down and to hand
the Gospel thus made to those who wanted it. Peter knew of
this but did not assume any responsibility for what was done.
Clement tells the story also in another way (Euseb. H. E. ii. 15)
to the effect that the Spirit revealed these proceedings to Peter
and that he was pleased and directed the work to be given
to the Churches for reading. Of this, Origen, who followed
Clement at Alexandria, has only the bare statement that Mark's
Gospel was written second, and that he wrote it as Peter
explained it to him (Euseb. H. E. vi. 25).
Irenaeus of Lyons states the matter somewhat differently,
saying that it was after the decease of Peter and Paul, that Mark,
Peter's disciple and interpreter, handed down to us in writing
what Peter used to preach. That Mark was Peter's interpreter
we hear also from Tertullian. The earliest form of the tradition,
however, and that from which the others are in all probability
derived, is that quoted by Eusebius 3 from a work written by
Papias of Hierapolis called Commentaries on the Oracles of the
Lord. This work is now placed by Lightfoot,4 who formerly
dated it later, in the decennium 130-140 A.D. Harnack 5 places
it ten years later, Zahn 6 considerably earlier.
Of this writer, it is true, Eusebius does not speak with any
respect, declaring him to have been a man of small capacity,
1
Gesch. d. Kanons, vol. ii., p. 19. Lightfoot, Es.~ays on Supernat. Rel., p. 189,
gives, "at which, however, he was present, and so·he set them down."
8 H. E. iii. 39.
2.Swete prints them in his Introduction, p. xviii. sq.
4
Essays on Supernat. Relig., p. 150; cf. Oontemp. Rev., vol v., p. 407.
5
6 Einleitung, vol. ii., p. 204.
Ohronologie, p. 357.
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and quoting from him various utterances as to the grapes at
the Millennium, the survival to the reign of Hadrian of the
persons raised by Christ, and other curious matters. This early
writer on the Gospels, however, communicates certain pieces of
information about Mark which are of extreme interest. He
says that he heard what he put down from a person called John,
John the Elder, or the Presbyter John. This person, whose
statements live through Papias, is variously defined by scholars.
Zahn, who places the work of Papias early, considers this John
to be the beloved disciple himself. Lightfoot and Harnack,
who place Papias later, consider this John to have belonged
to the generation after the Apostles. He is coupled by Papias
with a person of the name of Aristiqn, of whom we shall
hear more, and who clearly belongs to the class of the followers
of the Apostles ; and he appears to have been a man of great
weight in Asia Minor at the time of the first century. The
passage of Papias is as follows:
" Mark, who had been Peter's interpreter, wrote down accurately all he remembered of the words and acts of Christ,
but not in order. For neither did he hear the Lord, nor was
he one of his followers; he was a follower, as I said, at a later
time of Peter, who arranged his addresses as occasions dictated,
without any intention of putting together a complete statement of the Lord's sayings. Mark accordingly made no mistake
in thus writing down some things as they occurred to him ;
for of one thing he was most careful, not to .omit anything he
had heard, nor to misrepresent anything in it." 1
From this recital, which is of such early date and so evidently
genuine, we gather (1) that Mark had acted as Peter's interpreter. The word used signifies one who translates, a dragoman,
not a secretary or a mouthpiece. Mark must have assisted
Peter to address people of whose language the Apostle was not
sufficiently master. This points to Greek-speaking lands, in
1 Of studies of this important passage there have been very many.
Of the
recent ones may be named : Lightfoot, " Papias of Hierapolis," in the Oontemporary Review, 1867, p. 397 ; Lightfoot, " Essays on the work entitled Super.
natural Religion," Nos. 5 and 6; Zahn, Einleitung in das N. T., ii. 204 sqq.,
241 sqq.; Harnack, Ohronologie, p. 690 sq.; Link, "Die Dolmetscher des Petrus,"
Studien u. Kritiken, 1896, p. 404; Rohrbach, Der Bchluss der Markuse-vangeliums,
etc., 1894.
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which Peter was acting as a missionary, and Mark turned his
Aramaic into Greek. (2) Mark wrote after this connection
with Peter had come to a close, and Peter was no longer at
hand to be consulted on the subject. What he wrote was, if
not exclusively, for the words scarcely go so far as to preclude
Mark's use of other sources, yet in great part based on his
reminiscences of Peter's addresses.
There is much that is very singular in the form in which
Papias brought these details to the knowledge of his readers.
Praise and blame are mingled in his words. While Mark is
defended against the charge of omission, inaccuracy, or misrepresentation, which seems to have been brought against him,
for such charges are implied in the last sentence of the extract,
he is expressly allowed to fall short in some respects of a
perfectly satisfactory performance. It is implied that if he
had been an eyewitness of the Lord's life, he would have been
in a better position for doing what he attempted. That defect
was no doubt made good to a certain extent. The post which
he filled of interpreter to Peter could not fail to make him
very intimately acquainted with what Peter had to communicate ; yet on the other hand the mode in which he acquired
his information was not adequate for the writing of a Gospel.
Peter's addresses, by translating which Mark laid the foundation of his Gospel, were not arranged so as to form a connected
narrative of Christ's life and teaching. They were directed
to a different aim, and arranged according to what was called
for on each occasion when he had to speak. And if the
Apostle's teaching was thus fragmentary and occasional, this
was reflected in the Gospel Mark wrote; it also was defective
in point of order. It is suggested too that it was deficient
in point of quantity. He wrote all he remembered. He made
no mistake in writing down some things .as he remembered
them. These certainly are grudging phrases; the person who
used them must have judged Mark's Gospel to come short of
a standard, of which he was aware, of Gospel-writing. That
work is not full, though it is correct so far as it goes; and it is
not properly arranged ; and this is due to its not being the
work of a personal follower of the Lord, but only of the interpreter of one of his followers.
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What is the standard thus applied to the Gospel of Mark,
The passage has little point if we think here of the Synoptic Go~pels.
The Presbyter could not think Luke superior to Mark in point
of the position of its author; since neither was Luke an eyewitness, nor even Paul, whose follower he was. Nor could the
first and third Gospels be thought superior to the second in
point of order, for the order is substantially the same in all
three. What Papias says about the work of Matthew, which
he knew to have been written in Hebrew and translated into
Greek, precludes rather than favours the notion that he would
compare the second Gospel unfavourably with the first.
"Matthew," he says, "compiled the logia (i.e. the oracles, or
the stories containing oracles, or the narratives: the phrase
admits of any of these renderings) in the Hebrew dialect, and
every one translated them as he was able." This certainly
shows no such high opinion of Matthew's work as to account
for the depreciation of Mark. If, therefore, the Matthew and
the Mark mentioned by Papias are our first and second Gospels,
Mark is not here being compared with Matthew or with Luke,
which for such a comparison is in the same position as
Matthew.
Leading scholars agree that Mark is here being compared
with a Johannine standard. 1 Papias belonged to a region
where John the Apostle had lived and written, and where
Johannine ideas prevailed. 2 Aristion, whom. he couples with
John the Elder and describes as belonging to the generation
which knew the Apostles, is generally considered to be that
'Ariston' who is said, in an Armenian MS. discovered by Mr.
Conybeare,3 to have written the canonical conclusion of Mark's
Gospel. When we consider these facts, many things grow
clear about the fragment of Papias. If the fragment came
from the quarter where the fourth Gospel, or the type of treatment it embodies, was regarded with lively interest, such
judgments as Papias expresses about Mark would naturally

in comparison with which it is found wanting?

1

So Lightfoot, Harnack, Zahn.
For the most thorough-going application of this principle, see the work of
Rohrbach, cited above.
3 Expositar, Oct., 1893, p. 241; Swete, St. Mark, p. ciii. sq.
2
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arise. In the opening words of the first Johannine Epistle
(" That which we have heard, which we have seen with our
eyes, which we beheld and our hands handled, of the word of
life. And the life was made manifest, and we have seen it,
and bear witness, and report to you the eternal life which was
with the Father, and was manifested to us. What we have seen
and heard we also report to you," etc.), we hear how much
an eyewitness can do for believers, as if no one not holding
that position could furnish a satisfactory account of the
Saviour. On the question of order, the Johannine tradition
is of course very different from the Marean, and if the order
embodied in the fourth Gospel was the right one, then the
second, which omitted all the journeys to Jerusalem except the
last, which did not mention the intercourse of Jesus with John
the Baptist subsequent to the baptism, which named neither
Nicodemus nor Lazarus nor the woman of Samaria, which had
hardly any discourses, which made Jesus eat the Passover with
his disciples instead of himself dying on the day when it was
offered, was certainly not written " in order," and only comprised " some things." The fourth Gospel claims some authority
on the matter of order, and often explains how right and
necessary the sequence of events is which it observes. The
miracle of Cana is the beginning of miracles (ii. 11 ), one of
which Mark knows nothing. The appearance of the risen
Saviour in Galilee, which Mark (xvi. 7) regarded as the first,
the fourth Evangelist is careful to state was really the third;
the Jerusalem Christophanies having preceded it, which Mark
entirely ignores, or even implicitly denies. The views, therefore, which Papias reports from the Presbyter as to the
composition of Mark, exactly correspond with what was to
be looked for from such a quarter. And the close of Mark,
added by a person belonging to the same circle, bears similar
testimony as to what was regarded in Asia Minor as a shortcoming in the second Gospel. The addition of xvi. 9-20 by
the Presbyter Aristion both remedies the abruptness of the
end of the Gospel at xvi. 8 (" for they were afraid") and
provides a statement about the Christophanies in keeping
with the J ohannine tradition. Instead of placing the first
appearance in Galilee, it speaks of the meeting with Mary
D
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Magdalene, which comes first in John xx. 11-18, and is in the
neighbourhood of the tomb ; then of appearances to the disciples
at or near Jerusalem, as in Luke and John. 1
All this confirms the tradition of Papias and enables us to
recognize it as a true reflection of what was felt and said about
Mark's Gospel in a very influe}!tial quarter of the Church a
little before or after the close of the first century. The tradition
throws light primarily on the history of Mark's Gospel in the
Church at a time when other Gospels, preferred to it then as
now by many Christians, were making their appearance, but
it also gives facts which may be accepted as to the composition of that work. It was remembered in the Church at
this period, as it had been by the writer of First Peter, that
Mark, connected in his early manhood and also somewhat later
with the Apostle Paul, was afterwards connected with Peter, in
the field of the Gentile mission. That he acted as Peter's
interpreter is a trait which would scarcely have been invented,
and the fact implied in the fragment of Papias that Mark wrote
his Gospel after his interpretership was at an end and at a time
when he could no longer consult the living Apostle but had to
depend on his recollection of what the Apostle had said, must also
be taken as true. A doubt remains, however, whether the picture
suggested by Papias of the origin of this Gospel can be accepted
in all its parts. Can we suppose that Peter's addresses, or the
addresses of any Apostle at that time, furnished materials for
a life of Christ ? To judge from the addresses in Acts they
certainly did not, and if the Petrine Epistle is added to these,
it will make little difference. Teaching and Gospel-writing
were two quite different things and belonged to different spheres
of Church life. In a matter so obscure it is difficult to make
out anything with certainty, but it appears as if Papias were
here speaking according to a convention which required everything to come from an eyewitness, and regarded the words of
an Apostle as a specially authentic source of Evangelical
tradition. We cannot but reflect that the interpreter has
1 It may be noticed that the Christophany in Galilee, if not embodied originally in the fourth Gospel, was afterwards added to it in the 21st chapter ;
it could not be left unnoticed, but we.a relegated to its proper place as third
in the series.
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opportunities of private intercourse with his principal, and that
Mark may have gathered as much from Peter's conversation as
from his public addresses. We have also to remember that
Mark used written sources for his work; tradition did not
preserve this fact, but it has now been brought to light by
literary criticism. On this point Papias' account is certainly,
defective; he does not expressly deny that Mark used docu~
ments, but neither does he suggest that he did so. His story
therefore is not to be taken as a complete account of the writing
of the second Gospel, but only as a contribution, in the style of
early Church tradition, to our knowledge of that undertaking.
We may be sure that Mark regarded his reminiscences of
Peter's information as a most valuable part of the materials he
was able to command, and that he either made notes of what
Peter said at the time of hearing it or set to work at once when
the Apostle was removed, to write it down. With this he
worked up the other sources he had collected, and so produced
the work we know.
In this way arose the earliest and the simplest picture
preserved to us of the ministry of Jesus. There was a time
when the Church possessed no other, and it is by the careful and
conscientious study of this one, taken by itself alone, as if we
had no other, that we shall best understand this Gospel and then
those which came, not long after it was written, to stand beside
it. If Mark was the earliest Evangelist, then let Mark be studied
as he is. It will be found, I believe, that the picture he draws
is historical in the main. He shows a more purely historical
interest than any of the other Evangelists and is much less
distracted than any of them by doctrinal or social considera~
tions. The freedom with which he uses his materials is not due
to doctrinal so much as to literary impulse. He is not seeking
to make his picture of Christ agree with Church doctrine so
much as to produce a narrative which would confirm Christians
in their loyalty to Christ and would also prove attractive to
those outside. His materials were not so sacred and inviolable
in his eyes that he could not touch them up and arrange
them so that the light should fall on them in the way he
desired. His successors also used this freedom, and in these
cases changes are often introduced in the interests of doctrine.
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They sought to express higher views as to the person of Christ
than Mark had indicated. Not that the desire to elevate the
person of the Saviour is not present in Mark also. His phrase
' Son of God' is enough to show this, for, as he uses it, it is a
great advance on anything the narratives themselves contain; his
assertion (chap. xiii. 31) that the words of Christ can never pass
away, the trait that no man had ever sat on the ass used at the
triumphal entry, the heavenly voices, and no doubt the story
of the Lord's resurrection, which should have stood, but does
not now stand, at the end of the work, all make in the same
direction, and go to surround the figure of Christ with a light
brighter than any of this world.
Yet on the other hand, there was much left for the Evangelists
to do who should come after. The Christ of the second Gospel
has no miraculous birth, nor any genealogy connecting him
with David; he is not Messiah from the outset, but carefully
avoids all Messianic assumptions till close to the end of his life
on earth; he does not wield divine power, nor is he equipped
with superhuman insight. His cures are achieved with labour
and effort, so that it is a question if it is not breaking the
Sabbath to do them on that day, and they are connected with
a simple method of practice, not unknown in the country.
The idea of a Being who can order anything he likes to happen
in an instant, is not found in Mark; Jesus here secures his
results by urgent effort and prayer, and sometimes cannot
accomplish them at all. I have not used the word 'miracle'
in this commentary, as it appears to me quite inappropriate to
describe the 'powers' Jesus is here described as accomplishing.
The study of the Gospels is in some respects now entering
on a new phase; the resources of scholarship with respect to
them are receiving additions, new, not only in degree, but in
kind. On the one hand the contributions of Aramaic scholars
promise much. We are told that no one not versed in Aramaic
can in future help in the understanding of the Gospels, and as
Christ and his Apostles did speak that language, it is natural to
think that we may come by delicate linguistic processes to know
the very words they used, which in our Gospels are translated
into Greek, and so be enabled to understand these works far
more really than we now do, and to get rid of manifold mis-
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conceptions now attaching to them. On the other hand textual
criticism is at present in a position of unstable equilibrium
which may soon be changed into movement in a new direction.
From such continental scholars as Blass 1 and N estle,2 especially,
we hear that the Western text must in future count for more
than it has hitherto done, and that many readings hitherto
treated as mere curiosities must now be seriously considered.
Towards these movements, one who is no Aramaic scholar, and
who does not feel called on to deal actively in textual criticism,
must maintain an attitude of reserve, hopeful that solid results
may be attained by them, but feeling that the Gospels, even
as we have them now, present a fruitful field of labour.
The reader of this book will find the principal proposals of
Aramaic scholars noticed under the respective passages; and
the important variants are also pointed out. The writer has
followed Tischendorf and Westcott and Hort where they agree,
in all but a few passages. Where they disagree he has exercised his own judgment as to the text to be adopted. For the
sake of students, the text thus formed is printed, and textual
notes are given to point out the more important and interesting variants.
A translation is also given in which evidence may be found
by those who care to seek for it, that the various duties of a
scholar to his text have not been neglected in the preparation
of this work. Only those who have tried can know how
difficult it is to forget, in translating the New Testament, the
noble words of the Authorized Version; but if Mark did not
write with a view to being read at meetings, a version.
approximating to the language of our own day may represent
more correctly to the reader than the stately language of the
seventeenth century, what the book was originally intended
to be, and actually was, to its first readers.
Taking the text as he now finds it, and contenting himself
meanwhile with the Greek words in which the Gospels have
come down to us, the student who seeks to appreciate these
books as works of thought, apart from dogmatic prepossession,
1 Philology of the Gospels, especially Chap. xi. on the Textual Condition and
Original Separate Forms of Mark's Gospel.
2 Introduction to the Greek N. T., translated by W. Edie, 1901.
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either positive or negative, will find enough to do. I would
not conceal my belief that the face of Jesus, as he actually
was and spoke, strove and suffered, lived and trusted and
hoped, has been to a large extent hidden from us by the
theology we have inherited; nor my conviction that as earnest
and truthful study reveals again his features, his spirit will
enter with fresh energy into the life of his followers.
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KATA MAPKON.
I.
'Apxh

TOU

€vayy€Xlou 'I11crou XptCTTQV [ulov 0wv],

According to Mark. This is the
earliest form of the title standing in
this place. "The Gospel according to
Mark" appears in copies from the fifth
century onwards. "Saint Mark" is
found much later. The short title is
not, any more than the titles of the
other three Gospels, due to the writer,
but belongs to the period when the
four narratives of the life of Christ
were brought together in one corp11S,
The general title " The Gospel " belonged to all the four ; they were four
versions of the one Gospel ; and to each
of the several narratives was prefixed
as its sub-title the name of its reputed
author. (See Westcott and Hort, Introduction, § 423, Zahn, Gesch. d. N. T.
Kanons, I. p. 150 sqq., and Eirileitung,
II. 172,220 sqq. Harnack, Ghronologie,
p. 681 sq., considers this arrangement to
have been arrived at early in the second
century). The work came before the
public at first without its author being
named. The words "according to"
indicate not the authority-else Peter
would have been named here by early
opinionratherthanMark-butthewriter.
It is the Gospel as Mark wrote it. The
work itself is anonymous ; the person
of the author never appears in it.
The punctuation of the first four
verses may be arranged in the following
ways: (a) Full stop after ver. 1, which
then becomes a title, while ver. 2-4 form
one sentence; so WH. {b) Full stop
after ver. 3, the first three verses being
the title, and the narrative beginning
atver. 4 (so Tisch.). (c) Full stop after
ver. 4, the four verses being one sentence of which "the beginning" is the
subject, and "was" (<l')'E'vero) in ver. 4
the verb. John the Baptist was the
beginning of the Gospel.

If verse I is a title, was it added
later, or is it due to the original writer?
Dr. Nestle, now of Maulbronn (Expositor, Dec. 1894, see also his Introduction to the Greek N.T. p. 130, Eng.
Tr. pp. 163, 261), supposes the title to
be the work of a copyist, who took the
" Here Beginneth" which stood at the
head of this new book on the roll he was
working at, to be a part of the writing
itself, and proceeded to form a complete
title. In that case the 11rigina.l work
must have begun with the word Ka0ws,
"as." Though Harnack in his Gesch.
d. altchr. Litteratur gives a number of
instances of books which began with
Ka0ws, such a beginning is in this case
highly unnatural. It is easier to take
ver. 1 as part of the original work, and
as the opening words of the writer's own
title, in which he states the nature of
his subject. He is to write about the
beginning of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. To understand this phrase we
must ask what was meant, when Mark
wrote, by " the Gospel of Jesus
Christ."
l. Gospel. In the Apostolic Age the
word Gospel does not denote a book but a
spoken proclamation. Onlyin the second
century did the Lives of Christ begin to
be called Gospels. The original Gospel
was a spoken proclamation of the great
Christian facts, the Messiahship of
Jesus and the fulfilment of the promises in him. (So 1 Cor. xv. 1, 2).
Paul speaks of more Gospels than one:
"my Gospel," he says, Rom. ii. 16;
"another, any other Gospel," Gal. i. 6, 9.
The announcement of an Apostle was
his Gospel; and it might contain some
statement about the life and the commandments of the Saviour. (See 1
Cor. xv. 1-8, Acts x. 36-43, xiii. 23-32).

ACCORDING TO MARK.
I.
The beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ (the Son of
God),
But to the Apostles the earthly life of
Jesus was not the main part of the
Gospel. His life in heaven at God's
right hand, his presence with his
people through his spirit, and his
second coming to judgment, these
bulked much more largely in the
preaching not only of Paul but of all
the Apostles than his ministry on
earth. (Of. Introduction, p. 7 sq.).
For an exhaustive proof of this see
Von Soden's essay on the Interest of
the Apostolic Age in the evangelical
History, in Theologische Abhandlungen,
Carl Weizscicker gewidmet, 1892. Zahn,
Einleitung, II. 165, argues that Gospel
of Jesus Christ means Gospel announced by Jesus Christ, and that
the title here refers to the preaching of
the Gospel by Jesus which begins i. 14.
But this is straining the term.
His earthly manifestation was only
the humble beginning of an act of God,
the true meaning of which had become
apparent after his death. It was only
the beginning of the Gospel. (Of. Heb.
ii. :J). If our verse was written in the
Apostolic Age, this must be its meaning.
What Mark proposes to tell is how the

Gospel began in the earthly ministry of
Jesus. Zahn, lt:iideitung, u. 221 sq.
1. Jesus Christ. The Gospel of which
the earthly life is the beginning
is that of Jesus as Messiah. That
Jesus is Messiah, to whom the generations looked forward and in whom the
day of salvation had arrived, this was
the burden of the Gospel. Rom. x. 9,
Phil. ii. ll. Not during his lifetime on
earth did Jesus appear as Messiah, but
now that he is made Lord and Christ by
God, Christians think of him as living
in glory with God, and apply to him
the name of Messiah or Christ which
he never bore on earth with ever
greater confidence, so that it becomes
no longer a title but his proper name.
On the formation of this mode of speech
in the Pauline Epistles see Sanday
and Headlam'e Romans, pp. 3, 4.
Son of God. The words uiov 6eoii
were read here very early. If they
stood in the original they must have
fallen out through carelessness, which
could scarcely be the case. They are
more likely to have been added. WH
place them on the margin ; Ti. rejects
them. 1
•

llf accepted as part of the text,;these~words
must be understood, like all the terms in this
verse, in the Pauline sense. In the body of
the Gospel Jesus is SJ>Oken of as Son of
God by the demons, iii. 11, v. 7, and by the
heavenly voice at the baptism, i. 11, and at the
transfiguration, ix. 7.
ln these cases the
phrase is an official Messianic title, denoting
the representative of God who is empowered,
like David of old, to execute divine purposes.
It implies no doctrino as to his extraction or
essential nature. In Paul, on the other hand,
the Son of God is a heavenly figure, Rom. i. 4,
Gal. iv. 4, who waswit.hGod before he appeared
in the world, and bas now been exalted to still
~her honours than he enjoyed before. In
th1S verse the words must express the writer's

own vi-ew of Christ's nature, and as he writes
for Gentiles, only the latter, metaphysical
sense of the phrase can be thought of. The
doctrine of the Son of God could not arise on
Jewish soil, but to Greek speaking people it
presented little difficulty. Dahnan (Die IV.rte
Jesu, p. 223) shows that Son of God was not
a Jewish title for Messiah and that the Jews
did not, like other nations, believe in the
divine descent of their kings. This is directed
against Deis.smann, who snggests the "divi
ftlius" of Augustus as an illustration of th-e
Christian ' Son of God.' (Bib,lstudien, p. 166).
The root of the Christian doctrine is undoubtedly to be sought in Jesus' own teaching
as to his relation to God, and in Paul's development of that teaching.
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The Baptist, i. 2-8.
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2. As Scripture says : ' as ' must refer
to "beginning"; that word suggested to
the writer not only the first act of the
Saviour's career, which was his earthly
ministry, but also the opening act of
that ministry itself. The first act of
the ministry took place in connection
with John the Baptist, and it was in
accordance with prophecy. This was
the case in two particulars ; 1st, the
principal figure was preceded by that
of a herald, and, 2nd, it was in the
desert that the herald delivered his
message. Mark, who deals very little
in prophecy on his own account, follows,
in what he says about John the Baptist,
the source which Matthew and Luke
also use, and gives the same 0. T. quotation, not from the Hebrew where the
words "in the desert" point out where
the road is to be made, but from the
Septuagint where they indicate the
place in which the voice was heard.
In the 0. T. the "Lord" whose way is
to be prepared is Jehovah himself; in
the N. T. application of the text, the
"Lord" is Jesus the Messiah (Acts ii.
36). John, lifting up his voice in the
wildeniess, prepares the way for Jesus
the Lord: thus is the prophetic saying
found to tell of Christ.
To this quotation from Isaiah, common
to the Synoptists, Mark prefixes another
from Malachi; and as he does so without altering the formula of citation he
comes to attribute to Isaiah the words
1

ov ro,s 1rpoef>fJra,es.

2

of Malachi. This error was removed
by some copyists, who substituted for
"in the prophet Isaiah" the words" in
the prophets." The Malachi passage
was applied to John the Baptist by
Jesus himself, in a discourse reported
by Matthew (xi. 10) and Luke (vii. 27);
see also Mark ix. 13; and thus it was
Jesus himself who first suggested tl\at
John was his appointed fore-runner.
Matthew and Luke do not give this
quotation here.
The history of Jesus Christ, then,
began in connection with John the
Baptist. That it did so is a view found
very early in the Christian tradition ;
cf. Acts i. 22, x. 37, xiii. 23 sq. In the
fourth Gospel the history of Jesus on
earth starts from the same point (i. 6,
15, etc.). It was to be expected that
as the figure of the Saviour rose in
importance, the beginning of his career
should be carried further back ; in
Matthew and Luke we have narratives
of the infancy, and John begins at the
beginning of all things.
4. In the prophecy the wilderness was
the desert which the exiles had to
cross on their return from Babylon to
Palestine. In the Christian application
it is the rocky valley of the Jordan.
Matthew describes the figure of the
Baptist at once ; Mark, following a •
literary habit we shall notice frequently, postpones the description.
The work of John is set forth in
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[Matthew iii. 1-12; Luke iii. 1-18.]
As Scripture says in Isaiah the prophet,1
" See, I send my messenger before thee,
who shall prepare thy way. 2
The voice of one crying in the wilderness,
Prepare the way of the Lord,
level the paths for him!"

z

3

John the Baptist appeared in the wilderness, preaching the bap- 4
tism of repentance for forgiveness of sins.3 And there went out 5
to him the whole Jewish land and all the people of Jerusalem,
and were baptized by him in the Jordan river, confessing their
sins. And John was dressed in camel's-hair, with a leather girdle 6
about his loins ; and he ate locusts and wild honey. And he 7
preached saying, There comes after me he who is stronger
than I, for whom I am not fit to stoop down and untie his
Christian terms. Christian baptism
has repentance for its condition and
is followed by remission of sins (Acts
ii. 38). Forgiveness belongs in the
N. T. to the Messianic Kingdom (Acts
x. 43, xiii. 38, Rom. iii. 25, Gal. iii. 24,
etc.). Does Mark (and also Lnke ;
Matthew does not mention forgiveness
here) mean that John's baptism pointed
forward to the forgiveness afterwards
to· be realized through Christ? That
is a forced interpretation of the words,
and it is more probable that the Evangelist assimilated John's baptism to the
Christian rite with which he was acquainted. John's baptism wasafterwards
regarded by Christians as defective.
5. the whole Jewish land, etc. The
geographical expressions are vaguer
than in Matthew, and the verbs are
in the describing tense, so that we
need not take the statements as if they
contained statistics. We know from
xi. 30 and the parallels, that the ruling
classes in Jerusalem at least were little
affected by John's preaching. Confession of sins was a feature of early
Christian baptism (Acts xix: 18 and
early Fathers). But among the Jews
of later times also, confession formed
a part of every solemn religious act.
6. The dress is similar to that of Elijah
(2Kingsi. S)andother austerer prophets;
a rough garment of haircloth, with a
1

rude belt. What we know of John (Matt.
xi. 7-18) shows that it was quite in keeping with his character. Locusts were
allowed to the Jews for food (Levit.
xi. 22); yet one practising such a diet
could be spoken of as one who came
neither eating nor drinking.
7. The Baptist foretells the coming,
not as the old prophets do, of God, but of
a human personage, wearing shoes, to
whom he regards himself as entirely
subordinate; he is not worthy to take
off his shoes when he arrives. It is the
Messiah whose coming he foresees. If
the Messiah is at hand, then judgment
is near, and in Matthew and Luke the
Baptist speaks of the judgment as one of
the old prophets might. There is to be
a baptism at the Messiah's hands also
but a different one, namely, a baptism
with the Holy Spirit. This brings out
the contrast between the baptism of
John and that of the Church. The
difference consisted, as we learn from
Acts xviii. 24-xix. 6, in the fact that
John's baptism was without the Spirit;
it was a mere lustration with water,
while in the Christian rite the sudden
afflatus of the Spirit and outburst of
activity was essential. Cf. Gal. iii. 5,
and many passages in Acts. It is to
be remarked that in the Synoptic
Gospels Jesus does not baptize, and
that the gift of the Spirit is considered

2 Add, before thee.
if Kai be read before K'f/p,'i,n,w~, with most of the MSS. (Tisch.): John
appeared who baptized in the wilderness and preached the baptism, etc.
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in the New Testament generally as
bestowed on the Church only after the
Master's departure. See Acts ii. 38,
etc.; John vii. 39. To the Christian of
the Apostolic Age it is Christ who sends
the Spirit (Rom. viii. 9, 10).
A few words may be said on the
position to be assigned to John the
Baptist. Jesus himself regards John
as one who belongs to the pre-Messianic
rather than the Messianic Age. He
speaks of him as a prophet, as more
than a prophet, as in fact the final
figure of the prophetic line. But John
is still outside the Kingdom. He is
Elijah, aud belongs not to the Gospel
but the Law (Matt. xi. l-14). Jesus
regarded him with great admiration
and sympathy ; his message that the
Kingdom was close at hand was a long
step to the final declaration that the
Kingdom had come ; but yet he had
stopped short of the true light.
In the Gospels there is a tendency
to draw John the Baptist into the
Christian circle. That tendency culminates in the fourth Gospel, where
the Baptist shows himself acqua.inted
with later Christian doctrine on the
effects of the death of Christ, formally
abdicates his position as leader of a
religious movement in favour of Jesus,
and speaks of the mysteries of the faith
in expressions identical with those used
by Jesus himself.
In the passage before us the process
of the Christianizing of the Baptist has
undoubtedly begun, and it was apparently the controversy as to Johannine
baptism that set it in motion. For a
statement of the early Johannine move•
ment, and of its reflection in the
1
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Gospels, see Baldensperger, Der Prolog
de.s vierten l!Jvangeliums, 1898.
9. The Baptism of Jesus. Up to this
point we have had description, in
imperfects ; now comes narrative, in
aorists. The preceding verses are preparatory to this one.
in those days. The statement of
time is vague ; it might mean while
John's preaching was going on, or before his arrest {ver. 14), or before that
period of the life of Jesus for which
there is detailed information; but probably it is simply conventional (see
Introduction, p. 20).
Nazaret is said to be in Galilee, as if
for readers at a distance.
Matthew says "from Galilee," but
he has spoken of N azaret and explained
where it was, already {ii. 22, 23). Luke
simply introduces Jesus at the Jordan
without saying where he came from.
Jesus is now introduced for the first
time. His history and that of the
Gospel begins, in the tradition followed
by Mark, with John the Baptist. Of
his earlier career Mark gives no direct
information. Jesus comesfromNazaret:
on his relations with his neighbours
there see vi. 1-6 ; on his family, iii.
20, 21, 31-35.
And was baptized by John. It is not
said that John knew him ; he was
baptized, so far as Mark indicates, just
as any other Israelite who came to
John; there is no mention of confession.
His experience in the rite,
however, was peculiar. Things hap•
pened to him, not as in Matthew and
Luke outwardly, so that the bystanders
could observe them, but to his conscious2
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shoe-string. I baptized you with water, but he will baptize
you with the Holy Spirit.

8

(Matthew iii. 13-17; Luke. iii. 21, 22.]
And 1 it came about in those days, that Jesus came from 9
Nazaret of Galilee and was baptized in the Jordan by John.
And immediately when ascending out of the water he saw 10
the heavens rent asunder and the Spirit like a dove descending
upon him; and a voice from the heavens, Thou art my u
beloved son; 2 in thee I have found pleasure.
ness, which made the baptism a great
crisis of his life. This baptism was not
what John's rite was in other cases,
without the Spirit ; but became the
great type of the Christian ordinance,
in which water and the Spirit are both
present, and a new life under the
power of the Spirit is begun.
10. He saw the heavens rent asunder.
In Jewish cosmology there were seven
heavens, solid hemispheres arched pne
above the other over the earth, each
with its chambers and special contents.
For an account of what was thought to
be contained in each of them see the
Book of the Secrets of Enoch, translated
from the Slavonic by Morfill and Charles:
Oxford, 1896. God is not named ; only
the voice, an instance, Dalman thinks,
of· caution in language, Worte ·Je.~u,
p. 167. Of course it is God who sends
the Spirit and utters the voice, and He
is conceived as seated in the highest
heaven, so that all the heavens have to
apen in order to allow of this immediate
communication.
The Spirit. What is the force of the
definite article here? Surely the Spirit
spoken of is that with which the
Christian readers are familiar in connection with baptism. They have all
when professing faith in Christ and
being baptized for him experienced the
mystel'ious power which entered into
them as if from above as consecration
and as energy (Gal. iii. 5). When
Jesus was baptized, so I\fark tells us,
he met with the same divine influence,
exercised in his case in its highest
form. The occurrences were for him ;
as they are here narrated, it might be
beld that only he himself could tell of
1
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them afterwards. He sees the vision,
hears the heavenly voice.
like a dove. For a large collection of
suggestions connected in one place or
another with this bird see Holtzmann,
Hand-Commentar, ad loc. It is evidently meant that the influence ,Jesus
experienced was very real and living,
but that there was in it no harshness.
And immediately. This phrase occurs
very often in Mark, and is frequently
seen to belong not to his source but to
his own style. Compare, e.g. i. 20
with Matt. iv. 21 ; i. 21 with Luke
iv. 31; i. 28 with Luke iv. 37. It gives
the narrative an air of breathlessness,
as if one event followed on another
without any intel'val.
11. Thou art my beloved son. Jesus
feels himself to be installed into a special
office, not by his own act, but that of
God. God claims him as His son in
words like those of Ps. ii. 7, " Thou
art my son"; Isa. xiii. I, "in whom
my soul delighteth," where the person
addressed is the representative head of
the chosen people, or the faithful remnant of the people personified. The
title is here as in these passages, not
metaphysical, but official: Jesus feels
himself, if the words are to be taken as
expressing what he felt on this occasion,
to be claimed by God and set apart
from all other occupations, to represent
God as the King had done, or as the
Servant of Jehovah in Isaiah had done.
The words, "in thee have I found
pleasure," if expressive of Jesus' consciousness, would state the grounds of
his being thus set apart, and might
indicate that the official sonship into
which he was now to be placed was
2

My Son, 0 Beloved.
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The Temptation, i. 12, 13.
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Return of Jeaus to Galilee, i. 14, 15.
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founded on the sonship of intimacy in
which he had lived till now with God.
Without the private religious life by
which he had learned so as to be able
to teach others, how God was to be
addressed and served, and what was to
be expected from him, he could not
have heard the special call which now
met his ear.
But it is doubtful if the word
'Beloved' can be taken in this way.
In Hastings, B.D. ii. 501, Dr. J. A.
Robinson shows grounds for thinking
that it was, when the Gospels were
written, a standing Messianic title, and
to this effect is given in the varied
punctuation under the text and translation. In any case we have before us
here a statement placed by the evangelist at the opening of his narrative of
what Jesus was. He has no genealogy
or narrative of the infancy, but he here
gives his readers to understand that the
person of whom he writes is the Messiah,
and was hailed in that capacity by a
voice from heaven, i.e. by God himself
at the outset of his career.
We shall see afterwards that Jesus,
while feeling himself the object of a
special di vine call, made no public claim
of Messiahship, and shrank from any
external recognition which pointed in
that direction, till near the close of his
career. This Mark enables us most
clearly to understand ; yet he opens
his Gospel with the symbolical narrative
of the baptism. 1
12. The Spirit a.cts a.t once, impetuously as it is its nature to do. Under
itsinfiuenceJesuswandersawayfromthe

abodes and faces of men. He goes into
the wilderness, a remoter district than
that in which John carried on his work
(ver. 4), a wilder tract than that in
which a man might feed his sheep and
even leave them for a while (Luke xv.
4), since the wild beasts are the only
creatures he meets with there. Of this
episode he must himself have told all
that was really known ; and there are
words in the discourses which seem to
refer to a great struggle he went through
at the outset of his career with the great
adversary of God and of all good (Mark
iii. 27). Jesus shared the belief of his
age in the reality and power of Satan;
and his sojourn in the wilderness was to
him a period of temptation at the hands
of that potentate. But good spirits
were with him too. The three statements that " he was tempted," that
"he was with the wild beasts," and
that "the angels waited on him," are
not to be taken as consecutive, bnt as
all alike descriptive of what went on
during this period. Forty days this
went on; perhaps the number is a
round one; we have it in the story of
Moses on the mount (Exod. xxiv. 18,
xxxiv. 28), and in that of Elijah {l Kings
xix. 8). The writer must have been
familiar also with the case of Paul, who
after his conversion conferred not with
flesh and blood, but went away to
Arabia (Gal. i. 16, 17).
In Matthew and Luke this short but
very suggestive narrative is supplemented with what may now ·be regarded as a parable telling of the
question Jesus had to face in order to
gain a clear view of the work he had

1 On the Christology of Me.rk's Gospel see a very useful paper by Wilhelm Bruckner in
Prat. Mo11at.hejte, Nov. moo.
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[Matthew iv. 1-11 ; Luke iv. 1-13.]
And immediately the Spirit puts him forth into the wilder- 12
ness. And he was in the wilderness forty days, being tempted 13
by Satan. And he was with the wild beasts; and the angels
waited on him.
[Matthew 1v. 12-17; Luke iv. 14, 15.J
And after the arrest of John Jesus came into Galilee
preaching the Gospel of God and saying, The time is fulfilled, and the Kingdom of God is at hand; repent and believe
the Gospel.
to do and of the methods he felt it
right to employ. In Matthew the
ministration of the angels comes after
the temptations are surmounted. In
Luke the devil departs for a season-a
dark intimation that he is to return.
See on the Demonology of the Thirrl
Gospel, in Critical Studies in St. Luke's
Gospel, by Colin Campbell, D.D., 1891.
14. The arrest of John is to be narrated
afterwards; as a well-known event it
is mentioned here to fix the time when
Jesus came to Galilee to begin to preach.
This statement implies of course that
Jesus did not return to Galilee at once
after the baptism and the temptation,
but that a period, the duration of which
is not defined, elapsed before he made
this journey. Is this period to be filled
up with the incidents detailed in John
i.-i v. as having taken place in Galilee ?1
Before he came to Galilee he has, in
the fourth Gospel, preached, baptized,
called disciples, and been recognized as
Messiah, all in Judaea. Of all this Mark
knows nothing; and he certainly conveys the impression that the preaching
and mission of Jesus opened in Galilee.
There is no reference to any former
ministry ; the preaching is a new and
surprising thing, it is the outburst of
a new message by a voice not heard
before, and produces extraordinary
results.
It is after ,John's mouth is closed
that Jesus begins to preach, and for
this purpose he goes back to his own
country. So Mark : Matthew states
more expressly, supporting the statement from Scripture, that the beginning

of Jesus' preaching was in Galilee.
John iv. 43 sq. apJJears to give as the
reason for the choice of Galilee that
Jesus knew his preaching would cause
less sensation there than in the South.
That no doubt was the case; the leaven
of the Pharisees prevailed there to a
less extent, and men's minds were freer
and opener. It was by preaching that
his work was to be done ; he was to
appeal to the mind and heart of his
countrymen with his message.
In
outward form he was a prophet coming
before his people with a word given to
him. Mark undertakes to tell us what
the burden of the preaching was, but
we find his statement of the tenor of
the original Christian movement (like
that in ver. 1 of this chapter) to be
expressed in Pauline terms. The shorter
statement of Matthew "Repent for the
kingdom of God is at hand," appears
in Mark also ; but several additions are
made to it. (1) Jesus is said to have
come to Galilee preaching "the gospel
of God." That is Paul's phrase (Rom.
i. 1-3, l Thess. ii. 8, 9, and other
passages), and means with Paul the
declaration on God's part through His
ministers that He has now brought to
fulfilment that which He promised
before in the sacred writings. In the
following summary of the preaching this
idea is plainly present. It is introduced
with fin, "that," as if the very words
were given which Jesus used (so Weiss,
Marcusevangelium, p. 53). What we
find, however, is not a verbatim report,
but a condensed statement of the contents of a course of public speaking.
The preaching opened with the

lFor an able argument to this effect see ..4.
.Study of the Savi-Ou,• in the Newer Ligkt, by

Alexander Robinson, B.D.
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Call of the first disciples, i. 16-20.
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declaration that "the time is .fulfilled."
So Paul tells us, Gal. iv. 4, that when
"the fulness of the time came," God
did what was fit then to be done; in
2 Cor. vi. 2, he says, "now is the
accepted time"; in Rom. xvi. 25 sq., he
says that "the mystery kept in silence
for ages" is now revealed. This thought
implies the reflection of the Apostolic
.Age on the relation of Christ's coming
to the Old Dispensation. The Gospel
preaching could scarcely begin in this
way. (2) The closing exhortation is
peculiar to Mark ; "believe in the
Gospel," or to take the words more
accurately, "be believers," or "have
faith, on the ground of the Gospel." 1
Faith was to Pauline thinking the
essential qualification of a Christian,
and any summary of Christian truth
would seem defective in which faith
was not spoken of, This view is carried
back to the beginning, and the Gospel
is spoken of as the ground of faith in
a way which was impossible at first,
when men did not yet know what the
Gospel was.
Deducting these Pauline additions,
we find that Mark as well as .Matthew
makes Jesus open his ministry with
calling on men to repent because the
kingdom is at hand.
This is the
proclamation in Matthew of John the
Baptist also (iii. 2) and the same words
are put in the months of the disciples
for their mission, Matt. x. 7. The
Kingdom of God is not to he conceived
as au extenml polity about to descend
out of heaven upon the earth (see Dalman, Worte Jesu, p. 75 sqq.); the phrase

does not denote an organism in space but
indicates God's kingship, God's personal
rule, which is to supersede all human
and less perfect government. Matthew
says "kingdom of heaven," Mark and
Luke " kingdom of God " ; bnt the
phrases are identical, "heaven" being
a phrase the Jews frequently nsed in
order to avoid pronouncing the divine
name.
The notion that God himself should
rule over a people thoroughly converted
and prepared to serve Him, is of old
standing in Jewish thought and is found
in Psalms and prophets. In Daniel
(chaps. ii. and vii.) it gives rise to very
concrete expectations, and in Enoch
and other books of an apocalyptic cast,
which were much read in our Lord's
time, it assumes many curious forms.
In declaring that God's rule was at
hand, J esns was saying nothing strange.
The divine rule was the goal to which
all the thought and aspiration of his
people tended. The Pharisees thought
to realize it by getting the law perfectly
obeyed ; to them it was still future ;
signs of its appearance would be given
before it actually came. John the
Baptist declared it to be very close at
hand; but to him too it was a thing of
the future. Jesus uses the same words
about it as John, but their meaning is
different to him ; the kingdom is far
more near and real. It is a treasure
actually enjoyed, a force already operating. The repentance called for because
the kingdom is at hand, is the change
which will fit men to live with God for
their immediate personal ruler. This

1,r,o-nVe-w Ev c.s.n scarcely be the same as
n-tCTT-eVE"tv Erri or -ets. In J ohu iii. 15 the reading
is uncertain, and if E"i,, is retained it probably
is not to be taken with rr«TT<vow. See Westcott

and Holtzmann on the passage. The verb is
used absolutely in Acts (viii. 18, etc.), Mark
xvi. 14, and often in the fourth Gospel.
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[Matthew 1v. 18-22; Luke v. 1-11.]
And as he was passing along by the sea of Galilee he 16
saw Simon and Andrew, Simon's brother, casting in the sea ;
for they were fishers. And Jesus said to them, Come after 17
me, and I will make you become fishers of men. And r8
immediately they left their nets and followed him. And he 19
went a little further and saw James the son of Zebedee
and John his brother, them also in their boat putting their
nets in order. And immediately he called them; and they 20
left their father Zebedee in the boat with the servants and
went off after him.
cannot tell. The story, to do it justice,
must be taken not as a part of a full and
connected narrative, but by itself.
"Simon" is a well-known name, and
Mark keeps it as he found it in his
story and does not think it necessary
to add that of "Peter." He is the
better known of the two brothers,
whether or not the older; Andrew is
introduced as his brother. They are
fishing from their boat, not far from
the shore, casting on this side and that,
the Greek word implies. Their call is
no doubt abrupt, if they had not known
Jesus before, but a prophet did act
abruptly, and if the call was led up to,
it might not have made so deep an
impression on their memory. The words
of the call explain the purpose for which
Jesus wants them, and show the view
he is taking of his own office. Jesus
speaks as one who knows he has to
persuade men ; and these fishermen are
to help him in that work. Men are to
be caught, the means on which he relies
are speech and moral suasion. Jesus
then has made up his mind to further
the kingdom by wiuning individuals
for it and sending out others to help
him to do so. These disciples are among
the first of his trophies ; he himself is
the great fisher; already, before we
have heard any of his discourses, we
see him exercising such attraction that
grown up men when he asks them at
once rise from their trade and leave
everything they have to become his
followers.
19. The second pair of brothers are men
who are to be heard of iu the churches
scarcely less than the first. They too
are first seen in their boat, though they
have not yet got to work. The nets

Jesus apprehends in a deeper way than
John. See the Sermon on the Mount,
and especially the Beatitudes.
In these 15 verses Mark gives all he
thinks necessary in the way of introduction before he comes to his detailed
narratives. His introduction is short not
by abbreviation of the materials he uses
-on the contrary, he adds to the common matter many touches of his own,but by using few materials. The difference between him and the parallel writers
is the absence of any speeches beyond
those which are necessary for the story.
See Introduction, p. 25 sqq.

i. 16-45.

OPENING OF THE MINISTRY.

16. A prophet has disciples to receive
and perpetuate his testimony {Isa. viii.
16), but he must surely have preached
for some time alone, and to some extent
consolidated his testimony, before he
can commit it to disciples. Considering
the position afterwards enjoyed by the
disciples of Jesus, the circumstances of
their call must have been of the greatest
interest to the faithful. The story
might be told originally by Peter, or
by any of the Four. It stands here an
isolated luminous incident; the connection with what goes before and with
what follows is not clear. Matthew
tells us that Jesus settled in Capernaum,
and then speaks of his "walking" by
the sea of Galilee ; in Mark, if we took
his narrative quite strictly, this incident
would belong to Jesus' original journey
to Capernaum. Has he met with Simon
and Andrew before as the fourth Gospel
tells us? Was he alone when he encountered them, or had he companions,
perhaps even disciples, with him? We
E
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In the Synagogue at Capemaum, i. 21-28.
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would not be mended in the boat; the
adjustments were being mt1de for fishing. The scene is flashed upon us in a
few words ; from the midst of their toil
they rise up, to enter on a new course
of life, and leave their father behind.
Yet the hired servants are there to
help him to carry on the work from
which they are called away.
21. From here to ver. 38 is in form the
account of a single day, crowded with
many exciting incidents.
Some of
these incidents are given in Matthew
and Luke, but in Mark they are accurately dove-tailed together in a way
which neither of the other evangelists
seeks to imitate, and have a precision
and an air of reality as of a reporter
who was very near to the facts. In
Mark, moreover, this day at Capernaum
forms the first act of the ministry, and
to a large extent determines its subsequent course. Both in Matthew and
Luke there is a formal opening of the
ministry by a sermon before these incidents are given.
The entry into Capernaum {properly Capharnahnm, Nahum's village)
takes place apparently on a working
day when the disciples have just
been called. This is Jesus' first arrival, in Mark's view, at the place
which is afterwards his headquarters,
and it is his first public appearance
there that is now to be narrated. The
synagogue service when Sabbath came
round gave him the opportunity of
speaking, for the synagogue had no
ordained class of preachers : the order
of worship was fixed, and embraced

along with prayers the reading of
lessons from the law and from the prophets (see Schurer, The Jewish People
in the Time oj Jesus Ghrist, Div. u.
vol. II. p. 82 ; ·Edersheim, 'l'he Life
and Times of Je-~us the Messiah, vol.
I. p. 443 sqq. ).
One known to be
acquainted with the law as studied in
the higher schools, or one who was believed to have a message, and was collecting disciples, was naturally invited
to address the congregation. In the
opening part of his ministry Jesus
readily found such opportunities. What
he said is not reported, but only the
effect his preaching produced on the
hearers. They compared him with their
ordinary teachers, whose method was
to give out a text and then recite the
various comments made on it by famous
predecessors. Jesus followed a different
plan. He had a message of his own,
of which he was quite sure, and which
he delivered with conviction and enthusiasm. He acted not by authorities
but by the authority of truth so known,
so spoken. It may be noticed that
little of the synagogue-preaching of
Jesus is preserved. The teaching we
have from him is either addressed to
disciples or occasional ; we never hear
from himself in what way he opened
his campaign, what kind of an address
he made when speaking in a place
for the first time. What we have
shows him to us not as a preacher but
rather as a man of action and of prompt
decision. We can, however, infer with
certainty from what we know of his
manner, that his synagogue addresses
were very simple,and that they abounded

1
WH read el,,iMJwv els T>W ,,wa-yw-y71v eoloa,,Kev. The reading I have preferred
involves a vulgarism {said by Wellhausen to be due to translation of the Aramaic,
8kizzen und Vorarbeiten, vi., p. 192), which appears again ver. 39, and which
was removed, certainly very early, by the insertion of ,/,,t:Mwv.
2
Or o!oa, as in Luke. The reading is doubtful.
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[Luke iv. 31-37.J
And they enter into Capernaum. And immediately on the 21
Sabbath he taught in the synagogue. And they were struck 22
with amazement at his teaching, for he taught them as one
who had authority and not as the scribes did. And immediately 2 3
there was in their synagogue a man with an unclean spirit,
and he screamed out, What business have you with us, Jesus 2 4
of Nazareth 1 Have you come to destroy us? We know 1
who you are, the Holy One of God. And Jesus rated him 25
in figures and illustrations which riveted
attention, and the inner meaning of
which could soon be discerned. The
theme was the kingdom, the presence
of God according to His promises, the
removal of grief and suffering for all
who embraced the message. The dominant note was that of compassion, but
that of triumph went along with it.
We know that he was able to address
large crowds and to hold their attention, and we must suppose that he spoke
with great energy, and appeared as one
inspired.
With these very suggestive words
does Mark begin his account of Jesus'
public ministry. Appended as they
are in Matthew vii. 28, 29 to a discourse of very miscellaneous contents
they certainly lose much of their force.
23. The preaching had other results
than those mentioned above. The word
' immediately ' stands awkwardly in
this instance ; it applies to the verb
'screamed out' rather than to the
verb 'was,' with which it is ,joined.
" A man with 1 an unclean spirit," is
introduced, without any explanation of
the meaning of the term (see Excursus at
the end of this section). The preaching
has· a very perturbing effect on this
person, and he breaks in on the meeting with a 1mccession of screams. It
appears to be the first case of the kind
that Jesus has encountered, and it has
the peculiar feature that the outbreak
of the demon is due to the preaching.
As this case led to a great extension of Jesus' fame, it forms an important link in the narrative.
The
demoniac speaks in the"plural number,

acting as the mouthpiece of the whole
class of the demons, not because of his
dual consciousness, as if he and his particular demon were two persons, but
because his personality is entirely lost
sight of; it is their speech, not his. And
what the demons feel is that Jesus, who
speaks in such commanding tones of
the one true God and of His designs
for His creatures, is threatening their
power. If what he says is true, and if
effect is given to it, then their occupation of this and their other victims is in
danger ; they will not be able to carry
it on any longer. They have drawn their
conclusions about the person whose
overmastering presence and address
they have witnessed. He is a special
representative of God, in fact, the
Messiah. He represents a power with
which they and the system they belong
to are, and must ever be, at war. The
kingdom of God and the kingdom of
the demons are opposite, and there can
be no dealings between them.
Thus it happens that the first recognition of Jesus as one endowed with a
special mission and power comes to him
from a person suffering from demoniacal
possession. Persons so afflicted were
peculiarly the victims of the mental
and spiritual evil of the time. It was
its want of a strong faith that made it
so liable to be tyrannized over by the
small fry of the unseen world ; and we
may possibly understand how the
demoniac should be the first to discern
the coming of a power fit to put an end
to such disorders.
25. Jesus treats the demon as really
existing, and at once takes in hand the

The •• is that of instrument or accompani-

Swetc takes it (Blass, Gra,n,n, d. N. T. Gr,

I

ment rather than of surrounding medium, as
1

p. 128, Eng. Tr. p. 181),
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work of exorcism, a task naturally belonging to a teacher of religion, and engaged in by other teachers. (Matt. xii.
27, the sons or pupils of the Pharisees
practise it ; and Acts xix. 13, we meet
with a set of itinerant Jewish Exorcists
at Ephesus). Jesus has a method in such
cases, which we observe here for the
first time, but shall meet with again.
Whether his method was similar to that
of others who undertook to exorcise we
cannot tell. He addresses himself not
to the patient but directly to the demon,
and he at once takes the upper hand of
the demon, forbids it to speak or to go
on speaking, and orders it at once to go
out of the victim.
On this occasion
the method is at once successful. The
spirit makes some protest against the
treatment it is receiving, but it has to
obey. It convulses the man, and utters
a loud cry as it departs. With this
spasm the patient's double consciousness is at an end ; he comes to himself,
and is restored to society as a quiet and
sensible person.
27. At this mighty act the wonder
about Jesus breaks forth afresh in eager
question and answer. The congregation, however, do not take up the view
thrown out by the demoniac as to the
person of Jesus. They repeat what
they said before about the preaching,
that it is characterized by authority ; it
is not only a word but a power. This
view never wavered afterwards ; it is
attested for us even in the last days at
Jerusalem. His preaching as well as
his works proved Jesus' authority.
Even the demons, the people of Capernaum observe, feel the power of his
word. And he not only acts on them
indirectly by his preaching ; he lays
direct commands upon them, and they
obey him. His reputation is all at once
established, therefore, as one who can
deal successfully with cases of possession ; and in a country where many
were so affiicted this could not fail to
1

Or ,rpbr fovTa,ls.

2

make him famous. He began to be
spoken of not only in Capernaum but
in the surrounding country. Those
who were interested in any case of
the kind had their attention drawn to
him. No wonder, therefore, that from
this point onward crowds follow him.
Luke alone reproduces this story,
but as we saw he gives it a place in his
narrative in which it has less importance than in Mark. He omits the
demon's parting scream, and says the
man "ms not hurt at the expulsion.
The remarks of the congregation also
are made much smoother.
Excursus on the demons of the Synoptic
Gospels.-The story just dealt with is
one of a number. There are five detailed
cases in the Gospels in which Jesus is
reported to have dealt with persons
labouring under possession, and there
are a number of general statements as
to his action in this respect. The case
before us is too deeply emhedded in the
earliest narrative of the life of Christ to
be disposed of as unhistorical. The
sequence of events depends on it ; the
spread of Jesus' fame, which determined
to some extent his subsequent action,
was due to this occurrence. And the
other cases also are so artless and so lifelike in their details that they mnst
represent real occurrences. It is an
inseparable part of the tradition therefore that Jesus acted in this way, and
that his reputation was increased
by his success in such cases. What
was the nature of the disorder he
thus dealt with, and how did he deal
with it?
The terms used by the evangelists in
describing the cases show what was the
popular belief abont them. "Demons,"
" demonized ones," is the usual phrase.
The persons affiicted were thought to
be possessed by a spirit, or by a number
of spirits. These were beings not confined, as the animal spirit is, to the

WH punctuate ii,iiax~ Ka,v,j• KaT' ii;oua-lav Kai ••.•
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saying, Stop speaking, and come out of him. And the
unclean spirit convulsed him and uttered a loud cry and
went out of him. And they were all amazed, so that they
asked, What is this ? A -new teaching with authority ! And
he commands the unclean spirits too,1 and they obey him !
And his fame at once went out everywhere, into the whole
surrounding region of Galilee. 2
organism in connection with which it
has grown up and formed its character,
but capable of entering the body of a
man or an animal, and leaving it again
to take up its abode in another. Mary
:Magdalene had seven devils, cf. Matt.
xii. 45 ; we are to meet with a man
possessed by a legion ; Jesus is said by
his adversaries to have Beelzebub, the
prince of the devils. The word "unclean spirit," which is used in many
passages, adds scarcely anything to
this. It does not imply any moral
reproach against the possessed persons ;
there is no trace of the view on the
part either of their neighbours or of
Jesus that their afiliction is due to their
own sins; they are objects of pity,
not of censure. Nor, on the other
hand, are they entirely unclean ceremonially, since they frequent the synagogue along with their neighbours, and
there is no evidence that they are
avoided. 1
What was the nature of these cases
in Palestine? This will perhaps never
be made out with certainty. The
information, while very graphic, does
not afford a complete diagnosis of any
of the cases. In no instance do we
know all the symptoms, or with any
fulness the patient's history, or his
condition after the cure. The language
of the evangelist, moreover, is far from
precise, and varies with the growth of
the tradition. Thus in Mark we hear
of a "deaf and dumb spirit," and in

Luke of a " spirit of weakness." The
facts clearly present are scanty, and
are given in popular rather than scientific language. Yet something can be
made out.
(1) It is not the case that the Jews
with whom Jesus had to deal put down
all maladies to the action of spirits, so
that they had no other way but this to
speak of ailments, bodily or mental.
That is true of primitive therapeutics,
and in the sacred texts of Egypt and
of Assyria and Babylonia we may
see how this view continued even in
higher civilizations. Every malady was
thought to be due to a spirit, and was
to be treated by exorcism ; there was a
form of exorcism for the spirit of each
ailment. The Jews of Christ's time
are not at this stage of medical science.
The Gospels report many cases of sicknesswhich were not ascribed to demoniac
action. Fever, palsy, blindness, deaf
ness, lack of speech, are all spoken of
in Mark in the terms we use ourselves;
by Matthew and Luke other classes of
ailments are suggested, which are mentioned in addition to demoniac possession ; and we hear of physicians as well
as of exorcists.
(2) In some of the cases the symptoms
of kuown ailments appear. The sudden
transitions from one mood to another,
and the excited screaming ejaculations,
suggest hysteria. The cramps in another
case, and the convulsions which are
dangerous to the patient's own life and

l Yet the term unclean is originally, in this
connection, of ceremonial significance. Un~
clean~ in He'brew usage, means unqualified to
appear before Ja.hve, and tak.e part in His
service.
This disqualification arose in a
number of ways, but very generally it came
from some connection voluntary or involuntary
with some other God than Jahve. The
mourner was unclean, if we may follow the
very acute argument of Dr. J. C. Matthes in

the TheologiBch Tijdschrift, July, 1899, because
he was under the infl.uence of the spirits of the
departed and engaged in their service. 'Ihe
demoniac was connected with a hierarchy of
spirits which was antitl1etic to Jahve; what had
these spirits to do with Jahve's direct represetitativc? A demoniac who dwelt in the tombs
was mauifestly in this position; but the same
wo.s true of every one in whom such a spirit
resided.

1
2

Or, A new teaching l With authority he commands even the unclean spirits,
Or less likely, In the whole country surrounding Galilee,
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Cure of Peter's mother-in-law, i. 29-31.
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limb, suggest epilepsy. Where there is
obstruction of hearing or of speech, and
the demon is characterized accordingly,
it may be surmised that a modern
physician would have regarded these tts
mere accidents of the disease, and
would have noticed other symptoms
not so striking which yet lay nearer to
the root of the evil. Not all imperfec.
tions of speech or hearing are attributed
to possession ; only those, it appears,
which were accompanied by some other
less understood weakness. We are not
going beyond the facts if we say that
the cases in which possession was
assumed were such as the medical knowledge of the day did not fully account
for, and in which there was something
mysterious. Both in hysteria and in
epilepsy the theory of possession is,
where medical knowledge is not advanced, very natural. 1 The patient
appears to have come under the power
of another agent than himself. What
more obvious where spirits are actively
believed in than to say that it is a Bpirit
that has entered him and is speaking in
that excited voice so unlike his own;
or that it is a spirit which has laid hold
on him, and is twisting his limbs and
even throwing him into dangerous
situations? And where either of these
complaints is accompanied by other infirmities, the latter will also be put
down to the action of the spirit, which
will then be described as deafand dumb,
or weak. Mental disorders will also be
readily ascribed to the same agency.
(3) The theory has to be noticed that
possession is a specific ailment in itself,
not to be identified with any other.
There is certainly some truth in it.
The phenomena detailed for us in the
Gospels have been met with, and are

met with to this day, in various parts
of the world. Mr. Tylor says that the
theory of possession and the rite of
exorcism may be perfectly studied in
India at the present day (see a paper on
Demonolatry, Devil-dancing and Demoniacal Possession (in India), by R.
C. Caldwell, in the Contemporary
Review, February, 1876). A book on
Demon Possession in China by Dr.
Nevius, forty years a missionary in that
country, gives a number of cases with
careful descriptions of the symptoms
and of the method of cure. The cases
are closely similar to those in the Gospels ; there is the same belief both on
the part of the patient and of others that
he is possessed, the same double consciousness, the same use by the spirit
of the man's organs of speech, the
same abrupt and crying utterance. By
prayer in the name of Jesus rather than
by direct command as in the Gospels,
missionaries have relieved these sufferers, the spirit confessing the power
of Jesus and departing. Dr. Nevius
argues strongly, and with considerable
learning, that possession by spirits
really exists in China at the preseut
day as in Galilee in our Lord's time and
in many other regions and ages.
It is not perhaps necessary to adopt
this view. Where the belief in spirits
of a lower order is active, it is hard
to set limits to the effects it may produce in human thought and action.
The belief is itself a malady which, if
acting uncontrolled, is capable of producing the phenomena in question. As
other beliefs assume outward form and
elaborate organization, so as to become
great and apparently objective powers
ruling men's minds, so this one. Thus
it is not strange that it should act with

-;1 The same explanation is given of apoplexy
in Jewish writings, and it is said that every
malady falling suddenly on a man is to be
ascribed to a devil. See Eisenmenger, Entdecktf;,8

Judentkum, ii., where there is a large collt2ction of matter illustrating Jewish belief in
spirits and their action.

1

Or •/;iJ,.06vres 71Mov, see note on the opposite page.
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[Matthew vm. 14, 15; Luke iv. 38, 39.]
And immediately on coming out of the synagogue he went 1 29
into the house of Simon and Andrew, with James and John.
Now Simon's mother-in-law was prostrate with fever, and they 30
at once tell him about her. And he went where she was and 31
took her by the hand and made her rise ; and the fever left her
and she waited on them.
special strength where it is united with
morbid physical tendencies, and we
can also understand how ideas belonging to it may pass quickly from mind to
mind in epidemic fashion.
When
knowledge increases it loses its hold; at
a later stage it is limited, Mr. Tylor
says, to certain peculiar and severe
affections, specially connected with mental disease; when scientific medicine
flourishes it is driven to remote and
backward districts or classes ; when a
vigorous faith in the great God springs
up, the belief in demons and their works
shrinks away before it.
On the whole subject see Dr. Tylor's
Primitive Culture, Chapters xiv. and xv.,
and his article on Demonology in the
Encyclopredia Britannica; the chapter
on Exorcists in Bingham's Antiquitie8,
where patristic references will be found;

Demon Pos.ses~ion and Allied Themes,
John A. Nevius, D.D., 2nd edition,
1896. A paper on "Die Daemouischen
d. N. T." in the Zeitschrift fur 1'heologie
und Kirche, Nov. 1898, by Th. Braun,
who appears to be chaplain in a lunatic
asylum, is an excellent study.
29. This is obviously Jesus' first visit

cannot tell. Ague was prevalent in
Palestine, and it may be indicated
here.
Jesus' method of cure is
very simple.
He goes up to the
patient, perhaps entering the other
room of the house to do so, takes her
hand, and causes her to put forth some
exertion herself, so that she stands on
the floor like a person in health ; she
then acts as if cured, and performs
the dnty of waiting at table on,i the
party which has come in. We shall
find in other instances that Jesus does
not cure ailments which are brought to
him without calling on the patients
to put forth some exertion, and so to
co-operate with him towards their
recovery.
The process is accordingly quite
natural ; but the evangelist says, after
telling how the patient got up, ' and
the fever left her.' The cure was
regarded as a work of power wrought
by the great teacher, as a proof never
to be forgotten of his greatness and
his kindness. In Matthew the cure is
accomplished by a touch, the method
used in Mark in a case of leprosy ; in
Luke the fever is rebuked, as if it were
a demon.

to Simon's house ; he has not seen this

patient before. He must have spent
at least one night in Capernaum before
this, in other quarters; now Simon's
house perhaps became his house [cf.
,·er. 36 and other passages below]. As
soon as he entered it he showed bow
willing and how able he was to help in
severe domestic distress. What precisely the ailment was under which
Peter's mother-in-law lay prostrate we

32. We were told that in consequence
of the scene in the synagogue the fame
of Jesus went out into the surrounding
country. We now see what an impression had been produced in the town
itself. All the town has heard of the
expulsion of the demon, and the cure
effected in the house of Simon and
Andrew has no doubt also become
famous. The neighbours leap to the

1 With the variant 'they went.'
If this reading be adopted, we have Jesus
spoken of with a party of others among whom James and John are not counted,
and probably not Simon and Andrew. The party who enter Capernaum, ver. 21,
embraces these four disciples with the Master, and if the plural is read in this verse,
it must be supposed to have embraced others besicles these. The reading adopted,
that of the Vatican MS., and practically also of Codex Bezae, yields a much
clearer narrative. See Nestle, Introduction, Eng. Tr., pp. 262, 265.
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Cures in the evening, i. 32-34.
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conclnsion that the teacher who has
done these works can do others too ;
that he must have command over disease
of every kind. Their eagerness quickly
rises to take advantage of the opportunity which has presented itself.
Humble folk cannot ask a great prophet
who has such a gift to visit patients in
their houses. A centurion might do so,
or a member of a synagogue, but others
must take the shorter plan of carrying
their patients to him. It is the Sabbath,
and they are forbidden for some hours
to do such an act of labour, but evening
comes on, and when the sun sets the
Sabbath is at an end, and they can set
out. Simon's house, if it was like
Eastern houses generally, presented a
long wall to the street with no opening
in it but the door, and that not a large
one. Around this door there is now a
great crowd made up of little parties,
each of a sick person with those who
had carried or supported him to the
spot. It is specially mentioned that
the victims of possession were brought.
So when the people of the house looked
out they recognized every neighbour
they knew to have a case of sickness in
his household-all the sick in the town
seemed to have been brought together,
crowding to the door.
The disciples remembered that Jesus
1 Add

on this occasion treated many, and that
the cases he dealt with were of various
kinds. It is not said whether all were
cured who were brought, only that
Jesus went on for a long time doing
what was asked of him. As we are not
told what the complaints were which
he was asked to deal with, nor what
methods he employed, we are not able
to judge what actually took place, but
only know that those who reported the
scene believed that J esusl responded to
every claim that was made on him, and
that his power proved equal to every
demand. With those labouring under
possession he deals as before. Among
persons of this class too his fame has
spread as by a spiritual epidemic.
They all know that he has power over
the possessing spirits, and regard him
as specially commissioned to attack
them. Persons suffering from that
disorder are apt to come out with
things they might be expected to wish
to conceal {see Dr. Nevius for this), and
so as soon as Jesus turns towards them
they shout out what they think about
him just as the demoniac in the synagogue did. But he takes the upper
hand of them as before, and will not
let them come to speech. He docs not
desire snch fame or greatness as they
thrust upon him.
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[Matthew vm. 16, 17; Luke iv. 40, 41.]
But when evening was come, when the sun set, they
brought to him all those who were sick, and those who were
possessed. And the whole town was gathered together at
the door. And he cured many who were sick with various
illnesses, and cast out many demons, and he did not allow the
demons to speak, because they knew him.1

32
33

34

[Luke iv. 42-44.J
And early in the morning, when it was still dark, he rose 35
and went out and went away to a solitary place and there
prayed. And Simon followed him up, and those with him, 36
and they found him and say to him, They are all looking for 37
you. And he says to them, Let us go elsewhere, to the 38
neighbouring country towns, I must preach there also; for that
was what I came out for. And he went and preached in their 39
synagogues throughout Galilee, and cast out the demons.
Neither in Luke nor in Matthew is
this narrative by any means so graphic
as in Mark. In our Gospel there is a
double statement of time ; first the
general one, when evening came, then
the particular one of the moment, sunset, when it became permissible to
-enter on such labours. Matthew keeps
one of these phrases, Luke the other.
Matthew goes on to say that many
possessed persons were brought, and
that he expelled the spirits with a
word and cured all the sick ; Luke
that many were brought suffering from
various diseases and that he cured
them, laying his hands on each individually (cf. for this action the case of
the leper, Mk. i. 41, the request of
Jairus, v. 23, also vii. 32, and many
passages in Acts), moreover that there
were many demoniacs on the spot, crying out that he was the Messiah ; and
that he enjoined silence on them,
while many of the demons were
,expelled.
Matthew finds in this activity a fulfilment of prophecy ; the words he
quotes from Isa. !iii. are applied, as is
nsual in snch cases, in a different sense
from that of the prophet quoted.
1

35. Jesus is dissatisfied with the turn
things have taken; for what reason we
shall see directly. Before the crowd
can collect again in the morning, and
before his friends, who, no doubt, are
delighted with the events of last night,
can interfere with his liberty of movement, he is up and out of the town.
He goes to a place where he will be
undisturbed, and there spends some
time in prayer. In the meantime the
people in the town are bent on seeing
him again. They naturally inquire at
Simon's house, where they had last
seen him. Simon, who must be the
original teller of this story, finds that
his guest has fled {or, if Jesus had not
stayed in his house at night, that he is
not to be found in the town), and on
inquiring hears that he has been seen
early in the morning on some road or
at some spot not far away ; or perhaps
he already had a favourite haunt in the
neighbourhood of Capernaum, and they
knew where it was, and at once went
there. At all events, the friends came
up to Jesus some time after his departure. They want him to go back with
them at once. Every one wants him
they say; as if, when he knows how

Add, to be Messiah.
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Cure of a leper, i. 40-45.
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much he is wanted, he could do nothing
but go back with them at once to take
up again the scene of last evening. But
his thoughts are quite different from
theirs. His pmyers, if they had reference to the situation in which he had
found himself at Capernaum, had only
confirmed the decision which had
prompted his early flight.
He had
come out in order to continue the work
of preaching in the neighbouring towns. 1
Preaching was his real work, the work
in which soon after his baptism he had
come to see that his true mission lay,
and in which he had called his disciples
to assist him. It was natural that a
powerful teacher and one with such a
gift of sympathy as he had should be
applied to for works of healing ; but he
did not feel that that activity lay so
directly in his way as preaching did ;
it must not be allowed, at least, to
interfere with his preaching. Nor must
Capernaum monopolize him ; he has a
duty to the country and to other
villages. He persists, therefore, in his
resolution, and summons the disciples
to come with him and help him to give
effect to it. A tour in Galilee ensues,
in which he devotes himself to the
regular task of preaching in the synagogues discourses which are not preserved. One act of healing is spoken
of in connection with this tour, but no
extended or general activity of that
kind. With cases of possession, however, he was always ready to deal;
these he considered as belonging to
his mission, and also to that of his
disciples. The charge he gave to the
disciples when he sent them out must
reflect what he felt to be the nature of
his own duty (iii. 15). They were to
be sent out to preach and to have power
to cast out demons (cf. also vi. 7).
I

Lit, village.towns.

Matthew omits this incident, which
exhibits Jesus in a position of difficulty;
Luke changes its tenor to make it more
worthy of the Saviour's dignity. With
him it is after daybreak when Jesus sets
out; it is not the disciples who pursue
him, but the multitudes who come
streaming out of the town to prevail on
him not to leave them. He excuses
himself by appealing to his heavenly
mission ; not saying, as in Mark, "this
was what I came out for," but "this'is
what I was sent for," and stating the
object more definitely, "to preach the
kingdom of God." The statement that
Jesus preached in the synagogues of
Galilee meets in the parallels a curious
fate. In Luke the word "Galilee" is
changed in a reading adopted by WR,
but not by Tisch., into "Judrea."
In Matthew the statement is expanded
into a general description of Jesus'
activity and of the widespread sensation it caused; after which follows the
Sermon on the Mount, Matthew's inauguration of the ministry, as the scene
in the synagogue at Capernaum is that
of Mark. Then he comes back to the
story of the leper which follows here in
Mark.
40. An incident is narrated which belongs to the position Jesus has now taken
up, and which leads to further important
consequences in the development of his
career. He has withdrawn from importunate requests to do cures, and is
restricting himself to preaching and
casting out demons. Now, however,
while he is engaged in the missionary
journey spoken of in ver. 39, an appeal
is made to him to break through that
restriction. The appeal is made in
the presence of other people, where, of
course, the leper ought not to have been

Galilee was thickly studded with large villages and towns.

1
llnurlifis. For this reading, see Nestle, Introduction, Eng. Tr., p. 262, where
evidence and argument are given for it.
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[Matthew vm. 1-4; Luke v. 12-16.]
And there comes to him a leper, appealing to him and going 40
down on his knees to him, with the words, If you will, you
can cleanse me. And he was moved with compassion 1 and 41
stretched out his hand and touched him ; and he says, I will,
be cleansed. And immediately the leprosy departed from him 42
and he was cleansed. And he addressed him sternly and 43.
(ver. 43, he put him out or drove him
away}. It is made, moreover, in a
humhle and affecting way. The leper
has heard of Jesus' curing, not leprosy
indeed, but other complaints, and has
conceived the bold thought that even
his disease, generally so incurable, may
not be beyond the power of the great
teacher. It is a question, he conceives,
not of Jesus' power but of his will. He
has not been doing any cures of late ;
he appears unwilling to put forth his
power in that way.
If he would
change his mind, if he would but
choose, the leper is sure he could deal
with his complaint and make him
clean.
Jesus is moved by the appeal,1 puts
out his hand in a way to be seen by all,
and touches him, then pronounces the
word the man had asked for : " I will ;
be cleansed," and the man is cured.
Immediately, we read, the leprosy departed from him and he was cleansed.
But the story does not end here.
Jesus apparently is not pleased with
what has taken place, and turns against
the man he has just befriended, attacks
him with forcible words and hurries
him not out of the building though the
words allow such an interpretation, but
away from the company. What is the
reason of this sudden change ? Is he
angry because the man has come where
he ought never to have been and has
brought his loathsome disease in dangerous contact with healthy persons? His
words suggest nothing of that kind.
What agitates him is, to judge from his
demeanour, the apprehension that now
he will be spoken of throughout the
country as one who is able to cure
leprosy without any troublesome formalities, and that all the lepers far and
near will be brought to him. He orders

the man to say nothing of what has
taken place. He is not to say that
Jesus cured his leprosy. Jesus will
giYe him no certificate of health, that
indeed is plainly impossible. The man
must go through the regular procedure
to get a cleau bill of health-he must
take the journey to Jerusalem, apply
to the priest, offer the sacrifice prescribed in Levit. xiv., get his certificate
and then, and only then, presume to
act as one who is cured, and associate
with his neighbours.
Evidently the story, if this is the
correct interpretation of it, is surrounded with great difficulties. It is
difficult to understand how a man in a
state of active leprosy could come
close up to Jesus. In Luke xvii.
11-19 the lepers remain at a distance.
The cure far transcends any other
exercise of power yet reported about
Jesus. To change diseased skin and
ulcerous flesh all at once into natural
and healthy skin and flesh in which
the blood is flowing freely, is an act we
can so little represent to ourselves that
we are led to wonder whether this is
really what the evangelist intends to
convey. If Jesus, moreover, did strnh
an act, how are we to account for his
agitation after it was done, and, if the
variant is adopted, also before it was
done, and why did he desire to keep it
secret?
These difficulties may be met by supposing, as the words of the story, with
the exception of one phrase, allow us to
do, that the case was not one of active
leprosy but of a cure begun but still
doubtful and needing attestation. The
word translated 'make clean ' is used
in the LXX, of LeYit. xiii. xiv. of the
a.et of the priest in certifying that a
cure has taken place and that the

l One ancient MS. says he was enraged.
1

Or, anger.
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former leper may now return to society.
The word also occurs in Acts x. 15,
xi. 9 of the act of declaring, rather
than making, clean. 1 In Luke ii. 22,
Ka6apt!Yp,o~ is ritual cleansing. If we
adopt this rendering, then the leper of
the story is on the way to recovery but
withheld by some cause, whether a
doubtful symptom in his bodily state
or some external difficulty, from getting
himself restored to the community. In
this painful situation he comes to Jesus
with the entreaty that he would remove
the doubts surrounding his case and
enable him to be recognized as clean.
Jesus by stretching out his hand and
touching the suppliant not only shows
personal sympathy with him hut treats
him as clean and declares he is to be
received. But he requires the man to
go through the regular procedure for
his restoration. He is not to say
that Jesus cured him but to obtain a
certificate of his cure in the ordinary
way.
The words, as we said, appear to
admit of this interpretation.
This
narrative, like others in the Gospel, is
at first sight very simple, but proves on
examination to be ambiguous and perplexing. On the whole, however, we
cannot escape the conclusion that the
story is meant to tell not of a declaration of cure but of the cure itself_
Jesus' act in touching the leper must

be interpreted according to such texts
as v. 23, vi. 5, viii. 22, 23, where touching with the hand is a part of healing
method. In 2 Kings v. 11, Naaman
says that Elisha ought to have waved
his hand over the place (Kautzsch however in his new translation of the O.T.
disputes this rendering of the words);
and in considering touch as curative 2
(see also 2 Kings iv. 34, and passages
in Acts) early therapeutics were doubtless guided by sound instinct. Again,
the sensation caused by this occurrence
seems to be greater than would be
caused by a mere declaration. What
the man told to everyone he met must
have been that Jesus had cured him.
It is true that the words "the leprosy
departed from him" may be based
on inference more than observation;
but the inference is confirmed by
the man's own behaviour. It is therefore a cure that Mark here has in
view.
Matthew's narrative is simpler and,
we must judge, more original ; he does
not mention any agitation on Jesus'
part, and while the touch is evidently
regarded as healing, the procedure is
closely analogous to that of the other
cure of leprosy mentioned in the Gospels,
Luke xvii. ll-19. In the latter case
all that Jesus does when appealed to
by the ten lepers, is to tell them, as
they stand at a distance, to go and

I For the use of the word in the ritual sense
see Deissmann, .Neue Bibelstudien, p. 43, wher-a
inscriptions are quoted.
2 In the newly discovered Mimiambi of
Hcrondas, iv. 18., Kokkale- addresses the Gods,

especially Paian, in the temple of .Asclepios,
when bringing her offering of a cock, with the
words, H It is payment for the cure, for thou,
Lord, haat wiped away our sickness with the
gentle laying on of thy hand."

1
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at once turned him off, and says to him, See that you say
nothing about it to any one, but away with you, show yourself to the priest, and present for your cleansing the offering
Moses prescribed, that people may have the notification. But
he, on going off, began to publish it busily and to speak of
the affair 1 far and wide, so that he could no longer openly
enter a town, but stayed in the country in uninhabited places,
and people came to him from every quarter.

44

45

(Matthew ix. 1-8; Luke v. 17-26.]
And after some days had elapsed he came back to Capernaum, and the report spread that he is in the house. 2 And a
show themselves to the priests. As they
went, it is said, they were cured. The
treatment of leprosy is spoken of generally as a feature of the earliest Gospel
ministry, Matt. x. 8, xi. 5; but in
these passages it is mentioned along
with the raising of the dead which was
not .an ordinary feature of the ministry
and is perhaps to be understood in a
metaphorical sense. The absence of all
details about the cases and the vague
language of the evangelist make it
impossible to determine what that
treatment was. To all appearances it
was extremely simple. In the Apostolic
Age this is no longer reckoned among
the gifts of the Church.
45. Mark's use of this story as a step in
the narrative is all his own. In Matthew
and Luke it sits loosely ; here it springs
out of what has been told and prepares
for what is to come. Jesus has turned
away from healing to preaching, and
has fled from the scene where cures
were demanded of him to towns where
he might preach without such interruption. But the leper's appeal has
taken him, against his will, back to
healing again and to the public excitement to which the cures gave rise. His
plans are crossed ; he could not be seen
to enter a town without being mobbed
by people bringing to him their sick
and their possessed. And even when
he stayed outside the towns in unfrequented spots, he was found out,
and became the centre of a throng.
We thus find that Mark applied his
materials with considerable skill. The
stories he recounts he found ready to
1

Or, to publish the word.

his hand, bnt he told them in a new
style, colouring them with phrases of
his own, such as "immediately,'' "rated
him," "had compassion on him," "addressed him sternly" ; and he placed
them in a new order. Some he alone
gives us; Matthew and Luke for reasons
easily divined did not think fit to use
them. In those narratives which Peter
was in a position to communicate as
hardly any one else was, we recognize
a very primitive tradition and are on
firm historical ground ; and the story
of the sensation caused at first by Jesus
preaching and acts and of his consequent
embarrassment, must be very early.
ii. 1.-iii. 6.

GROWTH OF OPPOSITION.

\Ve now come to a section of the
narrative in which the three Synoptists
accompany each other very closely. It
consists of a set of narratives of encounters Jesus had with various critics
and adversaries. These stories are
similar in length and in arrangement,
a short narrative leading up to a saying
of Jesus which concludes the section
and forms its point. In form and also
in spirit these sections are very similar
to those giving the encounters at Jerusalem in the last days (Mark xii. 13-44
and parallels), and each set concludes
with a statement that Jesus' enemies
concerted plans to rid themselves of
him (cf. iii. 6 and xii. 12). In substance
also there is a resemblance between the
two collections; the questions discussed
are such as must have been agitated in
the Apostolic Age. In the present
2

Home.

2
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instance the questions illustrated are
the Christian forgiveness of sins without any formalities, the Christian treatment of sinners, fasting, and the keeping
of the Sabbath. In the later collection
the early Christians found direction as
to their relation to the civil power, the
arrangements to be expected at the
Resurrection, the great commandment
in the new religion, and the nature of
the Messiahship of Jesus. All these
q_uestions alike receive discussion in the
Pauline Epistles. The collections before us may therefore have been fanned
with an eye to the needs of Christians
in the Church ; and the fact that the
three Synoptists incorporate them with
so little variation shows that the
collection existed early. Matthew and
Luke do not always follow Mark so
closely; but what they found in Mark
here was matter with which they were
already acquainted, and about which
they had no hesitation. If this view
is correct, then the exact place of each
of these pieces in the biography of
Jesus cannot now be fixed. In the
second Gospel the collection is skilfully
connected with the narrative already
given-a connection which Matthew
and Luke do not try to reproduce. See
Introduction, p. 22 sq.
1. The story existed originally in a
detached form; and may have begun
with a statement that Jesus was "in
the house" when the incident took
place, the house being the typical situation as other situations are typified in
the phrases, "to the sea," "in a synagogue," "up the mountain." In Mark's
narrative the reader naturally thinks of
Simon's house, though the phrase is
still a vagne one and means no more
than "indoors." We heard why Jesus
l

left the house and the town before, and
we know what is to be expected if he
comes back. He could not enter a town
by day, we were told; he must therefore have entered Capernaum by night.
But his return is not a secret long; the
report soon gets abroad that he is in the
house, and the house where heis staying
is soon crowded with an eager throng;
the room, both rooms perhaps, we can
scarcely think of more, are crowded and
so is the doorway ; and as all these
people have come to him expecting
something at his hands, he gives them
what he has, he preaches the word to
them. That is the position of affairs
when the incident takes place which is
now to be spoken of.
Matthew (ix. l) does not mention
the house at all, but only the return to
Capernaum; with him the incident may
have taken place in the open air {ver. 7
the paralytic "went away," not "went
out"). With Luke we have the story
of the house and its roof as in Mark,
and in the house is established a great
and formidable company of holy men
and teachers of religion, gathered from
the villages of Galilee and also from
distant Juda.ea and from Jerusalem.
3. The preaching is not long undisturbed. A case is brought to Jesus
now which had not been brought to
him in time when he was at Capernaum
before. The patient is spoken of as a
paralytic ; but no details are given to
enable the medical enquirer to judge of
the case. Paralysis is a name gi\·en in
the Gospels to more than one ailment.
The centurion's servant (Matt. viii. 6)
suffers from a paralysis which is accompanied with great pain, perhaps from a
contracted joint. The case here is more
akin to paralysis proper; there is a lack
of power, a supposed inability to move.
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great number of people collected, so that there was no longer
room for them, not even before the door ; and he spoke the
word to them. And they come to him with a paralytic, 3
carried by four bearers. And as they were not able to 4
get to him with their patient 1 on account of the crowd, they
took off the roof at the spot where he was, and let down
through the hole they had made, the couch with the paralytic
lying on it. And Jesus seeing their faith says to the 5
paralytic, Child, your sins are forgiven. But there were 6
some of the scribes sitting there and reasoning in their
hearts, How can the man say such a thing ? He is 7
The man cannot go himself to the great
Healer, but he has energetic friends to
help him. Finding that there is no
getting near Jesus through the door,
and determined to secure his aid this
time before he escapes again, they hit
upon a plan which shows great determination. The patient is carried up
the outside stair to the roof, his friends
take up the wooden joists and waterproof boarding which form the ceiling
of the room below, and make in this
way, perhaps with the use of tools
(i~opv~anB lit. dug out), a hole large
enough to let the couch with its patient
be lowered through it to Jesus' feet.
5. Matthew has the same words, with
additions, bnt has omitted the acts which
showed the faith of the bearers, so that
we see him to have curtailed his source.
The bearers like the leper of chap. i.
have shown a most energetic conviction
that Jesus is able to help, and have
taken the most heroic measures to make
him put forth his power. Every one
must admire the courage and determination they have shown. And Jesus
does admire it ; but apparently he does
not meet their hopes. Asked for a
favour which they believe him able to
confer, he opens his mouth to speak to
the patient with an affectionate phrase
indeed, but not on the subject brought
before him. It is scarcely possible to
get over this difficulty without supposing that the story originally contained here some statement about the
man's former life, which the tradition,
for whatever cause, did not preserve.
A sentence of absolution implies knowledge of the sins which call for it, and
Jesus must have known about the man's
1

sins, not only inferred them from his
malady, before he began to speak of
them. On this occasion also we may
trace in Jesus' action that shrinking
from the work of healing which we
noticed in chap. i. The bearers bring
their case to Jesus in such a way that
he cannot put away their claim ; he
must do something for them. But what
they want him to do he is reluctant to
undertake. There is another service
he can render the patient, a greater
service indeed than that of physical
cure. The man is unhappy: his conscience is accusing him-of what we
are not told, as the story now stands.
That distress Jesus knows he can remove ; and he feels called to do so.
And so we hear the affectionate words,
pronounced with the authority without
which many men can scarcely believe
in any absolution, "Child, your sins are
forgiven"!
6. We had the scribes compared with
Jesus as preachers, to their disadvantage (i. 22). Here we find some of the
class listening to his preaching, and
that not in the synagogue where they
were masters, but in the house. This
shows some friendly feeling towards
him on their part. There are indications
that the Pharisees, to whose way of
thinking most of the scl'ibes inclined,
regarded Jesus at first with favour.
His aim would appear to them to be
the same as their own ; he too was
seeking to get the people ready for the
Kingdom of God. But Jesus differed
too radically from the scribes in spirit
and in method to allow this friendliness
to continue long. He was not bound
by their rules, and he was guided by

To get near him,
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original convictions which they did not
share. To hear what they now heard,
the declaration to the paralytic by Jesus
that his sins were forgiven, could not
but giYe the scribes who were present a
great shock. To their thinking, sin
could only be forgiven by offering a
sacrifice and having absolution formally
pronounced by the priest. With the
whole ancient world they regarded sin
as a debt the sinner had incurred to
God. God only could remit the debt,
and it could only be done according to
the ritual He had appointed. To declare
as Jesus had done to this man that his
sins were forgiven was to trench upon
the divine prerogative, to treat sacred
things lightly, and therefore to incur
the severest censure. The later prophets, it is true, abound in passages 1
declaring that God forgives at once,
without any sacrifice, the sinner who
penitently turns to Him; and the scribes
doubtless allowed that prayers for
forgiveness were answered in Galilee,
where no offering could be made. But
the principle remained in their minds
which we find stated even in the N. T.
(Heb. ix. 22), and which is a cardinal
article of belief with multitudes of
Christians to this day, that without
shedding of blood there is no remission.
.A formal sentence of absolution such as
Jesus had pronounced could not pass
unchallenged.
· 8. Jesus recognizes their objections
in his spirit, or as we say in his mind,
before he hears them with his ears ;
and challenges the scribes before they
have opened their mouths to speak
their thought. The point to which he

e

\

1.

~,

addresses himself is that the forgiveness
of which he has assured the paralytic
is real and effective, and not a mere
boast or arrogant assumption. The
point is one of such pressing importance
for him, that in order to establish it he
makes up his mind to do what he had
just before deliberately refrained from
doing, t,o put forth his energy for the
physical quickening of the patient
before him. He feels sure he can make
the patient get np and walk; he feels
sure too that in declaring the forgiveness
of his sins he does not use vain words
but announces what is true and brings
about the true life with God in the
soul of the sufferer. Both these things
he feels it in him to do, so strong is the
power which is in him and carries him
forward. .And the one act can be used
as an argument to prove that the other
is real. Which is easier? To effectively
say Your sins are forgiven or to say Rise
and take up your bed and walk? The
scribes will say, no doubt, that the
former is the easier. Whether they
are right and consistent on the point
or not, they will say it is a harder
work to make the paralytic walk than
to bring about the forgiveness of his
sins, and that he who does the first can
no doubt do the second also .
10. .A new term is here introduced
into the narrative. Jesus speaks of him.
self by that title, never explained in the
Gospels, yet apparently understood by
those who heard him, and used in such
a variety of aspects-Son of Man. If,
as is generally allowed, the title as
used by Jesus indicates his Messiahship,
there has been little preparation for it

I e.g, J er. xxxi. 31 sqq.; Isa. xliii. 25, Iv. 7.
1 1rep<1rarei,

as in Matth. and Luke.
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uttering a blasphemy. Who can forgive sins but God alone ?
And Jesus at once perceiving in his spirit that they are 8
reasoning in themselves in such a way, says to them, Why
do you think such thoughts ? Which is easier, to say to the 9
paralytic, Your sins are forgiven, or to say, Get up and
take your bed and go ? 1 But you are to know that the Son 10
of Man has power on earth to forgive sins, 2-(then he says
to the paralytic), I tell you Rise, take up your bed and go u
away to your house. And he rose, and at once took up his 12
bed, and went out before them all, so that they were all
amazed, and glorified God, saying, We never saw anything
like it before.
in Mark's narrative. All at once he
speaks of himself as Messiah and
declares it to be a prerogati.ve of the
Messiah to forgive sins on earth. He
does not claim this right for himself as
a human individual, nor does he claim
it for others who may feel and act as
he does; it is the Messiah, he only,
who is said to have power to forgiYe,
il.nd to prove that he possesses this
power, i. e. that his assurance of forgiveness is not an empty word, but
is Yalid and effective, and that the
forgiveness spoken on earth is recognized
hy God in heaven--to prove this, Jesus
proceeds to that exercise of power on
which he did not enter before, and
deals with the physical malady of the
paralytic. The patient, like Simon's
wife's mother, is summoned to make
an effort which he and his bearers
considered to be beyond his power.
Called to co-operate in the work of
his restoration, he gets up, takes his
stretcher under his arm, and walks
away with it. The scribes themselves
witness the cure which proves that
their objection was unfounded. This
is not said in so many words. The
narrator contents himself with describing the surprise and joy of all the
beholders and quoting their confession
that what they have seen belongs to a
higher order of things than they were
acquainted with before. We are left
to understand that the argument of
,Jesus prevailed, and that the new way
of forgiveness, forgiYeness through the
Messiah without any sacrifice, was no
longer to be questioned.
1

The parallel narratives diverge at the
close. In Matthew it is the multitudes
who are overawed at the occurrence
and come to the conclusion that God
has granted a new power to men. This
is not meant to convey that men
generally can now forgive sins as Jesus
does, any more than men generally can
cure paralytics as Jesus has done, but
that the power Jesus exhibits is a
divine gift to men, and shows God to
be mindful of His people in thus sending
and equipping His messenger.
There are two great difficulties connected with this story. The fir.st is
that Jesus here appears to make use of
his power in order to prove a point-a
Yery different use of his power from any
we have seen him make before. His
mighty works are generally done, and
in .Mark this is specially the case, not
of set purpose, but under some strong
feeling, from an excess, generally, of
compassion or of indignation. In this
case the work is done in order to
furnish evidence of something Jesus
wishes people to believe. Hence, while
he generally dislikes to have his works
spoken of, and urges those concerned
not to publish them, this work is done
with a view to publication. If a new
way of forgiYeness is opened, that is
not a thing to be kept secret but to be
ma<le known, and a cure done to prove
that the forgiveness is real must be
made known too.
These considerations prove at least
that the work done to prove this point
cannot belong to the opening stage of
2

walk.
F

Or, to forgiYe sins on earth.
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the ministry, when Jesus did not wish
his works of power to be spoken of.
On the other hand the occurrence
appeurs to be possible at a later stage
of the ministry. It is quite certain
that Jesus felt-as many of his fellowcountrymen must also have suspectedthat a more direct wa.y of forgiveness
was necessary than that which was in
force, and that he knew that he himself
had power to open up such a way.
That indeed might appear to him a
thing the Messiah must do, and once
he was clear about his Messiahship he
might declare by word and act this
fe<Lture of the new Age, so that it might
be known that the promises of a full for•
giveness in the last days were now ful.
tilled, and that the mourners might a.t
once be comforted. 'l'he public deni•l
of such forgiveness would seem to him
to be a denial of the essence of the Gospel,
and would act on him as a paramount
call to put forth all his power.
The second difficulty is the introduction at the clo.~e of the story of the
enigmatic title "Son of Man." Assuming in the meantime that Jesus did use
this title and apply it to himself, and
tlmt the title was capable to the ears of
those who heard him of a Messianic
meaning, recalling however faintly to
their minds the being "like a son of
man," who stands before God in
Daniel's vision (vii. 13) and sets up the
kingdom which is never to he destroyed,
assuming this, the title stands too
early in Mark ii. In Mark's narrative
Jesus strenuously refuses to assume the
character of Messiah. The demons
who hail him as God's vice-gerent he
orders to be silent; i. 25, 34, iii. 12,
v. 7. He speaks of himself as a
prophet (vi. 4 ), as a sower, as <L fisher.
He avoids all publication and advertisement of himself (v. 43, vii. 36). Only
at viii. 30, 31, does he accept the
Messianic title at the hands of Peter
and of the other disciples; yet even
here he will not have himself proclaimed publicly as the Saviour of
Israel; see also iir. 9. Only at Jericho

does the Messianic proclanmtion begin,
which accompanies him at his entry
into Jerusalem, and is crownecl by his
declaration of his Messiahship to the
High Priest. This account of Jesus'
attitude towards the Messiahship,
clearly recognizable in the tenor uf
Mark's narrative, is in the parallels
confused: and the present story shows
that Mark himself could overlook
it. Jesus could not at the same time
when he was declining to be greeted as
Messiah, and a,,oiding all sensation,
<LSsume, in addressing a mixed audience,
even a veiled Messianic title ; a narrative in which he does this must, if trustworthy, be placed near the end of his
career.
Jesus, however, did not himself use
the words i, v1os TOU av0pwrrov, which
are found in his mouth in the Gospels.
He spoke Aramaic, and the words he
actually spoke must be the subject of
enquiry. This has of late been urged
by Wellhauseu (Israeliti.~che
11nd
ju,lische Oe,,chichte, 1894, p. 312 ;
Skizzen 11nd Vorarbeiten, vi. p. 187-215,
where the passages in which the title
occurs <Lre dealt with in detail) and
other scholars, who have thus op~ned a
new chapter of a long discussion. The
Aramaic word for Son of ?.Ian, barna8ha, Wellhausen asserts, means
simply a man, a member of the human
race, and ought not to have been
rendered by the much more definite
Greek phrase, i', v1o< rou li,0pw1rov, "The
Ron of Man," On this showing the
phrase does not claim for the Messiah
in this passage, but for man generally,
that he can forgive sins : in the end of
this chapter it is man as human that
has power over the Sabbath. The
phrase cannot denote the Messiah, and
where the Greek words are used in such
a way that they must mean the Messiah, Jesus cannot have used the phrase.
While ellhansen maintains that '' Son
of Man" cannot mean Messiah, and
that Jesus put forth no such Messianic
claim as the phrase suggests, Lietznmnn
(" Der :Jtfenschen8nhn, JfJin Beitra_g ziir
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[Matthew ix. 9-13; Luke v. 27-32.]
And he went out again beside 1 the sea, and all the multitude resorted to him and he taught them. And as he passed
along he saw Levi 2 the son of Alphaeus sitting at the tollhouse, and he says to him, Follow me. And he rose and
N. T. Theologie," 1896, p. 85), asserts
that Jesus could not call himself the Sou
of Man as he does in the Gospels, since
the language he spoke did not enable
him to do so, the Aramaic words
having no such emphasis as the Greek
words have, and the title being thus
non-existent in the language spoken by
Jesus.
It was the Greek phrase, he
holds, which, suggested by Daniel vii.
13, was put in Jesus' mouth, first in
the passages referring to the Second
Coming, in which it was natural and
appropriate, and then in passages
where it is less suitable. These views
are controverted by the Aramaic
scholar Dalman (Die Worte Je.m, i.
1898, p. 191 sq.) in a full discussion of
the Aramaic problem, and by Schmiedel
(Protest. Monatahefte, Aug. 1898: see
Expository 'l'im~s, Nov. 1899, p. 62), who
both suppose Jesus to have derived the
title from Dan. vii. 13, and to have
meant by it that human figure who
is destined to carry on t God's final
purposes.
The debate is by no means ended,
but it hits led to an increased conviction
that the tradition has placed the title
in ,Tesus' mouth on occasions when he
was not likely to use it. The Gospels
do not agree with one another on this
point; compare" Son of Man," Matth.
xii. 32, with "Sons of men," Mark iii.
28; and "Whom do men say the Son
of Man is?" Matth. x,,i. l:l, with Mark
viii. 27, Luke ix. 18, ... "that I am?"
w bile the eschatological use of the title
as in Mark xiii. 26, viii. 38, xiv. 62,
Matth. x. 23, is intelligible, being based
on that in Daniel and in Enoch (see
Charles' Book of FJnoch, pp. 312-317,
and' Eschatology,' in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, i. 7 44 ).
I lf the Western reading ".James" Were
.accepted, there would be two publicans among
the twelve. lfot this story must be the same
as tlmt of M,1tthew ix. 9-13, where this publican is called Matthew, to be distinguis.hed
afterwards (Matthew x. ::!-) from James, son of
Alphaeus. Levi will be his original, Matthew

Some of the other applications present great difficulty, Mark ix. 9-12,
Matth. viii. 20, xi. 19. For the latest
contribution to the discussion see
Briickner's paper quoted above (p. 62) on
Mark's Christology.
Thus the forgiveness of sins "by a
word," which obtained in the Church,
finds its warrant in the Gospel.
13. In all the three accounts the call
of Levi follows the cure of the paralytic;
but in none is it necessary to take the
two as closely consecutive. Mark connects them with this little description,
drawn perhaps from his own special
source, of how the lakeside preaching,
which afterwards led to a peculiar
situation (iv. 1, where the words of
this verse are repeated) began. Jesus
went out from the town, where many
men were, to the shore of the lake,
where few were, and where he had been
before (i. 16) ; hut he did not thereby
escape the crowd. They kept coming
after him there just as they did in the
town (ver. 1), and he went on teaching
them.
14. It isin connection with this preaching by the lakeside, Mark suggests to
us, that another of the disciples receives
his call. Along the N. end of the Sea
of Galilee ran the road which led from
Damascus to the Mediterranean, and
at this point goods passed out of the
tetrarchy of Philip, though they might
have travelled much farther, into that
of Herod Antipas. At this frontier
there was an office for collecting customs, and Jesus on his walk arrived at
this spot, and saw Levi, the collector,
sitting at his post. 1 A tax-collector
might not haYe time to practise such
religious duties as the Scribes and
Ws acquired name. As Mark speaks of Simon
up to iii. 16, afterwards of Peter, S'1- he speaks
here of Levi, and in iii. 18 of Matthew. Levi
was the son of a different Alphaeus from the
father of James the Less. See Zahn, Binleitung
ii. 263.

2 James.
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Pharisees required; nor could he keep
counted on. {See xiv. 41, Luke, vi. 32,
himself separate, according to their
33, xv. 2, xix. 7, Gal. ii. 15.)
rules, from contact with Gentiles.
Jesus did not judge people in this
Greek merchants crossed the frontier
position as the Pharisees did; he symon the Sabbath, and had to be attended
pathized with them and felt he had a
to ; and the collector might rarely
religion to offer them in which they
make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem (Luke
could find what they wanted. Besides
xviii. 10). It followed from the unLevi and his associates and friends of
popularity of their occupation and the
this class, Jesus and his disciples are of
consequent moral reaction on themthe party, and as his disciples have ·not
scl ves that men of this class stood
been mentioned before in a body, but
outside of religion, and were regarded
only individuals whom he called, it is
by those who took things strictly and
added in explanation that he had many
who set the standard for the country,
disciples besides the four fishermen and
as lapsed members of Israel, and as little
that at this time they went about with
better than heathens. No wonder,
him everywhere.
When he enters
then, that the call of Levi to be one of
Levi's house they come with him, and
his regular followers was a very marked
the hospitality shown to him extends to
;ncident in Jesus' ministry. The call
them also. From the ranks of these
is told in the same words as that of the · early followers the Twelve are afterother disciples, and suggests the same
wards chosen, and after the appointspeculations as to Jesus' previous knowment of the TwelYe there is still as we
ledge of Levi and Levi's of Jesus.
shall see a wider circle of followers.
15. This may be some time after the
16. Pharisee means one who keeps
call. It is only later (iii. 14) that t,he
himself separate, and the whole aim
Twelve are summoned to devote themand policy of the party which bore this
selves to Jesus entirely, and thus Levi,
name was to separate themselves and
though a called disciple, is still at liberty
all who followed them from all conto entertain his friends in his own house,
tamination and transgression, thus
and Jesus does not disdain to meet
doing what they could to make Israel
these friends at his board. A number
worthy of the divine salvation. 'Sepaof collectors were there, men who
rate from sinners ' they were and prosuffered as their host did from the
fessed to be. That a Rabbi who to a
religions and social effects of their
large extent shared their views and
calling. Along with them there are in
sought the same objects as they, should
the party some people who are called
deliberately renounce this separation
sinners. The word is used in the
,i,nd sully himself by contact with the
narrow sense which the Pharisees gave
careless and irreligious was to them
it, of persons who did not attempt to
most strange. The Scribes, therefore,
'keep the Law as they did. Such persons
in the story, men of the Law who bewere outsiders; if only the Law could
longed to the Pharisees' way of thinkjustify, they could not possibly be
ing {not all men of the Law belonged to
righteous, and they did not belong to
it) hold up their hands in sorrowful
the circle where God's favour could be
wonder to the disciples at their Master's
1

a.f1n,3 Kai ol.

2
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followed him. And it comes about that he is at table in his 1 15
(Levi's) house, and many publicans and sinners were at table
with Jesus and his disciples for there were many of them (of
the disciples) and they went everywhere with him. 2 And 16
some Scribes who were of the Pharisees' party saw that he
eats with publicans and sinners, and they said to his disciples,
He eats 3 with publicans and sinners! And Jesus heard 17
it, and says to them, Those who are in health have no need
of a physician, but those who are sick. I am not come to
call the righteous but sinners.
conduct, and this they do perhaps more
than once. 1
Thus the question of mixed communities, at which Jew and Gentile sat
at the same board and partook of the
same food, to the scandal of the stricter
section of the Church (Gal. ii. 12), has
its prelude in the life of the Saviour,
and is dealt with by himself_
17. It is not clear whether the reply
was made to the Scribes themselves or to
the disciples when they reported the
complaint to him. His reply to the
criticism made on him (and we must
remember that the same objection was
taken to Jesus' geniality in social
matters in other quarters also; Matth.
xi. 19, Luke xv. 1, xix. 7) was quite
ready, and it goes to the root of the
matter. TheScribes,whoarethereligious
teachers of the people, think they have
done their duty when they have studied
the Law and set themselves and all who
will follow them to keep it exactly.
To those who from one reason or another cannot or do not bear the heavy
burdens they impose, they recognize no
duty but think of them as outsiders and
look down on them with scorn. Jesus
l Imperfect.

takes a very different view of his office
as a public teacher. He feels himself
called specially to those whom the
teaching of the Scribes leaves unaffec:te(l.
He has a message for them ; to those
who follow the method of the Scribes,
and spend their lives in the attempt to
keep every one of the hundreds of precepts of the Law he cannot do much
good, but the sinners-to use the scornful and uncharitable phrase-those who
have abandoned the effort after strict
legal righteousness or have never tried
it, these he can help. The method of
the prophets, the religion that consists
in walking humbly with God, doing
justly and loving mercy, can be preached
to them with some effect and with good
hope of really helping them. That is
what he means by the little picture he
throws out about the physician who is
of no use to those in health but only to
the sick. \Ye notice that when he
speaks of himself as a physician he is
thinking of the ills of the mind and
spirit, not those of the body.
The righteous-Jesus is not here pronouncing any opinion as to whether
there are really righteous persons or not

The On simply recites what is thought so strange.

1 The Greek words might possibly allow us to understand that, as Matthew has
it, Le:vi was at table in the house of Jesns.
The honse wa,s a large one, fit for a
large company.
2 Or, for there were many of them (publicans an<l sinners), and they were
following him. Or, there were many of them. And some Scribes of the
Pharisees were following him, [{a) as disciples or (b) as enemies] and saw,
etc. The text of the passage is very uncertain, and different punctuations are
adopted, which yield diverse meanings. In one case Jesus was followed by
disciples who were not publicans and sinners, in the second by publicans and
sinners {as if that class of people recognized in him their. champion and attached
themselves to him), and in the third case by Scribes of the Pharisees, friendly or
unfriendly.
s Add, and drinks.
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The question of fasting, ii. 18-22.
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(see Luke xv. 7; xviii. 14), but those who
follow the way of righteousness marked
out by the Scribes, and so count as
righteous-they do not require him,
and he can do little for them. He
came to call sinners, to what? To repentance, Luke adds to Mark's phrase,
and to some extent no doubt correctly.
But not to repentance .only, also to the
Kingdom-to all the blessings of a
religion imposing no artificial burdens,
in which they could feel that they could
yet serve God and that He had not
forsaken them. Compare the call at
the close of the eleventh chapter of
Matthew, and also the Beatitudes, for
a de&cription of the attitude which fits
men to receive Christ's Gospel. It is
right, then, that he should be found
where those people are to whom he has
a special mission. 1
18. No chronological connection is
stated between this story and the last.
Luke makes the conversation of the last
story flow on into this one, "And they
said to him," while Matthew connects
with ''then." There is no real connection. The incident arises out of a fast
which the disciples of John (whether or
not their master was dead at the time does
not appear-the Pharisees would not
be fasting for that reason) were observing along with the Pharisees. A Pharisee fasted twice a week (Luke xviii. 12) ;
how it was done, by some of them at
least, we may read in Matth. vi. 16.
John's disciples, we may suppose, took
the religious life strictly; they as well
as the Pharisees were looking for the
coming of the Kingdom, and striving to
1 Cf. Brandt, Die Evangelische Geschichte, p.
465 sqq.
'2 The fast, whatever it was, was not enjoined
by the Law, which prescribes fasting on the
day of Atonement ouly. The growth of the

prepare the people for it by keeping up
the highest standard of piety. :Fasting,
in early times a preparation for prayer,
still gave emphasis to that exercise; and
Jesus could not he indifferent to the
objects which both sets of religionists
had in view. He, too, was looking for
the Kingdom ; he, too, told his disciples
to pray for it. Yet on this occasion,
whether the fast was a weekly one or
one that came round more rarely, his
disciples pay no attention to it. 2 The
difference between the disciples of John
and those of Jesus in this respect excites
remark, and Jesus is asked, we are not
told by whom, for an explanation.
19. This explanation he furnishes in a
little parable. A Jewish wedding was
followed by a merrymaking, which continued for a good many clays. Samson's
wedding {Judges xiv. 17) lasted seven
days; that of Tobit (Toh. Yiii. 20) twice
as long. In this observance the bridegroom's male friends were charged with
the duty, as it were officially, of maintaining the carousal and keeping up
their own spirits and those of all
concerned to the proper pitch. Is it
possible, Jesus asks, for these children
of the bride-chamber {an Aramaic
phrase, evidently) to engage in fasting?
They cannot possibly do such a thing ;
it would be totally out of character.
As long as the bridegroom is with
them, i.e. as long as the wedding
festival lasts, they must be merry and
not sad.
So far the meaning is quite clear.
The early ministry of Jesus was a time
of joy and cheer. The Son of Man
came eating and drinking, proclaiming
practice of fasting is a feature of later Judaism, on which Deutet'o-Isaiab, and Zecbaria.h
forcibly comment. See Hastings' Dictionary of
the Bible~ "Ji'asting" and "Feasts and Fasts."
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[Matthew ix. 14-17; Luke v. 33-38.J
And the disciples of John and the Pharisees were observing 18
a fast, and people come and say to him, Why do your disciples
not fast when the disciples of John and those of the Pharisees
are fasting ? And Jesus said to them, Can the assistants at 19
the wedding fast while the bridegroom is with them? As
long as they have the bridegroom with them they cannot fast.
But the days will come when the bridegroom will be taken 20
away from them; and then they will fast, in that day. No 21
glad tidings, which men heard with
delight.
'~ This is the hour of banquet and of a.ong 1 '

was true then, as it is still true
when Christ's people fully realize his
spirit and his word. In such circumstances fasting is out of the question.
If the afflicting of the soul is done
without a definite object it is valueless;
and Jesus will not impose it on his
disciples when their experience does
not call for it.
20. The ideas thus put forth are
taken up and carried a step further in
the two little parables which are immediately to follow. But ver. 20 is of a
different tenor. Here fasting is not
deprecated but upheld, and even enjoined. When the circumstances call
for it Jesus encourages it, as in Matth.
vi. 17 he speaks of the right method of
the exercise. What are the circumstances here contemplated in which
fasting will be right and necessary for
his disciples? When the bridegroom
is removed, then fasting will he appropriate.
If the case supposed still
belongs to the illustration, then Jesus
says, As long as the wedding goes on
there can be no fasting, but if the
wedding is violently interrupted and
the bridegroom carried off from his
friends (by brigawh, or a hostile incursion, or by an unfeeling creditor), then
feasting will give way to fasting. Iu
the case of John the Baptist something
of the kind may ha.ve happened when
these words were spoken, and then they
would express sympathy with the
position of John's disciples, so clifferently situated from those of Jesus
himself.
But the verse as-we now have it does
not read thus. The grammar implies
not a change of circumstances that

might take place any day or might
already have taken place, but a change
which is to take place in the future
(on IYra.v with the aorist subj. see
Winer (.Moulton) p. 389, Burton, Moods
and Tenses, § 316). The removal of
the bridegroom is a thing looked forward
to as certain, and we see that what is
spoken of is not what might happen to
any bridegroom, in a story, but what
is actually going to happen to one
particular bridegroom, i.e. to Jesus
himself, who now identifies himself
with the bridegroom of his parable itnd
so turns it into an a,Jlegory of his own
fortunes. The form of the story is in
favour of his having done so. The
"as long as" of the earlier part looks
forwitrd to a change-"the days will
come." But in this case the section
cannot belong to the earlier part of the
ministry, bnt must be placed after the
declaration of the Messiahship, itlong
with the forebodings which begin at
that point·of the history.
The early church practiBed fasting
(Acts x. 30, xiii. 3, xiv. 23, 1 Cor. vii. 5,
cf. Didache eh. vii., Luke ii. 37); and
our story as it stands furnishes a warrant for an observance which Jesus had
not encouraged in his own lifetime.
On this and the other parables see
Jiilicher, Die Gleichnisreden Jesu, 1899.
21. These parables take up the idea of
ver. 19; it is in that view at least that
they appear to have been placed where
they are. Having, in the figure of the
marriage, defended his disciples from
the demand that they should fast although not mourning, Jesus now justifies that position by two illustrations
showing the danger of assorting things
together which do not accord. A thing
which has life in it and tends to move
and grow must not be enclosed in a
frame that is lifeless and devoid of
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elasticity. That is the truth put forth
in these two very homely little sketches.
The old cloak may need mending badly
enough ; and the new wine must no
doubt be put in skins to ferment and
keep; but ordinary domestic prudence
warns against mending the old cloak
with cloth that will shrink, or putting
the new wine into hard old skins.
The movement Jesus has set on foot is
a fresh and growing thing; it is impossible to set limits to its expansion,
irrational to confine it to forms which
were not made for it. 'l'he lofty consciousness of ,Jesus here finds expression,
that as his Gospel is one of joy, it is
also one of freedom. He reverenced
the forms of the religions life of his
time. but he saw them to be inadequate
to the new principle of which he was
the herald to the world. He set no
forms for his followers to observe: they
can appeal to him for principles but
not for forms.
If there is any difference between the
two parables, the first one suggests that
the old faith will suffer if its forms are
used for the new movement (not as Paul,
who fears that the Gospel will itself be
lost if connected with unsuitable observances, Gal. iv. 9-11): while in the
second the ill-assorted union is shown
to be bad on both sides. The addition
"New wine into new bottles!" appears
to postulate a new set of religious forms

for the Christian principle, and so to
go somewhat further than Jesus does
in Matt. vi. and cognate passages. Sueh
a sweeping declaration moreover goes
beyond the situation here. Asked about
fasting and having made his reply with
regard to that point, why should JesuA
go on to assert the independence of
his followers from all the forms of
Judaism? We cannot therefore feel
sure that the connection in which the
parahles are given by Mark is the
original one.
In Luke two garments are ruined ;
a piece being cut out of a new cloak to
patch an old one. .An additional illustration is given of the truth that old
and new do not agree and ought to be
kept separate. In the little sketch of
the man who sticks to the good old
wine, the old seems to receive the preference ; as if Jesus had some set of
people in his eye, the disciples of John,
or some of his own disciples, for whom
the parting with old forms was hard.
Bnt the lesson may be simply that old
and new ought not to be brought in competition with each other (so Jiilicher).
Some of the MSS. omit the clause; and
WH bracket it (see Plummer's Luke).

2:t The present set of stories concludes with two which define the
attitude Jesus took up towards the
Sabbath, and his defence of his position.
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one sews on an old cloak a patch of undressed cloth ; or else
the piece added draws away from the other, the new from
the old, and there is a worse tear. And no one puts new
wine into old skins ; or else the wine will burst the skins,
and the wine is lost, and the skins too. (New skins for new
wine!)

22

[Matthew xii. 1-8; Luke v1. 1-5.]
And he happened to be passing through the cornfields on
the Sabbath; and his disciples began to pluck the ears of corn
as they went along.1 And the Pharisees said to him, Look,
why do they do on the Sabbath a thing that is not allowed ?
And he says to them, Have you never read what David did
when he was in want (of provisions) and was hungry, he and
those who were with him ? He went into the house of God in
the high-priesthood of Abiathar 2 and ate the show-bread,3 which
no one is allowed to eat but the priests, and he gave it to his
First Utterance on the Sabbath.
The connection is as usual vague. 1 The
incident belongs to the season of the
year when corn ripens in Palestine, viz.
after Easter. As the story presupposes
that Jesus was, at the time it refers to,
followed by a set of disciples, and so well
known as to attract the attention of men
in authority, it seems to prove that the
ministry, which must have gone on till
the following Easter, lasted somewhat
longer than a year.
The scene is in the fields. J esns is
walking with his disciples, not necessarily the Twelve, of whose appointment
nothing has yet been St1,id ; and they
encounter a party of men known as
Pharisees, who have been observing

them. The disciples have been doing
an act which the Pharisees say is not
allowed to be done on the Sabbath,
pulling the ripe ears of corn and eating
the grain. This is not forbidden in the
Mosaic law, which contents itself with
a general prohibition of work ou the
Sabbath (Exod. xvi. 23, xx. 8-11, xxxv.
2, etc.) without entering into details.
The act of plucking ears of corn was not
in itself forbidden to the passerby ; see
Dent. xxiii. 25. The Scribes however
had made the action illegal on the
Sabbath. In forming the unwritten
law they had specified what acts were
to be regarded as labour and therefore
forbidden on that day, and they had
come to the conclusion that the act of

1 Dalman, Wm·te Jesu, :p. 25, states that the
opening Kal Eyb,eTo, 'and it came to pass,' which
states the circumstauces of the action about to
. be narrn.ted, has no Aramaic equivalent, and
argues that a story with such a beginning

cannot have been taken from an Aramaic
Rource. A Greek sourct, is certainly common
to the three synoptists; this opening, which
Matthew and Luke do not adopt, ia Mark's
own.

1 The Greek words mean in strictness, "to make a path by plucking the ears
of corn," But this is absurd; and the Evangelist is to be regarded as using the
words loosely, in a sense which occurs also in the LXX. Wellhausen considers
the construction to be due to awkward translat-ion from Aramaic (Sk. u.
Vorarb. vi. 191).
2 1 Sam. xxi. 1-6. The High-priest was Ahimelech not Abiathar, who was his son
and succeeded him. The confusion between the two began in the text of the
0. T., both Hebrew and Greek. See Swete's note ad loc.
3 Lit. loaves of presentation.
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The Sabbath; second story, iii. 1-6.
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XEtpa
Kat ?TapETl}povv aVTOv €; Toi~
efr,paµµlvriv exwv Tf/11
plucking ears of corn came uuder the
category of harvest labour, and was not
to be done on the Sabbath. Jesus has
not taught his disciples this. How
could a Rabbi with disciples allow
them to be so careless ; and how cotild
one preaching the Kingdom so neglect
the Law, on the observance of which the
coming of the Kingdom depended?
25. Jesus might have questioned the
authority of the law by which the
disciples were being condemned. We
shall come afterwards to the passage
where he repudiates the whole system
of the tradition, and claims that the
law of Moses alone has force. He does
not do so here; hut seems to concede
that a breach of the law has taken
place. Only it is an excusable one,
and Scripture itself justifies it. David
did just what the disciples have
done: he put aside the law about
the show-bread when he and his
followers were in urgent want of food.
The law about the show-bread is a right
and sacrecl provision, and so no doubt
is the law about the Sabbath: but a
pressing need is entitled to override
either, and if the disciples are censured
for their act, so must David he for his.
And the conclusion is that ritual laws,
laws not naturally arising out of the
requirements of conscience, cannot
stand when the observance of them
implies danger or injury to human
beings. Human life is more sacred
than religious forms.
Jesus' method of using the Old Testament differs broadly from that of the
Scribes. As "\Viinsche observes, it is
Haggadah, the treatment of Scripture
narrative, that he employs, rather than
Halachah, the application of laws. He
interprets the law accqrding to his own
conscience, as the old prophets did ;
and finds in Scripture not a hook of
rules to he bound tightly on men's
shoulders, but a book foll of living ideas
aud inspiring examples. Nor would
Jewish sentiment at all condemn his
method of using Scripture. While the

Jews were very strict in applying laws,
they exercised a free judgment on
Scripture characters and situations.
27. The position as illustrated in the
case of David is summed up in ver. 27.
The Sabbath is not to be regarded as an
eternal thing which was there before
man, and which man was born to
observe. It is to he regarded as an
ordinance given to man for his needs,
and therefore at his disposal. The
Sabbath law therefore is not a very
great one, but one which, while no
doubt to he obsen-ed in principle, may,
when there is necessity, be set aside.
The story is complete ; but a verse is
added. As in Yer. 10, the title ' Son of
:Mau' is introduced at the close of the
piece, and suggests, after the story has
reached its logical conclusion, a new set
of considerations and a different lesson.
The new point is brought in, that Jesus
himself personally, as Son of Man or
Messiah, who stands in a different
position from the ordinary individual,
has a right to deal with the Sabbath as
he thinks fit. He, like David the King,
may on occasion set the law aside, both
for himself and for his followers; and
so the disciples are excused not because
theiract is in itself defensible and right,
hut because they are sheltered hy the
dispensing power of the Messiah.
Attempts to make these two views
appear consistent with each other are
to be found in many a commentary.
If " Son of Man" means simply man
generically, the logic of the story is
kept up. But if the title, as its history
shows, must be considered Messianic,
then either the narrative belongs to the
latest period of the ministry and not to
the year before its close, or the title is
misplaced here. It might seem to an
editor that it was too much to claim for
man as such, as ver. 27 does, that he
should have power to set the Sabbath
law aside, but that the :Messiah might
rightly claim this as one of his privileges.
Matthew adds another argument 'for
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companions too. And he said to them, The Sabbath was made 27
for man, and not man for the Sabbath. So that the Son of Man 28
is Lord of the Sabbath also.
[Matthew xii. 9-14; Luke vi. 6-11.1]
And he went to the synagogue again; and there was a man
there whose hand was withered. And they watched him to
Sabbath freedom ; this time from the
sacred usage of the temple.
If the
priests work on the Sabbath as on
other days (they even had more to do
on that day), then the commandment
admits of exceptions. Matthew has
also the saying about a greater than the
temple, and the quotation from Hosea,
" I desire mercy and not sacrifice."
There was thus a further tradition on
the subject of the Sabbath than that
used hy Mark.
Mark's ver. 27 is
omitted by both Matthew and Luke,
who both however give the sentence
about the Son of Man. The inference
seems warranted that ver. 27 and ver.
28 belong to two different traditions.

Second Utterance on the Sabbath.
iii. 1. The connection is not close.
This time the scene is more formal.
We are introduced to a synagoguemeeting.
"\Ve are not told where
it took place ; such details were not
vital to the tradition. The only visit to
a. synagogue of which any details have
been given is that of i. 21 sq. ; but
there need be no reference here to that
occasion. Nor will anyone who understands how these stories were transmitted consider that this going to
synagogue must have been on the same
Sabbath as the encounter in the cornfields, or that there is any connection
between the two narratives but that of
a common subject.
In this synagogue Jesus is confronted
with men who are his positive enemies,
which we never found to be the case
before. 'We have had criticism of his
proceedings, but it was not venomous.
No more was indicated than that other
Rabbis were anxious to keep this
Rabbi right, or even thought his proceedings very strange. Now we find
people who have reached such a stage of

dislike and enmity towards him that
they sit at a religious meeting watching
him to see if they can get a handle for
a direct attack upon him.
There is no word yet of any political
charge; that comes much later; and
the materials for such a charge have not
yet emerged. But the Sanhedrin has
the oversight of all religious matters
among the Jews; and if Jesus can be
shown to be teaching false or mischievous doctrine, "deceiving the people "
as the phrase went, or assailing essential
beliefs or institutions such as the
Sabbath, then the Sanhedrin will hav.e
much to say in the matter. Such is
the design in pursuance of which Jesus
is watched when he comes to the synagogue this Sabbath.
These enemies of Jesus are to be
thought of as sitting in the chief seats
of the synagogue. Jesus too, a teacher
who may wish to speak at such a meeting, is somewhere nc>tr the front, and
well forward among the rest of the congregation is a man with a withered
hand. The hostile party look at Jesus
>tnd then at him, in a meaning way.
\Vill the Rabbi perform a medical
operation on the Sabbath day 1 Apparently they have no doubt that he is
able to cure the man of his afl.!iction if
he chooses. They will not be in the
least surprised at that. The cure will
be a piece of work, however; not merely
the issue of a. fiat which will be at once
carried into effect, but such an operation as we read of in Mark vii. 32 ,q.,
viii. 22 .sq., involving perhaps the application of varions means and, as in ii.
9-11, the expenditure of a high degree
of energy. They will have a charge
against Jesus if he goes into such
operations on the Sabbath.
So that
it is not from kindly feeling that they
are interested in the man's infirmity.

1 Luke xiv. I'-G, is a closely similar narrative with some differences in details;
while Luke xiii. 10-17 is also on the same theme.
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They are not sympathizing with him
and hoping that he will meet with
relief, but preparing to use his cure,
if it should now come about, aud
likely enough they think it may, as
a weapon against one they are coming
to regard as a rival.
3. Jesus accepts the challenge expressed in the bearing of his opponents,
and bids the man with the disabled arm
to step into the open space in front of the
reading desk and pulpit; the lesson he
is about to give is to be public; there is
to be no escape from it for any one
present in the building. He then states
in unmistakable terms what is the point
at issue between him and his opponents.
They agree with him in the general
principle that when one is able to benefit
a fellow-c1·eature one is bound to do so.
Where they differ from him is that they
think that when the Sabbath comes
round the duty of beneficence is to be
set aside. In general, no doubt, kind
and good men, they divest themselves
on the Sabbath of their humaner feelings
and think of nothing but keeping the
day sacred. In one point, it is true,
they make an exception. When life is
in danger, they agree that one must
save it even on the Sabbath. A sheep
that has fallen into a pit is to be taken
out on that day of the week (an illustration introduced here by Matthew;
and by Luke in the closely similar story
of the man with the dropsy, Luke xiv. 5);
and they acknowledge it as a general
principle that "when life is in danger
the Sabbath must give way." The
Sabbath law accordingly is not absolute ; they themselves confess that the
law of natural human feeling is entitled,
sometimes at least, to override it. And
what Jesus here pleads for is an extension of this principle. Humane feeling
1

0epa,1re6«, as in Luke.

is to be listened to on the Sabbath, not
only in cases of mortal danger, but in
other cases as well. When one can do
good to a fellow-creature it is right to
do it on the Sabbath as well as on
another day.
To this the opponents are silent.
They feel the force of Jesus' argument,
but they cannot give up the system of
rules about Sabbath observance which
has been bnilt up in so august a structure, and in which they have spent
their lives.
5. Mark describes Jesus' expression
and feeling on encountering this dull
resistance to reason. He says that Jesus
was both angry and sorry, and that he
showed his anger in the glance he cast
round on his opponents (the glance
round recurs ver. 34, x. 2a, xi. ll ;
Luke adopts the expression here) ;
angry, no doubt, that they opposed
him, though they knew he was right ;
and sorry for the induration of the
inner organ of perception and feeling
(the ,hardening of their hearts) by
which, while inwardly agreeing with
him, as they could not fail to do,
they held out against confessing that
they did so. That such men as these
should occupy places of authority in
Israel !
The demonstration in act then follows
of the principles which have been set
forth in words. Those who take Jesus
for their guide are to see in the act that
kindness is greater than any rule, and
are to regard the Sabbath not only as
a day of restraint but as a day in which
compassion is to act as on other days,
or even more freely. The cure is like
that of the paralytic, chap. ii. 11. The
patient is called to do an act which
appears impossible to him, and the
restoration takes place with his own
2
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see whether he is to heal him on the Sabbath; that they might
charge him with it. And he says to the man with the withered 3
hand, Rise and come forward.
And he says to them, Is it 4
lawful on the Sabbath to do good or to do evil, to save life
or to kill? But they were silent. And he looked round on 5
them in anger, grieved at the hardening of their heart, and
says to the man, Stretch out your hand. And he stretched
it out, and his hand was restored. And the Pharisees went 6
out and at once held a consultation 1 with the Herodians against
him, to destroy him.
co-operation. Medical science will seek
in vain, in the absence of any diagnosis
of the case, to determine what was
done. Compare the case of Jeroboam,
1 Kings xiii. 4-6.
Discussions about the Sabbath occurred in several of the Churches of the
West: see Rom. xiv., Gal. iv., Col. ii.
While the observance of the seventh
day was not made a condition of Church
membership for the Gentiles, even in
such a document as the rescript of the
Council in Acts xv. 28-29, discussions
naturally arose on the subject, and the
nature of the obligation of the Sabbath
must have been a matter of great
interest wherever there were Jews in
the Church.
6. The series of encounters between
Jesus and members of the dominant
party culminates in this statement.
What is now said, however, carries us
far beyond the situation of the preceding sections. Instead of isolated
attacks and experiments on the Rabbi,
who proves so capable of defending
himself, we have all at once an alliance
between the party of legal piety and
the party supporting the existing
Jewish monarchy, for the purpose of
bringing his career to a violent end.
This is not what was aimed at in the
interview just reported.
There the
opponents wanted to get a charge

against ,Jesus on which the Sanhedrin
could proceed against- him ; but the
alliance with the Herodians looks
further. The Herodians may not have
much influence with the Sanhedrin,
and the Pharisees do not need them
there; but they may be of use in
i~fluencing the Romap power with a
view to a death sentence. The statement belongs, in fact, to the last days
of the life of Jesus; we have it in its
proper place in xii. 13, where Jesus is
at Jerusalem, and the ruling parties,
feeling him to be dangerous, form an
unnatural alliance in order to get rid
of him. As the outcome of the present
set of encounters the alliance is too
early. The Pharisees seem to have
carried out the design spoken of in
ver. 2, and got the Sanhedrin to direct
its attention to Jesus and his teaching.
Cf. iii. 22, vii. I.
iii. 7-vi. 13.

PROSPEROUS EARLY
MINISTRY,

After the preceding set of encounters,
the beginning of which (ii. 1) is so carefully fitted into the Capernaum ministry
while its close points forward to the
delivering up of Jesus t0 the Roman
power, the story of the growth of his
cause is taken up again. From the
present point to vi. 13 is a section of

1 Mommsen (Hermes, xx. 287), considers the word 1,vµ(:Jo(i/uov to be not properly
Greek, but a sort of lawyer's term representing the Latin consilium. The variety and
uncertr,,inty of the Yerbs used with it in the Gospels [eotoaw in the variant here :
hrol-rwav here and in xv. l: D,.a(:Jav Mt. xii. 14, xxii. 15, xxvii. 1, 7, xxviii. 12,
fro,µMa.vns Mk. xv. I (variant)], show that the word was felt to be awkward. Tlie
instances of nse quoted by Mommsen, 011e from an inscription and one from Plutarch,
and those from the inscriptions in Deissmann, Neue Bibe/.~t., p. 65, all show it to have
indicated a ..!~eting Rith':L th1!:1! th_~ _P.lan,__,~_do,pted _at_ a_,llle,_Eiting1 ;which with the
reading coi/law m1g
Tie fili.ought or liere. Theodot10n uses 1t for the LXX
1,vveop,a, Prov. xv. 22; see Swete's note on this passage.
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Jesus retires; concourse; demands on him, m. 7-12.
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the Gospel of Mark, which shows Jesus
duriug his successful early ministry, as
a teacher, as a worker of great acts
of power, and also as organizing the
movement which was to spread so far.
\Ve have in the first place a general
description of the position iu which
Jesus now found himself, ver. 7-12;
then we are told of a new step which he
took in the institution of a closer circle
of disciples, afterwards known as the
Twelve, 13-19.
Then we come to
attacks rrmde on him in connection with
his successes in casting out demons, 20-35.
7. \Ve have heard what the opponents
of Jesus did after the encounters; we
are now told what Jesus himself did.
A connection seems intended : they
plot againgt him; he withdraws to a
spot to which few ~cribes or Pharisees
would come. His liberty of movement
does not appear to ha Ye been interfered
with. The situation is now sketched
in which Jesus is when he afterwards
proceeds to take the first step towards
the organization of his followers. The
concourse is described in general terms ;
it is similar to that which has taken
place before (ii. 13), but is now on a
larger scale. A great number of people
who had collected from various parts of
Galilee followed him to the lakeside ;
and in the assemblage which was witnessed there it is remembered that
many persons were present who had
come from the provinces bordering on
Galilee to the South, l,;ast, and North.
When John the Baptist was preaching

in the wilderness of ,Tudaea we know
that a great number of people went to
him, not only from Jndaea and Jerusalem, but also from Galilee ( Matt. xi.
7 sq.), and the same thing happens here
in the case of Jesus himself. It is a ,·ery
external and vulgar kind of sensation
that the evangelist describes; the people
flock together, not because echoes of
Jesus' teaching have reached their conscience, but because they have heard of
his works, Some of the regions from
which the crowd was drawn were inhabited by other than Jewish popnlations ; but the evangelist does not mean
to represent the concourse as made up
of heathens ; he only writes to show
how far the reputation of ,Jesus had now
spread, and how powerfully men were
drawn to him even from outside his
own country. Matthew and Luke both
report the gathering of a multitude
from all quarters before the great discourse given by Jesus, in Matthew, on a
mountain, and in Luke, on a plain (Matt.
iv. 24, 25; Luke vi. 17). Mark does
not use the crowd in this way, but it is
easy to see how both the other Evangelists here follow him. In Mark we
have (I) ver. 7, 8, the crowd; (2) ver.
13, the ascent of the mountain; (3) ver.
13-19, the appointment of the Twelve.
In Matt. (1) iv. 25, the crowd; (2) v.
1, the mountain; (3) the sermon; the
appointment of the Twelve being given
elsewhere. When he comes (xii. 15) to
this point in Mark in his new connection, he gives the statement again in
a brief summary.

MARK III. 7-12.
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[Matthew iv. 2!3-25; xii. 15-21; Luke vi. 12, 13, 17-19.]
And Jesus with his disciples withdrew to the sea, and great 7
numbers from Galilee followed him, and from Judaea and from 8
Jerusalem and from Idumaea and from the country beyond
Jordan and from the neighbourhood of Tyre and Sidon, great
numbers, when they heard of all he was doing, came to him.
And he told his disciples to have a little boat in readiness for 9
him, on account of the crowd, lest they should press too hard on
him. For he healed many, so that all who had any bodily 10
ailments pressed up to him to touch him. And the unclean u
spirits, whenever they beheld him, fell down to him and
screamed out, You are the Son of God l And he charged 12
them repeatedly not to advertise him.
In Luke (1) vi. 12, the mountain (to
pray); (2) ver. 13-16, the Twelve;
(3) ver. 17, the crowd; (4) the
sermon.
9. Ver. 9-12 are peculiar to Mark,
and exhibit the vivid detail of a
trying situation which we noticed
before in chap. i., Matthew and Luke
omitting these peculiarities and generalizing.
The occurrences of i. 32-34arerepcuted
on a larger scale. The pressure becomes
so great that Jesus is driven to think of
a means of escaping from it. His fisher
friends are to help him out of the
rlifficnlty should matters grow too
serious. The incident is one which they
would not readily forget, and the report
of it is probably due to one of them.
The little boat here, ..-Xouip,ov, is held
by some to be a different ernft from the
..-Xofov of iv. 1, 36, v. 2, 21 ; but Mark
is fond of diminutives. After we have
heard about the boat, the circumstances
are explained which made the precaution necessary ; this also is according to
Mark's style.
What made it necessary that a boat
should be at hand was that Jesu~'
reputation as a healer brought crowds
of people about him whose one idea was
to get close to him at once and secure
the benefit of his wonderful power
before they lost sight of him. They
entertained the belief which we find
held also by the woman with the issue
of blood, and also in vi. 56, that to touch
him was in itself a remedy, even if his
attention was not turned to the case.

Luke vi. 19 states the belief with which
this was done; all the multitude, he
says, "were trying to touch him, for
power went ant from him and healed
them." (For similar general statements
in Luke see Acts v. 15, and xix. 11, 12).
In Mark this is not said, nor even implied; but only that the way in which
the people acted made Jesus think of
defensive measures. The boat is used
afterwards for a pulpit, since preaching
was impossible if people would not stay
at a respectful distance. He had made
his escape before (i. 35) from a situation
in which preaching was made impossible
to him.
11. See notes on i. 24, 34. The statements are descripti,·e (imperfects)rather
than narrative, and represent what
happened at this period whenever Jesus
appeared in public. The demons recognize in him a representative of God,
who is threatening their power and
kingdom, and, as in the cases mentioned
by Dr. Nevius in China, they do not
keep silence as to that which they are
afraid of, but are inclined to chatter
about it. This is not the kind of proclamation Jesus wants, nor does he
wish the kind of reputation it can
bring him, any more than that of a
worker of wonders. This scene, accordingly, or a set of scenes like this,
introduces an act by which the right
kind of preaching, the announcement not of him, for he does not
wish to be announced himself, but
of the Kingdom, is to have a. great
extension.
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Appointment of the twelve, iii. 13-19.
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13. The mountain is that which was at
hand. \Ve read of his going to the sea
(ii. 13, iii. 7); now he takes to the hill.
In Matthew this ascent introduces the
great sermon; here it is undertaken for
the sake of matters of administration,
for which retirement was necessary. In
Matthew his disciples go to him on the
mountain to receive the sermon which
is in form addressed to them ; here
they go to be instituted into a new
position in his cause. Jesus is pro, iding for the future. Luke marks the
importance of the occasion by saying
that ,Jesus spent a night in prayer after
ascending the mountain before calling
the disciples ; cf. Acts i. 24, xiii. 3.
\Vhat Mark's narrative taken by itself
would suggest is that Jesus wished the
prmtehing and the other features of his
ministry not to depend in future on his
personal efforts only. His activity is
to be multiplied, and wherever the
preaching goes it is to he accompanied
by those signs of its power which have
gone with it hitherto.
All this he
arranges, and it could not be arranged
in the presence of the crowd. He makes
a selection from those who have till now
been following him. Out of the larger
number who have mounte.-1. the hill with
hilll he calls those whom he has determined to draw into close relations with
himself. Whether their calling and the

appointment of the Twelve are two acts,
or the same in two different statements,
can scarcely be determined. .Mark does
not say why this number was fixed on. 1
That it was fixed from the very earliest
time appears from 1 Cor. xv. 5 ; and
Matth. xix. 28 suggests a reason when
it connects the twelve disciples with the
twelve tribes of Israel (cf. Matth. x. 6).
It may be doubted whether Jesus himself
called these men apostles, as Luke states
(vi. 1:3) in a clause which appears also
in many old Mss. of Mark here. Dr. Swete
suggests that if not at this point he
may have given them that name afterwards; hut neither, perhaps, is this
likely. An "apostle" is not only (both
in Hebrew and Greek language) a
messenger but a representative, and
implies a fixed power or organization,
in the name of which he transacts with
other powers (synagogues, churches),
The word appears in the church of
Jerusalem from the first (Gal. i. 19,
where it is applied to James, the Lord's
brother, who was not one of the Twelve),
but it seems an anachronism when
placed in the mouth of Jesus himself.
The purpose for which these men
were set apart is then described in
simple terms. They were to be with
him, not that no others were to accompany him henceforward, for we often
find him after this surrounded by a

1 Dr. W. Brandt, in his very able and important work, Die Evangelische Geschichte und cl!.r
Unprurig dts Christtntums (Leipzig 1893),
an-ives at many conclusions which have

appeared to mos~ of his critics too rn:igative ..
But he accepts 1t (p. 12) as a historical fact
that Jesus chose twelve of his faithful
adherents for special office.
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[Matthew x. 2-4, cf. v. 1; Luke vi. 12-16.]
And he goes up to the mountain and calls to him those whom
he himself was minded ( to call), and they went to him. And
he appointed twelve, that they might be with him and that
he might send them out to preach and to have authority to
cast out the demons. And he appointed the twelve 1 (and he
gave Simon the name) Peter, and James the son of Zebedee
and John the brother of James, and he gave them the name
Boanerges, that is, Sons of Thunder, and Andrew and Philip
and Bartholomew and Matthew and Thomas and James the son
of Alphaeus, and Thaddaeus and Simon the Cananaean, and
Judas Iscariot, he it was who betrayed him.
much wider circle ; but they were to
give up their lives to being with hima thing which not every one could be
asked to do. From this time forward
they are to say that they have given
up all to follow him, There was more
than this, however, in their appointment. They were to take part in the
mission which Jesus had taken for the
great work of his life. That mission is
to get the people ready for the Kingdom
of God when it arrives, according to
prophecy, in outward form (i. 15).
This he has to do by his preaching, and
the Twelve, being kept beside him, will
be educated so that in time they will
share this labour. It is by keeping
them with himself that he will make
them fishers of men (Zahn, Einl. ii. 225).
In chap. vi. we read how he does send
them out. In accordance with the view·
Jesus takes in this Gospel of the work of
healing, that work is not made a part
of the duty of the missionaries. In
Matthew x. 8 and Luke ix. 2 they are
to act as physicians, as Jesus himself
does, but in Mark it is not so. The
casting out of demons, however, stands
on a different footing. The alarm
testified by the demons at the preaching of the Kingdom showed that Kingdom to be real and near ; and it was
right that wherever the kingdom was
preached its ascendency should be
demonstrated over the hostile kingdom
of the demons. This was a part of the
preaching, and so the missionaries are
to have authority to cast out demons,
an authority which theywerenotalways,
1

though sometimes, successful in exercising. Jesus, no doubt, instructed
them in the subject, and they sa,w
his method in operation, and could
imitate it.
16. The words, "he appointed twelve,"
are taken up again ; we are now to hear
who the twelve were or are. The
catalogue given by Mark does not correspond with the foregoing narrative,
as Simon and Andrew are separated in
it, and Levi is here called Matthew,
and comes after two others of whom
nothing has yet been said. The general
arrangement of the list is the same in
all the three Synoptists, while there
are differences in detail. In Mark
those three disciples have the precedence who came to form the inner
circle of Jesus' intimates (v. 37, ix. 2,
xiv. 33), or perhaps he mentions first
those to whom Jesus gave new names;
and thus Andrew is separated from his
brother. Simon's new name is given
him, apparently, at the appointment of
the Twelve; hitherto he has been Simon,
henceforward in this Gospel he is Peter
(except xiv. 37). In Matthew, on the
other hand, the name is conferred in connection with his confession, which gives
it its appropriateness (xvi. 17; absent in
Mark's narrative). The name actually
given him was Kephas, which is
Aramaic for ' rock ' ; Peter is the Greek
form. The sons of Zebedee also have a
name given them by Jesus, or rather a
title : " Boanerges " he calls them,
which Mark renders "Sons of thunder,"
but which may mean 'Sons of tumult'

Omit this clause.
G

13
14

15
16

17

18
19
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Jesus' relatives, iii. 19 b-21.
20
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The views of the authorities on the exorcisms of Jesus, m.
22-30.
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mountain, ver. 13, but as inclicating
the situation in which Jesus was when
his relatives came to see him. He is
indoors, and a crowd outside ; cf. i. :{3
and ii. 2. On this occasion there is a new
touch ; the crowd blocks up the house,
so that domestic operations are brought
to a standstill. There is nothing here
about the Twelve, and if the Evangelist
does not place them in the scene, his
readers need not do so.
21. With this little domestic incident
Mark connects the statement, given by
him alone, of what Jesus' relatives
thought of his proceedings at this time,
and of the measures they proposed to
take in consequence. This story is not
at once finished; along with the view
taken by the relatives Mark gives the
similar view taken by men high in the
religious world, and a selection from
Jesus' utterances upon it. Then follows
the conclusion of the story about the
relatives.
"His people," i.e", his family-the
expression is Yague, but no other sense
is possible 2-hear of the sensation
Jesus is making, and form their conclusions about him. There is no reason
to think that his family are here
supposed to be anywhere but at
Nazaret, where Jesus himself h»d
lived till he set out to hear the preacliing of John the Baptist (i. 9), and

1 On the names of the disciples see Reisch,
.AuHercattQnisekt Paralleltexte, iii. 819 sq.~ who
-considers the list to prove that three languages
were spoken in the circle of Jesus and his
disciples. Dalman, Wort~ Jent-, m,, questions
that statement, and discusses the various
names.
2i.,. with tbe reading of tbe text. Tbereadlng of D, with the Gothic and some Latins,
substitutes for this incident about Jesus:1

family a statement about the Scribes and
others which does not harmonize with the
accuunts of their policy found elsewhere in
Mark. See Meyer, Jesu Muttersprachet p. 166,
wbo rejects the reading of D. Nestle. in Stud.
u. Krit., 18fl6J p. 107 sq., supports this reading
of D, a11d proposes to take ot Ao,wol as equivalent to the Hebrew chaberim, members (of the
people), and suggests that ol 'Trap' aVToV of the
text may be traced to the same Hebrew word.

(" Angry men," Meyer, Jesu klitttersprache, p. 51; and Dalman, Worte
Jebu, p. 33, 39); and this name also is
descriptive of character (Luke ix. 54).
The second Simon has the surname
'Canamean ' or ' Cananite' which is
now taken to be not a geographical
term, referring to Canaan or to Cana,
but the designation of a sect, and
identical with 1'1/\wrrys, Zealot, which
is Simon's title in both of Luke's lists
(Yi. 15, Acts i. 13). The Zealots were
fanatics for the strictest observance of
the law.
Judas (the only Judas in Mark's list;
Luke has two) belongs to Kerioth, a
place in Judah. This, though Mark
does not explain it, is what Iscarioth,
man of Karioth, implies.
He was
accordingly not a Galilean.
It has
been suggested that he must have
joined Jesus on the last journey towards Jerusalem, but he may have
been drawn to Galilee by the fame of
Jesus (iii. 2-2). Swete suggests. at the
end of a very full and careful discussion of these names and persons, 1 that
Judas was one of the newly-arrived
disciples (?) of iii. 8.
20. A new piece begins here ;
statement that Jesus came home is
to be taken as the conclusion of
excursion to the sea, ver. 7, and to

1

0mit

o.
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[Mark alone has this.]
And he comes home. And the 1 crowd collects again, so that
they cannot even take their food. And his people heard of it
and 2 set off to lay hold of him; for they said, He is out of his
senses!

20
21

[Matthew (cf. 1x. 32-34), xn. 22-32, 43-45; Luke x1. 14-26;
xii. 10.J
And the Scribes who had come down from Jerusalem said,
He has Beelzebul, and, It is by the prince of the demons that
where they still are when he pays his
visit to his home (vi. 1-5). We are told
here of their setting out, but the report
of their arrival is postponed ; another
incident is told as if to fill up the interval while they are on the road. We
should not have expected to hear of
the members of Jesus' family acting as
they are here said to have done, and it
enhances our confidence in Mark's
Gospel that it should report such facts
so simply. It is the relatives, not the
persons who bring them the report,
who say of Jesus that he is out of his
mind. The common judgment about
Jesus was not to this effect, but rather
to the effect that he was a teacher who,
if he acted in very unconventional
ways, yet was possessed of great
powers, and was well entitled to
preach and act as he did. It is the
relatives who have known him always
as a very quiet and retired person, and
who never anticipated any great things
from him, who, on hearing that he is
surrounded by an eager throng, that
he holds them with his words and does
great works for them, come quickly to
the conclusion that he must be out of
his mind.
Their knowledge of him
does not account for what they now
hear ; and they share the error of the
vulgar that one who is inspired in a
way they cannot understand is not
normal, but that there is something
wrong with him. His relatives do not
declare him to be possessed ; that is
said afterwards by others, anil Mark
here makes a distinction which ought
not to be lost sight of ; he recognizes
mental disturbance and demoniac possession as two different things. "\'{hat
1

0r, a.

2 And

the relatives say is that Jesus has taken
leave of his senses, and their decision
is at once formed as to what must be
done in the circumstances. He requires
to be tc1,ken care of ; and they must do
it. He mnst be withdrawn by force
from the life he is leading, and a check
must be put on his movements.
22. What follows is a short version of
the discourses, given in the other
Synoptists in considerable extent and
variety, ou the st1bject of the demons
and their expulsion. In the parallels
these discourses arise out of an expulsion Jesus has just effected of a dumb
demon (Luke) or of a demon from a
blind and deaf man (Matthew).
Matthew has given the story before
of a " dumb man with a demon "
(ix. 32-34), but he repeats it here when
Mark, whom he is following, brings
him to the subject. Mark's connection
is his own ; the view taken by the
Scribes is placed alongside of that of
Jesus' family.
Matthew speaks of Pharisees here ;
but Mark makes the new speakers
more important still. They are Scribes
come down from Jerusalem, great
leaders in the theological world, whose
words carry authority (cf. vii. 1, also
notes on iii. 6). These Scribes, at any
rate, give utterance to the theory put
forward on one occasion by some
opponent of Jesus, to account for his
success in casting out the demons.
That he was successful there was no
doubt; no one denied it. If we knew
the methods followed by the Jewish
exorcists in their operations it would
be easier for us to judge of what we

when the scribes and the others heard of it, they •
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find here. The plan generally followed
seems to have been to invoke some
unseen power that was stronger than
the demons, so that they had to obey
it, Acts xix. 13. The Scribes, therefore, ask what unseen power does
this Rabbi invoke, what is the stronger
spirit by whose help he drives out
the demons? And their mistake is
that they do not think of a good spirit
as helping Jesus, but of a bad one.
He did not audibly invoke the bad
spirit, but it was with him; in fact,
he was possessed himself with a great,
powerful spirit ; that was the secret
of his greatness in this field.
He
has Beelzebul, 1 they say: it is by the
great demon in him that he drives out
the demons. He is himself the worst
demoniac, and his exorcisms are nothing
to his credit, considering by whose
power they are done.
Where the
belief in demons was firmly established
the theory was not unnatural ; but men
of weight should have been above propounding it.
23. They have not brought their railing accusation to him, but he hears of
it, and calls its propounders publicly to
hear him refute it. How he knew of
it Mark does not say. His reply is said
to be in parables, i.e. in parable style
(cf. xii. 1 ), since not all of what follows
is parable. A word may be said on the
parables of Jesus, which are here introduced to us by name, though we have
met with some of them already (ii.
19-22). A parable is a comparison, i.e.
an incident or figure of real life suggesting a principle which Jesus wishes to
introduce to the minds of his hearers.
The subject of such a parable is not
invented but chosen ; it is a person or a

matter occurring in the actual world,
and of the reality of which there is no
question. A parable is an argument ;
it is meant generally to prove oue
particular point, and therefore its
details are not to be pressed, or indeed
interpreted at all, as those of an allegory are meant to be. To interpret a
parable aright we must ask what is
the point it is meant to prove, and
having found out the service it is
intended for we must leave its detail
in its proper place, as belonging to
the story and enhancing its effectiveness, but not as suggesting spiritual
equivalents (see Jiilicher, Die Gleichnisreden Jewa, Part i. 1888, and for a
criticism of Jiilicher's view see Sanday,
'~,A new work on the Parables," in the
Journal of Theological Studies, Vol. i.
No. 2).
The first sentence reported here from
Jesus' mouth is not a parable, but puts
in a pointed question the truth which
is illustrated by the two parables
following. How can Satan driv.e out
Satan! The ugly word Beelzebul is
dropped ; but Satan is the same, the
head of the world of bad spirits.
It is assumed that that world is a
monarchy, and is so homogeneous
and organized that what happens
to its members affects its head. If
this, as was generally believed, was
true, then how could the chief of the
demons be driving out the demons, as
the Scribes said he was doing through
Jesus? That would be driving out
himself. And then come the parables ;
two of them in the same form of sentence, and the conclusion following, it
also in the same form of sentence, so as
to make the inference as plain as

1 The figure of Beelzebul is not very definite.
The proposed etymologies are • Lord of filth,'
which might indicate reference to idolatry, and
~ Lord of the dwelling,' which ruake.s havoc of
the sense in Matth. x. 25. The word is also

proposed to be taken as a phonetic -variation of
Beelzebub, the fly-god of Ekron. In our pas.
sage a principal demon is indicated, and Matth.
x. 25 shows the name to have been used as an
abusive term, like our• great devil.'
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he drives out the demons. And he called them to him, and 23
said to them in parables, How can Satan drive out Satan? I£ 2 4
a kingdom is divided against itself, that kingdom cannot stand,
and if a house is divided against itself, that house cannot stand, 25
and if Satan has revolted against himself and is divided, he 26
cannot stand but is at an end. But no one can enter into a 27
strong man's house and plunder his gear, unless he have first
bound the strong man, and then he will plunder his house.
possible. 1 "When the members of a
kingdom turn against each other, that
kingdom is near its fall. (The same is
not so true of a city, which in Matthew
is the second instance, since party
government is natural there).
And
when the members of a household,
an Eastern patriarchal household, of
course, containing several families, take
to measures of undisguised hostility
against each other, that household cannot hold long together. Just so of the
realm of Satan. If Satan has taken to
persecuting his own subordinates, then
Satan has revolted against himself
and is divided. This is expressed by
the indicatives clvfo7f/ and eµ£pi<r811 (has
revolted, is divided).
The state of
matters described is actually existing,
if the Scribes' charge against Jesus ·1s
true. And if that is the case, then
what is true of the divided monarchy
and of the divided house is true of
Satan's kingdom also ; it also is tottering to its fall. The Scribes may not
be able to accept this conclusion ;
Satan's kingdom is too important a
part of their world of thought to be so
easily given up. They will therefore
have to withdraw the suggestion that
Satan is acting so suicidally. This, not
the assumption that Satan's power is
actually at an end, is the issue to
which the speech points. Jesus, no
doubt, belieYed that that power was at
an end, but his conviction was not based
on this argument which he offers to
the Scribes, but on inferences which
are reported more fully in Matthew
and Luke than in Mark. The present
argument we can scarcely help feeling is meant half in satire. It is
not logically convincing, since Satan
might very well sacrifice some of

his subordinates for the sake of a
greater victory, and it reaches a conclusion which is true from premises,
those of the Scribes, which are false or
shaky.
27. The true account of the matter is
now given; the positive conclusion to
which Jesus has himself been led. It
is put in an allegory-when one sees
the house being plundered of a man
who has a reputation for physical
strength 2 what conclusion must be
drawn? Not surely that the strong
man is lending a hand to the intruder
who is making off with his property.
That is what the slander of the Scribes
amounted to. No, one concludes that
something has happened to the strong
man, he is disabled in some way, or he
would ne\·er allow such a thing to
happen.
The strong man no doubt is meant
to represent Satan, and his goods are
the demons with which such havoc is
played. \Ve must not put more in the
words than they will bear. Nothing
is said of a great encounter with the
prince of evil. The temptation can
scarcely be referred to; in the accounts
of that occurrence Satan is the attacking not the attacked power, and he is
only repulsed for the time, not bound.
That Satan is overcome in principle is
not here s~ated as a fact, but only
inferred from the way in which his
instruments are being driven off. It is
from these cures of demoniacs thr1t
Jesus has been led to t,he conclusion
that the enemy of mankind 1s being
disabled (cf. Luke x. 18). If the
Kingdom of God is really near and its
powers at work, then it may well be
that the opposing kingdom of evil is
suffering paralysis.

1 The K«< beginning ver. 24 ought not to
be translated; it looks forward to the ,cai
of ver. 25 and that of ver. 26, all three verses
forming one sentence. If the connection were

with ver. 23, -._,(J.p rather than Ka.i. would express.
the logical relation_
2 The definite article.
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28. The Scribes considered that J esu~
must be assisted by a spirit to drive
out the demons. Jesus himself does
not judge differently ; he does not
think of claiming that he can do such
works of himself or by his own power.
Their mistake lies not in saying he has
a spirit to assist him, but in thinking
of the wroug spirit, of an unclean
spirit. Jesus was aware of a power
that carried him along in his career ; it
came to him at his baptism, it carried
him to the wilderness, it still acts in
and through him (cf. Luke iv. 18, 21).
That is the spirit which does the great
works that are wrought by his hands.
The words of the 28th verse are
uttered by one in a state of intense
'indignation. May we say that Jesus
himself might not have repeated them
at a calmer moment? The charge
brought against him, that of being the
instrument of a bad spirit and working
in league with, and in the interests of,
the kingdom of darkness, was a
venomous as well as an illogical one.
The spirit that accomplished such acts

was clearly divine, not devilish ; and
those who misjudged it as the Scribes
did cut themselves off fatally from
God and God's cause.
Everything
may be forgiven, he says; all the blasphemies men utter may be forgiven
the sons of men 1; at the final balance.
all these may be cleared away and
men enter the world to come with
nothing standing against them. But
one sin there is which does not admit
of being thus wiped out; it is a sin
which does not come to an end in the
present world but continues for the
condemnation of its perpetrator in the
age beyond.(i! ,,
yy, On the Beelzebul discourses as a whole,
see Jiilicher, ii. 214-240. What Mark
gives is excellently connected, but here
as in other reports of discourses he is
very brief. The other synoptists have
two remarkable sayings which are hard
to reconcile with each other. In Mt.
xii. 27, Luke xi. 19 Jesus appeals to the
exorcism practised by adherents of the
Pharisees' party. Those exorcists would
never allow that the work of expulsion

1 In the parallels this " sons of n1en" in the
plural, meaniug simply men, is transformed
into the Son of }Ian in the singular, and a
comparison is made between the Son of Man

(the Messiah) and the Holy Spirit, and between
the guilt incurred by blaspheming each of
them respectively (cf. p. 82 on the "Son of
Man").

l €/JTLP,

2
,Pwvovvres or frirovvr,s.
See Nestle, Introduction, Eng. Tr., p. 263, where
,Pwvovvr•s (n) is said to be the original.
3

Add Kai al cioeX,Pal

,;-ov.
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Of a certainty I tell you, everything shall be forgiven to the
sons of men, their sins and all the blasphemies they have
uttered; but whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit, he
can never obtain forgiveness, but will be 1 guilty of an eternal
sin. Because they said, He has an unclean spirit.

28
29
30

(Matthew xii. 46-50; Luke viii. 19-21.)
And his mother and his brothers come ; and they stood 31
outside, and sent to call him. And there was a crowd sitting 32
round about him, and the message is brought to him, Your
mother and your brothers 2 are outside asking for you. And 33
to that he says, Who is my mother and my brothers ? And 34
he looked round on those who were seated about him, and says,
Behold, my mother and my brothers ! Whoever does the will 35
of God, he is my brother and sister and mother !
could be done by the instrumentality of
an evil spirit. They would protest as
Jesus does that only a good spirit is to
be thought of as the agent. In referring his slanderers to these persons,
whose work he recognizes as real, just
as the Pharisees recognize his own,
Jesus seems to take lower ground than
he does in the following verse, Matth.
xii. 28, Luke xi. 20, where he speaks of
his own expulsions as evidence of the
imminent approach of the Kingdom of
God.
Were the expulsions of the
Jewish exorcists also evidence of this ?
The emphatic "I, by the finger of
God" seems to exclude them.
31. We heard, ver. 21, of the thoughts
Jesus' family entertained about him,
and of their setting out to act upon the
view they took. In Matthew and
Luke the earlier chapter of the incident
is not mentioned, and the repulse of
his kinsfolk by Jesus appears harsher,
as they are not there shown to have
done anything to deserve it. In Mark
their misjudgment of him is narra.ted
along with that of the Scribes, and we
naturally understand that Jesus had
heard of their plans.
When they arrive he is in a room in
the house (ver. J9 b), closely surrounded
by attentive listeners, who are seated,
as he, the teacher, also is. This ~rowd
1

Or, is.

is in a different mood from that of
ver. 20 ; the scene is not one of tumult
but one of quiet earnestness, after the
Master's heart. The message about
his family is not, in the circumstances,
one to appeal to domestic affection, but
one suggesting alienation and strife.
No wonder that he prefers the circle in
which he is to that which summons
him. If his kindred after the flesh
behave towards him in a way to make
him feel that he is homeless, still he _
has those who care for him and for
whom he cares. There is a 'multitude'
sitting about him, not a select body of
friends such as the Twelve, but a miscellaneous gathering of people, whose
one link of union is their interest in
him and their desire to hear him. He ·
is speaking to them when the interruption comes, setting forth to them,
we must suppose, to account for the
form his words take afterwards, what
God wants them to do in order to be
fit for His Kingdom when it comes, as it
shortly wilL They hang on his words ;
they are agreed with him that what he
sets before them is God's will and true
religion. So they ate with him heart
and soul at the moment of his happiest
activity. He need not be without
family, however much his mother and
sisters and brothers according to the
flesh misinterpret him, and wound
2 Add,

and your sisters.
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Jesus teaches in Parables, iv. 1-34.
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him. These are his mother and sisters
and brothers.
It is common to nascent religious
movements that they break through
the ties of nature and form new bonds
which ardent spirits feel to be stronger
and more real. But the new union
brings also division; the new truth
brings for a time, perhaps for a long
time, not peace but a sword. 'Islam
has broken all bonds,' the early Moslems
declared when the faith required them
to fight against their own clansmen.
In the Gospels there are sayings almost
as freezing, as to the necessity for
'hating' father and mother and brother.
Does not Christ forbid one of his fol.
lowers to go to his father's funeral ?
But while there is this uncompromising
call to the sacrifice implied in the new
and higher duty, there is never any
pretence that the abandonment of
family is not painful. Passages like
:!\fatth. x. 37-39 show no insensibility
of the pain of such partings, and could
not have been spoken by one who had
not himself felt it. To take the story
before us as an allegory of the transition
of the Gospel from the Jews to the
Gentiles (so Volkmar) is to do it much
less than justice. To Gentile readers
it would no doubt appeal strongly; but
to the ,Jewish Christian also it had its
message, claiming him as in the highest
sense a kinsman of the Lord.

7rl:TpW0€<;'

OUK elxev

yijv

but he has given us no specimens of it.
And yet he has given us some of the
doc.,trine. The teaching of Jesus was
preserved in the earliest period in two
forms ; firstly in stories leading up to
some saying of' Christ, and secondly in
discourses which were remembered for
their own sake and could be transmitted without stories to carry them.
The first form tended to pass into the
second; but what Mark has given us
up to this point is in the first, not in
the second form. We now come to a
section which is devoted to the teaching; but we see at once that it does
not put before us one of the synagogueaddresses of Jesus, which indeed, unreported as they were, with the very
doubtful exception of Luke iv. 21-27,
are lost to the world, but confines itself
to one particular kind of teaching, of
which Jesus was a master. What is
given us is an account of the parables
of Jesus ; three of these are reported ;
then there is a discussion of the method
of parables, and an elaborate interpretation of one of the stories.

iv. 1-34. The Parables of Jesus.
Mark has told us repeatedly how
Jesus preached in various situations,
and what an effect his preaching had;
1

()71'0V

Omit

1. There was teaching by the sea before
(ii. l:J), and a great crowd by the sea
(iii. S, 9) where the boat was ordered as
a precaution. If the article is read,
"the boat," the writer will have remembered that passage. The boat is
put to the use for which it appeared
there to be meant, namely, to enable
the work of preaching to go on without
interference by the crowd. There is no
attempt to fix the date of this new day
of teaching; the day introduced by the
;i),
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[Matthew xm. 1-52; Luke viii. 4-18.]
And he began again to teach by the seaside. And a
very great multitude of people assembles at the spot where
he is, so that he got into the 1 boat and sat in the sea, and
the whole multitude was close to the sea on the land. And he
taught them much in parables, and said to them in his teaching:
Hear!

r

2

[Matthew xiii. 3-9; Luke viii. 5-8.]
Look ! The sower went out to sow. And so it was as he 3
4
sowed, that some fell on the road and the birds came and ate it
up. And some of the seed again fell on the part of the field 5
where the rock was, where it had not much earth, and it sprang
vague statement that he began 1 again
to teach by the seaside goes on throughout the chapter; ver. 35 speaks of the
evening, as if it were still the same
day.
2. The teaching went on for some
time, and on this occasion it was in the
form of parables. The words describe
generally what he did this day, and
then introduce the first parable Mark
found in the collection. "In Parables,"
cf. on iii. 23, xii. 1. The piece now
following was known to Matthew and
Luke also, and contained, after the
parable of the Sower, explanations as
to the method of which it was the
chief example. The address begins
with the summons "Hear," so common
in the prophets. The teacher is ready,
and asks the attention of the crowd for
what he is to say.

time calls for it. And now we are to
be told of the various fates which
befell the seed he cast abroad. First
some fell on the road, for there was
a road along one side of the field.
This seed wits thrown a little too far,
or leaped out of the field upon the
road. Here the seed could not perform its office ; it lay on the surface
and found no entry, and the birds,
which in the country are nowhere far
away, soon came and carried it off.
Here Lnke says that the seed was
"trodden down," and that the birds
'' of heaven" ate it up. Luke's version
of the parable is shorter, and is considered by Weiss to be more original, a
view which Jiilicher does not share.
In this verse Luke's phrases show reflection, and the customary tendency
towards elegance ; and it may be
observed that the author of the interpretation (ver. 15) knows nothing of
the treading down, but only of the
removal by birds.
Here, then, the seed encountered
obstacles which prevented it from
accomplishing the design of Providence
and the aim of the sower.
5. There was a part of the field where
the rock looked through or was covered
with only a thin layer of earth. The
story of the seed that fell here is told
as if its fate was sealed the next day;
for the sake of a graphic story the
experience of weeks is put into a few

3. The story, for which Jesus enlists
the eyes of the multitude as he had
just claimed their ears, is .-ery simple.
It is a story; while it sets before us a
very familiar figure, a countryman
engaged in an ordinary operation of
husbandry, it does so in narrative form,
and so brings the figure more vividly
before us, and compels us to take an
interest in him, and even to enter in
some degree into his feelings as he
carries on this occupation. It is the
sower who is spoken of_; the man who
has this piece of work to do, when the
I'

Began' is a conventional form.
1

See Dalman, JVarte Jes1~, p. 21.
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words. These plants, unable to develop
downwards, shot upwards, as agriculturists assure us plants actually do:
the story is the work of an acute
observer. The consequence was unavoidable. Even well-rooted plants
might ~uffer from the heat (frauµ.arirT8'f/ ),
but they would not shrivel up at once
(<!~p&,1181/), being well nourished from
below, and recovering somewhat at
night. Here also, then, the seed and
the sower meet with obstacles.
In Luke's parable the failure of this
part of the seed is differently accounted
for. After sprouting it withered, he says,
because it had no moisture. The interpretation speaks of the want not of
moisture but of roots, and so points
rather to Mark's version than Luke's.
Luke's appears simpler at first
sight, but is really not so close to
the fact of the matter, and not so likely,
therefore, to be original.
7. Thorns are the plague of the
farmer in the East, as weeds of various
kinds are with us ; and where they
had established themselves in a field
conl<l scarcely be eradicated. Whether
the thorns are visible, having already
begun to grow, or whether the roots
only are there, not of course unknown
to the sower, makes no difference. The
seed which fell on this part of the field
was free from the dangers spoken of
before ; there was soil to cover it, and
depth of earth to receive its roots.
But the thorns grew faster than the
wheat, and the latter had no chance,
being deprived of sun and air. It
threw up green stalks, but they were
failures. So here too, sower and seed
met with reverse.
8. The sower's toil is not all disappointment and loss. Some of it yields a
splendid return, in which he forgets all
his discouragements. In the good soil,
which is neither too shallow nor full of

the roots of th~m~s, the seed accomThe reading
plishes its mission.
adopted connects "mounted up and
increased" with "the seed" which is
the subject of the sentence, and not
with the "fruit." J iHicher who adopts
the other reading maintains (ad lac.)
that "fruit" might embrace all that
comes from the seed, stalk and ear as
well as grain, but this is surely strained.
It, or the plants rising from it, grow
tall and develop leaf and ear. "Thirty
and sixty and a hundred" is an Oriental way of expressing the large increase, a11d makes a more telling
picture than Luke's " hundredfold."
The parable is wound up with words
which challenge the heat·er to examine
well what has been said, and to find
out for himself its inner meaning (cf.
Apoc. ii. 7, 11 etc., and xiii. 18, '' Here
is wisdom " ). Are these words to be
attributed to Jesus or to the evangelist?
If to Jesus, it would appear to follow
that he cannot have thought it necessary to furnish this parable with an
interpretation, but must have thought,
as in the case of parables which
have no such appendix, that the discerning could see its point without
further assistance. If the words are
due to the evangelist, he treats this
parable as a typical example of the
teaching of Jesus, giving the "Hear!"
at the beginning and this summons to
understand 11-t the close, both of which
Jesns may often have used, though not
specially in connection with parables.
Jn this case the words may have no
very great significance. If, on the contrary, the evangelist, after writing
down this parable, deliberately added
the sign that there was something
special to be looked for in what he had
just written, and that the reader ought
not to go further till he had found it
out, what was the inner meaning he

1

cttltav6µ.evov.

2

efr, ev, or i!v; or iv three times, in later

MSS.

written h ; Latins, unum.
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up at once, because it had no depth of earth, and when the
sun rose it suffered from the heat and because it had no root it
withered. And some of it, again, fell among the thorns, and the
thorns mounted up and choked it, and it bore no fruit. And
some fell on the good ground, and bore fruit as it mounted
up and increased,1 and yielded as much as thirty 2 and sixty 2
and a hundred. 2 And he said, He who has ears to hear, let
him hear.
wished his readers to look for? In
this case also it would seem that the
reader's attention would not have been
thus challenged if an interpretation of
the parable was just itbout to be given;
and the presence of this challenge shows
that the interpretation which follows
was not originally linked to the parable.
Lending our ear, meantime, to the
challenge, let us ask what, in the
absence of any interpretation, we
should conceive to be the point of this
parable. The parable of the patched
coat and that of the old wineskins
could be read without any special
interpretation ; no key is furnished to
them and yet we are able to find out
what they mean. Is this the case here
also?
What must have occurred to the
first hearers of the parable of the
Sower, was thatJ esus was telling them of
a figure which was Yery familiar to them
all and bidding them look first at the
many obstacles in the way of his work,
and then at the certainty of his success
in the main and in the long run. What
led him to think, they must have
asked, of all those partial failures the
sower meets with and then of the
reward his labour does gain in the end?
All so true, and entering so accurately
into the sower's case ; how did Jesus
know it all? He must know it from
his own experience, because the task he
is labouring at has difficulties and
failures too, and because he also looks for
a reward of which he is sure at last.
What is he working at, the hearers
would ask, and how can he have met
with experiences like those of the
sower? Well, he is working at getting
the people ready for the Kingdom
1
2

which he says is at hand, and actually
here ; and he does that by his preaching, he has made it the work of his life
to preach to the people with that end.
This story then must have arisen out
of his experience as a preacher. He
too has met with obstacles, and feels
that much of his preaching has been
thrown away. Does he mean us to
find in his work a species of failure
answering to each of the failures of
the sower? Has his word fallen on
hard places where it never could entet·
at all, and the birds of the air, in this
case invisible, caught it away before
it was ever thought of? Has his
preaching fallen on shallow soil where
it was welcomed at first but could not
strike root ? Has he also felt that he
had made converts only to find soon
after that the hearts he thought he had
impressed were too much engrossed
with worldly cares and struggles to
belong to him permanently? Perhaps
he meant us to think of these details,
perhaps not. At any rate he meant
that the message he preaches has encountered difllculties of various kinds.
'l'o some extent he is disappointed ; he
thought at first that all ears would be
quite open to him and that all hearts
would be won by his first appeal; und
now he finds it is not so ; there are
various kinds of men in the world, and
men think of other things besides religion. And yet, on the other hand, he
is not daunted by this experience. He is
looking for success in the end, in spite
of all these failures. Some people hear
him ; not all are hard or frivolous or
worldly. Those who give themselves
to follow his teaching, they, he con•
aiders, will be iu the Kingdom when it

Or, fruit which mounted up and increased.

Or, one thirty, one sixty, and one a hundred, or, "at the rate of thirty," etc.
Wellhausen considers the confnsion to be due to translation of the Aramaic :i
which could be rendered with either€/~ or,!, (Skizzen u. Vorarbeiten, vi., 193).
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The use of Parables, iv. 10-12.
10
I I

12

Ka, ()7€ Jylv€TO KaTU µovas-, ~pWTWV auTOV oi 1rept aVTOV
(T~V TOIS' OW0€Ka TU\' 1rapa(30Xas-. 1 Kat €A€'}'€V aUTOlS', •y µiv TO
µua-T17pwv 0€00Tat TijS' /3aa-iXelas- TOU 0eou· EK€lVOlS' 0€ TOlS' [fro EV
7rapa(30Xais Ta 7/"<lVTa yfveTat, tva
f3ll.t'!l'OVTES f3M'!l'C&1CT• Ka1.

1'1'

t81a1crw,

Ka.L ci.KolJovT'ES lt.KO'llCIJO'"L. KQ\ .,.~ O"'UVLWCTLV,

!'f)'!l'OTE EmCTTptlj,C&laLV Kat 6.cj,E9fi ailTo,s.

comes; the work will be justified then,
and its drawbacks all forgotten.
The parable gives us under a thin
disguise the experience of Jesus as
a preacher. Looking back on his
preaching after it has gone on for some
time, he tells us that it has not all been
successfnl. But he is far from coneluding that he must gfre it up or
exchange the role of preacher for
another. That no doubt has been suggested to him, though Mark says
nothing of these suggestions ; but he
remains true to the simple conception
he formed at first of his office and
duty. The sower still goes forth to
sow, and in spite of apparent failure is
still sure of the harvest.
10. Before giving any more parables
(ver. 2), Mark, as well as the parallels,
gives two explanatory sections, one as
to the intention and effect of this
method of teaching, the other as to
the meaning of the parable already
reported. No method could be more
provocative of enquiry and discussion
than that adopted by Jesus, and we
cannot wonder that even in the inner
circle such curiosity began to show itself.
It is not the crowd who ask about
the parable, but Jesus' own circle.
Outsiders must often have picked up
the point of Jesus' parables very quickly (Mark xii. 12, however, is the only
example where the effect produced by a
parable is described); but one disposed to dwell on them would soon see
in them deeper meanings than those
which appeared at first. In the present
instance it is his disciples who enquire,
not the Twelye only, but a company of
faithful ones, like those we found sitting
round him and hanging on his words
before (iii. 32). We shall again recognize
such a following. '' They asked him for
the parables." The enquiry is described

very vaguely, and it is afterwards
answered in two different ways. Mark
must have meant to indicate a question
about the nature and aim of parables
generally, and so, in vv. 11, 12, we have
an explanation of this method of teaching. Matthew agrees with this, for
with him "the disciples" ask, "why
do you speak to them in parables?"
In Luke as iu the Western reading here
[D and Latins], they ask what this
particular parable means.
The enquiry is answered by all three
Synoptists first in the one sense, and
then in the other. First we have an
answer as if the enquiry was as in
Matthew, why do you speak in parabias? To this it is replied, that the
hearers of the word are of two classes,
the inner circle who are initiated, and
those without, the uninitiated. To the
former the secret of the Kingdom is
already communicated. They know
about the Kingdom and its coming.
The latter, however, are not to hear
that secret, it is to be kept concealed
from them. The preaching which is
addressed to them is not intended
to lead them to a true understanding
of the Gospel, and in their case it
all takes place in a form to prevent
them from knowing the secret which
true disciples know. It is the divine
intention that they should remain
unenlightened ; scripture proves this,
for does not Isaiah speak of those who
see and hear with the outward senses,
but remain all the time blind and deaf
to the divine message, and iB not this
spoken of as the ordinance of God who
has decreed that these persons should
not repent nor be forgiven~
Thus Jesus declares that he speaks in
parables in order that he may not be
understood, and that the Jews who
hear him may not be converted and
saved. It is impossible to believe that
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[Matthew xm. 10-15; Luke viii. 9, 10.]
And when he came to be in private, those who were
about him with the Twelve asked him for the parables. 1
And he said to them, To you the mystery of the Kingdom of
God is committed but to those outside it all comes in parables,
in order that
" seeing they may see and not perceive,
and hearing may hear and not understand,
lest they should convert and be forgiven."
he either thought or said this ; and the
question arises for us how such a
sentiment came to be put in his mouth.
The explanation is to be found in the
history of the quotation from Isaiah in
N. T. literature. The Gospel of Mark
was not the earliest work in which the
passage is used as it is here. It is used
in the epistle to the Romans xi. 8 (cf.
also Deut. xxix, 4, Isa. xxix. 10) in a
passage where the Apostle Paul is
seeking to account for the strange fact
that Israel, the people of the promises,
has not accepted the Gospel. To him
it is an evident fact that Israel as a
whole is 'hardened' (cf. Mark iii. 5,
where the same fact appears to be in
view}, and he finds warrant in Scripture
for believing that this hardening was
not unforeseen in the divine plan but
was deliberately ordained by God for
ends afterwards to be made clear.
" The rest," that is Israel, "were
hardened," Rom. xi. 7. "Hardening
in part has happened to Israel," ver.
25. With Isaiah the words are perhaps
ironical, but to Paul they stc1te a fact
which stands plain before his eyes. To
those after Paul it did not become less
a fact than it had been to him (see John
xii. 40, Acts xxviii. 26-28); and our
p,tssage is most simply explained if we
refer it to the same effort on the part of
the Church to account for that strange
dispensation. How did it come that
the Jews to whom Jesus first addressed
his preaching were not converted by it,
had no ear for it? The answer to this
question was sought in the parabolic
method of Jesus' teaching. To the
second generation after the Gospel
teaching, much of the original message
was already obscure, though not on
that account less sacred; and the para1

bles in particular appeared to be full of
deep mysteries only to be understood
by those possessing a special key to
them. No wonder then that the Jews
had not understood them ; nay had not
this mode of teaching been adopted in
order that the Jews might not understand ; was it not necessary if they
were to be hardened, as God's plan
implied, that they should receive the
Gospel in a form in which it could do
them no good ?
To us, the question why Jesus spoke
in parables needs no elaborate answer.
He did so because his thought and
his speech were oriental ; because he
thought concretely, in images and
examples, because it was more natural
to him to present a truth in living
figures which could not be forgotten,
than in formal statements. It may also
be considered with regard to those
parables which have the Kingdom for
their theme, that his views about the
nature of the Kingdom were so widely
different from those of his countrymen
that he could scarcely state to them
all that he thought about it without
offending them. In a parable, on the
other hand, truth insinuates itself into
the mind gently and produces conviction without apparently trying to
do so.
In Matthew we observe that the
quotation from Isaiah is put to quite a
different use from that in Mark. In
Mark, Jesus teaches in parables in
order that the Jews may be har·dened,
according to the divine decree; in
Matthew because they are hardened
already. In Mark the parabolic method
is a precaution, that the decree may
not be interfered with; in Matthew,
it is a punishment.

Or, what this parc1ble was.
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Interpretation of the Parable of the Sower, 1v. 13-20.
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Matthew gives here (xiii. 16, 17) the
verses felicitating the disciples on what
they, differing from the mnltitude in
this, actually see and hear. In Luke
the words occur (x. 23, 24) after the
praise ,Jesus lifted up to the Father for
what He had revealed and delivered to
him, His Son; as if to indicate that the
disciples also shared the knowledge of
that mystery. The true connection of
the words may be different from either
of these. They seem to belong to the
thought represented in Luke xi. 29-36,
where the things going on in Jesns'
mission are said to be greater than those
which drew the Queen of Sheba to the
~ourt of Solomon, or those which led
the men of Niuiveh to repent.
13. Now we come to a saying of J esns
which implies that the disciples had
asked to have one particular parable
explained to them. In the source the
question must have been as Luke gives
it (viii. 9; cf. the Western reading,
Mark iv. 10); and the singnlar "parable" was changed by Mark into the
plural "parables," because the answer
he was to give first was about the
intention of the parables generally.
The disciples, then, h:we confessed
themselves ignorant of the meaning of
the parable just spoken, and ,Jesus comments on their ignorance. Those in
their position, to whom the secret of
the Kingdom has been given, and who,
for this must be the idea implied here,
arc destined to teach others, they ought
to know the meaning of the parables one
and all, and if they do not of themselves
attain this knowledge, it must be communicated to them specially. Jesus
therefore proceeds to give them the

interpretation of the parable of the
Sower. These considerations do not
belong to the original situation, but to
a later period when the parables had
grown obscure, and it was thought that
the disciples must have been specially
enlightened in order to interpret them.
Nor can the following interpretation be
recognized as one which only Jesus
himself could possibly have given of
the parable. Instead of dwelling on the
central point the story was told to
illustrate, and showing what light it
casts on Jesus' policy and action, the
exposition now given fixes on the details
of the story which we saw to be unimportant for its original bearing, and
treats them as in themselves very
important and interesting. While Jesus
told the story to show how he went on
preaching although he met with many
a discouragement, and what he expected
from it, we now have it treated as a
lecture on the various kinds of human
character, as affected by the Gospel.
The parable is made not an argument
but an allegory, in which not one great
lesson bnt a number of co-ordinate
lessons are taught.
It is true as
Jiilicher points ont, that the story is
not fully allegorized, a number of its
features being left without any interpretation. Attention is not fixed on
the person of the sower or on the origin
of his message, nor are the details of
the han·est dwelt on as in Matthew's
interpretation of the parable of the
"\¥heat and the Tares, Matth. xiii. 36-43.
But while it is not allegorized as much
as it might have been, it is allegorized,
as Jiilicher admits. Meanings are suggested for its images, which the first
hearers cannot have had time to think
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[Matthew xm. 18-23; Luke viii. 11-15.]
And he says to them, Do you not know 1 this parable, and 13
how are you to know all the parables ? The sower sows 14
the word. And these are those on the road where the word 15
is sown; as soon as they hear it Satan comes at once an<l takes
away the word which is sown in them. And those similarly who 16
are sown on the rocky part are those who when they hear
the word receive it at once with joy; and they have no root 17
in themselves, but are only for the moment; then when affliction
or persecution arises on account of the word, they at once take
offence. Another class again are those who are sown among 18
the thorns; these are people who hear the word, and the cares 19
of; instead of a piece of picture-language
thrown out for a present practical
purpose it is turned into a series of
reflections.
14. First, then, we are told that
the sower sows the word : who the
sower is, is not said ; not he but the
seed, which is the word, is to be spoken
of in its various fortunes. The word
is that which to Christ and the early
Christians was the chiefest of all words,
viz. the message about the Kingdom
God was sending, and to which He was
calling men. Here the interpretation
is faithful to the position Jesus undoubtedly took up in his preaching, in
that he preached not himself but the
Kingdom. Devoted as he was to the
word of the Kingdom, it is very possible
that he did reflect on the various causes
which prevented its reception.
The
parable is intelligible enough if we say
it is a story about the Kingdom and the
hindrances to belief in it. We shall
see as we go on how this answers.
15. Instead o_f saying that the road
represents such a class of hearers, the
evangelist says, '' Those on the road,"
as if he were speaking of the seed and not
of the soil. But the expression is an
:.bbreviated one. The full form would
be, "Those referred to in the case
where the seed fell on the road." We
are to think of a class of hearers of the
word, of those, namely, into whose mind
the word never enters at all. The hardness of their hearts would be enough to
account for this. If the word makes no
impression on a man, it is not necessary
1

Lhat it should be artificially carried
away from him. But the birds were
in the parable, and so the interpretation
takes them in, and makes of them those
winged agents of evil who were constantly seeking to thwart God's plans
and to whom all mischief was attributed.
16. For those plants in thin soil which
grow quickly and as quickly wither, an
analogy is soon found in human character. There are persons quickly moved
to feeling, and exciting high hopes in
the preacher, but with no depth in
which a spiritual principle c:1n take
root and enter on a growth nothing
can check. What came to them lightly
goes lightly; they are not made for
constancy. As soon as they realize the
consequences of their acts, as soon as
friends look on them coldly, or the informer is seen in the distance, they feel
that that is not what they bargained
for, and that they must wait for quieter
times before declaring for the cause. In
this verse we are reminded of the early
period of the Church rather than of that
of Christ himself, who might foresee the
persecution of his followers but did not
witness it.
18. The fate of the seed among the
thorns suggests persons hearing the
Gospel message who haYe a stronger
nature than those last spoken of. The
better life begins in them and strikes
deeper root than in the last case; but
if the Gospel lays strong hold on them,
other things compete with it in their life,
and they have not enough determination

Or, You do not know.
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to give up all for the sake of the treasure
they have found. The reflective style
of these verses seems to point to a
mature experience of the reception the
Gospel met with on the part of men
engaged in worldly callings and u1 the
life of society. Compare I Tim. vi. 6
sqq. On the theme of giving up all for
the Gospel Christ himself genem.lly
strikes a stronger note. Compare the
parable of the Pearl and such passages
as Matt h. xix. 21 sq., vi. 24 sq.
20. No comment is called for here, but
the question arises whether Christ himself could naturally dwell on the different
rat.es at which believers profit by their
faith, or whether this does not imply
a Church, in which such obsen·ations
naturally suggest themselves. In the
parable of the Talents also, the rates of
increase differ, and that parable may
possibly be regarded as authentic,
though belonging to the very close of
the ministry. Of the interpretation as
a whole it must'. be said that if not
authentic it is very early, and that it is
not impossible that it may be based on
words Jesus used in speaking of the
parable. It compares favourably with
the interpretation of the parable of the
Tares and the Wheat (Matth.xiiUl7-43),
which is much more allegorizing and
shows the ideas of the early Church
more plainly. In the present piece
there is nothing to show that Matthew
and Luke dirl not follow Mark, cutting
off his redund,tncies (which make his
version the longest of the three) and
1 (:ompare the newly discovered so-called
Logia Jesu, which, however, are much lattir.

otherwise improving and correcting
him. Matthew individualizes Mark's
classes of hearers, giving each with a
singular. Luke adds here and there a
beautiful phrase out of his rich Christian
language. The reader will compare
what we saw the parable to mean when
considered by itself in the light of the
original circumstances (p. 107).
21. \Ve now come to a set of sayings of
Jesus which Mark collects here without insisting in any way that this is
the original or the right place for
them. He introduces each piece with
the formula l1'eye,, which means no
more than ' This was one of his sayings,'
or 'He used to say.' Such a heading
might be prefixed to individual sayings
in an early collection of such reminiscences.1 It implies that the circumstances in which the saying was spoken
either are not remembered or are a
matter of indifference. Now, some of
the saymgs collected here in Mark
occur in Matthew and Luke in contexts
which show quite clearly what these
evangelists supposed them to mean.
The student has to consider both what
these sayings mean in the ,·arious contexts in which they are found elsewhere,
and what meaning they are apparently
meant to convey in Mark.
One of the sayings of the Master was
about a lamp, and the object for which
a lamp is prepared in the evening.
'Epxera,, ''comes," does not suggest that
the lamp is brought into the room from
Each of these is introduced with the formula,
Ai-yn '!710-oV~.
2
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of the present life and the false enticements of wealth and
the thought of other objects of desire, these all come in and
choke the word so that it proves unfruitful. And those who
were sown on the good ground, they are those who hear the
word and welcome it and bear fruit thirty or sixty or a
hundredfold. 1

20

[Matthew v. 15, x. 26; Luke viii. 16-18, xi. 33, xii. 2.J
And he said to them, Is the lamp brought to be put 2c
under the bushel, or under the bed? Is it not brought to be
set on the lampstand? For there is nothing hidden except 22
that it should come to light, nor is anything made a secret
except that it might come into publicity. If any one has 23
some other apartment ; the houses in
the parables are one-roomed dwellings,
and the lamp shines at the street-door ;
see Luke xi. 33. It would be prepared
in a corner of the room, and then came
the question where it was to be placed.
How irrational, when the lamp is
trimmed and lighted and comes out
into the room, to put it in a position
where it cannot light up the dwelling ;
under the wooden measure, in which
the flour is measured for the day's bread,
or under the bed, where it can only
light part of the floor l One puts it
high up on the lampstand, so that its
rays can spread all round and into every
corner!
In this context, where Luke as well
as Mark gives it, the little parable of
the Lamp affords a lesson about the
interpretation of the parable which has
just been recorded. The disciples are
those who know what the parables
mean ; the interpretation has been
given to them alone. And they ought
to communicate that knowledge, not to
keep it to themselves. This connection
can scarcely be genuine.
That it is
what Mark had in view is, however,
made certain by ver. 22, where he goes
on to speak of the use of a knowledge
which for any reason has heen hidden,
or communicated only to a few. The
knowledge of Christ's meaning in the
parables has been given to the disciples
only. But it ought not to be concealed
permanently. On the contrary, it is
said, there is no other object in hiding
1

a thing, but that it may be exhibited
(when the right time comes) ; if a thing
has been made a secret, that can only
have been done with a view to its publication (when the moment arrives
which the whole transaction had in
view). It belongs to the nature of a
mystery that it should be unveiled.
In this context this can only mean
that there was at one time in Christ's
following some doctrine or doctrines
which were regarded as esoteric, and
not to be communicated to the world,
but that the time came, or was expected
to come, for throwing off reserve about
them. That Jesus himself may have
contemplated this change cannot be
denied. He spoke both of the Kingdom
and of his own Messiahship in a veiled
way, and he led his disciples to views
which he did not wish them to proclaim at once. But this reticence
which he enjoined so often could only
be temporary. The time must come
when it would be their duty to proclaim
their Master as Messiah and the Kingdom as no longer coming but come. If
the Kingdom was in the meantime a
mystery, yet a mystery was a thing
meant to be revealed at its due
time.
To Mark, however, and to his age
the words must have put on other
meanings. The hint "He that bath
ears to hear, let him hear ! " would
convey an admonition that the time
had come to give up some piece of
reserve in Christian teaching.
That

Or, one thirty, etc.
H
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Parable of the man who sleeps while his seed is growing, 1v. 26-29.
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reserve was practised we see from
1 Cor. ii. and Heb. vi.
In Luke xi. 34 and Matth. v. 15, 16
the parable of the Lamp stands in other
connections. In Luke the lamp is
simply the new light, greater than any
which has shone before, which has
opened on mankind in the Gospel. The
single eye can behold it, and the whole
person then becomes illuminated. (In
Matth. vi. 22 the single eye appears in
a different relation ; it is the eye which
is not distracted by the world's vain
shows). In Matth. v. 14-16 the disciples are the lamp, the light of
which must illuminate not only the
Jewish land but the world ; by their
good works the world's attention is
to be drawn to them and to their
doctrine.
The hidden thing which is to be
made public occurs again, :tlfatth. x. 26
and Luke xii. 2 ; and in these passages
the disciples are exhorted not to be
intimidated by their adversaries, hut
to preach boldly all that they have
learned of the Gospel. All Christian
truth is to be preached, even what was
formerly private and was spoken of
only in the inner circle.
24, These counsels, as they stand
here, are for students and teachers of
Christian truth. Such persons are admonished to look carefully into what
thev hear from the source of truth. It
has"been described (ver. 11) as a mystery,
and they are to be faithful to the trust
thus given to them, to enquire more
deeply into it and not to deal with it
as if all of it lay on the surface. If
they bring from it unsuspected stores
of tmth and deal out to their hearers
far more than the text would have led

them to expect, their faculty will grow
of bringing to light the hidden riches
of the word. Even more than they
have sought for will be given them,
and this is reinforced by the common
proverb : '' He who has grows richer
and he who has not grows poorer."
These sentences, as brought together
in Mark, point to the spiritual or allegorical method of Scripture interpreta•
tion, which considers that the obvious
meaning of the sacred words is their
least important meaning and that they
are all full of mysteries which the
student must apply his ingenuity to
bring to light. That such tre'1tment
should have been '1pplied very early to
words of Jesus is not wonderful (cf.
I Cor. ii. 14, 15). The phrases connected together by Mark in this section
occur in Matthew in contexts of their
own. The verse " In what measure ... "
stands in Matth. vii. where it refers to
the judgments men form of each other's
character and actions. The phrase
"shall be added to you" 1 is spoken in
llfatth, vi. 33 of the truth that he who
seeks the Kingdom and righteousness of
God will not find himself destitute of
worldly things which he has given up
seeking. And the verse "He that hath,
to him shall he given, etc.," seems to
he in its original position in the p'1rable
of the talents, Mt. xxv, 29, Luke xix.
26. Matthew and Luke each give that
saying twice : the second time in that
parable ; the first in the present parable-discourse. In Luke it stands in
the same position as in Mark; Matthew,
who is not at this point accompanying
Mark, has given this saying already in
his statement (xiii. 12) about the use of
parables.

;c, 1 Said by Dalman, Worte Jew., p. 183, to be in the passive in order to avoid the use of the
divine name.
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ears to hear, let him hear. And he said to them, Consider 24
carefully what you hear. With what measure you measure it
will be measured out to you, and even more shall be added to
you. For he who has, to him shall be given; and he who 25
has not, even what he has shall be taken away from him.
[Cf. oilatthew xiii. 24-30.J
And he said, So is the Kingdom of God, as if a man had 26
cast his seed upon the ground, and should then sleep and 27
wake night and day, and the seed spring up and grow tall, he
26. Here Mark is alone; and he eYidently had no tradition as to the place
of this parable in the narratiYe; it is
introduced quite loosely. In Yer. 11
we were tolu that parables were only
for the multitude; but in ver. 10 Jesus
was alone with the disciples, and the
situation has not been changed ; YY.
24, 25 are still for the disciples. To
save his consistency _;\,lark should haYe
brought the multitude on the scene
again, bnt he has not done so.
Another parable, then, on the same
theme as the first. But this time it is
not the operation of sowing that is
to be thought of, but what happens
when that work is done. It is the
Kingdom of Gou that is illustrated by
this story, or picture, for it is scarcely
a story. Of the Kingdom of God we
haYe not heard in Mark since the opening announcement in i. 15 ; and if we
had no Gospel before us but this one we
should have some difficulty in knowing
what view ,Tesus took of it. This
parable evidently only throws light on
it from one side. We are not told
about the Kingdom in a systematic
way, only one particular feature of it is
cleared up. No doubt that is true
of all the parables dealing with ;the
theme.
" So is the Kingdom of Heaven as a
man had cast (aor.) seed on the ground,
and should then go on (pres.) sleeping
and waking as night and day pass by,
and the seed should shoot forth," etc.
The constructions are awkward and
broken, and the Kingdom is not likened
to any particular person or thing, as is
elsewhere done, but to a condition that
occurs in a certain department of life.
At one particular juncture in the experience of the sower, a situation
presents itself with "which the King-

dom of God, of course at the time when
the parable was spoken, may be compared. After the seed is sown, what
does the sower do, and what happens
to the seed? This is the situation.
The sower has an easy mind ; he does
not consume himself in anxiety, he
knows there is nothing more for him to
do in the meantime, and he just waits,
sleeps and wakes as nights and days
pass quietly along. But the seed is
not idle though he is not bending over
it. The earth takes charge of it, and
does what human care and pains avail
not to effect, making it to grow up in
natural course, to fulfil the sower's
hopes. First the green shoot appears
above the brown earth, then the ear
runs up the stc1.lk and appears at the
top (it is wheat, of course, that is
spoken of) and then, as the ultimate
and satisfying fact (1r)vl,p71s cr,ros in
the nominative), there is the solid
grain filling the ear. The sower has
apparently nothing to do with all that;
it is the earth that does it all, whether
he is looking on or not. But the time
comes when he is called upon again to
act. When the indications take place
that the corn is ripe, then he sends out
his reapers.
What would this parable mean to
those who first heard it 1 It would be
spoken when .Jesus felt himself to have
done his sowing. He preached about a
Kingdom, and yet there was nothing of
the kind to point to outwardly. Where
was the Kingdom he announced so confidently as being at hand or actually
there! He means that he can wait, as
the sower does ; this is what the discerning hearer would gather from his
story. He has done his part, and he
believes that what he has done is not
lost ; though the result does not yet
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appear, still it is not doubtful, the seed
is growing, the harvest must come soon.
Did the hearers take the words about
sending out the reapers at the end to
apply to Jesus himself? It is unlikely
that he meant them to do so. The
waiting attitude, the certainty of the
result for which he had laboured, that
is the point of the comparison. Nor
should we be too sure that in this as in
other parables of growth Jesus meant
to indicate the view that the Kingdom
was to arrive gradually by development,
rather than suddenly by the act of God.
He always believed that the final ad,·ent
of the Kingdom would take place by the
act of God. The prophetic ministry
was to prepare the way for that last
act. But it was very near at hand; it
would burst on the world before the
disciples had gone over the cities of
Israel. If thete was a pause before the
final act, it was not strange ; the same
thing happened in the natural world in
the case of the sower.
Thus while the parable of the Sower
tells us of the difficulties and disappointments connected with the teaching, and
of the hope by which the teacher was
consoled, this one tells of his trust in
other powers than his own to finish
what he has begun. The evangelist no

doubt, as Jiilicher says, would think at
the end of the parable of the angels and
of the return of Messiah from the skies;
but to Jesus himself probably this was
no part of the lesson. vVhen we consider this parable and what it meant at
first, we see without difficulty why
Jesus taught in parables. That method
enabled him to avoid harsh contradictions of the hopes cherished by his
countrymen, and at the same time to
insinuate into their minds his own
spiritual views.
Matthew's parable of the Tares and
the Wheat is an expanded version of
this shorter one of Mark. The following terms are found in both; (1) the
man who has sowed his field ; (2) his
sleeping; (3) the shooting of the corn
and its producing frnit; (4) the waiting
till the harvest; (5) the reaping. It is
scarcely conceiYable that Mark's short
piece, containing ideas which Jesus
might himself entertain, is extracted
from the longer piece of .Matthew in
which problems of church government
appear which could scarcely be within
Jesus' own sphere of vision.
30. This parable with its counterpart
of the Leaven is found detached in Luke
xiii. 18-21 ; and Mark also found it
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does not know how. Of herself the earth bears fruit, first 28
the green shoot, then the ear, then there is the full corn in
the ear. But when the fruit allows, he immediately sends 29
out the sickle, because the harvest is come.
[Matthew xiii. 31, 32; Luke xiii. 18, 19.]
And he said, How shall we compare the Kingdom of 30
God, or in what parable shall we place it?
We may 31
compare it to a grain of mustard seed, which when it is sown
on the earth is smaller than any of the seeds that are on
the earth, yet when it is sown it mounts up and becomes 32
greater than all the herbs and puts out great branches, so
that the birds of heaven can lodge under its shadow.
[Matthew xiii. 34, 35.]
And in many such parables did he speak the word to 33
them, as they were able to hear it; but without a parable 34
he did not speak to them. And in private he gave interpretations of everything to his own disciples.
detached, and gives it without its counterpart, with the little introduction
(omitted by Matthew) in which Jesus
is looking about for a simile to show
forth the nature of the Kingdom he is
preaching. Here we see Jesus in the
act of making a parable, and observe
his method. A parable is a comparison;
instead of defining the Kingdom and
placing it in the proper logical categories, so as to approach the notion from
various sides, Jesus asks to what it may
properly be compared. What familiar
experience provides it with a fitting
illustration? This evidently ought to
stand at the head of all the parables.
It was thus that Jesus came to employ
this method. The Kingdom could not
be defined; Jesus could not say in so
many words all he thought about it ;
only by such simple comparisons could
he declare his thought.
In Luke the oldest form of this little
discourse is found. What we find there
is a story about a man (cf. Mark iv. 26)
who selected a certain seed, a seed of
mustard, and sowed it all alone, not, as
usually, in a handful, in a certain spot
in his garden. 1 Matthew says he sowed
I

this one seed in his field, which seems
less likely. Mark drops the story and
says nothing about the man, but only
about the seed itself, not improving,
surely. All he states is that when this
seed, which is said by an hyperbole to
be smaller than all the other seeds, is
sown in the earth it grows into a surprisingly large plant, which quickly
overtops the other garden herbs that
are growing round about it, and throws
out branches so as to cast a l!iroad
shadow in which the birds may settle
and rest. In Luke and Matthew the
mustard plant becomes a tree and causes
commentators to think not of the simple
mustard, but of another plant, one
which no one would think of sowing in
his garden. The touch about the birds
reminds us of 0, T. phraseology (cf.
Ezek. xvii. 23, xxxi. 6), and easily lent
itself to far-reaching thoughts of the
Kingdom and its universal shelter.
What Jesus originally meant by the
very homely figure was just that a
movement like his was not to be judged
by its possibly humble beginning. Jesus
confesses that his cause is to the outward
eye a small affair. John the Baptist

See Kootsveld, lJe Gelijken '•sen Jesu, p. 48.
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The Storm on the Lake, 1v. 35-41.
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with his disciples may have bulked more
largely before the country than Jesus
with his (cf. John iii. 30). Much larger
than the mustard was, no rloubt, that
plant to which the system of the Pharisees was likened, and which Jesus declared was to be rooted up because it
was not planted by the heavenly Father
(Matthew xv. 13). The view indicated
by the parable does not stretch ambitiously into the future. As in the other
parables of growth, we have the strong
~nd quiet conviction that the work
which is being done will last, and that
other forces besides that of the preacher
are nursing it and will bring it to
maturity. ,vhat is specially claimed
here is that the work Jesus is doing
will soon surpass all that is at first
thought likely, perhaps also that it will
afford shelter ancl. refreshment to many.
33. The 'they' to whom he speaks
here must be the public, as the private
instructions are mentioned separately.
The \they' to whom he spoke vers.
21, 24 are the disciples or teachers.
Here, therefore, we have a loose joint
in the narrative. Vers. 33, 34 may
have stood originally after the parable
of the Sower, which was spoken to the
crowd. They repeat the statement of
ver. 2, that he spoke to the multitudes
in parables, and state in a sentence the
contents of yers. 10-12.
Two views of the parabolic teaching
are here placed side by side. First, we
are told that ,Jesus spoke the word to
the multitudes in parables as they were
able to hear it ; he adapted himself to
the capacity of his hearers, and did not
make his teaching too difficult for them.
This implies that they understood him,
even when he spoke in parables; and
as to the nature of his parables, that
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they were not intended to conceal but
to reYeal truth, and that they served
that purpose even without interpretations. In the second place, we have the
view that t-he outer circle was treated
to parables while the inner got the
interpretations. This corresponds to
what we hacl. before ; the parables were
not meant to be understood by those
who first heard them; they were cc1lculated to conceal truth, ancl. were of
no use without the interpretation,
which was only supplied to the inner
circle. The writer combines these two
views by stating them close together,
almost in one sentence. But this does
not remove their essential disagreement.
Matthew xiii. 34, 35 girns the first ol
these disparate utterances, and finds
the speaking in parables to be according to prophecy. He then proceeds to
give, in place of the general statement
about interpretations, the interpretation of the one parnble of the Tares and
the Wheat.
iv. 35-v. 43. ,ve pass here into a
new phase of Mark's narrative. We
have had, after the opening scenes at
Capernaum (chap. i.), the stories of opposition successfully dealt with, then
the consolidation of the cause, and then
a sample of the teaching ; all these
elements of the narrative skilfully
articulated together, as if the story
were being reproduced from a diarv.
\Ve now come to a set of pieces, still
arranged in close connection with what
goes before, in which Jesus appears
conspicuously great and powerful, dismayed hy no dangers and triumphing
over nature, over the demons, over
human sickness and grief. In these
stories we find that Mark has the
longest narrative, and it appears much
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[Matthew viii. 18, 23-27; Luke viii. 22-25.]
And on that day, when evening had come on, he says 35
to them, Let us cross over to the other side. So they 36
leave the crowd and take him with them in the boat as he
was; and there were other boats with him too. And a 37
great storm of wind comes on, and the waves began to
break into the boat, so that the boat was by this time
filling. And he, he was in the stern asleep on the pillow ; 3s
and they wake him and say to him, Master, is it nothing
to you that we are sinking ? And he roused himself and 39
rebuked the wind, and said to the sea, Peace, be still!, and
the wind £ell, and there was a great calm. And he said to 4o
more natural to suppose that Matthew
and Luke, finding these sections in
Mark only and not in the collection
they knew before, abbreviated them,
than that Mark built up his longer
version from those scantier ones. \Ve
shall see whether the details confirm
this view.

35. Mark alone gi vesaclose connection
at this point. Jesus is still in the boat,
the crowd still on the shore as at Yer, 1 ;
even at the approach of night they have
not gone away. Thus there is no embarkation, as in Matthew and Luke;
rather than land, to be jostled by the
crowd, Jesus suggests that the boat be
used as a means of escape. The disciples
are to turn her head and row off to the
other side. They can come back under
cover of night. To make ,this little
journey no preparations are necessary;
the disciples do not go ashore for provisions or cloaks, but simply move off,
leaving 1 the crowd on the shore and
carrying Jesus with them. They do
not get away alone. There are other
boats at the beach, or on the water
beside his, and these, when the Rabbi is
seen to be carried off by his followers,
are quickly prepared to make the
journey with him. This circumstance
also the narrator distinctly remembers,
that the boat was not alone but escorted
by others.
I Or should we here translate: "sending
away"? Cf. vi, 45, where ci.:rro..\.'Un is used in a
situation precisely similar. Dalman, Worte
Jesu, p. 17, considers l«j,EvnsJ B they leave,"
to represent an unemphati-c Aramaic (not a
Hebrew) word, which waa a conventional
phrase to describe the turning from one
situation to another.

37. Comment can add nothing to
these verses ; they tell their own story
in the shortest and most graphic way.
The pronoun "he," ver. 38, is emphatic,
and fixes attention on the contrast
between the dangerous situation, the
squalls whistling and the waves dashing their tops over the gunwale, and
the demeanour of the Master. It is
not he but the disciples who behave
in the way to be expected in the
circumstances. They get into a panic,
and declare that they are sinking. He
must be awaked, to share their terror.
It is not kind of him, they feel, not to be
alarmed as they are ; their feelings are
aggravated by seeing him so calm. They
call upon him, therefore. 2 But he is
not affected by the panic ; his waking,
like his sleep, is quiet, and he is still
master of himself awl of the circumstances. He awakes and takes in the
situation, and speaks to the wind and
the waves that are annoying them,
using the words he would address to
a demon." And after he had said these
words, the wind fell at once, and the
sea which had been so stormy became
,-ery quiet.
40. Jesus finds fault with bis companions simply for being afraid. If they
had had faith they would not have been
afraid; his own demeanour shows that.
It was in God, not in him (so Gould),
that they ought to have faith (cf.
2 OLOciuKaAE, Matth. has K.'1Jp1,e 1 Luke E1rttTrci.-ra·
Dalman, Worte Jesu, 269 sqq,, traces all throe
to the Aramaic "Rabbi/' and points out how
,c:1.lpio~ alone remains a designation of the
Risen Christ.
3 Cf. the Greek word here and i. 25.
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v. 36, ix. 23, xi. 22), as he had.
He was not afraid because he believed
God to be taking care of him. He knew
that no harm could happen to him without God's leave, and that God did not
choose that he should come to harm ;
and this he felt so strongly and so constantly that he never thought of danger,
even when in a small boat on a rough
sea. That is the lesson Jesus desired
his followers to learn from this incident,
and in any account of his teaching this
lesson ought to have a place.
41. What these men infer from the
occurrence is, however, something very
different. From one fear they pass to
another, from fear of the elements to
that of the person who had shown
himself able to command the elements.
The disciples, as the story goes, come
to the conclusion that they do not really
know their Master ; lie is a greater
Being than they had taken him to be ;
he is more than human ; and the effect of
this discovery on them is not to increase
their confidence and joy in his society,
but to throw them into a state of fear.
There is little tendency here to magnify the disciples. They are placed
before us as poor sailors, thrown into a
panic by a squall, and, as superstitious
men, ready to imagine spiritual terrors
at small suggestion. Nor are the words

at all softened in which Jesus rebuked
their fears. It is in these features of
the story that we see the original fact
from which the whole sprang. Mark
no doubt means to represent Jesus as
having had power over the winds and
waves, but that power is not claimed
by Jesus himself; it belongs to the
interpretation afterwards put on his
words and demeanour. The Church
early came to think that Jesus could
do all things for his followers, and that
when they had him they were safe from
every storm (Pfleiderer, UrchriBtenthum,
p. 371).
This landing on the east side of the
Sea of Galilee looks as if it were the
end of the journey begun (iv. 35) at
Jesus' wish to go to the other side.
But that journey was entered on in the
evening and delayed by the storm,
while the incidents now to be reported
as taking place on the east shore must
have required several hours of daylight.
The continuity therefore is in form
rather than substance ; it belongs to
Mark, not to the source.
v. 1. There are three forms of the name
of the people with whom Jesus is now
brought in contact. Matthew has
Gadarenes, Luke in the Sinaitic MS.
has Gergesenes. But Gadara, the ea.pi-

1 oiJ-rrw (for oi/rws 1rws} WH's reading, implies a reference to a preceding
passage, which is not to be found ; and it could be formed from the reading
here adopted.
"ra.lia.(Y1JPWV or r,p1'<0"'1/VWV.
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them, Why are you such cowards? Why do you not have
faith ?1 And they were in great fear, and said to one another,
Who then is this, that even the wind and the sea obey him?

41

[Matth. viii. 28-34; Luke viii. 26-39.]
And they came to the other side of the sea, to the country· 1
of the Gerasenes. 2 And on his getting out of the boat, 2
immediately there met him, coming from the burying place,
a man with an unclean spirit who had taken up his abode 3
in the burial vaults, and by this time no one could bind him,
not even with a chain; since he had often been bound 4
with fetters and chains, and the chains he had burst asunder
and the fetters he had broken, and no one was able to tame
him. And continually, both by night and by day, he was 5
in the vaults and in the mountains, crying out and hacking
tal of Peraea, is at a distance from the
Sea of Galilee; and the Gergesenes, if
the name is connected with a tribe of
Girgashites (Gen. x. 16), were west of
the Jordan. In Mark, and also in
Luke, the reading Geraseues is best
supported. It cannot refer to the town
Gerasa on the frontier of Peraea, which
is about 30 miles from the southern end
of the Sea of Galilee. Modern research
has discovered a place called Gersa or
Khersa, on the east side of that sea
(Badeker's Palestine, p. 371 ; Thomson,
Land and the Book, ii. 35), which
satisfies the requirements of our passage,
there being a steep slope from the high
ground into the lake.
On Jesus landing, the encounter at
once takes place which is now narrated. Mark begins with telling us
that a demoniac came out of the place
of burial, which must have been si,tuated
near the lake, and that Jesus had an
interview with him.
(In Matthew
there are two demoniacs). But before
proceeding with the story, Mark has
an elaborate description, awkwardly
introduced and very ungrammatical in
structure, of the state in which the
unfortunate person had been for some
time and now was. This is given more
simply in Luke, whose narrative here
is closer to the source. Luke states
1

that the man had given np wearing
clothes, a fact which Mark omits to
mention here, though he afterwards
speaks of his sitting 'clothed' (ver. 15).
'l'his man, then, had given up living in
the town among men, and had taken up
his abode instead in the place of burial,
which we are to think of as a set of
chambers hewn out of the rocks and
surrounded with horizontal niches for
the reception of the dead. Shelter
from the elements was no doubt to be
found in such a place ; but no one could
have chosen to live here without doing
violence to his natural feelings. By
living in the vaults a man gave himself
up to the spirits that haunted such
places, and became estranged from the
service of the living God. ( Vide supra
Excursus on demoniacs, p. 68, 69, note).
The spirit who dwelt in him was accordingly one of a specially violent and
misanthropical disposition. The efforts
made by his friends to control him and
curtail the power of his dark and evil
demon had only made him fiercer and
driven him more entirely into the
demon's power ; so that by this time
he was entirely abandoned by all men
to his solitude and misery, and added
by his presence to the terrors of the
place where he abode. By night as
well as by day he was in the power of

Have you not yet faith?
as in Matth. ; Gergesenes, as in Luke,

2 Gadarenes,

R, v.

margin.
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the dark and violent spirit; prowling
about the tombs and the hill-sides, and
terrifying the neighbours with his
cries ; and his hands were often turned
against himself. ~lark enhances the
statements of the source, and piles up
a complicated and rugged sentence
worthy of the theme.
6. The meeting was narrated in ver. 2
and is now told again with more particulars. The man recognizes Jesus from a
distance, and uses words identical with
those nsed by t-he demoniac in the
synagogue (i. 24). The Kingdom of C:od
and that of the demons are conflicting
powers; and the demons shrink in terror
from God's representative. Jesus' fame
had been diffused in every direction
(i. 39, iii. 11), and the sensitive miuds
of the possessed had readily picked up
the impression of his extraordinary
powers. The kingdom of Satan, once
it began to fall, fell quickly. The possessed person instead of avoiding the
power which he apprehends will destroy
the spirit that dominates him, goes
straight to Jesus, like the moth to the
candle, does the act of respect he feels
to be due, and then instead of keeping
silence, bursts out speaking in the person
of the spirit what, if that spirit was
to keep its place and power, ought most
to have been kept unspoken. (For this
lack of discretion on the part of persons
possessed see above, p. 72). Here as in
the former passage, the phrase Son of
God has no metaphysical import.
To
the demons Jesus is a son of God in the
sense that he is a Being representing
God, and appears to be sent by God
to bring their power to an end. The
torture apprehended by the demon and

which Jesus is entreated to spare him
is ei thcr the torture of leaving his human
victim, an operation always attended in
the Gospel by painful convulsions, or
the torture which awaits all demons
when the honr of their reckoning comes
and they are committed to their final
place of durance. ~'he demon speaking
through the man beseeches Jesus in the
strongest way to spare him the torture,
which is R.lready beginning, for Jesus
has at once begun the work of expulsion
and is ordering the spirit to come out.
The man who so entirely identifies himself with the spirit and has lost his own
proper volition and personality, is to be
set free from that tyranny.
This conversation is described in imperfects, and we are to suppose that it
went on for some time. Jesus proceeds
in a skilful way, drawing off the miud
of the patient from the main point of
a.ttack,so as not to add to his excitement,
and addressing him on an indifferent
subject, so as to soothe him and make
him feel that he is treated as a sane and
intelligent being, Accnstomed to be
dealt with as a monster and laughed at
and thwarted by those who ventured to
speak to him at all, he becomes tractable
at the touch of kindness and enters into
conversation. The question 'What is
your name?' wus addressed of course to
the man in his own proper person. But
he has lost the habit of speaking in his
own person, and replies in the name of
the demon.
Legion is the demon's
name ; in Aramaic the word can stand
either for the body of men composing
the legion or for the officer commanding
it (Arnold Meyer, p. 49). As the demon
speaks of himself in the singular, the
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himself with stones. And he saw Jesus from a distance and 6
ran and made a salaam to him and uttered a loud cry, saying, 7
What business have you with me, Jesus, you son of the most
high God ? I adjure you by God do not torment me. For 8
he was saying to him, Come out of the man, you unclean spirit.
And he questioned him, What is your name? And he 9
says to him, Legion is my name, for we are many. And 10
he entreated him again and again not to send them out of the
country. Now there was there, on the mountain side, a large rr
herd of swine feeding. And they besought him, saying, Send r2
us into the swine; let us enter into them. And he allowed 13
them. And the unclean spirits went out and entered into the
swine, and the herd rushed down the steep into the sea, about
latter will be the meaning. The man
feels himself possessed by one great
demon who has a regiment of minor
ones attending him, and speaks in their
name. By this time it is clear thut
Jesus is to have hiswaywith the demons,
and the man, having acted so long as
their instrument, does so to the last
moment, and takes to negotiating about
the quarters they are to take up on
leaving him. _First he asks that they
may not be sent out of the country.
The point of this request may be thttt
the man is not quite emancipated yet
from the spirits, and does not want them
sent so far away that they cannot come
back to him (on the return of spirits to
a person from whom they have been
expelled, see Matth. xii. 43 sq.). Other
explanations are that the demons had a
natural liking for the tombs, which
(though they were not the spirits of
dead persons) were a suitable haunt for
them, or that they feared to be sent
into the desert, or to be remitted to the
abyss (so Luke). 1
11. The spirits must have an organism
to inhabit if they are to remain in the
upper order of things and not he relegated to limbo. But the organism need
not necessarily be human. To the disordered fancy of their victim, filled with
low superstition and yet with some

method in his frenzy, it appeared that
the regiment of demons for whom quarters had to be found might very properly
be accommodated in the herd of swine
which was feeding within sight.2 That
will give them a pierl-a-terre in the
neighbourhood; if they go there, he will
not he separated from them as if they
had gone out of the country. Perhaps
it also occurred to him as it certainly has
occurred to many commentators, that the
swine and the demons were a good match
for each other, that unclean spirits might
be content with unclean animals to
dwell in. He at any rate is now to lose
their company. Under Jesus' kindly
treatment he has brought himself to that
point, and by humouring his last suggestion, the suggestion rather of his
lower disordered, than of his better, self,
Jesus gets the change accomplished
which he has been aiming at in the
man's state. Let them go to the swine
by all means, he says, and so the man
is quit of them.
13. The story however, does not end
here. The demons are not fortunate in
their new quarters, and if the man's aim
in suggesting what he did, was to keep
them in the neighbourhood, he was disappointed in this, and was separated
from his demons more completely than
he had expected. The only point in the

1 Nestle, Philologwa Sacra, p. 22 sq., suggests
that "out of the country" in the text here,
stands for the Aramaic ND1nr,S," to the border,"
which was easily confused with N!:l1Ml'17, "to
the depths," as in Luke. Cf. Dalman, Wm·te
J,.u, p. 52.
2 Matth. says "not far off," Mark "on the
mountain side." For an explanation of this

difference in the tradition from the similarity
of two (Syriac) words, see Nestle, Philol. Sac.
p. 2a, and cf. Dalmn.n, TVorte JeM1, p. 52, who
accounts for the difference by the different
geography of the evangelists, the scene being
iu Mark at the lakeside, where the hill was at
hand, i.n Matthew in the Gadarene country,
further inland.
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story that needs to be explained is what
it was that caused the rush of the swine
into the water. If the man believed the
demons were going in that direction, he
wonld himself move in that direction,
in the last paroxysm of the expulsion ;
and this may help to explain what
happened. That the swine perished
was p, matter no Jew could pretend to
regret; and we are left to infer that the
demons, so quickly deprived of their new
lodging, found their career on earth at
an end, and had to go out of the country,
to a distance which precluded all danger
that they should return to their old
victim.
14. Theherdisacommonone,eachfarm
or house having property in it; and the
loss is a public catastrophe. On hearing
of it the people naturally hurry to the
spot, to save perhaps what can still be
l!aved, and at any rate to make sure of
all the circumstances. They may have
gone first to look after their property,
but the writer does not dwell on this ;
he only tells us what bears on the story
of the demoniac. First, we are told

what the people saw on coming from
their houses to where Jesus was. They
saw the demoniac sitting, not running
about nor shouting nor excited and
defiant as they had been used to see him,
but quiet and at rest. They saw him
clothed (Mark only tells us now that
he had given up the use of clothing),
which was a great change, and in his
right mind. He would answer a question
naturally, like any other person. At
seeing this, we are told, they were afraid;
like the disciples in the boat they suspected themselves to be in the presence
of a superior Being, who might have
some strong spirit at his command.
That is what they saw; and then those
who had been present, natives who had
been working near the landing place and
had watched what occurred (Mark had
not mentioned them before), have to tell
their story of what they had seen and
what they had inferred from it. They
had seen the demoniac, at first loud and
violent as usual, gradually calm down
under Jesus' treatment of him, till he
entered into conversation with him.

1

ds ro
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two thousand of them, and were drowned in the sea.
And the herdsmen who had charge of them fled and carried 14
the news to the town and to the farms ; and the people came
to see what had happened. And they come to Jesus and 15
behold the man who was possessed sitting clothed and in his
sober senses, the man who had" Legion," and they were afraid.
And those who had seen it told them how things had gone 16
with the man who was possessed, and about the swine.
And they began to entreat him to depart out of their territory. 17
And as he was embarking in the boat the man who had 18
been possessed entreated him that he might be with him.
But Jesus did not allow him to come but said to him, Go 19
home to your own people and tell them all that the Lord has
done for you and what mercy he has showed you. And 20
he went away and began to proclaim in Decapolis all that
Jesus had done for him, and every one wondered.
[Matth. ix. 18, 19; Luke viii. 40-42.]
And when Jesus had crossed over in the boat to the
other side again,1 a great multitude came together to him,
Then they had seen him plying Jesus
with earnest and repeated entreaty on
behalf of his demons, and had seen him
point to the swine and make movements
of his body towards them as if he himself
were going to get into them. 'rhen
they could tell of the moment when the
man seemed to get rid of bis demous,
perhaps with some last violent movements in the direction of the swine; and
how at that moment the swine took
fright and rushed down the steep bank
never halting till they were immersed
and drowned, one and all.
17, This community asked Jesus to
go away, probably because they credited
him with mysterious powers and feared
his further use of them. We read
before that 'they were afraid.' It is
not said that they bore him ill will for
the material loss they had just suffered ;
but the narrative here is of the briefest.
18. Jesus of course has to comply with
the request of the people, and moves to
the boat. His journey over this new
land has not been a long one and he
leaves it under constraint. If the
1

journey is given by Mark as an example
of a mission on foreign soil, in which
the disciples gained experience (so
Weiss), it was an unsuccessful mission,
and Jesus meets with a rebuff such as
has not happened to him before. But thsl
concluding incident of the story rather
suggests a different point-the Gospel
is preached on the foreign soil ; the
cured demoniac becomes the first missionary (so Volkmar).
But there is no need to look for such
artificial points of view. The closing
incident of the story like its earlier
incidents, is psychologically true and
speaks for itself. .At the last moment
when Jesus, ungraciously dismissed
from the district, is enteringhisboat, the
former demoniac comes forward and
asks to be allowed to come with him and
to become indeed his stated follower
(cf. the phrase iii. 14). No wonder he
should feel such strong attfl,chment to
one by whose firmness, wisdom, and
kindness he has become what he now
is. But Jesus has different views for
him and prescribes for him a life in his

Or, to the other side, again a great •...
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own home among the members of his
family, and the task of preaching there
the greatness and goodness of God
most High. To remember and proclaim what God Almighty has done for
him, will best preserve him from falling
back under the power of demons. The
man, left behind, fulfils the Master's
commands, but not as they were given.
He does give himself to proclaiming
the change that has come over him.
Bnt he does not make his own home
the scene of his message, as Jesus prescribed; he proclaims it far and wirle in
Decapolis, the Ten-town-land, E. of
the Sea of Galilee. And he ascribes
his cure to Jesus himself, not as Jesus
had told him to God Almighty. He
had not learned Jesus' teaching in this
respect; but neither had the immediate
disciples done so (cf. iv. 40, 41).
21. This reads, whichever reading iB
adopted, as if the scene of the " crowd
by the lakeside," repeated itself the
moment Jesus returned across the
water, and as if Jairus came on the
scene immediately after. But it may
be only Mark's way of connecting two
pie<!es of narrative together. When
we try to arrange this part of the story
in the succession of day and night, we
find there is little cohesion in it.
1

The foilowing narrative is not strictly
consecutive with the foregoing; all
that can be said is that it belongs
to the period of the crowds at Capernamn, which also furnished the occasion
of the voyage just described.
In Luke (viii. 40) the multitude is
drnwn up on the shore when Jesus
returns, "for they were all expecting
him," whether they lmd stayed there
all night since his departure, or had
received a signal that his boat was seen
returning. Matthew (ix. 1) drops this
connection entirely.
The two narratives which follow
were tacked together when Mark got
them ; there is no essential connection
between them. Together they furnish
a picture of the incessant and triumphant activity of Jesus, and of the
variety of the claims which were made
on him. He cannot go through the
street to do a work that is asked of
him, without being compelled to do
another on the road.
Those who have resorted to Jesus for
help have till now been of the humbler
sort, of the class which is moved by
sensations and. collects in crowds. Aman of rank and dignity now comes
on the scene bearing a petition to be
laid at the Master's feet. J airus is of
the number of the synagogue-rulers, i.e.

,rapaKaAe,.
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and he was by the sea. And there comes one of the
synagogue-rulers, Jairus by name, and on seeing him falls
down at his feet, and besought 1 him with many words,
saying, My little daughter is in extremities; will you not
come and lay your hands on her that she may recover and
live. And he set out with him. And a great multitude
went with him, and they pressed upon him on every side.

22

23

24

[Matthew ix. 20-22; Luke viii. 43-48.J
And a woman who had a hemorrhage for twelve years 25
past, and had suffered a great deal at the hands of many 26
physicians, and had expended her whole means and got no
benefit from it all but rather had grown worse, having 27
heard about Jesus, came up behind in the crowd and touched
his robe; for she said, If I could touch, were it but his 28
clothes, I shall recover. And immediately the hemorrhage 29
dried up, and she knew in her body that she was cured of her
of the dignitaries who arranged the
service and kept order in the meetings ;
in what synagogue he officiates there is
no need to tell ; Capernaum would
have a number of different congregations (Sehiirer, Chap. 27, Div. II. vol.
ii. p. 68 8q. ). But if J airns is a proud
man on the Sabbath in the synagogue,
he puts his pride away on this occasion,
even falling at the feet of the Rabbi in
a public place and plying him with
entreaties which the bystanders can
•hear. He is in one of those situations
which cause even iLn official to forget
his dignity and to express himself in
the direct language of the heart. His
little daughter (a diminutive of affection, cf. Yer. 42; but Mark is fond of
diminutives, 1rAau£pt.ov, iii. 9, Ku11cipwv't
vii. 28, lx0uowv, viii. 7, etc.) is in the
last stage of an illness, which is not
named; but the ruler thinks that if
.Jesus will come and deal with her case,
employing the method of laying on
of hands (see on i. 41, vi. 5), she may
yet recover; and he urges and entreats
him to do so, not desisting from his
urgency till Jesus consents to go.
Nothing is said in this instance of
.Jesus' unwillingness to attempt what is
required of him ; he did not consent at
1

once, anil what explanations the father
adder! to his entreaties we are not told.
No wonder that the scene has been
eagerly witnessed by a crowd, and that
they accompany Jesus and press round
him on the street as he goes to the
ruler's house, to see what will come
of it.
In Matthew the girl is said by her
father to be dead ; in Luke he has left
her dying.
25. The ~tory now following is preserved in a much simpler formin Matthew
(ix. 20-22), where there is no mention
of the crowd, nor of Jesus' enquiry who
had touched him, and feeling that his
virtue harl gone out, nor of the discussion with the disciples, nor of the
confession of the woman.
Mark's
elaborations are adopted with some
modification by Luke .
Jesus is in the middle of a crowd,
who are escorting him to see a new
proof of his power, when this woman,
type for all ages of the sensitiveness
and the eager faith of womanhood,
comes up behind him. An elaborate
description, matching that of the Gerasene demoniac (ver. 3-5) in its cumbrous
accumulation of circumstances in one

beseeches.
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Jesus as having consciously done anything: for the cure of this woman. In
the simplest narrative (Matthew) he
tells her that her faith has cured her,
and no other agency is spoken of. In
Mark also the words as to her faith are
given, but another account of the cure
is worked into the story. Jesus himself
is made to share the belief of this
woman and of others, that to touch
him was a remedy. In ver. 30 we are
given to understand that Jesus had,
and knew he had, a power going out
from his person apart from any exercise
of his will, and that he recognized on
this occasion that a draft had been
made on that power, and that it had
gone out. This belief provides the
motive of the rest of the scene, in which
enquiry is made for the person who has
obtained the benefit of Jesus' power
without applying to him for it. On
his turning round to enquire who had
touched him the disciples are ready
with the answer that there are people
touching him all round. They do not
know that there is any sick person in question, and apparently they do not
understand about the special virtue of
his touch ; they do not yet know that
the Saviour may be touched in various

sentence, places her history and her
views on this occasion before us. It
is not mentioned thi,t her complaint
makes her ritually unclean ; yet
that no doubt would add to her distress.
She has come through a great deal of
suffering, and has seen her fortune
melt away in the attempt to find relief,
so that she is now deprived of hope and
comfort. But she has heard about
Jesus, and has come to the conclusion,
like the leper, and the synagogue-ruler,
that he could help her. She shares the
belief entertained as we saw by many
(see iii. 10), that his touch is sovereign.
It need not be the touch of his hand
(" lay thy hands upon her and she shall
recover"), and perhaps what she requires can be obtained without his
knowing about it. Only to touch his
clothes, she thinks, will serve her
purpose. Aud so she slips up behind
him in the crowd, where she will never
be observed, but can slip away again
at once when she has stolen the cure
she thinks within her reach. In
Matthew and Luke it is his fringe or
tassel that she touches, believing the
virtue to be present to the very extremities of his garment.
30. None of the evangelists represents
2

Ovya-r71p.

3

ci,coVua~.
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complaint. And immediately Jesus, perceiving in himself that
the power proceeding from him had gone forth, turned round
in the erowd and said, Who touched my clothes ? And
his disciples said to him, You see the crowd pressing on you
all round, and do you say, 'Who touched me?' And he
looked round to see her who had done it. But the woman,
afraid and trembling,1 knowing what had happened to her,
came and fell down before him and told him all the truth.
And he said to her, Daughter, your faith has wrought
your cure ; depart in peace, and be free from your complaint.

30
31

32
33

34

[Matthew ix. 23-26; Luke viii. 49-56.]
While he is yet speaking people come from the synagogue- 35
ruler's house saying, Your daughter is dead; why do you
trouble the Master any further? But Jesus heard 2 what 36
they said, and says to the synagogue-ruler, Do not be afraid,
only believe. And he allowed no one to go with him 37
that her faith has led her to the true
agency of cure. And then she is bidden
to depart with his blessing, and to
remain in good health for the future.

ways and to various issues. (In Luke
their foolish reply is somewhat improved). Nor does the woman answer
to his spoken enquiry. But when he
looks round to satisfy himself who it
was of those about him that had drawn
on his unconscious aid, she can no
longer withdraw from him. Her state
of mind is described with the touches
Mark loves to give. She is afraid and
trembling, whether at finding her
attempt at privacy defeated and many
eyes falling upon her, or because she
has just come in contact with a suprahuman power and now confronts its
owner. She has no doubt that she is
the person sought for, since she has
touched Jesus to such good effect, and
so she throws herself on the ground
at his feet and tells all she had striven
to conceal. The words addressed to
her by Jesus do not carry her cure
with them, as in Matthew they possibly
are understood to do ; the cure is
already effected.
" Daughter " he
names her, as he named the paralytic
"child " (ii. 5), and assures her that
her faith has cured her, which in x. 52
is apparently to be taken literally, but
after the words about the power issuing
from Jesus (v. 30) can only mean here
1

35. Jairus' family have been aware of
his intention to apply to Jesus; while the
child was only in extremities he might
be able to help. But after the ruler
left the house a change had taken place
in her state ; they see that she is dead,
are convinced that Jesus cannot possibly
now do anything, and send a message
to prevent him from corning. But
Jesus is not to be turned back from an
errand of mercy on which he has set
out; he will not disappoint the hopes
which have been fixed on him. If we
knew what the malady in question was,
and what the ruler told Jesus about
the case, we should be better able to
judge of this point of the story. At
any rate Jesus encourages the ruler not
to despair, but to have faith in God
that all is not lost. Fear and belief
are exclusive of each other here as at
iv. 40. One should always, Jesus holds,
believe that God is present and is
ordering all things for good ; then no
danger or ill-tidings will be able to
terrify. It is not therefore in reliance

on account of what she had done secretly.
I

2

Or, paid no attention to.
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on any extraordinary power of his own,
but iu reliance on God's goodness and
power, that he proceeds with the ruler
to his house. What is to take place,
however, when he gets there, is not to
be public; not even all of his twelve
immediate followers fl,re to go with
him ; at this point the others are dismissed, only Peter, James, and John,
designated here, as formerly, as brother
of James, are allowed to go on. This
inner circle of disciples appears here for
the first time. The crowd which was
following is apparently dismissed on
the street, and made to come no
farther. In Luke, however, it is only
on arriving at Jairus' house that Jesus
forbids the crowd to follow him
farther.
38. In Eastern countries the ceremonies following a death are entered on
and carried through without loss of time.
In this case the mourners must have
been summoned with extreme rapidity,
for when J esns arrives 1,t the house
just after the message had come that
the child was dead they are already at
their task. On approaching the door
it is at once seen that the mourning is
going on. There is a tumult about the
door, and the ululation within is
heard on the street. Jesus, however,
strong in the conviction that God can
help and that it is wrong to despair,
goes boldly in, and before having seen
the child declares at once that mourning
and weeping are out of place, because
she is not dead but sleeping.
The
words are understood by those present
in their natural sense, and not of
death as a sleep. J esns is declaring,
they think, that death has not taken

'

place; death has not taken place
when the mourning is already going
on!
40. Jesus, however, is not to be trifled
with, and in spite of their ridiculing
his assertion about the child, he takes
the strong hand with them and brings
the mourning to a close, turning the
mourners out of the house. \Vhatever
the idea was with which he supported
the courage of the father and came on
to the house in the face of the message
to the contrary, he is determined to
act on his own conviction, and at once
does so. The house being quiet, so
that God's presence and help can be
realized once more, he steps at once to
the inner room where the patient is,
taking with him only those who are
in full sympathy with him. No one
is to be present who is not deeply concerned about the issue, no one who has
not faith in Gocl's power. The modus
operandi is that which we have had
before in the case of Peter's wife's
mother and of the paralytic (i. 31, iii. 5).
He takes the patient by the hand, and
calls on her to make an effort. She at
once responds to the summons, and, in
fact, does much more than she is told :
she not only sits up in bed, hut stands
on her feet and walks about. She was
not quite a child, we are told, in explanation, partly, perhaps, of this and
partly of the father's phrase, ver. 23 ;
she was a girl of twelve, though from
the father's speaking of "my little
daughter," when he applied to Jesus
about her, one might not have understood her to be so old.
The surprise of those present at
seeing this great work is spoken of
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but Peter, ancl James, and John, James' brother. And they 38
come to the synagogue-ruler's house; and he beholds a tumult,
and people making a great weeping and lamentation. And 39
on entering he says to them, Why this tumult and crying?
The child is not dead but sleeping. And they derided him. 4°
But he put them all out, and then taking with him the
father of the child and the mother and his own followers, he
goes in where the child was. And taking the child by the +1
hand he says to her TALITHA CUM, which may be translated,
Damsel, I tell you, rise. And immediately the damsel got 42
up and walked, for she was about twelve years old. .And
they were seized at once with the greatest amazement.
And he gave many injunctions that no one should know of it, 43
and he told them to supply her with food.
in the very strongest phrases. They
"were out of themselves with amazement," one might translate the words.
They had all taken the view that it was a
case for mourning; Jesns alone had held
that God's help was still to be looked
for. But he does not want to be spoken
of as one who is able to raise the dead;
the people in the house, who regarded
the child as dead, may say this about
him if they are not specially warned ;
and so, in pursuance of his policy of
silence, Jesus enjoins that this work of
power is not to be spoken of. What
he told them to say to those waiting
to learn the issue of his visit, and
to friends who saw the child living
after having been toltl that she had
died, we do not hear. Before leaving
the house he says something about her
being fed, giving, perhaps, some directions as to her diet, as a wise physician
should.
This story as Mark tells it is ambiguous; it is impossible to determine
whether the case is one of real or only
of apparent death. Jesus acts throughout as if the child were not dead ; it is
on that view that he consents to go with
the ruler to his house, and he persists
in that view when the message arrives
that she is dead, exhorting the ruler
not to give up hope but still trust in
God. (In Luke, whose account here

agrees with Mark's, the words are
a,lded, 'and she will recover,' implying that death has not taken place).
Had he believed death to have taken
place he must have expressed himself
differently (cf. John xi. 21-23).
At
the house he still holds to the view
that the child is not dead but sleeping,
which the mourners understand literally; and he treats her as a living
person, calling on her to make an effort
for her own recovery. If Mark's account
stood alone, there could be little doubt
as to the purport of the story. Here
the child is not really but only apparently dead; her spirit has not departed
definitely, but only for & time.1 It is in
Matthew that the case is treated from
the first as one of real death. Jesus is
told by the ruler that his daughter is
dead, and undertakes the task of restoring to life a person who has died and is
beyond all human care. In Matthew,
accordingly, the words 'not dead but
sleeping' have another significance,
and express the Christian view of
death, that it is not a final state but
a transition, like sleep, from which
there is an awakening at the call of
the Saviour. We see, as Holtzmann
says, how the story grows in the reports
we have of it, and we can also infer
something as to its growth at an earlier
stage.

lSee a.paperinZeitsch1·. fiir die neutestam.ent•
.Uche Wissen,chaft, i. ,4, by S. A. Fries. on the
views held by Jesus as to the resurrection of
the dead, where it is pointed out that the signs

of the occurrence of death were not so well
known in N.T. times aa they are now, so that
mistakei were more possible. E;,pas. Times,
xii. (Mar. 1901),),. 256.
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Jesus at Nazareth, vi. l-6a.
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vi. 1. The connection is loose. The
narrative which follows belongs to the
height of the ministry. On a tour away
from his usual headquarters, which he
is briefly said to have left, Jesus comes
to his native town, i.e. to Nazaret.
Even if Mark knew of the birth at
Bethlehem, which he does not mention,
he could call the place where Jesus'
parents were at home, and where he
himself had been brought up, his native
place. (Matthew adopts Mark's phrase
about Nazaret, his story of the infancy
notwithstanding). Earlier in the ministry Jesus appears to have avoided
Nazaret; his family might still have
designs upon him, such as we hear of in
chap. iii. Now he i"s stronger than at
that· time; he is accepted by many as
a prophet, and when he appears at
N azaret he comes there as a Rabbi
who is well known and has a following.
,ve must beware of filling up ~lark's
brief account, as Dr. Swete does, with
details drawn from Luke iv. In Luke
the discourse at Nazaret forms the
opening declaration of the ministry,
Jesus appealing first of all to the people
of his own town, as Paul in the Acts
does to the Jews, and after their rejection of him going to Capernaum, as
Paul goes to the Gentiles(cf. the heathen
Naaman and the heathen widow of
Sarepta; Luke iv. 24-27).
Interpreting Mark from himself alone, we observe
that Jesus' family do not, as might have
1

Omit ol.

been expected, appear by his side on
this occasion. Nor is his word in such
demand as at the Lake of Galilee (iii. 7,
iv. 1). Only when the Sabbath comes
round is his mouth opened. On that
day a public teacher must be found in
the synagogue where the hope and the
duty of Israel are considered; and
Jesus is there, aud speaks to the
people who have known him from his
youth.
2. His townspeople are not able to
take in his greatness, with perhaps some
exceptions, for the phrase used (with
either reading) suggests that such there
were, but no details are given about
these. The minds of his fellow-townsmen are already occupied with certain
views about him, based on his life at
N azaret before he became famous and
on their familiarity with his relatives,
and they cannot at once change these
views. Not that they are not greatly
\ struck by his preaching and doctrine,
, and by the wonderful power of his
i person. But they cannot understand
, how he can be so great. He has
enjoyed no professional education, but
is a self-taught man. It is very extraordinary that he should have learned
so much. Vi'hat he speaks is undoubtedly wisdom-it approves itself
to the mind and is not mere talk-that
cannot be denied, but where did he get
it? It is not scribe-wisdom, and he
is not sent by any one to teach as he
2
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[Matthew xm. 53-58; Luke iv. 16-30.]
And he went out from there and comes to his own native 1
place, and his disciples follow him. And when the Sabbath 2
came round, he began to teach in the synagogue; and most of
the people 1 were astonished when they heard him and said,
Where did the man get all this ? and What is the wisdom
that is given him, and such works of power too, as take place
through his hands ? Is not this the craftsman,2 the son of 3
Mary and the brother of James and Joses and Judas and
Simon? And are not his sisters here with us? And they
were offended at him. And Jesus said to them, A prophet 4
is not without honour except in his native place and among
his own kindred and in his own home. And he was not 5
.able to do any work of power there, except that he laid his
hands on a few sick people and cured them. And he 6a
wondered at their unbelief.
noes ; it is impossible to account for it.
And the works of power that are
accomplished through his hands are by
no means trifling, according to the
.accounts that have come to Nazaret;
what is to be said about them? It is
impossible to account for them by anything his townsmen know of his early
<lays. In what they remember of him
there was nothing to point to any distinction. He is known to them, not as
a scholar or a teacher or public speaker,
but as an artificer (Matthew says the
son of the artificer)-one who had
carried on some kind of manual labour.
Early fathers speak of his having been
a carpenter and having made ploughs
and yokes; the people of Capernaum,
so far as the Greek word goes, do not
specify the kind of work. Further he
is known to them as the son of Mary.
Mark knows nothing of his having
been born in any extraordinary way ;
to his fellow-townsmen at any rate he
is simply the son of a woman who is
living among them and well known to
them. Her husband is not mentioned
.and may be supposed to have been
by this time dead. There arc four
brothers whose names are given,1 and
some sisters. The whole family appear

to be living together at this time at
Nazaret; see on chap. iii. 21, 31.
To the people of Nazaret the contrast between what they know Jesus
to he in point of family and early
history and what they see him to be
now, is too gr·eat to he reconciled.
They cannot bring the two views to
agree, and so they take offence at one
who has placed before them such a
difficult problem and refuse to consider
his claims or his message. ~,it this we
can scarcely wonder. To ourselves the
facts of the earlier life of Jesus as
here suggested to us present a very
baffling, if fascinating problem. The
thoughts he uttered in his preaching
must have been in his mind when he
lived an undistinguished life at Nazaret and was known to his neighbours
simply as a craftsman. He must then
have been accumulating the observations of nature and of human life
which were to illustrate his preaching,
and must have then formed his views
as to the meaning of Scripture and
the relation of the system of the
Scribes to true religion. Yet he never
preached, and was not known as one
who had anything important to say.
It is a complete surprise to his mother

l ,fark speaks of Joses, ~fatthew of Joseph.
1

Or, many.

2

son of the craftsman (as Matth. ).
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Mission of the Twelve, vi. 6b-ll.
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and family and to his neighbours,
when he begins to deliver a message
as a prophet. His family declare him
to be out of his mind ; his townspeople
refuse to face the problem he presents
to them.
The tenor of the sayings is reported
to us which this action of his countrymen caused Jesus to make. He said
more than this, but this sentence sums
up his view on the subject. It belongs
to the office of the prophet, he declares
in a little proverb, that he should be
treated in this way. Of his general
reception in the country he cannot
complain, and if his own town, his own
relatives, his own family, have no
honour to giv-e him, that was to be
expected; it is the common lot of all
prophets and he is in good company.
As his countrymen did not believe
in him nor expect anything at his
hands, his power to do great things
was not called forth. "He was not
able," the evangelist frankly says.
The conditions were too much for
him. Only some unimportant cases
of sickness did he treat, laying his
hands on the patients.
A little
faith sufficed for all that was needed
in these cases ; and so much faith
these persons had (\Veiss). And in
conclusion we are told that he wondered at the unbelief of his fellowtownsmen. He was able to account
for it, and to see it to be a thing every
prophet must lay his account with,
yet it grieved him. That the people
among whom he had grown up and
whom he had watched with such profound interest, gathering from them
his rich knowledge of human character,
that these men and women familiar to
him and loved by him should sympathize with him so little, this could
not fail to grieve. Why should these
of all men be so cold and hard?
l

6b. No precise connectiou. A preaching tour is mentioned, and serves to
introduce the following narrative of the
independent mission of the Twelve.
The visit to Nazaret no doubt took
place on such a tour; but more we
cannot say. It marks the unpretending,
and, at the same time, the national
character of the ministry of Jesus that
he goes specially to the villages (cf. i.
38). Had he wished to address Gentiles
he would have gone to the towns, as
Paul did; but it is his own countrymen
· who are to be roused, and he goes to
their settlements. Such an injunction
as Matt. x. 23 belongs to a later period.
The preaching is now multiplied. The
Twelve were called at first, we heard
(iii. 14), that they might be with him,
and that he might send them out to
preach. They have now been with him
some time and are fnll enough of his
ideas to carry on the propaganda.
They can be sent out by themselves.
The first sending out of the missionaries by the founder is, in every religion
where it takes place, a matter of the
deepest interest to later believers, who
behold in this act the first appearance,
if only in germ, of the institutions and
modes of action to which they are
accustomed. The narrative of the first
sending, moreover, is apt to reflect
differences of practice which afterwards
came in (see Sacred Books of the East,
vols. xiii., xvii., and xx. ).
It is so in the present instance. The
synoptic Gospels contain four versions
of the Master's charge to the missionaries; for that to the Seventy in Luke
x. is evidently traceable to the same
original as that to the Twelve in Luke
ix. Mark is true here to the views we
have always found him to hold as to
the earliest procedure in connection
with the Gospel, but we cannot be sure
that his tradition represents the earliest

e,/lucra,;0a,.
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[Matthew ix. 35--x.; Luke ix. 1-5; x. 1-12.J
A.nd he went round about the villages teaching. And 6b
7
he calls to him the Twelve, and began to send them out two
by two, and he gave them power over the unclean spirits.
And he told them to take nothing for their journey but 8
just a stick ; they were not to take bread, nor a wallet, nor
any copper in their girdle (but they were to be shod with 9
sandals); and do not, he said, put on two tunics. And 10
narrative in every particular.
The
disciples are sent out in pairs 1 (the
monks of Buddhism went singly). This
was the practice of the early Church
in most of the cases which are recorded.
Compare Acts iii. 1, viii. 14, xiii. 2.
The general description of the function
of the missionaries is very imperfect.
Mark does not even say that they are
to preach ; that h:i.s to be gathered
from the earlier statement (iii. 14) and
from what follows. Nor are we told
that they are to deal with cases of
sickness. In Matthew and Luke, where
they are told what they are to preach,
they are also directed to tend the sick
(Matt. x. 8, Luke ix. 2), but in Mark
this duty is not entrusted to them
either in iii. 14 or here. The evangelist
has no doubt of Jesus' power to cure
diseltse, as Jesus unquestionably believed himself to have the power. All
religious teachers were in that age
expected to exercise powers of healing,
and the missionaries do deal with cases
of sickness (vi. 13), though in a very
simple way, while gifts of healing are
found in the Church afterwards (1 Car.
xii. 9, James v. 14 sq.). Yet the Master
is not said to have told his disciples to
cure diseases, and considering his a ttitude when requested to do so himself
(see on i. 41 sqq., ii. 5), it may be
doubted whether he regarded the work
of cure as forming a special part of his
mission. No such doubt attaches to
the work of exorcism. The disciples
are to regard it as part of their duty.
Are they to exorcise in the name of
Jesus ? It is not so said here, but see
ix. 38 sq., xvi. 17, Luke x. 17, Acts xix.
13. If Jesus was known throughout
the country, and by none better than
by the demons themselves, to be gifted
with a power before which their disorder was coming to an end, his disciples
1

would appeal to his authority, and
would feel that in this part of their
work they had a weapon which the sons
of the Pharisees could not wield.
8. In Matthew and Luke x. the missionaries are to go barefoot. There is
therefore a contradiction at this point,
Matthew aud Luke saying, No footgear (1hroo,jµ,aTa) ! while Mark says
sandals '. Some early controversy is
no doubt reflected. Matthew and Luke
ix. forbid a stick, which Luke x. does
not mention and Mark enjoins. Mark
forbids brass money, used in Palestine,
Luke ix. silver, i.e. money generally, as
used in other lands (Wright); Matthew
combines tra(litions and forbids gold,
silver, and brass. The differences are
not of great importance ; they only
prevent us from drawing a complete
picture of the Christian apostle, such
as can be given of the Buddhist monk
of the earliest time. If the Master
prescribed a rule and gave certai11
instructions as to the equipment of his
representaLives on their preaching tours,
the rule was elastic and capable of
change. What is said about the wallet
for provisions, the purse for money, and
the two tunics shows that the missionaries were to carry nothing they could
do without, and that they were to
depend for their subsistence on those
to whom they preached.
Paul distinctly says (1 Car. ix. 14), that the Lord
gave this inju11ction, and Matthew and
Luke x. have the injunction here.
10. Another saying is added, with
"And he said," as if it were a saying from
another source. The missionaries are
not to be too nice about their quarters.
In Matthew they are to make enquiry
for some worthy citizen, but here, apparently, they are to take their chance,
and not to change their lodgings till
they leaYe the place. This implies, on

For the natural reason of this cf. Latham's Pastor Pastorum, p. 297.
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Success of the disciples, vi, 12, 13.
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the one hand, that they are full of the
momentous importance of their mission.
The warnings and the blessings which
they bring are of such value that they
can well claim for the sake of them a
few days' hospitality. On the other
hand, the Gospel would by this mode of
procedure be planted in households and
spread from the house where the rnissiomtries had been entertained to the
rest of the place. Compare the church
in the.house of Stephanas, l Cor. i. 16,
of Aquila and Priscilla, 1 Cor. xvi. 19,
and other instances in Paul.
If, on the contrary, the missionaries
meet with a bad reception in some place,
if they are not welcomed nor their message received with respect, they are to
take a bold line in such a case. They
are not to think for a moment that they
are to blame or that their message is at
fault, and on leaving the place they are
to perform a well-known symbolic act
to show that they are clear of all responsibility for what has happened. The
Gospel has been preached in that place,

2
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and the inhabitants alone must bear the
blame for the disastrous consequences
of its refusal. As to what these consequences are, see Matth. x. 15, xi. 2024, cf. Luke x, 10-16, and the variant to
the same effect here.

12. The preaching is here summed up
in its first word. The disciples must have
preached a great deal more than is here
reported : but their preaching no doubt
opened with the announcement of the
great event which was shortly coming
upon the world to try all the lives and
actions of men, and with an exhortation
to prepare for that event. Mark, who
has given no account of the preaching of
Jesus, can onlr i:1di~ate very generally
that of the d1sc1ples, but his readers
understood well enough what it had
l)een. In the work of casting ont
demons they were very successful, as
we Etre prepared to expect. As to their
cures, they only attempt simple cases ;
they cure 'sick persons,' like Jesus at
Nazareth (ver. 5) where his power was

,urn, -:f.oooµ,o,s
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he said to them, Wherever you go into a house, stay there
till you leave the place. And if a place does not receive 1 1 r
you and the people there will not listen 1 to you, when you are
leaving, shake off the dust under your feet, for a testimony to
them. 2
[Luke ix. 6.]
And they went out and preached that men should repent. 12
And they cast out many demons and anointed with oil many 13
sick persons . and cured them.
[Matthew xiv. 1, 2; Luke ix. 7-9.J
And king Herod heard of it, for his name was now 14
before the public, and people were saying 3 that "John the
Baptist is risen from the dead, and that is the reason why
these powers work in him." But others said, He is Elijah, 15
.and others said, He is a prophet like one of the prophets.
But Herod, when he heard of it, said, The man whom I 16
beheaded, John, he is risen.
prevented from showing itself. They
do this according to a method which
was afterwards continued in the Church
{James v. 14), though Jesus himself is
not reported to have used it. In Luke
their success on this side is more marked.
Their exorcisms are not mentioned till
afterwards (x. 17), but they are here
said to have dealt with cases of sickness
wherever they went.
vi. 14-viii. 26. JESUS AT THE HEIGHT
OF Hrs AcTIVI'l'Y.
H. In Luke ix. 7, where we have the
same source, it is the mission of the
Twelve that Herod hears of: Mark indicates this less clearly. That mission,
in which the disciples, no doubt, spoke
-of their Master as the source of their
teaching and appealed to his name in
acts of exorcism and healing, advanced
public discussion about Jesus to a
farther stage. His name had already
been public, i. 28, iii. 8 ; but curiosity
was now actively awakened about him,
1

and various theories were being tried to
account for him and for the ' powers'
he wrought, which his own fellowtownsmen had found so inexplicable
{vi. 2). It is here for the first time in
Mark, if we except the utterance of the
demoniacs and the imported references
to the Son of Man in chap. ii., that we
find Jesus connected with the Messianic
thought of his day. The question being
raised, " What are we to think of this
new teacher who has not passed through
the schools and vet teaches with such
authority and possesses such power
over the demons and in cases of sickness ? " more answers than one are
forthcoming. Some think of John the
Baptist. All, we know, held John for
a prophet, and the people do not readily
surrender their hero to the grave. He
had been done to death in a frontier
castle (Josephus, Antiq. xviii. 5, 2), but
God had raised him up again, they
judged, as heroes are raised up by God;
and in Jesus, who preached the same

As for those who will not receive you nor listen.
Add, Assuredly I tell you, It will be more tolerable for Sodom or Gomorrah
in the day of judgment than for that town.
3 he said.
2
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Story of the death of the Baptist, vi. 17-29.
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message, John's energy still lived.
Others, again, held that Jesus was
Elijah. It was a current belief of the
day that Elijah must come before the
Messiah could appear (Matth. xi. 14,
xvii. 10-12): his coming was predicted
by Malachi {iv. 5, cited in Mai:k i. 2) as
a preliminary to the advent of the great
Day of the Lord. This theory connected
,T esus more closely than the former one
with the great act of judgment. And
others said he was a prophet like one of
the prophets, not, that is to say, specially connected at all with the final
winding up of affairs, but, like the prophets of old, inspired-forJesus certamly
was inspired-to preach to his own
generation, as the prophets had totheirs. 1
Now we know what it was that
Herod heard. He is here called King
though his rank was less, a mistake
which Matthew (xiv. 1) and Luke (ix. 7)
avoid. What we know of him brings him
before us as a lawless and half civilized
ruler, more heathen than Jew, yet with
an ear for Jewish religious ideas, and
both luxurious and superstitious.
The heads of the discussion going on
in the country reach the Court at
Tiberias, and Herod's conscience helps
him to decide among the conflicting
theories as to the secret of Jesus'
power. As Macbeth sees Banquo at
the feast, so Herod sees John, the man
who had appealed so strongly to his

better nature and whom he had so·
weakly surrendered. He has no doubt
that it is John returned from the dead
to confound him.
There follows the story of Herod's
dealings with John, told. by Mark at
much greater length than by either
Matthew or Luke, and with many
added details.
17. Jewish law not only allows, but in
certain circumstances obliges, a man to
marry the wife of a brother who has
died (Deut. xxv. 5), but it forbids him
to marry the wife of a brother who is
living (Levit. xviii. 16, xx. 21). This
Herod had done. He divorced the
daughter of Aretas Kiug of Arabia, to
marry ll crodias wife of his half-brother
Herod, son of Herod the Great by
Mariamme of Jerusalem. This is told in
detail in Josephus {Antiq. xviii. 5, 1. 4).
Thus Josephus calls the brother whom
Herod Antipas wronged in this way, by
the name of Herod, while in Mark (and
Matthew where, however, the text is
doubtful) he is called Philip. Many
scholars add the two statements together and say that Herodias' first
husband was called Herod Philip.
Others consider that the Gospel narrative is here in error. Antipas and
Herodias had a daughter Salome who
was about twenty years old at the date
of the story before us, and who became

I Jeremiah, named in Matth, xvi. 14, seems to be an usher of the Messianic Age, like Elijah.
See ou this subject SchUrer, Hi11tory of the Jewish People, section 2~.
2
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[Matthew xiv. 3-12; Luke iii. 19, :20.]
For he, Herod, had sent and seized John and put him
in chains in prison, on account of Herodias, his brother
Philip's wife, because he had married her; for John said to
Herod, It is not lawful for you to have your brother's wife.
But Herodias was enraged at him 1 and wished to put
him to death and was not able; for Herod feared John,
knowing him to be a good man and a holy, and took good
care of him; and when he heard him he was much exercised,2
and yet he liked to hear him. And on the arrival of a
favourable day, when Herod on the occasion of his birthday
gave a banquet to his chief officials and to the colonels and
to the notables of Galilee, the daughter of Herodias 3 came
in and danced ; and Herod and his guests were pleased. And
the wife of Herod's brother Philip,
tetrarch of Ituraea (Luke iii. 1). Philip
is the name of Herod's son-in-law, but
is taken by the evangelists to be that
of his wife's first husband. The story
has other serious difficulties besides
this one. Josephus, who narrates the
arrest of John, assigns a different
motive for it from that given here, viz.
that Herod was jealous of John's
power over the people. Mark's narrative, on the other hand, implies that
Herod and the Baptist had met and
conversed together before the latter
was arrested. John made himself the
mouthpiece of the strong indignation
which Herod's marriage had excited
in the public mind, and charged
Herod with acting in defiance of the
law, to which nominally at least the
Herods adhered. It was from pique
at this bold speaking and not from
any public motive such as Josephus
alleges, that Herod ordered him to be
put in prison. It is not impossible that
there may be truth in both accounts.
The statement of Josephus that Machaerus, a fortress on the Arabian frontier
of Antipas' territory not far from the
shores of the Dead Sea, was the scene
of John's imprisonment, has never
been doubted.
1

19. The relations developed between
Herod and the Baptist after the arrest
are a special feature of Mark's narrative. They remind us of those between
Paul and Felix (Acts xxiv. 22-26),
where also we have a potentate defending a prisoner from designs against
his life, and feeling strongly but ineffectively the moral and religious
influence of that prisoner. In Matthew,
Herod wants to put John to death but
fears the people ; in Mark, he fears
John and keeps him alive.
21. An overloaded sentence (cf. chap.
v. 2-5 and 25-28). John's arrival at
Machaerus (for the scene of the following incident is close to his prison, and
the difficulty of supposing such a
gathering to have taken place at the
remote fortress is not insurmountable)
gives Herodias her opportunity; what
Herod would not do for her when
alone, he may be inveigled into doing
when a large company is present; and
the dancing is intended by the mother,
-hence the "favourable day"-to produce the result now told us. Salome,
daughter of Herodias by her former
maniage with Aretas, was married to
Philip soon after this incident (see
Schiirer's History of the Jewish People,
Div. I., section I 7, vol. ii. p. 22 sqq.)

Or, laid wait for him.
Or, he did much that he heard from him; see Nestle, Introd., E. Tr., p. 264.
3 Or, his daughter Herodias.
This well-supported reading makes Herod's wife
and her daughter have the same name.
~
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Return of the disciples-Withdrawal with them, v1. 30-32.
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but is here spoken of as a Kop,fowv.
Strange that a princess on the verge of
womanhood should thus make a show
of herself before so mixed a company ;
she, Herodias, it was, as Mark emphatically puts it, who caused this to be done.
The king falls at once into the snare
thus laid for him, and commits himself
to his step-daughter befo1·e all his
guests, swearing an oath to keep him
from going back on his word. It
throws some light on the composition
of the story, that the words used by
the king in bidding the girl claim her
reward, are the same as those spoken
by Ahasnerus to Esther (Esth. v. 3, 5).
As Herod has no kingdom to dispose
of, but is only a vassal, the words do
not suit him so well as they did the
Persian monarch.
24. Mother and daughter, bound together by older ties than those connecting them with Herod, understand each
other thoroughly. The mother has her
answer ready to the req nest she had
1

t

'
'
oZ €pxoµ€JJOL
Ka/' Ol' U7rU')IOVT€<;'
I

known her daughter would bring her ;
and the daughter enters eagerly into
the mother's plan, skips into the
banqueting hall, and out with her request before Herod has had time to
think, adding of her own wit that the
head is to be given her on a plate, and
at once.
The guests who saw the
dancing are to see the granting of the
boon.
26. No circumstance is spared us of the
proceedings by which the revengeful
woman got her will accomplished.
"Speculator," the Latin word used
here nnd also in Hebrew writings to
describe an executioner, means a scout
or spy. The word is applied to the
guard at a court or an officer's quarters,
who had various functions to discharge,
and among them this one. See Schiirer's
very full statement on the subject, and
Swete's note here.
The evangelist
records that the great prophet received
proper burial at the hands of his disciples.
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the king said to the girl, Ask whatever you like and I
will give it you.
And he swore to her, I will give
you whatever you ask, up to the half of my kingdom.
And she went out and said to her mother, What shall
I ask? And she said, The head of John the Baptist. And
she went in at once with haste to the king, and asked him,
I wish you to give me at once the head of John the Baptist
on a dish. And the king was very much distressed, but on
account of his oaths and of the guests at his table he was unwilling to refuse her. And immediately the king sent a scout
and ordered him to bring his head. And the guard went
and beheaded him in the prison and brought his head on a
dish and gave it to the girl, and the girl gave it to her mother.
And when his disciples heard of it, they came and took
his corpse and laid it in a tomb.

23

24
2

5

26
27
28

29

[Luke ix. 10; x. 17-20.]
And the apostles come together to Jesus; and they re- 30
ported to him all they had done and all they had taught.
And he says to them, Come you yourselves apart to some 31
uninhabited spot, and take a little rest. For there were a
This story fills up the interval between
the sending out of the disciples and their
return ; for a similar arrangement see
chap. iii., where the Beelzebul charge
and the discourse on it fill np the space
between the setting-out of Jesus' family
and their arrival. The talk about Jesus,
arouserl by the disciples' mission, and
the identification of him with the Baptist, now dead, also give the story its
place here.

30. On the title " the Apostles," of
which this is the only undoubted occurrence in this Gospel, see note on iii. 14.
For Mark's readers and for Mark himself
the Apostles are a well-known set of
men; but the office and the title seem
to belong.to the period when there was
a plurality of churches which required
to be kept in touch with each other by
officials free to move about. We
might translate here etymologically,
"the emissaries," but the word must
have meant more than this to the first
readers. See Hort's EccleBia, p. 22 sq.
Apparently there was a rendezvous at

the conclusion of the tour. As Francis'
brethren came together to Portiuncula
after their mission, so the disciples
came together to a place not named,
but which must have been on the
western side of the lake, and a place
where Jesus was well known, to give in
their report. We have heard already
how they succeeded (vers. 12, 13). The
return is the introduction to the stories
of the feeding and of the walking on the
water : in the tradition Mark here follows, all three are closely bound up
together.
In Matthew xiv. 13 the retreat now
to be told is occasioned by the news
brought to Jesus by disciples of the
Baptist of their master's encl. As in
Matth. iv.12 he withdraws from Judaea
to Galilee on hearing of John's arrest,
so here, on hearing of his death, he
withdraws to a place remote. In Matth.
xvii. 12, Jesus regards the fate of John
as a presage of his own. In Mark the
motive of the retreat is differently
stated : the disciples are to get some
needed rest. And this is the more
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The Feeding of the Five Thousand, vi. 33-44.
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necessary as the situation with the
crowd (iii. 20, iv. 35) has repeated itself.
Many are arriving, no doubt because he
is there, and going, no doubt with something gained, aud in the bustle regular
meals are out of the question. As the
disciples are now Jesus' first care, they
are to go away with him to a place
where there are no people to disturb
them. They have done that before, for
his sake (iv. 35); now they are to do it
for their own. Accordingly they set
out without mentioning to others what
they are going to do, leave the people
behind them, and push off in the friendly
boat that is used for such excursions.
33. The Master's kind thoughts for his
disciples, however, are defeated, and
according to Mark in a very extraordinary way. The departure is observed by a number of people who are
so deeply interested in Jesus that they
cannot submit to be deprived of him.
He had escaped them before, and seeing,
from the direction the boat takes, to
what point it is bound, they set out on
foot determined that they will be there
too. On their long walk round the
north end of the lake they announce in
the towns they pass the purpose of
their journey, and this swells their
numbers. So well have they taken
their measures, that when Jesus arrives
at the spot he thought of they are
there on the beach before him.
I

bre-yvw,rn:v aurour.

In Matthew the crowd follows Jesus,

i.e. arrives at the spot when he is
already there. He then 'goes out,' the
word used in Mark for getting out of
the boat on the beach here means that
he came out of the quiet spot where he
was with his disciples, into the presence
of the crowd just arrived. In Luke
they follow him, and he receives them
on their arrival. In both Matthew and
Luke they have brought sick people
with them, to whom he devotes himself. In Mark there is nothing of this;
with him the journey is more rapid,
and only able-bodied persons appear at
the end of it.
There is to be no quiet therefore
with the disciples at the spot which
they have reached with some labour.
Yet the Master is not discomposed at
this crossing of his plans. He regards
the crowd on the beach not with anger
or aversion or contempt, the feelings
with which a erowd is apt to be
regarded by persons aiming at retirement, hut with compassion. To his
eyes they were like sheep without a
shepherd, which have no clear object,
and will run hither and thither even to
long distances under some blind impulse. It was guidance, teaching, they
were in want of ; if their religious
teachers did their duty better, the
people would not he so helpless. Jesus
therefore sets himself at once to the
work that is so much needed. vVe see
2

<TvviJ'il0ov aurov,
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great many people there, some arriving and some going away,
and they had no time even to take a meal. And they set
off in the boat to go to an uninhabited place apart.

32

[Matthew xiv. 13-21; Luke ix. 11-17.]
And many saw them setting out and knew what they 33
were doing,1 and people ran together on foot from all the towns
to the spot, and got before them.2 And when he landed he 34
saw a great multitude and he had compassion upon them,
because they were like sheep without a shepherd, and he began
to teach them many things. And when it was late in the day 35
his disciples came to him and said, This is a remote place and
it is late in the day. Send them away so that they may go to 36
the farms and villages round about and buy food for themselves.
But he answered and said to them, Do you give them food. 37
And they say to him, Are we to go and buy ten pounds
him here in a situation which is entirely
to his mind. A quiet, orderly crowd is
hanging on his words, there are no sick
people clamouring for attention, no
interruption of any kind. He can tell
them all that is in his heart, of what
their life should be towards God and
towards each other so as to be prepared
for the Kingdom when it comes.
35. While the Master is eager about
the ·word, and forgets bodily needs, the
~lisciples are practical men, and feel
that the question of provisions {Luke
adds lodgings) is becoming more and
more urgent. It never occurs to them
that they can do anything themselves
towards feeding the multitude, and the
only suggestion they can make is that
as the people must have some food,
they should be dismissed and told to
get it for themselves.
Jesus, however, takes quite a different
view of the case-a very surprising
view.
He is unwilling to send the
people away with their wants unsatisfied. That would be a cold and unsocial
thing to do after he has been telling
them no doubt that the children of the
Father in heaven ought to care for each
other, and to be ready to share with
each other what the Father gives them.

Jesus is fond of his listeners, and loves
to make them feel that they form a
circle and belong to each other (iii. 35),
and he feels it in him now to play the
part of host or house-father, and to
combine those who have been united in
hanging on his words, in the further
union of social kindness. And so when
the disciples propose to dismiss the
gathering, he refuses to do so, and calls
them to do what they can to furnish a
meal for all present. Those who had
come to the place in a boat were more
likely to have provisions with them
than those who had come on foot.
The Apostles' question is to be understood as made in all seriousness. They
have been told to feed the people, and
they consult their Master as to the
method of doing so. .Are they, they
ask, to go and spend 200 denarii (it
denarius is a day's wage (Matt. xx. 2),
and roughly represents a franc ; the
round sum named would be about £8)
on loaves? That sum is mentioned, it
is suggested, because the disciples had
so much in their bag at the time. More
likely it is a rough guess at what
would be required. The sum is quite
out of the question for their party.
If the crowd numbered five thousan,1,

1 Or, recognized them.
But the reading for which this stands is a tautology
borrowed from ver. 54.
2 Or, and came together at the place,
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The Walking on the Sea, vi. 45-52.
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the money named would be at the rate
of a denarius for twenty-five of them.
38. Jesus, however, will not enter on
any such question. He does not want
the disciples to bny bread, but to produce
what they have, for the common benefit,
and he tells them to go and look how
much they have. They have five loaves;
the loaf of these days was a thick
scone about the size of a plate ; a loaf
was what a man would eat at a meal
(Luke xi. 5, 6). The fishes would be
salted or dried; they were ready for
use as a relish to the bread which
formed the ordinary diet of plain people.
39. J esns now takes command of the
whole body of people present, and proceeds to organize a common meal.
They have yielded their minds to him;
they willingly obey his orders in their
outward movements. The disciples act
as stewards, and under their directions
the people are arranged not in one large
mass around a common centre, but
party by party, "symposium by symposium(Gr.)." The orderly arrangement,
as of rectangular garden beds contrasting with the green grass, remains clear
in the narrator's memory. It is possible
that some or most of these symposia
had some provisions of their ov.-i1, It
is nowhere said that the five loaves and
two fishes of the disciples were all the
1

/l.pTOVS;

2

food that could be found on the spot;
and a person here and there may have
had something with him and acted as
the centre of one of these parties.
What is narrated, however, is not
what happened at these other corn•
panies, but what Jesus himself did and
said. And his procedure on this occasion is exactly the same as at the
institution of the Lord's Supper, exactly
the same as in the company of the two
disciples at Emmaus (xiv. 22, see notes
there; Luke xxiv. 30). Here, therefore,
as on these other occasions, we have to
recognize not a mere material act of
feeding, but an act of spiritual communion in which the eating of a piece
of bread (no one gets a whole loaf or a
full meal here any more than at the institution of the Supper, when one loaf was
broken up for twelve persons; and in
Luke xxiv. the meal is never finished
at all} is charged with higher meanings.
In the Gospel of John (chap. vi.) the
proceeding as to the loaves is very
much materialized; no doubt is left
that by some process of multiplication
the whole multitude was fed out of the
scanty supply furnished by the hands
of the disciples. But in that same
chapter the narrative is also spiritualized, and its higher meaning is taken
to be that Christ himself is the true
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worth of bread and feed them? 1 But he says to them, How
many loaves have you? Go and see. And they looked, and say,
Five, and two fishes. And he ordered them to make all the
people lie down 2 in parties on the green grass.· And they took
their places in regular groups by hundreds and by fifties. And
he took the five loaves and the two fishes and looked up to heaven
and said the blessing and broke the loaves in pieces, and gave
them to the disciples to set before them, and the two fishes
he divided to them all. And they all ate and were satisfied.
And they took up twelve baskets of fragments, and also
remains of the fishes. And those who ate the loaves were
five thousand men.

38

39
40

41

42
43
44

[Matthew xiv. 22-33.]
And immediately he made his disciples get into the boat 45
and make for the other side before him, in the direction of
bread of which men must eat if they
would live. The fourth Gospel, it is
well known, gives no account of the
institution of the Lord's Supper ; but
it gives its own doctrine of that ordinance in connection with the narrative
of the feeding of the multitude.
42. Those who partake of the Eucharist are satisfied, though physically they
may still be hungry. Man shall not
live by bread alone, Jesus said (Luke
iv. 4), and Blessed are they that hunger
and thirst after righteousness, for they
shall be satisfied (the word used here).
It was those who had listened to his
word who were satisfied with all he did
for them, though outwardly it was perhaps little enough. But if this was
what was meant at first by the feeding
and the being satisfied, the story soon
began to grow to something more. It
soon came to be believed that all the
multitude had been fed from the small
supply of the disciples, and that every
one there had had a full meal. Figures
were produced as to the quantity of
broken bread left on the ground, and
as to the exact number of persons fed.
Mark says 5000 ; Matthew adds to this
figure women and children ; these, too,
had made the long walk round the

head of the lake, and had come entirely
unprovided.
I have given the original scene, as it
seems to me to be still recognizable in
the common tradition of the Synoptists.
But there is no doubt that even to Mark
the element of wonder is taking the
upper hand of that of social sympathy,
the predominance of which makes the
occurrence intelligible and beautiful to
us. In John the process of supernatnraliziug the story has reached its term; and
if we are to assume an act of material
multiplication, then no doubt John's
narrative is the most precise and distinct of all the accounts. The points
added to the story in John vi. are as
follows : l. The scene is laid on a hillside on the east of the Sea of Galilee.
2. Jesus sees the multitude coming, and
considers, before they arrive, how they
are to be fed. 3. Though he knows
what he is about to do, he has a conversation with a disciple on the subject,
''tempting" him. 4. Philip and Andrew
are named as the spokesmen of the
disciples. 5. The disciples have no
food ; the supplies are got from a bag
on the ground. 6. Jesus directs the
collection of the fragments from motives
of thrift.

1 Or, Are we to go and buy ten pounds worth of bread?
Then we can feed
them, or, with the other reading, Then we will feed them.
2 Or, with the other reading, He ordered them all to take their places.
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45. The company was in no haste to
dissolve, so much good feeling had been
called forth and the difficulties of the
situation bad been so wonderfully made
to yield. Jesus himself bas to move,
and the simplest way to show that the
meeting is at an end is to make the
disciples set out on their way home. 1
When the boat leaves the shore every
one will understand the signal. Jesus,
as host, has to bid the people good
night when they set out to walk home ;
but he is not to go with them.
He rema.ills behind ; and the boat,
instead of heading at once westward
in the direction of home, is to proceed
northward, in a line parallel to the
shore, 2 as if he did not wish the disciples
altogether to leave him, but had some
idea of joining them again somewhat
later. He then bids the guests farewell
on the spot where he has entertained
them, and goes alone to the high ground
behind. Could the disciples still see
this from their boat? Did he tell them
afterwards with what intention he had
sought the deeper and clearer solitude,
or did they themselves judge that it
was so, since they knew him to be in
habitual intercourse with the Father in
heaven? (cf. i. 35).

47. Verse 47 and the first half of 48
describe the situation of the disciples
and of Jesus when night came on.
When it is said that the boat w11,s in
the middle of the sea (the Greek
literally), it is not meant that the
disciples were halfway across, for that
was not the course they were to steer,
but that they were away from the shore
with deep water round them. 'I'hen we
are taken all at once to the fourth wa.tch,
the dark and desolate hours that precede the dawn. An interval of many
hours is not accounted for, and the boat
is still at the eastern side of the lake,
for we hear afterwards of the crossing
to Gennesaret (ver. 53).
The narrative before us is accordingly far from full; what the evangelist
certainly means ns to understand is that
the disciples were in a. position of weariness and harassment, though not of
danger, which had gone on for a long
time. It was <lark and the wind was
contrary, and Jesus had not come to
them (John vi. 17 contributes this
touching reminiscence), so that they
had little hope left of carrying out
their arrangement with him. Circumstances had been too strong for them.
48. Jesus saw that they were in a diffi-

1 To impart into the story at this point the
statement of John vi. 15 as to a popular movement after the feeding to make Jesus a king,
and to suppose that this hastened the break-up
of the gathering, is to introduce fatal confusion. The people had to find lodgings, as
Luke sees.
2 This must be the original meaning of the
words 1rpO~ B110o-a.i"8civ.. The disciples are not

to cross the lake before he joins them. Bethsaida, a town built by Philip, and called Julias,
after the Emperor's daughter, lay on the left or
eastern bank of the Jordan, a little above its
entrance into the Sea of Galilee. The existence of another Bethsaida on the West side of
the Jake is very problematical. See Hastings'

1

Dictionary of the Bible,
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Bethsaida, while he sends the multitude away. And after 46
taking leave of them he went away to the high ground to
pray. And when evening had fallen, the boat was out upon 47
the sea and he was alone on the land. And he saw them 48
hard put to it in rowing, for the wind was against them, and
about the fourth watch of the night he comes towards them
walking on the sea, and he was going to pass by them.
But when they saw him walking on the sea they thought 49
it was an apparition and cried out. For they all saw him 50
and were terrified. But he at once spoke with them, and
says to them, Be of good cheer; it is I; do not be afraid.
And he came up into the boat beside them, and the wind 51
fell; and they were quite beside themselves with wonder,
for the matter of the loaves had not brought them to an 52
understanding,1 but their heart was hardened.
culty; this he himself must have told
them afterwards, and it came to be
woven into the story as an additional
element of wonder, and as a strong
proof of his watchful care of his servants even when things are at the worst
with them. What the disciples themselves were able to report was that at
the very darkest and loneliest period of
the night they saw a figure coming
towards them, walking, as t,hey judged,
on the water. It was about to pass by,
as if it meant only to show itself to
them. "He wae going to pass by them,
Mark writes, meaning perhaps that
Jesus only meant to show himself, as
if that was enough to reassure them.
But the spectacle was far from reassuring them.
49. Of their brief discussion and consultation as to the strange sight we hear
some report. It is going past ! It is a
ghost! No, it is coming up to us! Do
you see it? Yes ; and you ? And then
the screams when they conclude that it
must be a real ghost because they all see
it, and that it is advancing to them!
But their scream is at once answered in
a familiar voice. Jesus himself is speaking to them, and bidding them put away
all their fears. It is no one but himself
and there is no occasion for fear. (Cf.
his chiding their fear of the storm, iv.
40). Compare the 'E')'w elµ,,. of xiv. 62.
1

To the Church the words mean that all
is well because Jesus is Lord and all
things are made subject to him.
51. On his joining them in the boat, all
their difficulties are at an end, though
Mark does not say with John that
their voyage was at once accomplished.
The wind fell as in iv. 39 and they
again saw him to be Lord of the
elements.
But the impression made
on them by the occurrence was as great
as if they had not seen anything of the
kind before. Only on this occasion
they keep their feelings to themselves
and do not express them in words, as
they do in iv. 41, and as they are made
to do in Matthew's version of this
story. There indeed the disciples are
spared Mark's reproach of want of
intelligence, and at once greet their
Master as God's Son, thus anticipating
Peter's confession two chapters later.
In Mark they are not at that point
yet, they are only at the stage of wondering at the things Jesus is able to
do.
52. Here we have one of the disciples
looking back on his former blindness.
If the Twelve had understood who
their Master was, he reflects, they
need not have been so much surprised
at anything he did. To one standing
at the position of the Apostolic Christology and recognizing in Jesus th~ Son

Literally, they had not unde1·stood at the loaves.
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Return to Gennesaret, vi. 53-56.
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The disciples neglect ritual washings; does Jesus hold the
tradition? vii. 1-13.
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of God, a Being endowed with divine
power, there was nothing surprising
in the fact that he could walk on the
water and could make the wind be
still. Could not the disciples have
recognized him earlier? Ought not the
matter of the loaves of itself to have
opened their eyes? 1 But that, he remembers was not the case. It was
very gradually that they came to see
what their Master was. They passed
through the stages of unintelligent surprise and superstitious alarm and dull
wonder before they came to understand.
The progressive additions of the
various narratives are not difficult to
specify. Originally the boat is at the
east side holding towards Bethsaida
but not steering steadily on account of
the wind ; the crossing takes place
after Jesus has joined. As to place,
Mark while preserving, as he alone
does, the original orders to the disciples, says that they were in the
midst of the sea, as if they had been
miles distant from either shore. In
Matthew, who has dropped the phrase
about Bethsaida in the order to the
disciples, the boat is plainly represented as half way across. Luke, too,
did not understand the original refer-

ence to Bethsaida, and made that place
the object of the original voyage across
the lake (ix. 10). Thus the position of
the disciples in the boat is made as
dreary as possible. The matt-er of
time is treated in the same way. Jesus
was to have joined the disciples after
seeing the people set out for their
night quarters; but does not come for
many hours later, at the darkest and
loneliest part of the night.
53. The scene of the preceding narrative was close to the east side of the lake.
The party now being complete, the plan
set forth in ver. 45 can be carried out,
and the course is altered from northwards to westwards. The landing takes
place at Gennesaret, a very fertile
plain, described by Josephus in enthusiastic terms (B. J. iii. 10, 8), and of
course after daybreak, though the
arrival may have been earlier. It
appears as if the people here do not
know Jesus, but have only heard of
him by rumour. There are some who
recognize him, and these at once make
it their business to spread the news
about the district that the great prophet who has taught and wrought with
such power at Capernaum, is at hand.

l For the grammar of this expression see Rutherford, The Epistle to the Roma,ns, p. xiv.
l ff"UK>O..
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[Matthew xiv. 34-36.]
And they went across to the land 1 and came to Gennesaret and moored to the shore. And at once on their
landing people knew him, and ran round the whole of that
district; and they began to carry their sick people about on
their couches where they heard that he was. And wherever
he entered into villages or towns or £arms, they laid their sick
in the open spaces and begged him to let them touch if only
the tassel of his cloak; and as many as touched it were restored.

53

54
55

56

[Matthew xv. 1-9.J
And the Pharisees come together to him and some of the
Scribes, who had come from Jerusalem. They had noticed
how some of his disciples ate their meals with their hands
"common," that is to say not washed. For the Pharisees and
all the Jews do not eat till they have first washed their hands
A set of scenes follows, compressed by
Matthew into one general description,
but distributed by Mark among all the
places great or small which Jesus
visited in the district. Wherever he
comes, even though but to a cluster of
houses, he finds the market place or
open ground beside the dwellings transformed into an hospital. The sick
have been brought out to the place
where he is expected, just as at Capernaum (i. 32). .And this visit to Gennesaret stands out in the memory of
the reporters as having brought out
the popular belief in the specific virtue
of a touch of Jesus, to an extent not
elsewhere equalled. The woman who
came behind Jesus to touch him at
Capernaum was an isolated instance of
this belief ; but here a whole district
is full of it and acts on it in the most
systematic way.
Compare the same
belief with. reference to the .Apostle
Paul (Acts xix. 11, 12).
1. Mark places encounters with the
Pharisees after journeys, when Jesus
is at home ; cf. ii. 1 sq., iii. 22 sq., viii.
10 sq.; and also here.
The incident here reported must
belong to the later ministry, when the
difference of principle between the

authorities and Jesus has come to be
realized.
On the Scribes of Jerusalem see
note on iii. 22. The present interview
is a formal and grave one; the opponents do not meet Jesus casually but
seek an interview with him. From
the statement in ver. 14, that Jesus
called the multitude to him again, the
interview appears to be in the first
instance private. Jesus is t-0 encounter
the representatives of the Jewish legal
system as developed in the leading
school of the country and applied in
its highest court. The Scribes from
Jerusalem, lawyers from the capital,
men of the highest authority, are acting
in concert with the local Pharisees,
who know all that is said about Jesus,
and are quick to notice any iITegularity. It has been brought u11der the
notice of these men that some of Jesus'
disciples, surely not all, neglected the
practice which all who aimed at a
religious life ought surely to observe,
of formally and openly washing their
hands before taking their places at a
meal. The hands of a good Jew
sitting down to meat ought to be
"holy"; but Jesus' disciples sit down
to meat with their hands "common."
3. Here the evangelist finds it neces-

1 Or, they went across and came to land at Gennesaret.
style.

This is less in Mark's

2

3
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sary to leave his sentence uncompleted
in order to tell his Gentile readers about
the purill.catory custcms of the Jews.
Greeks and Romans have their washings too, but those of the Jews are of a
peculiar nature. The Pharisees, who
are the most Jewish of the Jews and
carry out the system most strictly, and
indeed all the Jews, for it is a universal
custom, make a religious duty of washing the hands before meals ; they wash
with the fist, as the word literally means,
i.e. scour the palm of one hand, the
part most likely to have become defiled, with the fist of the other. The
rendering " to the elbow" does not lie
in the word. Edersheim's rendering,
'' to the wrist," 1 also does violence to
the Greek word.
4. That is one custom common to the
Jews, observed at least by all who care
for the tradition. Another is that
when they come from market, where
they rub shoulders with the Gentiles,
and may have touched many an object
fitted to injure their ritual purity, they
recover their purity, at any rate before
the next meal, by a special sprinkling.
And many other observances there are,
Mark sums up, which, though troublesome and unnatural, they yet respect
because enjoined by their tradition.
The '' tradition " is an immense
subject. The reader may study it in
reference to this passage in Edersheim's
Life and 'J'ime.s, ii. 9 sqq., Schurer, I. i.
:\06 sqq., or ,veber's Jiidi.~che Theologie.

Not often has the attempt been carried so far to regulate the whole of life
after a particular religious idea. The
heavy burdens imposed on the people
in this attempt were what drove publicans and sinners to despair. They
prevented the spread of the religion, as,
however the foreigner might be inclined to believe in the God !of Israel,
he shrank from the practices which
were presented along with that belief,
and which entered into every detail of
daily conduct. The tradition, therefore had to be relaxed for proselytes ;
cf. Acts xv. 1-31. How far the ordinary Jew of Jesus' time felt bound to
do all the scribes enjoined may in many
points be questioned. Jesus allows his
disciples great liberty from the tradition, and often sets it at naught himself; cf. Luke xi. 38, Matthew v. 21-48,
Mark ii. 23-28, etc. These deviations
in detail might be allowed to pass, but
to attack the tradition as a whole, as a
system, which Jesus does here, was a
graver matter.
5-. The sentence broken off at the end
ofver. 2isbegunagain. The questioners
infer from what they have seen that
the disciples do not 'walk,' or direct
their lives, according to the tradition.
Do they not recognize the trailition as
an authority to be respected by religious people? Can it be that their
disregard of it is intentional, and that
their Master approves of their action in
this matter? The question is very
explicit, and a great deal must depend

l Lif• a1id Tim,a of J'8u8 the Mts8iah, Vol. ii., p. 10-12.
2
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energetically,1 observing in this the tradition of the elders.
And when they come from the market-place they do not eat 4
till they have sprinkled themselves,2 and there are many other
things which their tradition makes them observe, washings of
cups and jugs and coppers.3 And the Pharisees and the Scribes 5
ask him, Why do your disciples not act in accordance with the
tradition of the elders, but take their food with 'common'
hands? But he said to them, Finely did Isaiah prophesy about 6
you, hypocrites as you are l as it is written,
This people honours Me with their lips

but their heart is far from Me.
In vain do they worship Me
the doctrines they teach are human injunctions.

You give up the commandment of God and uphold the
tradition of men instead. And he said to them, It is a
fine thing you do ; you set aside the commandment of God
on the answer Jesus returns to it. Will
he, when directly challenged, recognize
the oral law as binding 1 So to recognize it is to approve of the burdens
bound by Scribes and Pharisees on the
people whom he wished to emancipate.
'fo refuse to recognize it was to declare
war on the religious rulers, who had
built on it their whole system and power.
6. Jesus is quite prepared for the
attack. The subject of the tradition has
had his serious attention, and he has
quite made up his mind about it, and
has found in Scripture strong confirmation of his view; cf. Matthew v. 17-end.
In Mark he does not argne the question,
but answers at once with a direct repudiation of the authority of tradition,
and a denunciation of those who hold
and cultiYate it ; and he afterwards
defends his answer with one concrete
instance. (In Matthew the line of
argument is different and less clear).
A quotation from Scripture comes first,
given, however, as we now find it
neither according to the Ma.ssoretic
Text nor the Septuagint. How aptly
do the words of Isaiah (xxix. 13) apply
to the present state of affairs ! The
prophet seems to have these very men

in his eye, for he speaks of people who
make a great show of religion, but do
not in their heart sympathize with the
principal requirements of God, bent as
they are on objects of their own.
Their laborious service of God, therefore, serves no purpose (the word 'in
vain' is added by Mark to the original).
Hypocrites they must be called, for
they are acting a part, pretending the
greatest zeal for God while thinking
only of themselves and their own
system. And then Jesus states the
conclusion he has formed about the
whole tradition system and its teachers.
It is not a divine system as they pretend, but a human system. It does
not as originally intended uphold and
supplement the law of God, but runs
counter to it. The two laws-the law
of God and the human tradition-are
so different that it is necessary to
choose between them, and the scribes
· have made the wrong choice : their
attachment to the tradition has led them
into virtual rejection of the divine law.
9. The instance cited by Jesus to substantiate his charge of the abrogation
of the Torah by the Halachah or tradition is a simple one, and one which was

1 ...-vKva, frequently (Lk. v. 33), Tischendorf's reading, gives an unsuitable sense.
2 Or, washed themselves.
pu.J1Tl1,wvra.,, the reading adopted, was more likely to

be misunderstood and altered.
3 Add, and beds.
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actually debated in the Jewish schools.
The Rabbis did not dispute that a man
ought to honour his parents, and that
the general duty of honouring them
implied the particular duty of supporting them. But if a man's duty to his
parents came into competition with his
duty to the temple, if he had dedicated
to the temple a certain part of his
means and could not both keep that
vow and support his parents, what
ought he to do? The Rabbis decided
that the duty to the temple must take
precedence of ·that to parents; and it is
• for this decision that Jesus here attacks
them. Moses, the authority whom all
recognize (though see later, x. 5),
through whom the will of God was
made known to man in its earliest and
most authentic form, has to stand
aside in order that the man-made
tradition may operate without any
restraint. And for the keeping of a
moral law, in which a man's conscience
and judgment are called to develop and
apply the divine intentions, there is
substituted the mechanical observance
of a set of rules made by scribes a
generation or two ago. This, Jesus
says, is but one example of the working of the system which the scribes
administer : plenty more examples
could be given.
This is Jesus' last word on this subject to the scribes who had come to
enquire as to his position. He leaves
them in no doubt that he rejects the
oral law on which they bestow such
pains, and that he claims to have the

Jewish religion regarded as a system of
moral commands, and not of mechanical
,regulations. Men, however, who take
>'the mechanical view of religion are not
' easily convinced by appeals to moral
}considerations, and are apt to regard
'one who thinks more lightly than they
do of their rules and doctrines as a foe
to religion. We could scarcely expect
that Jesus' arguments on this occasion
would have any other effect on the
scribes than that of deepening their
suspicions about him.
In relation to the future history of
the Christian movement, this episode is
of the greatest importance. The system
of tradition was, as we saw, that part
of the Jewish religion which most unfitted it for wide diffusion. In decla.ring that the tradition is a mere human
construction and quite unessential, Jesus
opens the door, though he himself does
not draw this inference from the principle he sets up, for the Gentiles to
come in to the religion of Israel.
14-. The principles which Jesus has
declared to the scribes of Jerusalem and
the local Pharisees, at a private interview, he does not shrink from placing
before the mUltitude also. They are
the chief sufferers from the existing
order of affairs ; he cannot shrink from
the task of enlightening them. To the
leaders he impugned the whole system
of tmdition ; in speaking to the people
he limits himself to that side of the
large subject which the leaders had
specially brought before him, the ques-
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in order to observe your own tradition. For Moses said, ro
Honour thy father and thy mother, and, He who curses his
father or mother, let him be put to death. But you say, Sup- u
pose a man to say to his father or his mother, The assistance
you might have had from me is Corban, that is to say, dedicated-then you allow him to give up doing anything for. 12
his father or his mother. And thus you abrogate the word of 1 3
God by your tradition which you enjoin. And many other
things of just the same kind do you do.
[Matthew xv. 10-20.]
And he called the multitude to him again and said to 14
them, Hear me, all of you, and understand. There is nothing r5
outside a man which by going into him can make him
tion of ritual purity in connection with
food a.nd meals. He now defends his
disciples against that attack. And he
speaks in a parable (ver. 17), not to
conceal his meaning from the multitude
(iv. 12), but that they may look for his
meaning in the story he tells, and find
it for themselves, and so be more
powerfully impressed with it.
He
leaves something for them to do; and
summons them not only to hear (aorist,
to hear at once and make sure of it),
but to exercise insight and understand.
The subject of this parabolic saying
is taken from the levitical law of purity,
and is found in the well-known fact
that the principal causes of levitical
impurity, spoken of in the law, are
sicknesses or misadventures accompanied by hemorrhage, eruptions,
issues, etc. The law itself says comparatively little about the impurity
contracted by eating forbidden, foods
(see Levit. xi.), but a great deal about
the means to be used for cleansing
lepers, etc. {Levit. xii.-xv. ). The practice of later times had somewhat altered
this proportion, many things being held
to defile which are not said in the Iaw to
do so; but the broad fact remained that
uncleanness followed more certainly and
more patently, and for a longer time,
from things leaving the body than from
things going into it. Jesus overlooks
the latter case altogether, and proposes
to his hearers for their intelligent consideration the simple fact that a man
is deprived of his purity, of his standing

as a member of the holy people, not by
what goes into his body but by what
goes out of it.
If the hearers were capable of seeing
what was meant by this parable even
without any interpretation, and Jesus
judged that they were capable, we may
be so also. The words, we observe,
contain Jesus' defence of himself to his
fellow-countrymen for not having made
his disciples observe more strictly the
laws of ritual purity. If these laws
are based on any intelligible principle,
it must be that eating unclean things
makes a man unclean, and that therefore one must use every precaution in
order not to swallow anything that
can act in this way. But the law of
Moses does not stand on this ground.
There it is what comes out, not what
goes in, that makes unclean. 'l'he '
elaborate laws of purity therefore are
not to the point, and cannot possibly
attain their purpose; they set to work
at the wPong side. And here the
hearers' thoughts might go a little
deeper and suggest that purity is not
perhaps a mechanical thing to be thus
guarded, but must have to do with a
man's character as well as his food. If
what defiles him is the bad things that
proceed out of his character, then, how
vain the thought that he can be kept
pure by washing his hands, or his cups,
or his kitchen utensils l
Matthew alters the parable and destroys its original force, as taken from
the levitical law, by making the phrases
run:
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The Syro-Phoenician woman, vu. 24-30.
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auTOu,

MARK.

MATTHEW.

Not what goes
Not what goes
into a man, bnt into his mouth, but
what comes out of what comes out of
a man,
his mouth,
makes a man unclean-Mt. xv. 11. 'He
that hath ears to hear let him hear '
(iv. 9, 23) is not retained in the new
text here.
17. It is according to Mark's former
statements {iv.10, 34) that the disciples
ask for enlightenment as to the meaning
of the parable, and get it. They are
thus distinguished above the crowd
who do not ask for light, and perhaps
it is meant that they are specially
qualified to interpret the parable to
others afterwards. To interpret a
parable is in general to spoil it, and to
deprive it of its rich suggestiveness.
To this rule the present instance forms
no exception. The interpretation given
savours more of the churches, such as
Antioch and Corinth, where the question of clean and unclean food was
mnch debated, than of the Master himself. It is introduced (as iv. 13) with
a rebuke to the disciples for their want
of insight, in which no doubt there is a
true reminiscence. Then the things
1

which go into a man and those which
come out are considered in turn. Of
the former it is shown that in the
arrangements of the human body it is
provided that they never come in contact with the heart, the seat of man's
will and emotions, where alone his
cleanness or uncleanness must be
thought to reside, but pass away
through him, and are purged out, the
clean and the unclean as they might
formerly be considered, both alike,
without any discrimination. This feature of man's organism is the great
purifier so far as purity depends on
food.
20. 'He said' may indicate that what
follows was not spoken on the same
occasion as the preceding. Verse 20 is
a word of Jesus bearing on the subject
in hand, and suitably placed here. The
three following verses, however, seem
to be added by the evangelist himself,
in illustration of the subject in hand.
The list of sins and vices given is very
similar to those the Apostle Paul had
already written down in his Epistles to
the Galatians (v. 19-21), and to the
Romans (i. 29-31.) Of the thirteen
terms in the present catalogue ten have

Add, 16 d ns t;\'.n wra d.Kovf.v, aKovfrw.

2

Add

-rov.

3 Add

Kai

~,owvos.

MARK VII. 17-25.
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unclean; but the things which issue out of a man, these are
they which make him unclean. 1 And when he went indoors 2
away from the multitude, his disciples asked him for the
parable. And he says to them, Are you too so unintelligent ?
Do you not see that whatever goes into a man from without, it
cannot make him unclean, because it does not go into his heart,
but into his belly, and passes out into the drain; it makes
all foods clean. 3 But he said that what comes out of a
man is what makes him unclean. For from within, from the
heart of men, come evil thoughts, fornications, thefts, murders,
adulteries, covetings, mischiefs, deceit, dissipation, an evil eye,
railing, haughtiness, foolishness ; all these evil things come
from within, and these are what make a man unclean.

r7
r8
r9

20

21
22

23

[Matthew xv. 21-28.]
And he removed from there and went away to the country 24
of Tyre. 4 And he entered into a house, and wished no one
to know; and he could not escape notice. But immediately 25
a woman who had heard of him, whose little daughter had
a place in that of Romans also. It is systematically.
See the Beatitude,
originally a catalogue of Gentile vices, Matthew v. 8, ahm Matthew vi. 22-23,
used in Galatians to warn Gentile vii. 17-18, Luke vi. 43-45, and the
Christians against the sins to which sayings about good soil and good
they were specially liable, and in fruit.
Romans to show the corrupt and lost
state of the Gentile world. The re- ,
24. After setting up the principle that
ligious vices to which the Jews were the tradition had no authority, a
specially prone, of superstition, and principle which implied the opening of
hypocrisy, and narrowness, are not here the Kingdom to the Gentiles, Jesus
goes on a journey which carries him
specified.
The view put forward in this passage to Gentile soil. Mark no doubt
that purity depends on the state of the meant this to be suggestive ; but we
heart, and can be ensured in no other see in the sequel that the journey he
places in this light was not a
way than by keeping the heart clean,
is the distinctive moral doctrine of missionary one (cf. Matth. x. 5, 23).
Jesus, and is to be recognized through- Matthew describes it by the word
out the whole of his teaching. In "he withdrew," and so represents it
Matthew v. 21-48 it is set forth most as a retirement or a flight, and Mark's
1

Add, 16 : If anyone has ears to hear, let him hear.
Or, into the house {a particular one).
3 The Revisers render the last part of the verse " ThiR he said, making all
meats clean;" taking Ka8a.pi!,"wv as agreeing with the subject of the verb A<')'fl at
the beginning of the sentence. The words are then a reflection by the evangelist on the effect of the words of Jesus, or, as Swete says, they are a note
by an editor who sees the effect of Jesus' words. But the grammatical irregularity involved in the rendering given above can be explained ; see WM, p. 778.
4 Add, and Sidon.
2
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I

"went away," must mean the same.
If we ask what circumstances might
lead Jesus at this time to travel beyond
his own country, we find (I) that he had
now come to an open breach, as never
before, with the leaders of Jewish
religion on a great question of
principle. There is no more preaching, after this point, in the synagogues of Galilee. A grave crisis had
been reached in his life, and whether
or not he was seriously threatened in
his own country, he was certainly in a
position calling for grave reflection.
(2) Another circumstance pointing in
the same direction was the need he
felt of giving his disciples, whose ideas
were so confused and immature, more
of his company and conversation than
was possible where he was well known.
The same motives which led him to
take his disciples with him across the
Sea of Galilee (vi. 31) might prompt
this journey with them to the Tyrian
country. From what point he here
sets out we are not told. On such
points Mark's sequence is not, as we
have often seen, to be interpreted too
strictly. He would enter the Tyrian
territory half way between Capernaum
and Tyre ; it is not suggested that he
visited the town (cf. viii. 27, the
villages of Caesarea). On his arri,·al it
appears that he has not come to preach
to the heathen. He goes into a house,

Kai

,rapaKa/1.0UITlll aUTOII

whether the dwelling of a Jewish or a.
Gentile family we do not learn. If the
latter, then Jesus gives here an example
of Jewish limitations, such as Peter
speaks of, Acts x. 28. He hopes to
stay there unnoticed, but this hope is
disappointed. His fame has preceded
him to the foreign country. Did we
not read (iii. 8) that many from Tyre
and Sidon, on hearing what he was
doing, came to him in Galilee? These
might be Jewish residents in Tyre and
Sidon; but among the Gentiles also of
the northern region his name would
seem to have been spoken of. He has
a great reputation for casting out
demons ; and it is not only among
Jews that demoniac possession occurred.
One woman at least there is in the
Tyrian land who has a child afflicted
in t.his way. She is a Greek, not a.
Jew, i. e. she speaks Greek and worships
Greek gods. Yet she is not a daughter of
Hellas, but belongs to that branch of the
Phoenician race which dwelt in Syria.
(another branch of the same race dwelt
in Libya). This woman having heard of
Jesus' visit to her neighbourhood and
believing that he may be able to do
something for her daughter, goes to
the house where he is staying, leaving
her restless and unhappy child at home,
and throws herself down before him
with the entreaty repeated again and
again that he will do for her what he

MARK VIL 26-32.
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an unclean spirit, came 1 and fell at his feet. And the woman 26
was a Greek, a Syro-Phoenician by birth. And she asked him
to expel the demon from her daughter. And he said to her, 27
Let the children be fed first ; for it is not fitting to take the
children's bread and throw it to the dogs. But she answered, 28
and says to him, 0 yes, sir; the dogs do eat under the table,
of the children's crumbs. And he said to her, For that speech 29
go your way, the demon has gone out of your daughter.
And she went away home and found the child lying on the 30
bed and the demon gone out.
[Matthew xv. 29-31.J
And he left the Tyrian country again and went by Sidon
to the Sea of Galilee through the territory of Decapolis. And
people bring to him a man who was deaf and spoke imperhas done for so many, expel the demon
from her daughter.
In Matthew Jesus does not enter on
Gentile territory nor attempt any incognito, but only goes towards it,
while the woman comes out of her
own land to where he is. She hails
him as Messiah, and the interview
with her takes place on the street,
where the disciples are annoyed at her
crying after their company and wish
Jesus to dismiss her.
27. Asked by a Gentile woman to do
her a service which is within his power
Jesus replies that he is debtor to the
Jews for all the blessings which he
brings ; and that the Gentiles must
come after the ,Tews in his regards (cf.
Matth. x. 6). The metaphor in which
this is conveyed is certainly an insulting one to the Gentiles. In early
Christian writings the term " dog" is
applied to Gentiles; see Phil. iii. 2,
Lightfoot's note. Perhaps Matth. vii. 6
is also an instance of this Jewish way
of speaking. We must not wonder if
Jesus expressed his loyalty and devotion to his own people in the language
of his day. The rest of the story
shows that he did not allow that
language to determine his thought and
action.
This is better given in Matthew.
There Jesus does not use the word
"first" suggesting as he does in Mark
1

(according to Paul's "To the Jews
first," Rom. i. 16? ii. 10, ix. 24) that
the Gentiles may have their turn after
the Jews, and thus putting the
woman's reply into her mouth.
28. The wo::nan is not silenced by
this forbidding speech, but answers,
turning the metaphor so that it may
serve her need. There is no doubt, she
allows, a difference which cannot be
lost sight of between the children and
the dogs ; the dogs cannot sit at
table with the children nor share their
blessings on equal terms, yet there is
something for them too ; what the
children do not use themselves but
let fall out of their abundance, the
dogs on the floor get for their portion.
Jesus has more than the Jews want,
there may be a crumb over for a
Gentile in sore need.
29. In the more original account in
Matthew, it is the woman's faith
that is praised ; in Mark it is the
just apprehension shown in her speech;
she has taken up the proper ground
and recognized the principle that the
Gentiles come after the Jews. It is
on these terms that the boon is
granted, though won, no doubt, by
her undaunted pertinacity. On going
home she finds her child, formerly so
excited and restless, lying on her bed
(the Gadarene demoniac was found
sitting, v. 15) and, as it proves, entirely

came in.
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cured. Shall we say that the reputaof his disciples alone. The resolutions
tion of Jesus, of which the patient
to which we find soon afterwards that
had heard, and the knowledge that he he had come (see chap. viii.), suggest
was being invoked to deal with her
the object and the occupations of this
case, had been enough to restore her ?
long tour. It brings him back to the
On Jesus' dealings with Gentiles,
country which he visited and where he
compare Matth. viii. 5-13 where also found so poor a reception in chap. v.,
there is a cure from a distance. To and if we take the sequence strictly,
St. Paul the Gentile gods are demons we shall suppose that country to be
(l Cor. x. 20), and the Gentile world
the scene of the two following inciis subject to powers opposed to God
dents. The towns in it were Greek,
(1 Oor. viii. 5); so that the story before but there was a Jewish population in
us must have appeared to Gentile · the territories belonging to them (see
Christians prophetic of the emancipa- Swete's note).
tion of the heathen by the salvation
32. Jesus is here surrounded by a.
which appeared first among the Jews,
'' multitude," when a case is brought to
from the tyranny of irrational and evil him. It is different from any that ha.s
powers.
been reported before, and the methods
employed by Jesus in dealing with it
31. This is an extensive journey,
are also new to us. The case is one of
almost entirely on heathen soil ; first deafness and of imperfect utterance;
northwards to Sidon, then eastwards the latter is often a result of the
over the Lebanon toDamascuswhichwas former, as it is by hearing others speak
itself one of the cities of the Decapolis, and comparing the sounds we make
and then southwards to the east side
ourselves with theirs that we acquire
of the Sea of Galilee. In Matthew,
speech. Those who bring the patient
where Jesus does not leave Jewish soil,
to Jesus ask him to lay his hand on
he comes straight back from the outhim, that being the outward form
skirts of the Tyrian land to the Sea of accompanying a cure, and symbolizing
Galilee, which is crossed from east to
in the practice of the time the passing
west; xv. 39 (see note on Mark viii. 10).
of healing influence to the patient (see
In Mark there is a journey of not less
i. 41, v. 23, Yi. Ii). The procedure of
than a fortnight, in which Jesus is
Jesus is narrated here in great detail,
traversing foreign lands in the society
whether it be that it was peculiar in
1

Cod. Wd (Cambridge)
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fectly, and entreat him to lay his hand on him. And he took 33
him away from the crowd by himself and put his fingers in
his ears and spat and touched his tongue,1 and looking up to 34
heaven he sighed and says to him, Effatha, that is, Be opened.
And his ears were opened and immediately the fetter of his 35
tongue was loosed and he spoke quite rightly. And he en- 36
joined them not to tell any one. But the more urgent he was
in his injunction the more bent were they on making known
the occurrence far and wide. And people were most exceed- 37
ingly struck with it, and said, He has done everything well !
he makes both the deaf hear and the dumb speak!
[Matthew xv. 32-39.]
In those days, when there was again a great multitude and
they had nothing to eat, he calls his disciples to him and says
this instance, or what is more likely,
that the operation is here reported
fully which is in other cases only summarized. The details in the variants
are certainly more natural than those
of the text; see Nestle, Introd. Eng.
Tr., p. 264. On having the patient
handed over to him Jesus at once
isolates him, as the physician still does,
from the crowd. He must secure his
undivided attention (of. v. 37, viii. 23)
for the cure is not to be accomplished
without the patient's co-operat,ion. He
then puts his fingers into the ears which
are the first seat of all the trouble ; the
patient is to think that some change is.
to be effected there. Then he touches
the man's tongue with his own fingers
which he has wet with his spittle (on
the remedial qualities of spittle and its
use in ancient medicine see Lightfoot,
Horae Hebr., on John ix., whose
passages however refer to eye-troubles
only) ; some change is to take place
there too. The man of course is eyeing
him intently all this time and follow-ing
all these movements with the most
eager interest. Then the Master looks
up to heaven; the blessing is to come
from there on what is sought to be
done on earth ; and then he sighs
deeply, which might be taken to denote
the act, to be imitated by the patient,

of forcing up a blast of air from the
lungs into the ear-tubes and the
mouth, as if to clear away any obstruction which may exist there. In a full
narrative of the details of the cure
this would be quite in place; but the
sigh soon came to be taken as a sigh of
emotion, though of what emotion no
one of course can say. Mark is rich
both in details of Jesus' methods of
cure and in words descriptive of his
moods and gestures ; and this sigh can
be understood in either way. Then the
command is giTen, 'Eft"atha,' no doubt in
a very peremptory tone (for the retention
in the Greek Gospels of Aramaic words,
which were used by Jesus at critical
moments and seemed to bring about
notable results, see Talitha v. 41, Abba
xiv. 36 ). On the details of the cure of.
the case of the blind man in chap. viii.
22 sqq.
36. Jesus' prohibition to proclaim his
good deeds is now familiar to us ; see
i. 44, v. 43, and the injunctions laid on
the demoniacs. Here, as in former
cases, the eagerness of those interested
in the patient is too great to be thus
restrained : their wish to tell is greater
than his to prevent them from telling.
A deep impression is made on those
who find themselves the witnesses of
such proceedings. In Jesus they see

1 The variant gives:
he spat on his fingers and put them in the deaf
man's ears and touched the stammerer's tongue. Syr•1n (Merx, not Mrs. Lewis)
gives : he laid his fingers aud spat in his ears and touched his tongue.
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one in whom the prophecies are coming
true, and they give vent to their delight
in phrases like those of Isaiah, who
says, xxxv. 5: Then the eyes of the
blind will be opened, and the ears of
the deaf shall be unstopped. (Cf. Isa.
xxix. 18). If these predictions are
being fulfilled at the hands of Jesus,
what is to be thought of him? To later
Christians as to us it seemed natural
that this line of thought should lead
much further. Cf. Matth. xi. 2-6. In
Jesus' lifetime, however, there is little
to show that it did so.
viii. I. The time-date is vague; is the
period indicated that of the wanderings
in Galilee or that after Jesus had come
back from his journey to Tyre? The
crowd also appears here without any
visible cause, and the situation-Jesus
for three days in an uninhabited spot,
where no provisions are to be had, with
a multitude of four thousand, many of
them from a distance, who will starve
if something is not done promptly to
relieve them-is quite different from
anything we have had before. The
crowd at the first feeding was clearly
accounted for, but not this one. It seems
difficult to escape the conclusion that
the evangelist having on hand a second
version of the story of the feeding,
which he believed to refer to a different
occasion, was compelled to create a
place for it, and did so perhaps somewhat awkwardly.
In Matthew the multitude is that
of the people who had brought their
sick to him (xv. 30), and who had
been so surprised and so inspired to
l

glorify God when they witnessed his
cures.
4. In the two narratives of feeding
the thousands, Mark vi. 32 sq. and
viii. 1 sq., the following traits are
common:
1. There is a multitude with Jesus
and his disciples in an uninhabited
place on the east shore of the Sea of
Galilee. 2. .Jesus has compassion on
them. 3. The alternatives are considered of sending the multitude away
or feeding them on the spot. 4. The
disciples cannot see how the feeding is
to be managed. 5. Jesus asks the
disciples how many loaves they have,
and they answer. 6. The multitude
take places for a meal. 7. Jesus performs the solemn acts, narrated also in
the institution of the Lord's Supper :
takes, blesses or gives thanks, breaks,
and gives to the disciples, who distribute to the multitude. 8. There are
fishes also, which are similarly treated.
9. All the people are satisfied. 10.
There is a collection in baskets of
unused fragments. 11. The number is
stated. The following points also may
be added : 12. A voyage is entered on
immediately after.
13. There is an
encounter with the Pharisees directly
after the voyage. 14. Bethsaida is
mentioned in connection with a journey
in the sequel. 15. A journey·to the
north follows.
The two accounts differ in the following details : 1. In vi. we are told how
the multitude came to the spot; in viii.
we are told at once that they have been
there three days. 2. In vi. Jesus' compassion is for the unguided state of the
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to them, I feel great compassion for all those people, because 2
they have been with me now for three days and they
have nothing to eat. And if I send them home without food 3
they will faint on the way ; and some of them are 1 from far.
And his disciples answered him, Where can any one possibly 4
get loaves to feed these people in an uninhabited district like
this? And he asked them, How many loaves have you? And S
they said, Seven. And he orders the multitude to take their 6
places on the ground; and he took the seven loaves and gave
thanks and broke them and gave them to his disciples to set
before them ; and they set them before the multitude. And 7
they had a few little fishes, and he blessed them and bade
the disciples set these also before them. And they ate and 8
were satisfied, and they took up of pieces that were over
multitude, and prompts him to teach
them; in viii. he has compassion on
them because of their want of food.
3. In vi. the disciples raise the question
of feeding the thousands; in viii. Jesus
himself. 4. In vi. there are houses and
farms in the neighbourhood, where
bread may be bought ; in viii. there is
no food to be had near the spot. 5. The
numbers are changed: viii. has seven
loaves and a few little fishes, instead of
five loaves and two fishes; seven baskets
of fragments are collected instead of
• twelve, and another kind of basket is
spoken of ; whether one was larger than
the other it is impossible to determine ;
in one case 5000 are fed, in the other
4000. 6. In vi. Jesus sends his disciples
away, and remains on shore to bid the
multitude farewell; in viii. he dismisses
the multitude first, and then embarks
with the disciples.
The points of agreement are so numerous and important that the two narratives must be regarded as different forms
of the same tradition. That of chap. vi.
is undoubtedly the more original of the
two. It forms an integral part of the
narrative in which it occurs, is well led
up to by the incidents preceding it, and
is itself real and natural. That of chap.
viii. , on the other hand, is very loosely
connected with the context in which it
occurs, is considerably more wonderful
than the other, and has no additional
trait of importance. If the numbers
1

were the same as in chap. vi. no one
would hesitate to believe that the two
stories related to the same event ; and
in stories orally transmitted, numbers
may easily be changed, and are not to
be too strictly insisted on. We have,
therefore, before us here a very instructive instance of the manner in which
oral tradition modified and developed
the early Christian narratives. Even
the variations show how favourite a
theme the story of the feeding was in
the earliest Christian society. The
identity of the acts recorded in it with
those repeated at every celebration of
the Lord's Supper----J esus feeding all
who came to him, and though with
slender apparent store making all feel
satisfied-this ensured for the story
constant repetition and rapid elaboration. The homelier features, which
realized too plainly the original situation, were dropped, and the power
grew which multiplied the loaves. It
may be asked whether the story of the
feeding grew out of the ordinance of
the Supper, or whether, on the other
hand, the latter grew out of the former.
We are not obliged to adopt either
alternative. True, the main object of
contemplation-Jesus, as host, satisfying the desires of all who look to himis the same in both cases: but the
situation was one which was likely to
recur, and both the instances of it are
firmly fixed in the history.

have come.
L
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The Pharisees ask for a sign, vm. 11-13.
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9. The multitude who had been fed
being dismissed by Jesus, as at vi. 46,
there is a voyage with the disciples
which can scarcely be traced on the
map. For Dalmanutha the Codex Be:zae
reads Melegada, and early Latin copies
with the Sinaitic Syriac Magadan,
which is also the name given in Matthew. As to the identifications of these
names, see Swete's note. The course of
the narrative and the analogy of chap.
vi. lead us to suppose that the voyage
was from the east to the west side of
the lake.
Jl. The first feeding was followed by
an encounter with the Pharisees (vii. 1),
and so it is here. It is hard to say
where the Pharisees went out from on
this occasion. Weiss, who places Dalmanutha on the east side of the lake,
will have it that they came from
Jewish territory to that place; Holtzmann, that they are dwellers in the
country Jesus is now visiting and came
out of their houses to interview the
Rabbi who had landed, But the phrase
"went out" is not to be taken literally ;
it simply introduces a new action, like
the words "he rose up early," and
"he began," so common in Oriental
narrative. The action of the Pharisees

now to be related was deliberate and
arranged.
The sign asked for is to be from
heaven; a portent is meant such as
those described in Mark xiii. 24, 25,
which were to usher in the appearance
of the Messiah and the setting up of
his rule. The Pharisees hear Jesus
preaching that the Kingdom of God is
immediately at hand, and they want
some outward confirmation of this.
Apparently they are not content with
the works Jesus has done already, and
do not think them important enough to
show that any development of the
divine policy is taking place. The
Pharisees themselves held that the
Kingdom would come when the people
were prepared for it, and laboured to
bring about that preparation. So far
Jesus was at one with them. But when
he declared that the Kingdom was
coming at once or that it had come
already, they could not follow him, and
asked for different evidence, from any
he had already given, for --~_v:iti_ence
whish __it _sh01i,ld_.Q!L!lllpossible to mista"ke, that the consummation was so
near.- Tney have no genuine desire to
lie ·convinced. They make the request,
Mark says, " tempting him." This
must mean that their request suggested
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seven baskets. .And there were about four thousand people.
.And he sent them away, and immediately he got into the
boat with his disciples, and came to the district of Dalmanutha.1

9
10

[Matthew xvi. 1-4; cf. xn. 38-42; Luke xn. 54-56; cf. x1.
29-32, xvii. 20, 21.]
And the Pharisees put themselves in motion and entered into 11
a discussion with him, seeking from him a sign from heaven,
tempting him. And he sighed deeply in his spirit and says, 12
Why does this generation seek a sign ? Assuredly I tell you,
no sign shall be given 2 to this generation. And he left them 1 3
and embarked again and went away to the other side.
[Matthew xvi. 5-12; Luke xi. 53-xii. l.]
And they forgot to take bread, and had only a single loaf 1 4
with them in the boat. And he charged them, saying, Look 15
other ways of advancing the Kingdom
than those which he thonght right to
use. Satan tempts him {Matthew iv.)
by asking him to do a great work to
l show his power ; and Peter becomes a
i Satan to him when he suggests cheerful and sensible views of the future
rather than those arising out of the
divine counsel in the impending death
of the Messiah (Mark viii. 33). There
are two points settled in Jesus' mind
against which the demand for a sign
deeply offends. First he has made
up his mind not to employ any sensational or presumptuous method in
a_dvancing. his cause (see "fishers of
men," "sowers," "physician," etc.).
And secondly, he is convinced that
the advent of the Kingdom is not in
need of any signs, bnt carries its own
evidence with it to every one whose
eyes are open. The Kingdom has
announced itself and is a thing of the
present ; to ask a sign of its coming is
to relegate it to the future, and to ask
for respite from its claims. (See on
this Mackintosh, Natural History of
Christianity, chap. v. ).
Matthew has already had the discus1

sion about a sign (xii. 38-42; Luke xi.
29-32. Cf. also Luke xvii. 20, Matthew
v. 25), but he gives it again in the
place where Mark here has it (xvi. 1-4).
In the fuller reports of these Gospels
Jesus does offer a sign, but only that of
Jonah, at whose preaching the people
of Niniveh repented. What was done
by these heathens for Jonah ought, he
means, to be done by those who boast
themselves God's own people, when he
sends them what is greater than Jonah,
and makes them hear such unmistakable
messages of the great impending change.
An editor to whom this sign was not
enough, expounded the figure of Jonah
differently, making him a type of the
resurrection of Christ, so that the
"generation" in question did receive
an outward sign, in spite of the Master's
own refusal
13. "He left them and went to the
other side." According to the ordinary
phraseology of the Gospel (iv. 35) this
is a crossing from west to east. What
follows as to the provisioning of the
boat agrees with this, and if Dalmanutha
or Magadan is in the neighbourhood of
Gennesaret, the geography is in good

Magadan or Melegada.

• El in solemn negation, after the Hebrew idiom with

would be an asseveration, being suppressed.
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order. As on other occasions, Jesus
crosses the lake to escape from embarrassment. But it is possible that one
typical crossing is repeated in various
pieces of tradition which Mark gives
separately.
14. Another story about 'loaves,'but
with a different point from those we
have had. The scene is in the boat ;
the circumstances, that the disciples
discover too late that they have not
brought provisions; they will have to
go back soon. Jesus witnesses the discovery, sees the blank faces, hears the
lamenting.
But his speech when it
comes seems far away from the present
necessity. It is the Pharisees and
Herod he is thinking about, not the
awkward position of the present company. The Pharisees and the Herodians
have come to an understanding about
him some time ago (iii. 6), a strange
alliance of religions strictness with
worldly policy. And both have been of
late attending to his movements, Herod
(vi. 14) reminding him of the fate of his
precursor, John the Baptist, the Pharisees hearing from him (vii. 5 8q.) an
attack on their system which they
could scarcely pardon. He is thinking
of these two powers which alike
threaten him, considering their policy
and their spirit, and what has happened
in the boat is drawn into the line of
thought he is pursuing. The disciples
no doubt had their baking done for
them in the morning, and no doubt the
loaves rose well enough.
Will the
loaves the Pharisees and the Herodians
are baking succeed as well? What a
bad batch that is, what a bad leaven!
1

And so the caution to the disciples to
have nothing to do with proceedings of
that character. 'Beware of the baking
of the Pharisees, of Herod ! '
In the parable of the leaven it is
suggested how the good principle works
though unseen, and in due time accomplishes all that was expected of it, no
one knows how. Here we have the
idea of an evil principle that makes its
way from mind to mind. How if that
leaven of the Pharisees, the spirit of
formalism that sets ritual before morals
and is essent-ially unfeeling, how if the
leaven of Herod, the principle of expediency that cares for no ideal, how if
these should have their way ! What an
evil for an individual, for a nation, to be
drawn under such influences ! How
strongly are they to be deprecated and
in every way opposed !
16. Perhaps we cannot wonder very
.much if the disciples did not pick up at
once the Master's train of thought. They
think his words must refer to the
question of commissariat ; he is blaming
them for their want of foresight, he is
giving them some directions as to where
they should supply themselves. And
so they blame themselves still more
severely for their mistake, because they
think he is grieved at it too.
In Matthew, the disciples do not
discover that their supply is short till
they have reached the other side. In
Luke, the discourse on leaven is not
connected with a voyage at all but
delivered in the presence of a great
crowd, "to the disciples first." Matthew
speaks of "the leaven of the Pharisees
and Sadducees," a phrase hard to interpret, as these two parties were very
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to it, beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and of the leaven of
Herod. And they talked over the matter with each other r6
and concluded, It is because we have no bread. And when r7
he knew that this was their idea he says to them, Why do you
talk about your having no loaves? Do you not yet perceive
nor understand 1 Is your heart still hardened? Having eyes 18
do you not see, and having ears do you not hear? And do
you not remember, when I broke the five loaves for the five r9
thousand, how many baskets full of the broken pieces you took
up? They say to him, Twelve. And again the seven to the 20
four thousand, how many baskets of the fragments you took
up ? And they say, Seven. And he said to them, Do you 21
not yet understand 1
different ; and he afterwards explains
that by their leaven Jesus meant their
teaching-not as in Mark their spirit
and policy. Luke speaks of '' the
leaven of the Pharisees, which is
hypocrisy."
17. Thedisciplesarehereaccusedofthe
same want of insight which was charged
in former passages against the hearers
outside, or against the Jews generally
(iii. 5, iv. 12). This is the strongest of
a number of passages in which the
dulness of the disciples is dwelt ou
(iv. 13, vi. 52, vii. 18). They show an
incapacity to penetrate through the
parabolic utterances of Jesus to his real
meaning, and they apply his words to
material and external things of which
he was not thinking at all. It ought
to have been impossible for them after
what they had seen, to think that Jesus
could be anxious about the supply of
food for the party, or could have wished
to scold them for not provisioning the
boat more carefully. Whatever view
be taken of the stories of the feeding,
the disciples ought to have learned
from his dealings in that matter how
small a thing bread was to him and how
little anxiety it was capable of giving
him. The multitudes had been satisfied
with very little bread, and so it could
prove again where his views on such
things prevailed.
The point of the
rebuke is a good deal obscured by all
these baskets of broken pieces which
have been put into it, and it reads as if
Jesus were telling the disciples that he
could make as much bread as they
wanted whenever he chose, so that they

were independent of food supplies, and
absolved from all such anxieties.
Matthew, though in some points his
account is less original, preserves the
saying which Mark has parted with,
'How do you not understand that what
I said to you was not about loaves?'
22. Bethsaida is to the north of the Sea
of Galilee, and Jesus and his disciples
might pass it on the way towards
Caesarea Philippi, near which we are
soon to find them. But verse 27 reports that journey from the start, a
fresh narrative beginning there. This
arrival at Bethsaida cannot be placed
in any known journey, but is a
reminiscence by itself. Bethsaida was
one of the places in which works
of power were wrought {Matth.
xi. 21), such as would have brought
Tyre and Sidon to repentance, and the
cure of the blind man may be one of
these.
It is told with details illustrating the method of Jesus in such
cases, which are not given in the cures
of blindness in Matth. ix. 27 sq., or in
the cure of Bartimaeus, which is
common to the three Synoptists-{Mark
x. 46-52=Matthew xx. 29-34=Lnke
xviii. 35-43). As in the case of the
man deaf and speaking with difficulty
(vii. 32-37), Jesus at once isolates the
patient brought to him, though men
on foot are still in sight, and not far
off. The means familar to early therapeu ties are then, as in the case just
cited, employed.
Spittle was used
among the Jews in dealing with cases
of blindness : it was forbidden among
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The blind man of Bethsaida, vm. 22-26.
22
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The Journey to Caesarea Philippi : the disciples recognize Jesus
as Messiah, viii. 27-33.
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the Rabbis (Lightfoot, Hor. Heb., on
John ix. 1) to apply this cure on the
Sabbath. Here the restoration of sight
is gradual. Encouraged to open his
eyes and to try to see, the patient
suceeeds but partially. He has had the
gift of sight before, for he knows how
men look, and he is aware that he sees
them far too large, and with no clear
outline. The clearing and softening
operation bas therefore to he repeated,
and this time the cure is complete.
Objects have a clear outline now, distant as well as near (T111'a.v')'ws).
Like the demoniac of chap. v. the
cured man is told to go home, and not
talk of what has been done to him.
He lives apparently outside the village
which is close at hand; and he is able
to find his way home ; be had not
always been blind. He is not even to
enter the village, so determined is
Jesus, as in the early chapters of the
Gospel, not to have his good deeds of
this kind talked of. Whichever of the
many variants we adopt, whether the
man is forbidden to go into the village,
or to tell any one in the village, or
was allowed to go to the village, but
forbidden to tell any one there about
1

2

B.,,Oav£av.

[3M1m.
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dirvs

his cure, the effect is that Jesus
shrinks from acquiring the reputation
which would come to him by such
talk.
Vlll.

27-x. 45.

PASSION.

SHADOW OF THE

JOURNEYS.

LESSONS.

27. The passage at which we have now
arrived forms a turning point, both in
the narrative and iu the teaching.
What goes before points to this crisis,
and the declarations here made form
the basis for all that comes after. Up
to this point the history has been that
of a growing movement: there were
shadows and opposition in it, but its
course was upwards, on the whole, to
the great scenes of the sixth and seventh
chapters. Now it becomes tragical :
a catastrophe is announced, the thought
of which at once becomes dominant,
and determines the colour of the discourses ; these, from this point forward,
are mainly eschatological.
Here, for the first time in Mark,
Jesus is occupied with the question of
his own person and position ; and when
he begins to speak of it we find that he
has already made up his mind and is
3 Add
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[Mark only.]
And they come to Bethsaida.1 And people bring to him a 22
blind man, and ask him to touch him. And he took the blind 23
man by the hand, and took him out of the village, and spat in
his eyes and laid his hands on him and asked him, Do you see
anything? 2 And he looked up and said, I make out the men, for 24
I see them like trees, walking. And again he put his hands 25
on his eyes,3 and he took a steady look and was restored, and
saw everything clearly. And he sent him home and told him, 26
You are not even to enter the village.4
[Matthew xvi. 13-23; Luke ix. 18-22.]
And Jesus set out, he and his disciples, to the villages of 27
Caesarea Philippi; and on the way he questioned his disciples,
Who do people say that I am ? And they told him, They say 28
addressing himself to a course of action
of which we had not heard before. We
have another journey to a district at
some distance from Capernaum. He
set out, we are told, to the villages of
Caesarea Philippi, and the following
scene took place on the road. This is
not a continuation of the journey from
Bethsaida (ver. 22), but a fresh start;
otherwise it would not have been
necessary to say that his disciples went
with him. In the source this was not
continuous with what goes before. On
this journey, then, the Master is alone
with his disciples at a distance from
their usual ground, so that a freer view
may be taken of their position.
Matthew says (xvi. 13) it was in the
parts of Caesarea Philippi ; Mark only
on the road; while Luke does not
specify the place at all, but indicates
the situation by saying that Jesus was
praying. On the presence of a crowd of
interested hearers (ver. 34), which is a
slip on our writer's part, see notes on
that verse. The town built by Philip
on the fair slopes of Antilibanus, and
named, after the Emperor Augustus,
Philip's Caesarea to distinguish it from
Caesarea on the Mediterranean, was

chiefly Gentile; but Jesus and the
disciples do not go to the town.
On the way, then, Jesus asks his
disciples what people are saying about
him, what account they give of him.
A view has been ripening in his own
mind; but is it a view which others
will take, which they will act on?
This is what he wants to know. He is
acquainted of course with the theories
formed about him in various quarters
(see on vi. 14--16); but these views are
the suggestions of superstition or of idle
speculation ; he has rejected them and
has formed a view of the part he has to
play which has found no expression as
yet (in this Gospel at least; in Matthew
it is different) either from the lips of
others or his own. On their repeating
to him therefore the theories formed
about him in this quarter or in that,
which, various as they were, a~reed in
making Jesus not the actual brmger of
the new day but its herald, and therefore in postponing it and shutting out
the light which had actually dawned,
on their repeating this to him, he puts
the further question, You, who know
me best, who are nearest to me, is that
your account of me also? And it is

3 so that he saw.
2 if he sees anything.
Bethany.
go into the village nor tell any one in the village; or, Go home and
tell Jio one in the village.
1

4 Neither
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Peter, one of the three who had been
with him most, and whom domestic
circumstances had brought specially in
contact with him, who now voices the
belief at which the disciples had arrived;
a belief which none of them thinks of
altering afterwards (but see Luke xxiv.
21), and on which the Church was
built, that Jesus is himself the Messiah
through whom, if at all, God's promises
to Israel are fulfilled, and the new Age
brought in.
We are obliged to consider at this
point by what process of thinking Jesus
himself must be considered, on the evidence of this Gospel, to have arrived at
the belief in his own Messiahship; and
further how the disciples were led to
that belief. In Mark, Jesus does not
become the Messiah before the point we
have now arrived at. The passages in
chap. ii. where he appears to call himself the " Son of Man" are too doubtful
to stand against the rest of the evidence
of the Gospel. At the baptism he hears
himself greeted from above as God's Son
in whom He is well pleased, and he never
afterwards loses the intimate communion
with God and the firm assurance that he
has God's work to do, which that address
implies. But his being God's Sou and
having a divine purpose to effect does
not imply that he must take up the
political r6le of the Messiah. There
are other ways of carrying out that
trust; as a fisher of men, as a sower,
as a physician, as a teacher of a people
who have no guides, he can prepare
Israel for the great day when God will
come to reign. And accordingly the
early ministry is very far from selfasserting ; the early preaching is impersonal. J esns is conscious of a mission to the nation, and does his best to
make the whole people hear him, but he
preaches the Kingdom, not himself. Of
the Messiah he says nothing. When the
demoniacs hail him as Son of God, as a
messenger God has sent to put an end
to their procedure, he sternly rebukes

them, as if he would not have anything
of that sort said about himself.
The Gospel of Luke (ix. 18) connects
the episode of the Messianic confession
with that of the feeding of the multitudes.
Mark, followed by Matthew,
places between these two the collision
with the Scribes on the system of tradition, and the northern journey. From
Luke we should gather that it was when
he reached the summit of his influence
in Galilee that he conceived it his duty
to take his place as Messiah at the head
of the nation ; from Mark we should
rather suppose that the opposition he
encountered at the hands of the Scribes
brought his work in Galilee almost to a.
standstill, caused him to leave the scene
of his labours and to take to flights and
wanderings, and then led him to think
of assuming the Messianic r6le as a
means of carrying forward in another
way and on another scene the work for
which the old methods had done all
they could. In each of these views
there must be some truth. In the first
place Jesus must have come to see that
he himself was able to save his people,
and that if he did not save them it was
vain to think that some one would come
after him to do for them what he had
not done. What he had to give them,
that was what they needed, not what
some later one might bring. 1 And it
was a duty to assert this, and to substitute the attitude of immediate certainty and action for that of looking
out for signs and waiting for the future.
In the second place, Jesus' encounter
with the Scribes must have convinced
him that the reform of religion, so
urgently required if the bulk of the
nation were to have any religion at all,
would never come about if a bold stroke
were not struck for it. If his work in
Galilee was at a standstill, he could yet
do something for his nation, in a new
place, by other means than he had used
till now. And so everything pointed
to the conclusion that he must be God's

I Ree Keim, Je,u, ~f Na•ara, vol.

iv. p. 256 sqq.
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that you are John the Baptist, and others say you are Elijah,
and others that you are one of the prophets. And he put the 29
question to them, And you, who do you say that I am ? At that
Peter says to him, You are the Christ. And he strictly forbad 30
them to say so about him to any one. And he began to 31
teach them that the Son of Man must go through great sufferings
well beloved Son in a new way, and
that even if death lay in the path along
which duty now began to call him, he
must not shrink from it. But God,
who had always helped him till now,
would help him still in this supreme
effort which he nerved himself to make.
How the disciples came to think their
Master was the Messiah is a slightly
different question; but they must, no
doubt, have followed, though at some
distance, his processes of thought. There
is no more signal proof of his greatness
than that these men, who had made
sacrifices for him, and whose life in his
service was not one of ease, felt that no
title could be too great for him, and
that he was capable of bringing to their
nation a.11 they expected the Messiah to
bring. Though he often reproached
them for their incapacity to appreciate
his idea.s, they understood him sufficiently to see that there could be
nothing better for Israel than that his
ideas should preva.il, and that his elevation to the seat of all authority a.nd rule
would be the happiest conceivable event.
They are not content, therefore, to regard him as a forerunner; they no longer
regard the great event as future, but are
conscious that they are already in the
Kingdom. He who has brought them
into it can be no other than the Messiah.
Peter says this, and the other disciples
agree with him.
It is also to be observed that the
passage about Peter as the rock on
which the Church is founded does not
belong to the Gospel in which the Peter
tradition is most directly present, but
to Matthew. In the :first Gospel the
name Peter appears to be bestowed in
consequence of the confession, but the
earlier tradition knows nothing of this;
Mark iii. 16 and Luke vi. 14 do not
state the occasion of the name, but
merely tell us in connection with the
catalogue of the Twelve that Jesus gave
Simon the name of Peter (and Matth.
x. 2 also puts it in this way, "Simon,
who is called Peter").
In Matthew Jesus suggests to his

disciples the answer to his own enquiry,
by using, instead of the pronoun "I" of
Mark and Luke, the title " The Son of
Man." "Who do men say that the
Son of Man is? " The answers are the
same to the question thus framed as to
the simpler question of Mark. The
title Son of Man is evidently imported
by Matthew into this connection, where
it did not originally stand, as the title
contains the answer to the question.
(See p. 82 sq.). Pater's reply to the
second question is also amplified by
Matthew, who makes it run, "You are
the Messiah, the Son of the living God."
In Luke we have, "The Christ of God."
"Messiah" was the title which would
naturally be used. ' Of God ' and ' Son
of the living God' are amplifications,
easily added from Jewish Christology.
Of. Dalman, W. J., p. 224 sq.
30. While Jesus has reached the conviction that he is destined to be the
Messiah of his people, he does not wish to
appear before the public as a claimant of
that dignity. Messiahs were short-lived
among the Jews; nor could Jesus play
the part of the Messiah of popular expectation ; it was better not to awaken
hopes he had as yet no resources to
fulfil. Hence the disciples, full as they
are of their newly-acquired views of
their Master's importance, are forbidden
to tell the public what they know about
him.
31. A new course of instruction is here
entered on ; not perhaps that the Gospel
of the Kingdom is superseded, but for
the disciples at least new emergencies
call for new teaching. Here, and at
ix. 30 and x. 32, always in retired
situations where the disciples alone are
present, the Master communicates this
new mystery. 'What afterwards appears as the burden of the apostolic
teaching (Acts ii. 2'2 sq., xiii. 27 sq. and
pC1,S8im) is here heard from the mouth of
the Lord himself. The old view of the
Messiah as one who should have the
divine power at his disposal and enter
on his position with great triumph and
splendour, is to yield to a new view.
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That view is summed up in the title
which Jesus here gives himseH. Speaking of himself now as the Messiah, since
his disciples have hailed him in that
character and he has not disowned it,
he does not call himself Son of David,
as his countrymen called the Messiah ;
that was not the character he was to
wear. He calls himself the Son of Man ;
and the title, as we gather from Daniel
and Enoch, indicated the human Judge
and Ruler who was to represent God at
the last judgment and to preside over
the purified theocracy of the future.
In this sense Jesus does use the term
before the High Priest and in some
other passages. But it has also in his
mouth another meaning, suggested by
his own reflections on the fortunes of
Messiah as he sees himself about to
experience them. The Messiah, he sees,
is to suffer and be set at naught before
he comes to his Kingdom. In this stage
of his career none of the current Messianic titles could be at all appropriate
to him. Ent the title Son of Man is
fitted to express the paradox of Messiah's career; and so the Son of Man is
in the mouth of Jesus the Messiah experiencing the dark and sorrowful side
of the human lot, suffering, waiting,
persecuted, dying. See notes on ii. IO.
The Son of Man then, Jesus here
teaches, is to be in the first place a
sufferer ; this is the divine plan for
him ; such is the divine necessity
And this view is not only stated in
("mnst") which his career must follow.
I IJrrTLS.

2

general ; the precise manner is set forth
in which the sufferings of the Messiah
are to come upon him. He is to be
rejected by the High Court at J erusalem, the Sanhedrin being named as it
usually is in the New Testament by
enumerating the elementsofwhichitwas
composed ; there is to be a trial before
thatCourt,and Jesus' claim to be Messiah
is to be repudiated in a sentence pronounced by it. By whom he is to be
killed is not yet stated (see x. 33, Acts ii.
23), but apparently not directly by
the Sanhedrin. Only after this is he
to enter on the triumphant career which
popular belief marked out for him. His
death would not be the end. He would
rise again, not at the general resurrection (xii. 26) but at once, after the very
briefest interval. "After three days,"
it is said ; a phrase generally taken to
be based on Hosea vi. 2: "after two
days he will make us whole; on the
third day we shall even rise "-where
there is no exact measurement of time,
but only the indication of a brief interval, as when we say, "In two or three
days." It early became the belief of
the Church that the Lord had risen on
the third day from the Crucifixion
(1 Cor. xv. 4), and that this was foretold
in Scripture. In accordance with this
more precise view Matthew and Luke
have here, not like Mark, "after three
days," but "on the third day."
To judge from the Book of Acts we
should believe that the arguments by
which the apostles explained the strange

dKoXovli<w (Matth. x. 38).
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and be rejected by the Elders and high priests and Scribes
and be killed and rise again after three days. And he spoke
quite freely to this effect. And Peter took him and began to
rebuke him for it. But he turned round and confronting his
disciples rebuked Peter, saying, Away behind me, you Satan,
for you do not take God's view of things but man's view.

32
33

[Matthew xvi. 24-28; Luke ix. 23-27.]
And he called to him the multitude with his disciples, and 34
said to them, If any one will come 1 after me, let him deny
himself and take up his cross and follow me. For whoever 35
will save his life shall lose it, but whoever shall lose his life
facts of the sufferings and death of the
Messiah were arrived at by themselves
through their own efforts of thought
and study of Scripture. Luke xxiv. 25
sqq. shows them still needing to be taught
this doctrine after the Crucifixion. If
therefore J esns taught his disciples, as
he is here said to have done, during his
own lifetime, they must have forgotten
what he told them, so that they had to
learn it all over again. The only other
alternative is to suppose that Jesus'
intimations to his disciples on these
subjects were not so clear and precise
as they are made to appear in this
and in later passages.
While he
could not fail to see, when he formed
his resolution to go to Jerusalem and
seek to bring about the needed reform
there, that danger and death lay in his
path, and while his faith in God and
in the Kingdom might enable him
to believe that even death would not
prevent him from accomplishing his
destined work, but that God would
b1·ing him up from the grave to fill the
place prepared for him, his predictions
on these subjects cannot have been so
detailed as the Gospels give them, but
must have been filled up from the interpretation the early Church learned to
place on the Master's sufferings and
death. Had he used all the words
placed in his mouth, his followers could
not have forgotten them, nor have
failed, as Acts shows they did, to appeal
to them. We have to recognize the
fact that the tradition as to the suffer-

ings and death changed more than that
of the ;works of power and the sayings,
because it entered, as these did not,
into Church doctrine.
What is here taught is the divine
ordinance, the higher necessity, of the
sufferings, not yet tbe purpose they are
to serve.
The tragic contrast opens at once, of
which the whole remaining history is
full, between the view Jesus takes and
that taken by the disciples, of his
journey to Jerusalem and of his Messiahship.
34. The following discourse, down to
ix. 1, while adopted here by Matthew
{xvi. 24-28), aud Luke {ix. 23-27), is
composed of pieces which occur in these
Gospels in other connections. Ver. 34,
35, describing the resolute attitude
necessary for disciples, are found in the
charge Matth. x., ver. 38, 39. Ver. 35
also occurs in an eschatological discourse in Luke xvii. 33. The same
verses stand, somewhat differently
framed, in Luke xiv. 25-27 in a discourse addressed to the public. The
presence of the multitude, which in
Mark appears somewhat unexpectedly,
is there explained. Luke xiv. 25-27 is
the original tradition ; Mark draws
from it here and accepts the multitude
with it, though it suits his narrative
but ill ; the parallels, following Mark,
give again here what they already have
in other contexts.
In their earlier position in Luke {xiv.

1 follow.
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25 sq.) the opening words are simply an
appeal to the public for devoted disciples, and point to a time in the
ministry when men were offering themselves without counting the cost (the
parable of the unfinished tower there
follows). In Mark, placed between the
announcement of the death and the
following verses which speak of the
judgment, a new light falls on them.
Jesus asks from his followers here just
what he has made up his mind to offer
himself in God's cause; and he promises to them the reward which his
own brave heart assures him cannot
but follow on entire devotion. Jesus
knows that his plan of going to Jerusalem to appeal to the nation and to
bring about reforms, is full of danger
and will probably lead to his death.
But he has put away from himself such
personal considerations, and has resolved that the only thing to be thought
of is how to get God's will carried out
anrl the people made ready for the
divine action. He is going on this
journey with his life in his hands,
carrying his cross as one who is done
with all human gains and pleasures
(the figure does not involve a knowledge of the mode of Jesus' own death;
every one in Palestine was familiar with
the incidents of crucifixion), and is prepared to serve God by dying if he can
no longer do so by living. And now
he says that his followers must arm
themselves with the same mind. They
also must become strangers to themselves, and be intimate with the thought
of sacrifice and death. Only in that
way can they really be his followers.
Ver. 35, found in the discourse to
the disciples Matth. x. 39 and in Luke
xvii. 33, contains the rationale of this
course of action. Some disciples may

prefer their own safety and advantage
to the dnty of carrying out the divine
plan, and may seek to conserve their
own personal existence (the word t{,vx-fi,
rendered "life," stands here not for one
of several elements of the human
person, as with Paul, but for the whole
sentient life of the individual). Bnt
such self-seeking is doomed to fail of its
end. He who lives thus unworthily
cannot assure himself that that future
existence will be his in which men are
as the angels. He, on the contrary,
who gives up, as Jesus himself did, the
effort to keep himself alive, and devotes
himself to God's will whatever comes
of it, he will save his life ; God will
raise him up. This appears to be the
right interpretation of this difficult
saying. What it teaches is not the
self-rewarding character of faithfulness
to duty, that he who does right, regardless of consequences, has what is
worth most in life, although he die,
but the conditions of obtaining the
better life beyond. The word ,Pux-li,
life or soul, is here the Ii ving principle
(it is nourished by food, Matth. vi. 25),
without which a man cannot remain in
this world or in the future, and which
when a man gives np (Luke xii. 20), he
exists no longer. The passage throws
light on the growth of Jesus' own belief
in his return to life. His t{lvx-fi is to be
absent for some days, he conceives, but
is then to return, so that his life will
be continued. (See the paper by Fries,
cited p. 131, note). The disciples also
are to take no thought for their life,
and are to be sure that if they die God
will make them live again. The duty
for which they are to forget themselves
is described in words belonging to a
later day_ For "me and for the Gospel," could scarcely be said till it was
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for my sake and the sake of the Gospel shall save it. For of 36
what advantage is it to a man to gain the whole world and to
forfeit his soul. For what could a man give in exchange for 37
his soul? For whoever is ashamed of me and of my words 38
in this adulterous and sinful generation, the Son of Man shall
also be ashamed of him when he comes in the glory of his
Father with the holy angels. And he said to them, Assuredly 1
I tell you that there are some of those standing here who
will not die till they see the Kingdom of God come with
power.
known what the Gospel was, and till
the preachers of it had made some
acquaintance with persecution and
danger.
36. The picture here called up to us
is, as ver. 38 shows, that of the final
judgment of one who, by some unfaithfulness to his true self, has come
to be possessed of boundless wealth,
and to be in fact master of the world.
We are reminded of the act in the
Temptation (Matth. iv. 8-11) where
the tempter offers Jesus all the kingdoms of the world and the glory of
them; and we cannot but suppose
that Jesus is speaking here from
his own experience of such speculations and suggestions. At the final
judgment when the good and evil
attaching to each man are weighed,
how will such an one appear? He has
gained the whole world, but he cannot
enjoy what he has gained. He has
forfeited the soul which alone can give
him a footing in the Kingdom and
enable him to enjoy anything. And
if he proposes to use his money in
order to buy back what is lacking to
him, that also is beyond his power,
since nothing he could ever give is
enough to serve as the equivalent of
a soul (Psalm xlix. 6-9).
38. In this verse (Matth. x. 33) the
situation is quite clear. Here we are
placed in the position of the first
Christians, attested by the greater part
of the New Testament; they live in
a world from which they are inwardly
estranged and which, they think, has
no legitimate claim on them. It is an
adulterous and sinful generation rejecting the Christ, therefore rejecting God,
therefore liable to the judgments uttered by the prophets on unfaithful
Israel (see Swete's note). Towards it

they must be quite indifferent. They
must uphold their testimony undeterred
by its threats and deaf to its promises.
And it should be easy for them to do
this, because the world for all its apparent wealth and power is in reality a
world of naught. Christ is coming to
change everything, and they may well
hold out till he comes, and confess
him and preach his words. (This statement of the subject of the apostolic
preaching is not primitive ; it does
not apply e.g. to the discourses in
the early chapters of Acts). If they
should be ashamed of him and his
words, and seek to enter into compromise with the world (setting such a
generation before Christ and his Gospel!), it may serve their ends for a
time, but when the Messiah comes to
judgment they will find what a terrible
mistake they have made {cf. 2 Tim.
ii. 12). The Messiah has to say when
he euters his Kingdom, who are to go
in with him and who are to stay outside in the dark ; it will go hard with
them then!
ix. l. This also is a saying of the
Master on the subject of his Coming ;
the connection is not to be lressed.
The belief in the Coming o Christ
could only operate powerfully when
the event was thought to be at hand.
At the end of the fourth Gospel we
find the belief that the beloved disciple was to survive to see it. Here
the belief is that several of the
disciples are to see it. Jesus, who
expected it to come if not before his
death at least very shortly after, could
scarcely have deferred the Coming,
as he does here, to a time when most
of his disciples should have died, as
was evidently the case when this was
written.
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The Transfiguration, ix. 2-8.
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2-8. The following scene is reported
by men who were confessedly in great
agitation when they witnessed it, and
! who yet were well aware that what
' they saw was not reality but vision.
It is to be regarded as symbolic, and
the symbolism is to be recognized first
of all in the position this narrative
occupies in the context of all the three
synoptists alike. It is after Jesus has
made up his mind to go to Jerusalem
and possibly to encounter a fate which
to the ordinary Jewish mind would
entirely destroy his claim to be the
Messiah or in any way a chosen instrument of deity, it is at this moment
that he puts on to the eyes of his most
intimate friends heavenly radiance, and
appears as one whose true nature is not
to be judged by his human mien or his
outward fortunes. It is then that his
figure becomes framed to his friends'
eyes in the same picture with the principal figures of the sacred history of
Israel ; that of the great Lawgiver and
that of the great Prophet.
The change which takes place in
Jesus is that a brightness like that of a
heavenly Being issues from him. Mark
1

2

O

uior; TOU a110pw1rou

does not mention, as the other synoptists do, that his face shone. The
garments only are mentioned, but the
transfiguration extended of course to
his whole person, From the description of the risen Christ (1 Cor. xv. 5-8;
cf. 2 Cor. iv. 6), it appears that the
Christians thought of him as a figure of
inherent radiance, hovering above the
earth, and exercising the human powers
of sight, etc. (Compare also the descriptions of the angels at the tomb).
Along with Jesus appeared in vision
( wef,011 is used of the Christophanies,
1 Cor. xv. 5-8, Luke xxiv. 34, Acts
xiii. 31, etc.) Elijah, who is mentioned
first, probably because of his prominence in Messianic thought, then Moses,
the founder of the Old Covenant. Both
had been removed from the world in a
different way from other men ; but this
perhaps is not thought of. The great
Lawgiver and the great Prophet are
interested in the position and work of
Jesus, and are seen to be talking with
him, a visible indication that he is not
come to destroy the law or the prophets, but to carry further what they
began. In spite of the word of the
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[l\fatthew xvii. 1-8; Luke ix. 28-36.]
And six days after Jesus takes Peter and James and John,
and carries them up to a high mountain apart by themselves;
and he was transfigured before them, and his garments became
luminous, very white, whiter than any fuller on the earth
could bleach them. And there appeared to them Elijah with
Moses, and they were talking with Jesus. And at this Peter
says to Jesus, Master, it is a good thing that we are here;
let us make three tents, one for you and one for Moses and
one for Elijah. For he did not know what to say about it,
for they were terrified. And there came a cloud overshadowing
them, and there was a voice out of the cloud, This is my
beloved Son,1 hear him. And all at once on looking round
they saw no one there but Jesus alone with themselves.

2

3
4

s
6

7

8

[Matthew xvii. 9-13.]
And as they were coming down from the mountain he enjoined
them not to tell any one what they had seen, except when
cross which he has spoken, they appear
beside him and confer with him (cf.
Rom. iii. 21 ).
5. Peter's idea is that it is fortunate
the great meeting has taken place when
some of the disciples are there and can
do something to show their veneration
for the august visitants, and something
to prolong so sweet an hour. Three
tabernacles are to be set up, of green
branches, as at the feast of booths ; the
great men will accept this service from
their humble friends, and will be induced to linger. The idea shows that
the three figures are thought of as
standing on the ground, not hovering
above it. But the suggestion is at once
put aside as a foolish one and as due to
the bewilderment and fright which had
seized on the disciples at this near
approach to superhuman beings.
7. To this scene a still greater Presence
draws near ; for the cloud which now
casts its shadow on the figures, human
and more than human, is the cloud
which invests Jehovah himself when
visiting the earth (Ps. civ. 3, l Kings

viii. 10, Isa. vi. 4). He is not to be
named, only the cloud and the voice
declare Him ; from the cloud the voice
is heard, declaring that it is in Jesus
rather than in Moses or Elijah that the
Most High is henceforth to be known.
Law and prophets are superseded,
themseh'es agreeing thereto, and it is
in His Son, His chosen representative,
that the people of God are now to see
and hear His chief revelation {cf. John i.
17, Heh. i. 1, 2). Thus the disciples
learn about Jesus what he himself
learned at his baptism,1 and the other
disciples learn what Peter had been
told to declare (viii. 29), as no human
invention, but a divine truth dressed
in radiant symbol and confirmed by the
heavenly voice. Compare 2 Peter i.
16-18.
The Transfiguration has a number of
traits similar to those of the Chrtstopha.ntes after the Resurrection. L It
takes place on a mountain; cf. Matth.
xxviii. 16, where the Eleven meet with
Jesus at a mountain where he had
appointed them. 2. Jesus changes his

1 See notes on i 11 ; "Beloved" may here
also be a Messianic title current when Mark

wrote; but in xii. 6 the word is not a title but
a descriptive attribute.

1

Or my Son, my Beloved (cf. i. 11 ).
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form; cf. Mark xvi. 12, where Jesus is
said to have been manifested "in
another form" to two of the disciples
going to the country. 3. There is a
meeting with Moses and Elijah ; cf.
Luke xxiv. 44, where Jesus appeals to
the testimony concerning him of Moses
and the Prophets and the Psalms. 4.
The scene ends suddenly ; cf. Luke
xxiv. 31, where Jesus at Emmaus
vanishes out of the sight of the two
disciples.
9, 10. In these verses we have it explained, why, if the disciples knew their
Master to be the Messiah of whom the
Law and the Prophets spoke, they did
not declare their belief till after his
death. As a matter of fact, they did not
attain to this knowledge till they took
to preaching and study afterwards, but
the Transfiguration being the enthronement of the apostolic Christology in a
scene of Jesus' own life, it naturally
calls for explanation that that Christology was not preached at once when
the apostles thus came to know it.
Jesus, who often forbade his patients
to advertise him, is said to have forbidden this also, but is said to have told
the disciples when once the Resurrection
took place, and they knew Jesus to
have risen as the Messiah, to preach as
the Acts shows them to have done. In
Matthew such open declaration of him
as Son of God takes place in his lifetime {xiv. 33). To this Mark adds a
1

·e

'

'

'

verse of his own, to the effect that the
disciples carried on discussion among
themselves as to the meaning of the
Resurrection the Master spoke of. If he
announced the fact to them so plainly
as he is reported to have done, why these
discussions ? They were notr like the
Corinthians (1 Cor. xv. 12) disinclined
to believe in resurrection at all ; nor
could the idea present any difficulty to
them that God should call back the
Messiah from the grave to rule over His
Kingdom. The verse is to account for
the notorious fact that the disciples did
not expect the Resurrection when their
Master died, and that their belief in it
rose up gradually. Such discussions as
to the fact and the meaning of the
Resurrection of Jesus did take place,
though not so early. Of. Mark xvi. 11,
13; Luke xxiv. 11, 37-43; John xx.
24-29. The ultimate belief is here
traced to a word of the Lord, Luke
going beyond Mark and Matthew iu
describing the jealous secrecy with
which the disciples kept to themselves
that doctrine and the whole episode of
the Transfiguration.
ll. The question of the disciples is not
fully stated. The point of the doctrine
of the forerunner as expounded by the
Scribes, and vouched for in the N. T.,
was that when the Messiah at length
came, he was to find everything ready
for him, and his way fully prepared
(Mark i. 2, 3) so that he would be able
to enter on his reign at once. But if

Add <l>ap,o-afo, Kat ol.
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the Son of Man rose from the dead. And they held fast this ro
saying, discussing with one another what was meant by this
' rising from the dead.' And they questioned him Raying, How I r
is it that the Scribes 1 say that Elijah must come first? And
he said to them, Elijah does come first to restore everything ; 12
and how is it written of the Son of Man that he should suffer
much and be set at naught? But I tell you that Elijah is 13
come, and more, that they did to him whatever they liked,
as it is written of him.
lMatthew xvii. 14-z0; Luke ix. :37-43a.J
And when they came to the disciples they saw a great 14
multitude about them, and Scribes disputing with them And 15
immedia,tely all the multitude when they saw him were
Jesus is the Messiah, then what of
Elijah? Why has he not come first,
and why has he not done what was
expected of him? 1
Jesus' reply is a demonstration that
the facts as they stand do answer to
Scripture.• The Scribes are right in
saying that Elijah is to come first ; and
he is right too in m;Lintaining that the
Messiah is destined by the divine ordinance to be a great sufferer. As for the
first point, the disciples arc wrong in
thinking that Elijah has not come yet,
and is to be looked for still. He has
come; he is to be recognized in John
the Raptist. Mark does not name the
Baptist as Matthew does ; but it is
evident that he is the person meant;
and Jesus is himself the originator of
the view, afterwarcls taken up by the
Church, that John was his forerunner,
sent before him to prepare his way.
As for the second point, tlutt the Messiah
is to be a sufl-erer, that is plainly set
down in Scripture. 'l'hus the prophecies
about Elijah have been fulfilled-even
prophecies little noticed before, in

which Elijah complains of bitter persecution (1 Kiugs xix. 2, 10). Here
Jesns appears to lay the fate of John to
the charge of the Jewish authorities,
and not only of Herod. The other
Scriptures in which the fate of the
Messiah is set forth, not a very different
fate from that which has already overtaken his forerunner, must soon be
accomplished also.

We notice that the appe"rance of Elijah

with him~ in the scene of the Transfiguration?
But the natural meaning of the question is
that stated above. The coming oi Elijah iu the
Transfiguration was not effective for the purpose spoken of in Scripture, which implied a
public ministry of the prophet ; and that is
what the disciples are thinking of. Mark gives
the question in connection with the 11.'ransfiguration, but not to suggest that this was
Elijah's coming. Was it John who appeared ~t
the Transfiguration 1

I

a.t the Transfiguration appears to count fot·

nothing, both iu the question of the disciples
and in the answer of J e~us. They imply that
Elijah has not come befo1·e the Messiah, and
while he maintains that Elijah has come he
does not refer to the prophetic figure on the
n1ountain. Origen (Com. on Matth. Book xiii.
I, 2), indeed, whom Dr. Swetc follows, maintains the contrary, viz. that the disciples ask
here why Elijah, instead of coming before the
:Me:,;,siah, according to Scripture, has come along1

14-29. The last work of power done
in Galilee, like the first (i. 23 sq.) is an
expulsion of a demon. The case is
brought before· us with great detail,
Mark's narrative being very much the
longest, and adding a number of very
life-like particulars, which throw light
both on Jesus' method of treatment
and on his views as to the acquirement
by others of the gift of exorcism.
Rafael's great picture of the Transfiguration translates into form and
colour the art which is already present
in this narrntive. The evangelist himself presents us with the contra.st
between the light and glory which

The Pharisees and the Scribes.
M
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prevail where the ideal world is thought
of and lived in, and the confusion, helplessness, and sorrow of the lower realm
of material considerations and restricted
v1s10n.
While Jesus and his three
intimates have been upon the mountain
top, a different scene has been taking
place below. As Moses (Exodus xxxii.)
on coming down from Sinai found the
people escaped from Aaron's control
and practising iclolatry, so Jesus, on
descending from the Mount of Transfiguration, finds his representatives
making an exhibition of impotence to
friends and enemies. Their discomfiture is no doubt being turned to their
"\[aster's prejudice, and the Scribes are
busily pressing their advantage, when
Jesus makes his appearance.
The
people, however, are not estranged
from Jesus by the dispute; on his
,i,ppearance they recognize that now
the matter has taken another turn ;
the lesser help has failed, but the
greater has come at the right moment;
and so, in their joyful surprise, they
run to meet him and express their
delight that he has come. Here is the
person himself, they see, about whom
the dispute is being carried on ; this,
no doubt, is what is conveyed in the
word ' astonished.'
16. The question of Jesus is addressed
probably to the disciples though the
grammar is not clear. The disciples
however cannot or do not reply ; the
answer comes to him out of the crowd.
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Yet it is not quite an answer to his
question ; he is not told what is the
subject now under discussion, but lww
the discussion began. It began with an
application to the disciples to cure a
case of epilepsy believed to be due to
demoniac possession, and the father
who had brought them his child seizes
the opportunity to bring forward the
case and state the symptoms again. It
was to ,Jesus be wished to bring his
child, and now, by dint of some energy,
he gets Jesus to attend to him.
The symptoms are those of epilepsy
corn bined with defectiYe speech, and,
we afterwards learn (ver. 25), defective
he»ring. The child, shut off by these
infirmities from the life of the family
and liable to seizures at any moment
and in places where they are extremely
dangerous, is thought to be possessed
by a malevolent spirit, and all the bad
symptoms arn referred alike to that
agency. Such a view of the case pre,·entecl, of course, any proper treatment.
A dumb devil the spirit is called, the
want of speech being the most persistent
ailment. The statement of the symptoms is not completed at once by the
father ; some of the description is left,
accordin,c: to llfark's manner, to a later
point. (In Matthew and Luke the case
is stated completely at the outset).
The disciples received authority (iii.
15, vi. 7) to cast out unclean spirits,
and it is implied in ver. 29 that they
hail 1,een successful, on the whole, in
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astonished, and they ran up to him and saluted him. And he
asked them, What are you disputing about with them? And
a man out of the crowd answered him, Master, I brought my
son to yon, because he has a spirit of dumbness. And wherever it seizes him, it tears him, and he foams and grinds his
teeth and turns stiff; and I asked your disciples to expel it ;
and they were not able. And at this he says, 0 faithless
generation! How long shall I be with you l how long shall
I have to bear you l Bring him to me. And they brought him
to him. And when it saw him, the spirit at once convulsed
him, and he fell on the ground and rolled foaming. And he
asked his father, How long has he been suffering in this way?
And he said, From childhood. And many a time it has even
thrown him into the fire and into water, to destroy him ; but
if in any way possible,1 have compassion on us and help us.
But Jesus said to him, I£ possible, do you say! to him who
believes everything is possible. Immediately the father of the
doing so. The present, howe,-er, is not
an ordinary case; the disciples have
failed, and it was their failure that
gave rise to the discussion.
19. There is an earlier complaint about
'this generation' in viii. 12. 'l'here it
referred to the demand for a sign and
to the want of apprehension of present
spiritual facts, implied in that demand.
That want of belief in God's present
rule and all-prevailing might prevents
the cures which might otherwise be
wrought (Yi. 5); and to Jesus it is
often a matter of distress to find himself surrounded and obstructed by those
who have more belief in agents of evil
than in the loving God whose help is
always near. In his mind there is no
doubt at all that the case can be dealt
with successfully and at once, and so he
immediately oeders the patient to be
brought to him. This is not done without an exhibition by the possessing
demon of its hateful energy.
Compare the former cases of possession, i. 26 v. 7, and the notes there.
21. Here, as in the case of the Gerasene, Jesus resorts to soothing measures,
talking quietly and putting questions.
In this way the father may be led to

abandon his hopelessness, which has
been the great obstacle in the way of
a cure, and to share in the confidence
Jesus himself feels, that disorder may
be made to yield to order. The father
is so impressed with the dreadful incidents of the case that he can scarcely
hope; yet as he speaks with Jesus and
sees him to be undismayed at the ctdditional recitctl uow made of the symptoms, the hope revives which prompted
him to set out upon his errand. The
failure of the disciples lms discouraged
him, but at last the cry bursts 'out
which he had left his house to utter,
even more pathetic for the obstructi,1ns
it has met with. He does not see how
help is possible; but Jesus may have
some way of helping, not yet known.
2:3. Jesus repeats the words 'If possible,' holding them up to the suppliant in
wonder and disapproval. Nothing can
be done in such a case on a hypothesis;
and one who has faith will not think of
using such words. One who believes
boldly enough in the goodness and the
present power of God will feel that no
symptoms, no difficulties, can stand in
the way of God's intentions. All things
will appear to him to be possible. The

1
lit. "if you can," but with this rendering a different word has to be taken
for the phrase in the following verse.
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father at once sees this ; the faith of
Jesus has inspired him also with faith.
He is on the side of God now and against
the demon, and believes that good is to
conquer evil. I believe, he says; I see
that my unbelief has been the great
obstacle, but do you help me in spite
of that !
25. Jesus had meant to make use of
the father's co-operation in some way,
and the father's want of faith which had
been the great obstacle was now removed.
But the rapid increase of the crowd
leads him to a.lter his plan; the sensation
must be put a stop to. He therefore
deals with the case in the simple and
effective way described in former instances, and the same phenomena
follow : the cry, the convulsion, the
quiet and repose in place elf restless
activity (cf. i. 26, v. 15, vii. 30). In
this case the quiet even appears to
go too far and to be alarming ; the
patient is, like Jairus' daughter, thought
to be dead. ,Jesus' treatment in this
further difficulty is precisely the same
as that applied to that case ; he grasps
the patient's hand and makes him get
up. How the case proceeded afterwards in the child's home we do not
learn; the faith of the father would at

least dictate a different treatment from
that followed before.
28. The disciples have been successful
till now in their practice ; the demons
have been subject to them when they
invoked the name of Jesus. What is
the reason of their failure in this instance? Jesus re~ognizes the case as a
special one. '.Ve can see from the
report that it was not a case of simple
possession, bnt was complicated with
various ailments. In ordinary cases it
is enough to onler the demon to go out,
appealing to the authority of Jesus
whom the demons know they are bound
to obey; but in a special case we here
find that special means of a spiritual
nature must be employed. There must
be special appeal to the divine goodness
and strength, a special degree of faith
must be attained by prayer that God is
able and willing to do what is asked of
Him. We are not told of Jesus' praying
in this instance when accomplishing the
cure, which was somewhat hurried
towards its close (cf. vii. 34). In works
of healing in the Church afterwards
prayer is always used.
In .Matthew the answer to the disciples' question is given d_ifferently.
Their fail nre is said to be due to their
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child cried out, I believe l Help my unbelief l But Jesus 25
seeing that the crowd is still collecting, rebuked the unclean
spirit, saying to him, You dumb and deaf spirit, I command
you, come out of him and never enter him again ! And he 26
cried out, and convulsed him severely, and came out of him;
and he became like a dead person so that most of the people
said that he was dead. But Jesus took him by the hand and 27
raised him, and he stood up. And when he had come indoors, 28
his disciples asked him privately, Why were we not able to
cast it out? And he said to them, This kind cannot be put 29
out by any means but prayer.
[Matthew xvii. 22, 23; Luke 1x. 43b-45.]
And they set out from there and passed through Galilee ; 30
and he did not wish any one to know of it. For he was 31
teaching his disciples, and saying to them, The Son of Man
is about to be delivered up into the hands of men, and they
will kill him, and when he is killed he will rise again after
three days. But they did not understand the saying, and 32
they were afraid to ask him.
want of faith, and the saying is given
in this connection which Mark gives in
connection with the barren fig-tree (xi.
23) as to the power of faith to remove a
mountain. The verse in Matth. (xvii.
21), "this kind ... prayer and fasting,"
an expanded version of Mark's verse, no
doubt in the sense of early Church
practice, h>1s been removed from the
text by recent editors.
30. The last place mentioned was the
neighbourhoorl of Caesarea Philippi
(viii. 27). If the record were a full one
the Mount of Transfiguration wonld be
near Caesarea, and the present journey
southwards from there, ending at Capernaum (ver. 33). It leads through
Galilee, perhaps past places where
Jesus had often preached and had done
acts of power. 'fhis time there is no
preaching; as formerly in the foreign
country of Tyre (vii. 24), so now in the
country which is most familar to him,
Jesus seeks to escape notice. The
motive for this appears at first sight to
be that he is devoting himself entirely
to his disciples, and has no time or
energy to give to public labours in

addition. But the reason of his withdrawing from public activity and public
notice in Galilee lies deeper than this.
It is to be found in the fact that the
subject of his own thoughts has changed,
and that the theme of his early preaching in Galilee no longer occupies the
foremost place in his mind. It is of
the Son of Man that he is now thinking, of the person and the fortunes of
the Y.lessiah. And the thoughts about
the Messiah with which he is now
engaged are for the inner circle.
1'he doctrine of the Messiah which
he is here said to have been teaching
the disciples is nearly the same as he
laid before them at their first recognition of his Messiahship (viii. 31, also
ix. 12). The only new point here is
that the Son of Man is to be "delivered
up." The Greek word may be rendered
"betrayed," and it has been usual to
see in the phrase an anticipation of the
treachery of Judas, which involves the
difficulty that Jesus courted death by
taking with him to Jerusalem a person
he knew to be a traitor. All that is
necessarily implied is the antidpation
of an arrest and confinement.
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The dispute of the disciples, who was greatest, 1x. 33-37.
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The exorcist using Jesus' name, ix. 38-40.
38

1

' Eef111 aUTqJ O 'Iwavvrir;, ~tOar:;m\e, etoaµev Ttva ev T'f) ovoµa-rl
,:;ov eK{3aAAOVTa Oatµovw, 2 ml €KWAuoµev avTOV, ()T( OUK ~KoAou0ec

The evangelist represents in this
passage also that the disciples did not
understand this new teaching of their
:Master (viii. 33, ix. 10); they were Jews
and took in but slowly the doctrine of
a crucified Messiah. What is taught
by Jesus on the subject is not yet the
Pauline doctrine which sees in the
Messiah's death such rich anr! infinite
purpose, but only the doctrine of Acts
(ii. 23, 24, etc.), that that r!eath was
part of the di vine ordinance for the
Messiah and would be made good by
the Resurrection. Yet even in this
form we have many a hint that the
disciples found it almost impossible to
take it in. The difficulty remains that
if Jesus spent so much labour in seeking
to teach his disciples these thoughts,
they ought not to have been so unprepared a,s his death found them.
Matthew (xvii. 23) softens the expression, only saying that the disciples
were very sorry. Luke (ix. 45) attributes their failure to understand to a
divine decree.

3:{. What follows is indoors ; no particular house is meant. On the way he
has overheard the disciples' voices, raised
rather high, as he walked in front of them
(viii. 33, x. 32); and on asking what
their discussion was about, he learns
1

2

how the new teaching is affecting them.
A similar phenomenon is seen later (x.
35 sqq. ). The fact that they are the
chosen companions of the Messiah,
and that he is soon to enter on his
power and reign, has ope>ned wider
careers to their imaginations. From this
and later phenomena we may probably
infer that J esns' ideas for the future
includer! some measure of worldly
power. There was to be a setting up
of the true instead of the false authority. In Jesus' mind the noble, the
ideal, side of this victory is thought
of ; in the disciples' minds the details
are thought of as they will affect
themselves.
Yet the disci pies feel
that Je.sns cannot approrn of their
discussion; and when he asks for an
account of it, he has to press them for
an answer.
In Matthew xviii. 1 sqq. the dispute
among the disciples is softened ; they
propose the question to Jesus, "'iVho
is greatest in the Kingdom?" In Luke
ix. 46 we have the incident as in Mark,
but Jesus does not need to ask what
the disciples have been discussing: he
knows their thoughts, and at once enters
on the subject.
35. Jesus makes a serious and important business of this.
He • sits
clown ; he is going to teach something

Orn. Ko.£ A<'J'H • • . o«ixovos.
Add 5s OUK aKOAov0,, -!Jµ,,.
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[Matthew xvm. 1-5; Luke ix. 46-48.]
And they came to Uapernaum. And after he had entered 33
the house he asked them, What were you disputing about on
the way ? But they were silent, for they had been disputing 34
with each other on the way, which was the greatest. And 35
he sat down and called the Twelve, and says to them, I£ any
one wishes to be first, he shall be last of all and servant of
all.1 And he took a child, and set it in the midst of them, 36
and he embraced it, and said to tJ:!_em, Whoever receives one 37
child like this on account of my name receives me; and whoever receives me receives not me but Him that sent me.
[Luke ix. 49, 50.]
John said to him, Master, we saw a man casting out demons
in your name 2 and we forbade him to do so, because he was
that is to be well attended to, and he
calls the Twelve to stand about him
and listen. There are others besides
them in the house, but this lesson is
for them. The lesson itself can only
be imperfectly understood till it is
illustrated from those parts of the
teaching of Jesus which Mark has not
given. In the Beatitudes, and in other
parts of the Sermon on the Mount,
the dispositions of mind essential for
the Kingtlom are placed before us,
which, though entering on ,t new phase
of his career and face to face with
a great struggle, J csus will not forget
nor allow his disciples to forget. As
he himself is among his disciples as one
who serves (Luke xxii. 27), they must
think that in his community the only
way to be great is to forget oneself in
doing for others what one can. The
Twelve, first of all, are called to practise
this; how else can they represent him or
his cause? The lesson thus stated is then
enforced in a way never to be forgotten.
Of,the children in the house he takes one,
places it where-the disciples will all see
it, and embraces it as if he had nothing
else to attend to but that child, nothing
to do but wait on it and help it to what
is good. If they will act in that way,
he says, it will he well with them. If
they will forget their own important
1
2

affairs and swelling ambitions, and
when they meet a fellow-creature, be
he ever so insignificant, ever so incapable of furthering their interests,interest
themselves in him and devote themselves to him, because Christ wills it so,
with all their hearts, then they will
find that they have advanced themselves most truly. The Greek words,
"because of my name," imply that this
is to be done not from vague beneficence but hecanse the action is oue
which the disciple feels his connection
with Christ to require of him. 'l'aking
to themselves the least, they will feel
that they have unwittingly taken to
themselves the greatest ; they are in
sympathy with Jesus and stand not far
from him. And not only Jesus but God
Himself is thns brought near, for God
acts just in that way; He cares for the
smallest antl weakest ; children are not
beneath His notice but are very de11r
to Him; He is always doing good out
of pure goodwill and undeserved compassion.
Vers. 38-41 appearto break the connection; ver. 37 is about receiving children,
and ver. 42 about putting obstacles in
their way. What links these verses to
the preceding and following context is
the idea of the name of Christ, and of

Omit "ancl says ... of all" as Matthew and Luke.
AdJ, who is not following us.
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39 ,7µ1v. 0 Oe '1170-ou!i' el-irev, Mh KWAU€T€ aUTOV OU0€l!i' yap €0-Ttv ()!i'
71"0U/G"£l ouvaµw €71"1 Ttp ovoµaTl µou Kat 0UIJl]G"€"Tat Taxv KaKo40 \oyija-al µe· 5,- yap OUK €G"TlV Ka0' hµwv, V7r€p ~µwv ea-nv.

Another saying about 'the Name,' ix. 41.
4r

''O!i' yap ilv 7r0Tla-v vµas 71"071]pwv VdaTO,' ev ovoµaTt l ;;Tt
Xp1rrTOU €<TT£, aµhv Aeyw vµ'iv ()Tl OI; µh U.7iOA.€0-tJ TOV µta-0ov
,
aVTQV.

-

On offences, to others, ix. 42.
42
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Thv 0aAaa-a-av.

the extent of the circle formed by reference to that name. 1
The name of Jesus, we sec, could be
used, and used effectively for exorcism,
by persons who had no commission
from Jesus nor eyen any visible connection with him.
The demoniacs
throughout the country being under
the impression that Jesus had come
to put a stop to their proceedings, the
name harl terrors for them, by whomsoever used. And so it has happened that
the beneficent action of the disciples
who used the Master's name to set free
those oppressed of the devil, has found
an imitator outside their ranks. John
and the other disciples for whom he
spoke consider that this is not to be
allowed ; only those should use the
name who are outwardly connected
with the cause. Jesus judges differently. Those who appeal to his name

to do a work of power must, he thinks,
be inwardly in sympathy with him.
They are not his enemies ; they cannot
possibly speak evil of him. And so the
name is the symbol of a wider union
than that of the circle of followers.
8ecret sympathizers are not to be regarded us outside hut as within the
pale. Those who do works like those
of Jesus are to be reckoned as paying
him respect and as baving a real connection with him. It is to be noticed
that both of the apparently conflicting
utterances, " He that· is not against us
is with us" and "He that is not with
me is against me" (Matth. xii. ;{O), have
reference to the same work of exorcism.
In the oue case it is said that he who
casts out demons is doing what Jesus
does and is on his side, even though not
formally adhering to him ; in the other,
that he who raises objections and criti-

I '!'he various phrases in which the name of
Jesus is here spoken of are:
1. Ver. 37J Receives a little one flll account
of my name (Jrr:t To/bvOµ.a.ri µ.ov).
2. ,, 38, Are ea.sting out demons in thy
Imme (iv T4i OvOµ.a.-ri O"ov).
3. ,, 39, D~ <;' w~rk iu my name (brl Tcii
ovoµo.n. µ.ov).
4. ,, 41, A cup of cold water in the name
that you belong to Christ (<v
OvOµ,o.n On XpunoU €o-1'E").
In No. 2 the name of Christ is the instrument
by which certain powers are exercised. In
Acts 1 Paul pronounces the name uf Chdst to
expel a demon (xvi. 18), and in Acts xix. 13 the
name is used by Jewish exorcists~ not without
effect, fora.similar purpose. InMatth. vii. 22wc

hear of persons who have prophesied, cast out
demons, and done works of power by means of
the name (here in the dative without any pre•
position). In Nos. 1 a.nd 8 the words are the
same but the meaning is different. In 3 it
describes the action of one who does not follow
Christ, but in 1 that of one who acts in hie
.spirit and in obedieuce to him, In 3 €1rl T-0
OvOt,La.Ti p.ov is equivalent to the €v To/ bvlJµ.a:ri
crov of 2; both phrases speak of the name as the
means of oxorci.sm. 4. This phrase hi a HebraismJ see Dalman, JVorte Jewu, p. 2fi0; and on
the various uses of the name of Christ isee a
paper on ".,,Ovoµ,a and the baptismal formula/'
by A. J. H. W. Brandt in tho Tkeologi3di Tijdsckrift, Nov., 1891.

1

Add µ.ou.

2

Add els eµ.e.
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not following us. But Jesus said, Do not forbid him; for
one who does a work of power in my name cannot possibly
speak evil of me soon afterwards. For he who is not against
us is for us.

39
40

[Matthew x. 42; xxv. 40.]
For whoever gives you a cup of water to drink on account
of your belonging to Christ,1 of a truth I say to you, he shall
by no means lose his reward.

41

[Matthew xviii. 6, 7; Luke xvii. l, 2.)
.And whoever causes to stumble one of these little ones
who believe,2 it would be far better for him that a great
millstone were put round his neck and that he were thrown
mto the sea.
cisms to the work of Jesus in casting
out demo11s is, though not a decla.red
enemy, really opposing and thwarting
him.
'The two sentences are by no
means inconsistent with each other.
41. This verse stands in the address
to the missionaries, .Matth. x. 42.
Matthew speaks of the kind act as
done in the name of a disciple, i.e. probably ont of goodwill to those who are
disciples of Jesus. Mark's words "on
;i,ccount of your belonging to Christ"
are more in keeping with the context
and amount to the same thing. Jesus
would not use the word 'Christ' in this
way; when he speaks of himself as
Messiah he says the Son of Man, or the
Son.
In the foregoing verses those who do
the works of ,Tesus belong to him.
Here we are told that those who are
kind to his followers out of respect
for their Master, even though not
outwardly joining them, are to be
regarded as sympathizers.
In the
judgment there will be a reward for
them, whieh will by no means be withheld. This idea is developed in the
parable of the sheep and the goats
(Matth. xxv. ). Here we have simply

a hint to the missionaries of the faith
that they are to take a wide view of
the religion they preach and of the
qualific,1tions for belonging to it. They
i,rc to welcnme the smallest signs of
sympathy they meet on their journeys,
and to claim those who show any
respect for their Master or kindness
to themselves as really belonging to
them.
42. \Ve come back to the little ones
spoken of before, ver. 37. There, however, the little one was a child, to
whom, though the least important of
all, the follower of Christ was to be
ready to devote himself. Here the
little ones are, as in Luke, grown-up
persons, members of the Church, who
believe and who are liable to be led
into thoughts or acts perilous to their
faith.
The lesson, however, is not
changed ; it is still enjoined that the
Christian is to forget himself and put
himself in the attitude of fostering and
defending even those far beneath him
in their attainments. To lead into
danger a young or immature member
of the Church and possibly to wreck
his faith, ah, far better that he who
can do such a thing were utterly made

1 Rejecting µov which makes the words run "in my name because you
belong to Christ." This would make the kind person a follower of Christ ;
otherwise he is a kind Jew or heathen. Cf. Matth. xxv. 35.
2 Add: in me.
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On offences, to oneself, ix. 43-50.
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Journey to Judaea, x. I.
Kat €KEc0ev avaa-Tti<;' t/pxETat Et<;' Ta <>pta T17<, 'louoal a<, /Wt
,repav TOU 'Iopoavou, Kat (TUl/7rOpEVOI/Tat ,raAtv oxAot 7rpO<; al/TOIi,
Kat W<;' eiw8et 7rClAlll eoloaa-KEII avTOV\',
away 1 with before he takes such guilt
upon his soul. For concrete instances
of this see Romans xiv., 1 Cor. viii.
The similarity between these passages
of Paul and the passage before ns is
very striking (cf. Rom. xiv. 13, 14,
18).
43. From giving offence we come to the
subject of taki11g it. Between these
two there is of course the closest connection, as he who is most ready to
make sacrifices to maintain his own faith
and purity ought to be most anxious
to avoid doing anything to imperil
those of others. But the disconrse has
undeniably wandered from its startingpoint at ver. 33, 34, and furnishes
another example of Mark's loose connections (cf. iv. 21-25). The material
had apparently to be put in here
before Jesus' departure from Galilee.
Matthew, who has had these sayings

in the Sermon on the Mount (v. 29-30),
repeats them in this very inferior connection (xviii. 8, 9), evidently following Mark. \V c have here the severe
and ascetic side of the teaching of
Jesus (comp. Matth. vii. 13, 14), and
a practical application to a certain
class of cases of the principle of denying self and taking up the cross. This
intense and strenuous tone belongs to
the hit,ter part of the ministry when
the shadow of the grea,t impending
change has already been entered, arid
all earthly affairs are seen as nothing
in comparison with the jn<lgment arnl.
the life beyond. The tone is that which
is heard in the Apocalypse where all is
dominated by the expectation of the
Parousia, In view of the jndgment that
is coming a man rrmy well resort to the
most trenchant measures, that it may
go well with him. The alternatives at
the judgment are that one enters into

lThe millstone spoken of is not that of the hand-mill (Matth. xxiv. 41), but that, ~• the
Greek says, of the ass-mill.
1
2

Vers. 44 and 46 in the T.R. are identical with ver. 48.
3 /D,a.
Omit this clause.
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[Matthew xviii. 8, 9; cf. v. 29, 30.J
And if your hand make you stumble, cut it off; it is better 43
that you should enter into life maimed than that you should
have both your hands and go away to Gehenna, to the
unquenchable fire. And if your foot make you stumble, cut 45
it off; it is better that you should enter into life lame than
that you should have both your feet and be cast into Gehenna.
And if your eye make you stumble, pluck it out; it is better 47
that you should enter into the Kingdom of God with one eye
than that you should have both your eyes and be cast into
Gehenna, where their worm dies not and the fire is not 48
quenched. For every one shall be salted with fire, and every 49
sacrifice shall be salted with salt. 1 Salt is a good thing; but 50
if salt loses its saltness what can you take to flavour it?
Have salt in yourselves and be at peace with one another.
[Matthew xix. 1, 2.]
And breaking up from there he comes to the region of
Judaea and beyond Jordan; and again multitudes came together
to him, and, as he was accustomed, again he taught them.
life, i.e. one passes without dying into
the Messianic Kingdom where all sin
and evil are at an end and the just
live happy and secure, or that one is
east into Gehenna, the place of active
torment, which had superseded in Jewish belief at this time the older Sheol,
the place of shadows. The notion of
Gehenna was deri Yed from the valley of
Hinnom, where abominable sacrifices
(passing through the fire) had been
offered by some of the h,ter kings of
Judah (see Isa. I. 11, !xvi. 24, and
Charles' article on Gehenna in Hastings'
Dictionary of the Bible). The losses
which mav be incurred here for the
sake of d1ity will be forgotten or made
good in the life of the future, 1mt to
be cast into Gehcnna is a fate which,
whether it amounts to annihilation or
to unending torment (both are found
in Jewish thought), can never be
retrie,·ed.
49. For everyone a process of seasoning
is necessary, and as temptations are so

great and the stake so high that process
cannot be an easy one. There is lire to
be encountered afterwards if not now ;
how much better to face it now and by
self-sacrifice ensure against the future.
That principle is recognized even in the
Law, where we are told (Levit. ii. 13)
that no sacrifice fa to be without salt.
Those tben who look forward to standing before God for His acceptance must
not be without the sharp presen-ative;
and in this connection a saying about
salt is tacked on which in its original
setting (Luke xiv. 34, 35, Matth. v. 13)
has nothing to do with the imlividual
preparation by sacrifice for judgment,
but with the seasoning the world is to
receive by the presence in it of the
disciples of Jesus. They are the salt of
the earth ; hut if they so adapt themselyes to the world as to part with their
distinctive flavour, there is no means of
restoring them to their functions, and
they become the most useless of all
and fit for nothing hut rejection. As

1 The Revisers omit this clause, and there is stroug MS. evidence against it.
But without it the connection of the passage is chaotic.
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Question as to divorce, x. 2-12.
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Mark uses the saying, the salt stands
both for the disciples who leaven the
world and for the self-mortification by
which they themselves are kept pure
and fit for God. And the discourse
ends with returning to its starting-point
in the dispute among the disciples.
They are admonished to have salt in
themselves, i.e. not to shrink from the
self-denial they are called for, and at
the same time to he at pe,we towards
each other. To themselves they are to
be severe, to others accommodating,
modest, and sweet ; then they will both
be in a right state as indivirluals and
will avoid quarrels and jealousy.
x. l. Here we are told of Jesus' final
departure from Galilee. In Matthew
xvi. 21 he announces to the disciples at
the first prediction of his death that he
is going to Jerusalem; in Luke he
travels through Samaria (ix. 53, cf. also
xiii. 22, xvii. 11) and other districts
towards the capital. In Mark his
1mrpose of going to Jerusalem is unfolded gradually, and he does not travel
straight to the capital but in the first
instance only to the country of Judaea
,md beyond ,Jordan. .At this point accordingly he leaves Galilee. Matthew
also makes this statement, but omits the
' and ' connecting ,J udaea and the trans,T ordanic country, as if J udaca extended
to the east of the Jordan. Jesus
approached Jerusalem at last from
Jericho, and he 8eems to have reached
that town from Peraea. John xi. 54,
1

Om. (f;,ap«rnto,.

where he is said to have made some
stay with his disciples at a place called
Ephraim on the borders of the wilderness, may thus contain a true reminiscence.
.At all events Jesus is now in a region
where he has not been before, at least
siuce he began to teach. There are no
means of judging how long a time he
spent in that region ; and the incidents
which Mark places here are not numerous nor do they possess any necessary
connection with this part of the narrative. In Luke this journey is used as a
great receptacle (the Great Insertion, as
it is called, extends from Luke ix. 51 to
xviii. 14-) to contain all sorts of materials
which had not found a fixed place in
the narrative; and possibly we have
here in Mark a beginning of the same
treatment.
\Ve ~He told vaguely of crowds who
surroumlcd Jesus on this journey. For
similar crowds see that at viii. I in
a desert place and that of viii. 34 in
the northern region, where Peter's confession took place. The details of the
journey not being remembered, there is
a general description of Christ's activity,
such as we are accustomed to hear from
Mark. Crowds come to him and he
teaches them. In Matthew he lieals
them. l<'or a simila.r treatment of a
multitude where :Mark says he taught
them, Matthew that he healed, see vi.
34, Matth. xiv. 14.
2. These Pharisees wish toknowifJesus
considers divorce to be wrong. They
2
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[Matthew x1x. 3-12; Luke xvi. 18.]
.And some Pharisees 1 came to him and asked him, Is it lawful 2
for a man to put away his wife? tempting him. But he 3
answered and said to them, What did Moses command you?
.And they said Moses allowed a man to put away his wife 4
on writing out a certificate of divorce for her. But Jesus s
said to them, It was on account of the hardness of your hearts
that he gave you this commandment; but from the beginning 6
of the creation,
Male and female he made them.
Therefore a man shall leave his father and his mother,
and the two shall be one flesh.

So that they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore God has joined together let not man put asunder. .And
when they were inside the disciples asked him again about
have no doubt heard some such rumour gether, and no human authority, not
about him, and they ask the question even Moses, it is implied though not
not from an honest desire to understand said, is entitled to reverse His ordinance.
his position and compare it with their If Moses appears to alter that, it is only
own, but 'tempting him.' If what they for a time and for a special reason, not
have heard about him is true, then he that the htw he then gave was a good
one, lrnt that the people were not fit
is setting himself up against the Law,
which explicitly recognizes divorce, and for any better.
if he can be induced to make snch a
Thus Jesus abrogates a piece of the
statement publicly, they will have a
Mosaic law; we have seen him put the
tradition as a whole aside (vii. 6-9), and
good charge against him.
3. Jesus at once asks them to state the we have seen him dispense with the
law which in their view makes divorce Sabbath law as held and interpreted in
legal, and they quote the terms qf his day (ii. 23-iii. 5); now we see him
Dent. xxiv. 1. This law was made put aside an explicit ordinance of Moses
originally not to facilitate divorce but on the ground that it does not correto regulate it, and especially to secure spond to God's original intentions for
for the wife that she should not be man. The courage and clearness of
turned off without a proper document judgment thus shown, in clearing away
to show that she was divorced and was what is morally unsound and going
back to the foundations of right as laid
therefore at liberty to marry.
5. Such a law as that ,Jesus at once at the beginning, is a notable feature
declares could only have been given to of the example left us by our Master.
10. After they come in, the disciples
meet a temporary necessity, and can
revert to the question debated out of
only be of temporary duration. It contradicts a principle, as it were, of the doors. The decision given by Jesus was
constitution, of the original order of a very strong one, as it set aside an
things. Moses wrote another law than explicit law containeil in the Torah and
that one ; in the original charter of all the disciples might not be able at once
human relations you find it. There are to take it in, The Master's reply to
words at the beginning which recognize their enquiry is only a reiteration in
that a man may at his marriage leave yet stronger terms of the position he
has taken up. He does not shrink
his father and mother, but no words
recognizing that a man may leave his from the consequences. If God allows
wife. God has joined these two to- no divorce, then those who have turned
1
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Jesus welcomes children who are brought to him, x. 13-16.
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The rich man's question, x. 17-31.
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away their wives are not relieved
of the obligations of marriage towards
them, however carefully they hv,ve complied with all the requirements of the
law on the subject. They are still
married to their original wi,·es ; they
can form no second union. In the sight
of God there is no such thing as <livorce,
and he who acts as if there were and
enters on a second marriage is an adulterer ; his first marriage is not at an end,
and he is violating its obligations,
Matthew has had this already in the
Sermon on theMount(v.3lsq.), but gives
it again here. Mark, writing for Gentile
readers, with whom the wife can claim
divorce as well as the husband, adds
a sentence to meet this case. It is not
only the husband who is bound to
regard his marriage as indissoluble.
The wife must regard it in the Sftme
way, and must not think of the relief
provided for her by Roman law. In
J\fatthew the prohibition of divorce is
much less absolute. The apostle Paul
in 1 Cor. vii. occupies somewhat different ground on the subject of marriage,
and allows of divorce in cases of mixed
marriages, though apparently in no
others (ver. 15).
13. This incident of travel might
happen anywhere ; the lesson drawn

from it is connected with the ambitions
of the disciples of which so much is
heard at this part of the narrative
{ix. 36, Matth. xviii. 4). In some places
the people brought out their sick when
they heard of Jesus' approach; here
they bring their children that the
great Teacher may touch them, and his
touch infuse some virtue into their
growing lives, He would be at the
height of his reputation when this took
place. The disciples fail signally to
enter into their Master's mind with
regard to children. They consider that
he has such serious matters to attend to
that he ought not to be troubled with
children, and must be kept free from
such an intrusion. But Jesus thinks of
the matter very differently, anu is angry
with them for understanding him so
poorly. The chiluren are to be allowed
to come to hirn, and no obstacle put
in their way; with whom could he
feel himself at home so much as with
them? they know all about the King•
<lorn he preaches ; it is theirs and its
citizens are just such as they are.
15. We may compare with this the say•
ing in Matth. xi. 25, "Thou h,,st hid
these things from the wise and prudent
and revealed them to babes" and the
scene in the temple, Luke ii. 41 .sqq. The
truths of the Kingdom must have early
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the su~ject. And he says to them, ·whoever puts away his
wife and marries another, commits adultery against her; and
if she puts away her husband and marries another, she commits
adultery.

II

12

[Matthew x1x. J:3-15a; Luke xvm. 15-17.J
.And they brought children· to him that he might touch
them; and the disciples rebuked them for doing so. But
when Jesus saw it, he was angry, and said to them, Let the
children come to me ; do not prevent them ; for of such is
the Kingdom of God. .Assuredly I tell you, whoever does not
receive the Kingdom of God as a child will never enter it at
all. .And he embraced them and blessed them, laying his
hands on them.

13
14

15
16

[Matthew xix. 15b-30; Luke xviii. 18-30.]
.And as he was setting out on his journey, a man ran up
to _him and kneeled to him and asked him, Good Master,
begun to grow up in Jesus' own mind,
and he knew from his own experience
how receptive childhood is. To such a
child as he had been the Kingdom was
not suggestive of social competition, but
of fair ideals offering themselves spontaneously as from above. Such simple
and confiding spirits possess the Kingdom, and no one can possess it in any
other way than theirs. Only by believing in it and surrendering himself
to its laws, his spirit seeing in it the
only real world, can any one enter it,
and for the grown-up person thfa is
harder, as it may involve changing fixed
habits of thought and abjuring worldly
standards of judgment and modes of
action. In the Kingdom all are children,
children of the heavenly Father, and
without the child-like mind, the confiding, upward-looking, unassuming spirit,
no one can be at home in it. Compare
with this the standpoint of the Beatitudes, where the Kingdom is the portion
of the poor in spirit, the meek, the
mourner, of those in fact who divest
themselves in their heart of all that is
artificial, and live in the great realities
of man's relation to God and to God's
creatures(cf. Baur, First Three Centuries,
vol. i. p. 26-:{3).
On the caressing of the children which
follows, sec on ix. :16. l\fatthew's scene

(xviii. 1-4), in which a child is set up for
an object-lesson to the disciples, is not
gi,·en by Mark; but it could he con•
strncted g_ut of the materials Mark gives
in the two scenes where Jesus embraces
children : )1atthew here omits the
caress, which he has there given.

17. Another incident of travel, which
testifies to the esteem with which Jesus
was regarded, and again without any
definite place or time. One who turns
out afterwards to be a rich man sees
.-r esus starting on his journey, and
accosts him hurr-iedly and even impetuously, ere he be gone, in the presence of the disciples, with a question of
pressing moment to himself. He assumes the attitude of a suppliant
(i. 40), aud he addresses Jesus with a
title indicating respect and even affection and confidence. 'Good ' is more
than just or reverend (cf. Rom. v. 7);
the ·word was used with full consciousness of its moral significance, and, as
.Tcsus' reply shows, was not a word to
be lightly applied to a mortal. (Dai-·
man, W.J., p. 277, consi,iers that the
word 'good' was by the Jews reserved
for God, and that it was a gross flattery
to apply it to a mortal ; but this is
surely an exaggeration).
The question propounded is a very
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serious one. The questioner wishes to
make sure of life, that is, of a share in
the blessedness of the future, comprising all the blessings promised by God
to His faithful ones ; the word life in
later Jewish thought means no less
than this. How is he to become partaker of eternal life? His asking the
question shows him to be in doubt on
the matter. Not that it was one on
which there was any lack of teaching
in the country. The Scribes 1 taught
that to be a partaker of life at last a
man must keep God's commandments,
not, only the written bnt the unwritten
ones, not the great ones only but also
the small, and that every act of obedience was put down to i, man's credit in
the heavenly book, every transgression
put down against him, for the day of
reckoning when his account would be
balanced and his fate determined.
Thus a man's salvation was built up
by acts of merit, and the religions life
consisted in doing such acts, and avoiding acts of a contrary kind ; it was by
rl.oing, repeated and constant doing, of
meritorious acts that he made himself
safe. Bnt the prnctical working of this
system admitted of great uncertainties,
and we see both from the N.T. and
from Rabbinical literature that there
was many an enquiry for some simpler
and more moral standard. Jesus, this
man thinks, can perhaps give him a
plain rule, and so he comes to him and
makes his appeal, which is not wanting
in pathos. He wants guidance in his
course of doing, by which he is seeking

to establish his salvation. ·what am I
to do? he asks.
Jesus protests in the first instance at
being called good. That title, he says,
belongs to God-God only. The protest undoubtedly affords a glimpse into
the inner life of .Jesus. He sees all
goodness concentrated in God, and
while men arc to try to be good as
God is (.Matth. v. 48), they are not so
yet ; nor does he dream of regarding
himself as an exception to this rule.
He occupies the trnly religious position
of seeing everything good in God, not
in himself ; if he had not occupied this
attitude he could not be to us the type
of true religion. And the questioner is
first reminded of this principle, and ifi
admonished implicitly to rise to a.
higher level of thought. The service
of God is not, he is thus told at once,
a series of doings, of transactions; it is
liYing in active intercourse with Him
who alone is good. To fix attention on
our doings and forget the good God in
whose service they profess to be done,
is a poor way of serving Him.
In Matthew the right reading is
undoubtedly, '' Why do you ask me
about the good?" and Jesus' disclaimer
of goodness is thus got rid of, and
turned into a play on the word "good,"
as if the man's question had been a.
philosophical one as to the chief good.
Luke with Mark preserves the earlier
version of the speech.
19. Jesus believes along with his
countrymen that the commandments of
God were meant to give life. 'He that

1 Cf. Weber's Jiidische Theologfr, especially
i. 1, on the Principle of Nomism. The system
set forth in Weber is the full-blown one of a
later day; in the tin1e the Gospels refer to, it

was less developed, while Paul is witness to a
higher principle which was at work in his day
in Judaism, and other evidence to the same
effect is not wanting.
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what shall I do that I may inherit eternal life? But Jesus
said to him, Why do you call me good ? No one is good but
God only. You know the commandments:

18
19

Do not commit adultery, Do not kill,1 Do not steal, Do not bear
false witness, Do not defraud, Honour your father and your
mother.

But he said to him, Master, I have observed all these things
from my youth. And Jesus looked at him and loved him, and
said to him, There is one thing that you want. Go and sell
all that yo11 have and give it to the poor, and you will have
doeth them shalllive by them,' is the 0. T.
answer to this man's question, quoted
by Paul (Gal. iii. 12). The discovery
that the law brings not life but death
belongs to a more developed stage of
thought. And when Jesus wishes to
specify those commandments which
have life attached to them, he mentions those which all civilised communities agree to regard as sacred. He
does not specify anything ritual or any•
thing merely national, but recites the
commandments of the second table of
the Decalogue. Of course Jesus cannot
mean to say that a mere literal observance of these laws will bring life. In
Matthew v. we learn how he regards
them, translating them from the negative into a positive form, and considering them as addressed not to the
outward acts but to the spirit and
conscience. It is the law as thus
"fulfilled," made inward, regarded
not as a statute regulating acts but
as an ideal principle of conduct, the
keeping of which can count in Jesus'
view on the divine approval. But with
this man he does not enter on the
question how the law is to be understood ; he simply takes the broad
ground, common to him with his
countrymen, that keeping the commandments brings salvation. Along
with the sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth,
and fifth commandments the injunction,
"Defraud not,'' finds a place, a precept
found in Deuteronomy xxiv. 14, and
meant to enforce the prompt payment
of wages (cf. James v. 4).
The applicant, however, declares that
he has no need to be told this. He
speaks of himself as no longer young
1

(Matthew, on the contrary, calls him
a young man), and declares that he
has been heedful of all these commandments ever since his youth. Taking
the commandments in their literal sense,
as mere prohibitions of immoral acts,
his assertion might be true. In every
civilised country multitudes could say
the same. Only this keeping the commandments has not brought him the
assurance which he craves; he still
stands as a questioner (though Mark
does not give the words, "What lack
I yet?" of Matthew), and applies for
some further directions as to what he
can do to be sure of acceptance at the
end. Ethical enquiry was not dead
among the Jews; the legal system
which prevailed ought in logic to have
precluded it; yet the questions were
asked which is the chief commandment,
and what a man is to do to have
life.
21. One might have expected Jesus to
explain what was involved, in his eyes,
in keeping the commandments. But
he takes a different plan with this man,
He sees him to be not far from the
Kingdom-the spiritual discontent is
there, the warmth of disposition, and
some measure of faith in Jesus' word
and cause must be there also ; that is
all written on his face, and Jesus sees
it and loves him. Instead, therefore,
of entering into argument with him,
he at once claims him for his own. He
did not ask everyone to be his disciple
(cf. v. 19, viii. 26, Luke xiv. 25-35,
ix. 61, 62), but he asks this man, with
the same words as those addressed to
the fisher-disciples and to Matthew
(i. l 7, ii. 14). If he will come with

Do not kill, Do not commit adultery.
N
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Jesus and devote himsell to the Kingdom then his questions will be answered ; then he will be doing a thing
which will certainly be rewarded fully
at the end. Only, when one gives
onesell to the Kingdom there can
be no half-measures. He who finds
that treasure goes at once and sells
all he has to purchase it. If this
man is quite in earnest, if he is
prepared to do all that is required in
order to attain peace within and to be
quite certain of the future, he must
enter the highest life at once. He
must sell his property and dispose of it
so that he can never take it up again
nor feel it calling him back to the
world. He must exchange the earthly
for the heavenly treasures (Matthew
vi. 19, 20), and learn, following Jesus,
to bear hardship and to look in the face
of danger.
22. The man was unequal to the
crisis of his fate, and refused the career
for which his cfrcumstances rather than
his character unfitted him. He could
not break the ties, as Jesus and the
disciples had done, which bound him to
the world.
23. The look round belongs perhaps
to Mark's style (see iii. 5, 34). While
Matthew and Luke give Jesus' saying
here first in its simple and then in its
more emphatic form without any•
thing between, Mark notices the
wonder of the disciples at the saying
when first uttered, and so leads up
to the second form. Jesus has no
l

avr6v.

2

hard words for the young man, only
for the riches of which he had shown
himself to be as it were the victim. To
the case of rich men who aim at the
Kingdom he applies the word about the
narrow gate (Luke xiii. 23 sq.), intensified and dramatized. The gate we hear
in Luke is narrow, and one has to
struggle to get through it. Those
who have burdens they cannot part
with cannot get through at all. A rich
man, so hampered by material cares and
obligations that, like the young man,
he cannot embrace the incompatible
treasure even when he recognizes it and
to some extent craves for it, what of
his case? As readily will a camel
get through the eye of a needle,-the
words were to be taken literally. Indeed the camel would only get through
even an ordinary doorway by leaving
all its burdens behind, a thing a rich
man cannot do. There is an impossibility, therefore, as far as men can
see ; the rich can never enter the
Kingdom which is for those only who
have renounced all love and care
except the highest.
The future tense is used here as if
the question of the admission of rich
men to the Kingdom belonged to the
time of fulfilment. The Kingdom is
already present in principle ; the
parables of growth explain its mode
of development, and the Beatitudes
and other sayings set forth the character it requires. But, on the other
hand, its full realization belongs to
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treasure in heaven, and come, follow me. But his face 22
fell at that saying, and he went away in distress; for he was
a man of large possessions. And Jesus looked round and says 23
to his disciples, How difficult it is for those who have riches to
enter into the Kingdom of God l But the disciples wondered 2 4
at his words. .And at this Jesus says to them again, Children,
how difficult it is to enter into the Kingdom of God l It is 25
easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle than
for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom of God l And they 26
were still more taken aback, and said to each other,1 Who
then can be saved? Jesus looking upon them says, With 27
men it is impossible but not with God; for with God all
things are possible. Peter began to say to him, See we have 28
left all and have followed you. Jesus said, Indeed I tell you, 29
there is no one who has left house or brothers or sisters or mother
the future and is spoken of in prediction. When the Kingdom comes to
be fully instituted Jesus says here it
will be found that almost insuperable
obstacles attend the admission of rich
men to it. This of course is founded
on present observation; what keeps a
man from joining the community Jesus
is forming in anticipation of the Kingdom will keep him from entering the
Kingdom itself where God is to be
served with entire devotion. Thus
Jesus recognizes here that the rich as
little as the wise and prudent are to
be expected to join his movement.
We have not hitherto met in Mark
with the teaching which makes poverty
a condition of belonging to the Messianic community (cf. James ii. 5, Luke
xii. 33, and passim).1 But the early
history of the Church leads us to
expect to find in the Master's own
teaching some such strain of thought.
26. The ordinary presupposition of
the time was that it was easier for a rich
man than for a poor man to be saved.
The assertion that a rich man could
hardly be saved at all was almost
revolutionary. What will the Kingdom be, the disciples ask, if the
notables and the rich people are not
there ? Who will be there ? And if
it is so hard for a rich man to be saved
I

who can devote his life to the business,
how can the poor man who can only
snatch brief intervals for his religion
from his life of toil hope to be saved at
all? Is it not making salvation hopeless
altogether to make it out to be so hard?
And Jesus admits that the work of
salvation is hard, though not just in
the sense they mean. ·with men, he
says, with men as _they are, taking
human views of things and relying
only on human forces, it cannot be
done at all. But it is not impossible
for all that. God, who is all love and
all power, can do everything, and can
even bring to pass in man the change
that is required. By faith it is understood, the power of God may be
brought to bear on human lives. All
things are possible to him who believes
(ix. 23) and to prayer the door is
opened.
28. The disciples acted differently
from this rich man, and Peter reminds
the Master of the sacrifices they have
made for him, suggesting, though
Mark does not say so, that these
sacrifices ought to be counted in their
favour.
Jesus does not repel the
claim. In Matthew (xix. 28) and in
Luke (xxii. 29) the Twelve receive the
promise that when the Messianic Kingdom is established they shall sit on

See on this Campbell, Bbionitism «-nd Demonology in St Luke's Gospel.
1

to him.
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twelve thrones, judging the twelve
tribes of Israel. Snch a representation was less fitted for Gentile readers,
and Mark omits it. Instead, he gives,
at greater length than the parallels,
the general assurance that whoever
has made sacrifices on account of
Jesus and the Gospel will be repaid
for them. Whatever they have left
behind from love to him or devotion
to the cause (the promise 'on account
of the Gospel' is apostolic ; Jesus says
' on account of my name,' or 'on
account of the Kingdom') they will
find again ; and here he is not speaking of the treasure in heaven but of
what is to take place "in this present
time." The expressions evidently refer
to the new connection and resources
opened up to the Christian in the
fellowship of the faithful. As Jesus
himself felt his family at Nazaret
replaced to him by the wider family
of all those who did the will of God,
so to his followers all Christians are
brothers, all houses open, all possessions
common. Along with these new joys
griefs are also mingled, for the follower

of J esu·s has always his cross to bear,
his cup to drink ; and persecution
must be expected to continue. So
much for the present life, and in the
coming Age, when the catastrophe
that is coming upon the world has
taken place, and the new world has
begun, they will have eternal life, i.e.
all the delights and blessings longed
for by God's people. 1
31. The words concluding the speech
are in their right place at the end of
the parable of the Labourers in
the Vineyard (Matthew xx. 16), but
Matthew gives them also in the position
in which Mark has them here. They
are directed against the Jewish view
of man's service of God as done for
reward and capable of being set down
in debtor and creditor accounts ; and
they declare that no exact statement
is possible of what men have to expect
from God ; the issue is likely to confound all calculations. As Peter has
suggested that the disciples should be
rewarded for the sacrifices they have
made, the verse is appropriate here
also. It applies first of all, in Mark

I In the Western reading given below this
detailed promise of equivalents in this life for
what has been given up does not appear. The
general promise of abundant compensation in
this life remains, but the following details

refer not to the reward but to the antecedent
sacrifice. He who has left these things with
persecutions will receive in the coming Age the
blessing which includes all other•-eternal
life.

1 ,')

1ra,Tlpa ,') µ.71dpa ,') -yvvaiKa,

Or, as oe a</>rJICeV aldav KCU a/5,X,pas Kai doeX4>0/,s KCU
µ.71Tcpa Kai T{Kva Kal ci-ypo~s µ.eTa /5,w-yµofi iv Tti) alCm T<e lpxoµ.bnp i'wr,v alcJmov
XfJµ.y,eTa.,.
3 Orn. ol,
4 Omit o! oe d1wXov0oiJvnf i4>ofJof!vTo,
2

Orn. alKlas , , , oiw-yµ.wv.
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or father 1 or children or lands for my sake and the Gospel's,
but he shall receive a hundred times as much now in this
present time, houses and brothers and sisters and mothers and
children and lands, with persecutions,2 and in the coming Age
life eternal. But many who are first shall be last, and the last
first.

30

31

[Matthew xx. 17-19; Luke xviii. 31-34.]
And they were on the road going up to Jerusalem, and
Jesus was going in front of them, and they were in amazement; and those who were following him were afraid. 8 And
again he took the Twelve beside him and began to tell them
what was about to happen to him as follows; See, we are
going up to Jerusalem, and the Son of Man will be delivered
at least, to the Twelve, and to the
question of precedence which had arisen
among them (ix. 33 sq.). Not the most
forward claimant (in this passage it is
Peter) will be best off in the end.
In Luke a man's wife is mentioned
after his house, in the list of what it is
hard to leave. In Mark the old text
has this feature. (Cod. v at Mount
Athos has this in addition to the
codd. mentioned hy Swete).
32. In ver. l we were told of Jesus'
travelling from Galilee to J udaea and
Peraea. Exact details of the journey
are wanting, but the interval is filled
up with the various meetings with the
Pharisees, the children, and the rich
young man, and we now see Jesus
actually on the road. He must have
reached Jericho, which he passed on
his way to Jerusalem, from the east,
i.e. from Peraea; and thus Mark's
narrative allows of the stay mentioned
in John xi. 54, at a place on the edge
of the wilderness.
Mark gives a vivid sketch of the
party as it advanced on this journey.
Jesus goes in front (Luke xix. 28 ?)
a lonely figure, led onwards by a
purpose which no one fully understands
1

or shares; the Twelve follow, amazed at
what he is doing, for they now realize
that he is actually bound for Jerusalem,
and they begin to see what that must
mean for him. In addition to these
there is (except in the Western variant,
which omits this) an additional party
further in the rear, who are said to be
following him. These we may recognize again at xi. 9 and xv. 41. These,
we are told, were afraid ; they knew it
was no ordinary band of pilgrims for
the festival to which they were attaching themselves, and standing further
from the Master than the Twelve did,
could see even more clearly the danger
of his enterprise.
32. And now again he takes the Twelve
apart' and addresses himself to them
with that new teaching which made so
little impression on them. The word
' began' is not to be taken literally, as
if in the tradition here drawn from
this teaching had not occurred before ;
all that is meant is that he deliberately
took up this subject and addressed
them on it. See notes on the earlier
occurrences of the predictions (viii. 31,
ix. 31).
33. These predictions are more detailed than those of viii. 31, ix. 31, and

A. Y. or father or mother or wife.
Omit houses ... persecutions. Another reading : present time ; but he who
has left house and sisters and brothers and mother and children and lands
with persecution shall receive in the coming Age life eternal.
3 Omit this clause.
2

32

33
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contain a complete enumeration of the
principal incidents of the Passion as
afterwards narrated. The events foretold are more directly imminent, as
the party are now clearly on the road
to Jerusalem, and they are all catalogued in due order-the betrayal by
Judas, the trial before the Sanhedrin,
the handing over to Pilate, the scom:ging, the mo<iking (though the scourging
precedes the mocking in chap. xv.), and
the death. As before, we judge that
the evangelical tradition madethesepredictions more detailed and precise than
they can have been when Jesus uttered
them. 1 Ji[e no doubt saw generally
what fate awaited him in Jerusalem;
the expectation breathes in all his language at this time, but the disciples
were not prepared for his death, as
they must have been if this instruction
was historical, nor for his Resurrection.
Again, Mark places the Resurrection
not on the third day as Matthew and
Luke, but ' after three days,' a not very
determinate period (cf. Luke xiii. 32).
Luke states very plainly here that
the disciples did not understand this
speech of Jesus; 'it was hid from
them.'
35. Theolddisputeamong the disciples
"which is the greatest" (ix. 34), here
breaks out in another form in connec1 Perhaps also the transmission of the text.
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tion with a definite question of precedence in the Kingdom. While the
Synoptic tradition in its present form
represents Jesus as occupied at this
time mainly with the thought of his
impending Passion, it still allows ns
to see that another kind of prospect also
had a share in his mind, that which it
was more natural for a ,Tewish Messiah
to cherish (vide supra, pp. 170, 194).
Mark scarcely gives enough of the discourses at this period to account for
this petition of James and John; but
in Matth. xix. 28 we have the promise
to the disciples of twelve thrones from
which they are to judge the twelve
tribes, and the banquet with which the
Kingdom wonld open is spoken of in
Mark xiv. 25, and appears in too many of
the parables and other sayings not to
be regarded as a genuine part of the
Lord's utterances. What is in the mind
of James and John is a banquet or great
court function in which the Messiah is
the principal figure, and his highest
ministers sit next to him. For these
seats the "sons of thunder" are already
intriguing. In Matthew it is their
mother who makes the request for
them, and this makes the inconsistency
between this section of the narrative
and the last somewhat less painful, but
the rebuke of Jesus is not addressed to
their mother but to themselves.
D omits here the scourging and the killing.
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up to the high-priests and the Scribes, and they will condemn
him to death and will deliver him up to the Gentiles, and
they will mock him and spit upon him and scourge him and
kill him, and after three days he will rise again.

34

[Matthew xx. 20-23; cp. Luke xii. 49, 50.J
And there come to him James and John the sons of Zebedee, 35
saying to him, Master, we have a boon to ask of you, will you
grant it ? And he said to them, What is the boon you ask 1 36
And they said to him, Grant to us that we may sit, one on 37
your right hand and the other on your left, in your glory.
But Jesus said to them, You do not know what you are ask- 38
ing. Are you able to drink the cup that I drink, or to be
baptized with the baptism with which I am to be baptized ?
And they said to him, We are able. And Jesus said to them, 39
The cup that I drink you shall drink, and the baptism with
which I am baptized, you shall be baptized with it; but to sit 40
on my right hand or on my left is not mine to give, but is
for those for whom it is prepared.
38. Those who are most closely identified with him in his glory must be
those who have adhered to him most
faithfully in the critical stages of his
fortunes. '.J.1:tose who desert him in his
sufferings can scarcely come forward to
sit down beside him when he is enthroned.
This idea, so frequently met with in
the Epistles (Rom. vi. 4 sq. ; 2 Tim.
ii. 12, 13) has already been met with in
Mark (viii. 34, 35). The request of the
two disciples therefore implies an undertaking that they will share their
Master's fortunes, however painful
Are they strong enough to do so 1
The question is put to them in two
figures. 1 The Master has a cup of
suffering to drink (for the metaphor
see Isa. li. 17, Jer. xlix. 12, Mark
xiv. 36). And he has an immersion
to go through (Ps. xlii. 7, lxix. 2, 3,
15, cxxiv. 4 sq.). Can they stand at his
side in all those afflictions which are
coming upon him? That is the fellowship he has to offer them. This pathetic

question shows more accurately than the
set predictions the anticipations Jesus
now had in his mind. The questions
are only intelligible if he did not clearly
realize the details of his impending
sufferings.
The two disciples declare at once
that they are able to stand at his side
in all that awaits him. In the case of
one of them at least the promise was
ultimately redeemed (Acts li:ii. l ~q. ),
and if we knew nothing of the later
life of the other Zebedaid, this passage
would certainly suggest that he also
became a martyr at the hands of his
own countrymen. 2 On the present
occasion, however, they evidently do
not realize what they are undertaking, but only express their feelings
of loyalty and devotion, as the disciples do almost to the end (xiv. 31).
When the blow falls at last they are
quite surprised, and scatter like sheep.
Jesus does not question the statement
of the two, but fully assumes that they

I Meyer, Jesu Mutterspraohe (p, 118) suggest•
that in the Aramaic the second metaphor may
have been a different one, viz.~ are you able to
dip into the same dish with me, thus adding
a metaphor of eating to that of drinking.

2 In the chronicle of George Hamartolos, a
writer of the ninth century, it is stated by
one MS. that John was put to death by the
Jews. The other MSS. of the same work say
that his end was peaceful (Jv eiplfi-n G.vnro.Vo-c:iTo).
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Address to the Twelve about serving and being served, x. 41-45.
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will be faithful to him, and that they
will have to endnre in conseqnence a
share of his sufferings. Yet even though
they satisfy the conditions on which
alone they can be with him in his glory
he cannot grant the boon they ask.
There are no doubt such seats as they
speak of, and a choice must be made of
those who are to occupy them. But
the choice does not belong to him.
That is a detail of the future, which
like much else about it he leaves in
higher hands. It is all arranged already,
he indicates ; all about the Messiah is
already fixed, and this also.
41. .see notes on ix. 35. The lesson
given there is here enforced and amplified. The striving to be first, and the
anger with which those making such
attempts are regarded by the rest show
that the disciples generally have quite
a wrong view of what constitutes greatness in the Kingdom they all belong to.
So the lesson is repeated to these
ambitious men which was taught before
by setting up a child as a proper object
of interest. It is now taught by contrast with the principle which obtains in
the world's kingdoms, a principle which
the Kingdom of God cannot recognize.
As Daniel (chap. vii.) speaks of the
empire, of the world under the figure
of beasts, indicating that their tyrannical and cruel rule is to be superseded
by that of a man (ver. 13, 14), humane
and reasonable, so Jesus describes the
principle of such government as actually
exists in heathen lands, and shows
that his followers can have nothing to
do with it. Those who to all outward
appearance rule over the nations (their
rule is not intrinsic in its quality) use

their power selfishly and arbitrarily,
not subordinating their own interests
to those of their subjects but ou the
contrary regarding their snbjects as
mere instruments for their own purposes. The rule which must prevail
and be the object of desire among
Christ's followers, operates in quite a
different way. He who forgets himself and makes it his first thought to
do what he can to promote the welfare
of his fellows, he is great in the Kingdom. It is doing good, it is being useful, that confers distinction there. This
is put in the extreme and almost paradoxical form that he who wants to be
great among the guests at table will act
not as a. guest but as the attendant on
the guests {that the ou£Kwo~ here has
to do with waiting at table, appears
from Luke xxii. 24-27, an earlier form
of the present section), and that he who
wishes to be first in a household will
assume the guise of its humblest member, its bondservant.
45. Jesus not merely teaches the lesson
that the true way to rule men is to help
them, and that therefore one should not
think of ruling bnt only of helping ; he
lives and acts it, and is himself its great
example. Though he regards himself
as the Messiah, the popular figure of
that personage, or the Son of Man, as
he here calls himself, does not suit his
ideas. He who communicates to the
world God's ultimate intentions must,
he has come to see, be a very different
figure from that victorious apparition
descending from the skies to sit upon a
throne for the judgment of the nations.
The Messiah must be a servant before
he can be a ruler. 1 Among his own
disciples he resembles rather the atten-

I The figure of the Ebed Jahwe in Deutero•
Isaiah, the servant who has so much to bear

before he appears in his true character and
dignity, is no doubt here before his mind.

1 1!,TTa<.

2 l!,;rw.
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[Matthew xx. 24-28; Luke xxii. 24-27.]
And when the ten heard of it they began to be indignant 41
at James and John. And Jesus called them to him and says 4z
to them, You know that those who count as rulers over the
nations lord it over them, and their great men tyrannize
over them. But that is not so 1 among you, but whoever 43
wants to be great among you shall be your attendant, and 44
whoever wants to be first among you shall be your bond·
servant. For the Son of Man too came not to be attended 45
on but to attend on others and to give his life a ransom for
many.
dant than the house-father or the guest
{Luke xxii. 27) ; it is from this attitude
that he looks out on the world. And
now he has come to see that the death
to which he has learned of late to look
forward (viii. 31, ix. 31) is not only
a. divine ordinance to which he must
bow, but that it belongs to the character he has assumed. He is not, in the
meantime at least, a conquering, but a
suffering and serving Messiah. Among
the services he is to render to men
stands as the greatest and the last,
his death; and since he is called to pass
through this trial for them, he looks on
his death as the last service of a career
which was all service.
The words before us contain, however, something more than this. In
the last clause we see that Jesus not
only accepts death as a thing in keeping with the character of a suffering
Messiah, but that he has begun to see
in what way his death may be a benefit
to others. At first it was a divine
ordinance to be submitted to, then it
is a part of the r61e of the suffering
Servant ; now he sees it to be an act
which may have in itself some beneficent quality. Here and in the words
of the Last Supper we find Jesus
expressing views as to the purpose
which his death might be expected
to fulfil.
There are three circles of ideas with
any of which the words "ransom for
many" may possibly be connected.
(1) A ransom is the purchase-money
given to obtain the freedom of a slave;
and as he has spoken of slaves, Jesus
might go on to speak of the ransom from
1

slavery. But no ransom is needed for
the slave of whom he has been speaking,
for him who acts the slave though really
free. If the word ransom is to be taken
in this sense, it is impossible to determine from what the many are to be
ransomed, or to whom the price is paid;
the figure has to be left quite vague,
and all these details kept away from it.
(2) Jewish thought is acquainted
with the idea that merit may be transferred from one person to another ; as
Abraham's descendants benefit. by his
godliness, so by signal sufferings, and
specially by the death of saints, guilt
may be removed; and where such beliefs
obtained the death of the Messiah
might well be regarded as furnishing
an occasion for forgiveness by which
many might receive advantage. See
Weber, Judische Theologie, par. 63. In
viii. 37 we read that no oue could give
any equivalent (avra\\a-yµ,a) for his soul.
The death of the Messiah, however,
might furnish such an equivalent.
This idea is perhaps too developed to
be ascribed to Jesus himself, though
it 'probably entered into Pauline doctrine.
(3) The death of the animals in sacrifice, while not regarded in early Jewish
practice as propitiatory, came in later
centuries, and especially after the
exile, to bear that complexion. While
it is difficult to determine how the
Jews of Jesus' time believed the sacrifices to operate, in the Pauline
Epistles we find the death of Christ
viewed as an atoning sacrifice by
which men are redeemed from the
curse of the law, made righteous, and

to be so.
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Cure of Bartimaeus, x. 46-52.
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have their sins removed (Rom. iii. 24sq.,
Gal. iii. 13, 2 Cor. v. 21, etc.). If our
passage is interpreted in the Pauline
sense it furnishes a strong indication
of Pauline influence on this Gospel ;
the words do not occur in Luke, and
Matthew is closely following Mark in
this chapter.
It may be that the study of Aramaic
will yet throw light on this expression. It has not yet done so, however, and the meaning of Jesus must
be inferred rather than directly apprehended. Both here and· in the words
used at the Supper (xiv. 24), we hear of
'many' who are to profit by his death.
Now, considering the ideas on which
he was dwelling at this time, the profit
he speaks of as accruing to many from
his death must have consisted in their
being in the Kingdom which was to be
open to believers afterwards, and not
excluded from it and left outside.
Thus we are led to the belief on his
part that his death would have the
result of bringing into the Kingdom
many who might otherwise have been
left outside it. In what way precisely
he expected this to come about, we
cannot determine. His followers as
yet were few ; he had by no means
succeeded in gathering Jerusalem into
the fold. But if he died, a change
might take place in this particular.
The death of the Messiah must have
a profound influence on the chosen
people. It must arrest the national
conscience and bring about a general
movement, such as his preaching had
failed to produce, towards the Kingdom. In this way he might regard
his death as a means of blessing to
" many," his life as a ransom " for
many," his blood as shed "for many."
As much as this seems plain. If Jesus

expected, as can easily be shown that he
did, that the Kingdom would be visibly
erected immediately after he died, and
if it was to be erected, as he must have
believed it would, on a scale worthy of
God and of the chosen people, with
multitudes in it who showed no sign as
yet of turning towards it, then his
death must have seemed to him to be
the means by which these multitudes
were to be saved. We enter at this
stage at least on more speculative
ground if we say that he regarded his
death as having virtue because substitutionary or sacrificial. The words of
our passage here are vague, and we
ought not to force from them a more
precise meaning than they naturally
yield. They certainly convey the
assurance that Jesus became reconciled to the prospect of death when
he saw he was to die for the benefit of
others.
X.

46-xii. 44.

JESUS AT JERUSALEM.

46. We now come to the first public
and unrebuked recognition of Jesus in
the character of Messiah. The disciples
have recognized him in that character,
but are forbidden to speak of it (viii.
30), and the mood in which the party
has been advancing towards Jerusalem
has been far from triumphant (x. 32).
Now all at once the procession becomes
jubilant, not to lose that temper till
Jerusalem is reached. And this is due
to the courage and pertinacity of a
blind man, who hails Jesus with an
acclamation afterwards repeated at the
triumphal Entry into ,Jerusalem. The
act of power in the case of this blind
man is the only cure recorded outside
of Galilee, and the incident which
forms a prelude to the Entry has a firm
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[Matthew xx. 29-34; also ix. 2'7-31; Luke xvm. 35-43.]
And they come to Jericho. And as he was leaving Jericho,
he and his disciples and a considerable multitude, Bartimaeus
the son of Timaeus, a blind beggar, was sitting at the roadside. And hearing that it is Jesus of Nazareth, he began to
cry out and to say, Jesus, Son of David, have mercy on me.
And many called out to him to keep silence ; but he cried all
the louder, Son of David, have mercy on me. And Jesus stood
still and said, Call him. And they call the blind man, saying
to him, Take courage, get up, he is calling you. And he
threw off his cloak and leapt up and came to Jesus. And
Jesus answered him and said, What do you wish me to do
place in the narrative. Bartimaeus 1
gives voice to what is in the minds of
many others, and hails Jesus with a
Messianic title. The title in question
is one which Jesus, as we shall see,
rather declined than accepted, and
which in Mark's narrative only occurs
in connection with the journey to
Jerusalem and the last events there.
(In Matthew it occurs several times
at an earlier stage, ix. 27, xii. 23, xv.
22). We hear from various passages
in the Gospels and elsewhere that the
Messiah was expected to be a son of
David; he was to restore the monarchy
to Israel and to act as a conquering
potentate and bring the rule of the
heathen to an end. How far Jesus
himself was from thinking of any such
poHtical Messiahship we have abundantly seen. When he speaks of himself as Messiah, he does not call himself
Son of David, but Son of Man. But
no sooner is it bruited about the
country that he is going to Jerusalem
to play the part of Messiah than this
title is brought forth and applied to
him.
While Jesus himself thought Davidic
descent a very unimportant matter for
the Messiah (xii. 35-37), his fellowcountrymen might be of a different
opinion, and Dalman may be right in
saying ( W. J., p. 262) that the title
Son of David would not have been

applied to Jesus had he not been
believed to be genealogically entitled
to it. The genealogies of Joseph in
Matthew and Luke are proofs of the
same conviction. The earliest witness
is Paul (Rom. i. 3), and an echo of the
later controversy is heard in John
vii. 42.
48. 'I'he man is only saying what
many think, but to have it shouted
out by a blind beggar is to have
the proclamation made public property before its proper time. Hence
the attempts to silence him. But
the opposition only excites the blind
man and makes him shout out the
louder, while his chance lasts (for Jesus
will soon be gone), what he knows to be
the common sentiment.
He wants
help, which he is. certain Jesus can
give him, and for him it is now or
never.
The only way to bring the
man to silence, Jesus sees, is to call
him up and let him have his say. If
anything is to be done for him he is in
the right state of mind to receive the
benefit ; for his cry shows how sure he
is that he is near to a power which is
able to do a great deal for him, and
how ready therefore to believe that
help has come to him ; and those
present do nothing on their part to
check his faith.
50. Notice the energy and confidence
of the petitioner, who is convinced that

l Dr. Nestle, Marginalien und Materialien,
p. 83 sqq,, shows that there is a good deal of
reduplication in Mark's statement of the name.
Timaeus is the Greek form from an Aramaic
root which means blind. His proper name
Bartimacus is itself equivalent to the description given of him which is then repeated in

Greek. 'Blind' may have been the name of his
family, and he had then a double claim to it.
Matthew and Luke avoid these perplexities by
not giving the name at all. Mark therefore
introduces the man as 1 ' son of Blind J son of
Blind, blind beggar."
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this is a great opportunity, and, accustomed to ask for small things now asks
a great thing. On coming into close
contact with Jesus he does not repeat
the title 'Son of David,' seeing no
doubt that Jesus does not desire it,
but uses the ordinary address to a
teacher, Rabbouni, My great one, My
Master.
52. The following cure is not like
others reported in this Gospel, as
nothing is said of the methods employed nor of the stages of the recovery.
On "thy faith hath saved thee," see
on v. 34. The word ava.fJ'/t.bmv, recover sight (so here, though not in viii.
24), implies that the man had had his
sight before ; in John ix. 11 it is used
loosely of the cure of one blind from
his birth.
That Bartimaeus followed Jesus on
the road, does not imply that he became
a disciple, but only that he went after
Jesus on his journey, which is resumed
after the brief interruption. He had
been stationary beside the road before,
now he walked along it, able to do
what others were doing.
Matthew has had a story (ix. 27-31),
evidently based on the same tradition
as this one, but with two blind men
who hail Jesus as Son of David. He
has the story here again, with two
blind men who hail Jesus in the same
words. Luke has one patient, like
1
4

Orn. B.,,0,pa.-y½ Ka.I.
Ti. adds Tew.

2
5

Mark. Neither Matthew nor Luke
mentions the blind man's name.
xi. l. In this narrative we find Jesus
entering Jerusalem in such a way as to
draw attention to himself as the head
of a band of followers. The Entry is
meant to be remarked, and Jesus himself adopts certain measures for that
end, which derive great additional emphasis from the behaviour of the crowd
escorting him. We are prepared to
hear that he arrived at Jerusalem
not unattended, and that the fear and
anxiety with which his journey was at
first regarded has to some extent disappeared. The indications that his
journey is connected with the approaching Passover are very slight. How far
he has come on the day of the Entry we
do not learn ; ver. 11 shews it must
have been.in the afternoon that he left
Bethany. We know that he had friends
there, and there is nothing in Mark's
story to prevent the supposition that
he bad been in communication with
them before his arrival. If we were at
liberty to omit the name of Bethphage
from this verse, as some copies at least
did in the time of Origen, the geography of the passage would be much
clearer.
Bethphage, which alone
Matthew has, is perhaps more suited to
our story, as that place appears to have
lain in view of Jerusalem. Luke has

Orn. TWP,
Ti. adds T½v,

3
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for you? And the blind man said to him, Rabbouni, let me
recover my sight. And Jesus said to him, Go your way, 52
your faith has saved you. And immediately he received his
sight and followed him on the road.
[Matthew xxi. 1-11; Luke xi. 28-38.J
And when they come near Jerusalem to Bethphage and 1
Bethany, at the Mount of Olive~,2 he sends two of his disciples
and says to them, Go into the village there opposite you, and z
as soon as you enter it you will find a foal tied up, on which
no man ever sat; unfasten it and bring it here. And if any one 3
says to you, Why are you doing that? say, Our Master needs
him, and he is to send him back here directly. And they went 4
and found a foal fastened at a door outside on the street, and
Bethany alone, and this is recommended by the fact of Jesus' connection
with that place. Mark must be held
to give both names,1 and so his
narrative leaves us in doubt as to the
spot where Jesus stood when he issued
this order to his disciples ; we can
scarcely even tell to which of the
villages he sent them. The following
occurrences are of a very homely nature,
but are remembered in great detail by
the reporter whom Mark follows. The
disciples sent to the village (about two
miles from Jerusalem, John xi. 18} are to
find there a young ass or horse, for the
word may stand for either, unused till
now and therefore fit for a solemn use.
They are to find the creature in a
certain situation and are told they have
nothing to do but to unfasten it and
bring it ; they will not be "called on to
argue about the matter or to make any
bargain; if they are challenged at all
they have only to say that their
Master 2 requires it but only for a short
time; he will send it back directly.
This story is much altered in the
parallels. Both Matthew and Luke

get rid of Jesus' assurance that the colt
will be at once sent back, Luke by
simply omitting the words, Matthew
by changing them into a prediction
that the owner instead of preventing
them from taking the animal will at
once send it.
Matthew moreover
makes two animals out of Mark's one,
to meet the words of the prophecy from
Zechariah ix. 9, which speaks in poetic
parallelism of two, though the prophet
was thinking of one only. Has the story
as Mark gives it already passed through
some development? We may surmise
that the words "on which never man
sat," belong to the evangelist rather
than the Lord. With this deduction,
however, we have a very simple and
likely narrative. Weiss considers that
Jesus did not take the initiative in
arranging his triumphal Entry, but
yielded to the suggestion of his friends.
Even if it was so, he might bid them
fetch a horse or ass out of the village
and tell them that everything would
yield to their enthusiasm. Against the
theory of pre-arrangement there is the
circumstance that the animal had still

1 Dr. Nestle cuts this knot (Studien und
Kritiken, 18S6, p. 824 note} by pointing out
that Bethphage means according to the s;rian
lexicographers • bivium,' the meeting o two
roads, and is etymologically the same as
;;.,.<J,ooo< ver. 4. Though it was regarded by the
M.SS. and versions as a proper name, it may
have been descriptive in our Lord's time.

There are many places called • Crossgates' in
Scotland. But there may have been a village
at the spot. Dalman, w. J., p. 55, does not
ac-cept this derivation.
2 o Kvp,ods the natural term by which they
would designate Jesus; the later exalted
meaning need not be thought of here.

1
2

Some authorities omit Bethphage and.
Mount Elaion, Acts i. 12; see Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, 36-40.
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to be prepared for riding after the
disciples fetched it.
4. No trouble is taken to make
what the disciples found and heard
correspond exactly to what Jesus had
said. If the text adopted is correct,
it is not said that they found the foal
of which Jesus had spoken, but only
that they found a foal. It is not said
that the owners challenged them, but
that out of a number of people standing
there some challenged them. We might
think we were in a different story from
that of ver. 1-3, a story in which the
disciples went without any particular
instructions for an animal for Jesus to
ride on, and found only a foal. But
the instructions as Mark gives them
could scarcely be invented, and the fact
seems to be (as Weiss states it) that we
have here a vivid reproduction of what
met the eyes and ears of the disciples
on this errand. They did not require to
go into a stable for what they sought,
nor even into the courtyard of a farm,
but found an animal that would serve
standing outside on the street 1 as if
left there for some one to fetch. A
knot of persons was standing near as
if to see something they expected to
happen. The disciples are making off
with the animal when some of those
bystanders address them, but these at
once give way on hearing the words
Jesus had put in the mouths of his
messengers.
1 So Blass on .Acts xix. 28, where the word
must have this meaning. Neatle, in the discussion quoted above, gives the meaning 'biv~
ium,' which 'would do here. If his equation

Luke does not give the rustic details
as to the finding of the animal.
Matthew, after reciting the prophecy
which required two animals, simply
says the disciples did as Jesus commanded them.
7. We now hear how others took up
what Jesus himself began. The disciples go beyond their instructions ;
they make good the want of trappings
on the animal by throwing off their
cloaks and converting them into a
saddle 'and saddle-cloths ; then Jesus
mounts, and the example of the enthusiastic disciples at once spreads to
others of the company. The procession
is to be a triumph, and takes the form
spontaneously of a rustic festival ;
others also throw off their cloaks to
devote them to the hero of the hour,
and as no more saddle-cloths are
wanted spread them on the ground,
that the rider's path may be carpeted
by their devotion. Others run into
the fields and cut down leafy branches
or green vegetable fronds, and throw
them down for the animal to walk on.
And the enthusiasm thus shown in
act breaks forth also in word and song.
Jesus is now hailed as the Coming One,
the messenger long looked for bnt now
come, who is to carry ont God's purposes with Israel. He is thus hailed,
not only by a beggar whose mouth is
almost closed by timid bystanders, but
by a full-voiced escort, whose cries as
Bethphage= ~1-<</>oo•• = •bivium • is accepted, the

animal was found at the cross~roads, named
already in ver. 1.

1
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they unfasten it. And some of those who were standing there 5
said to them, What are you doing, unfastening the foal? And 6
they said to them just what Jesus told them to say, and they
let them do it. And they bring the foal to Jesus, and put 7
their cloaks on it and he sat on it. And many spread their 8
cloaks on the road, and others green litter which they had cut
:from the fields. And those in front and those who followed 9
cried,
Hosanna!
Blessed be he that comes in the name of the Lord !
Blessed be the Kingdom, that is coming, of our Father David !
Hosanna in the highest !

And he entered Jerusalem and went into the Temple, and after
looking round at everything, as it was already late in the
day, he went out to Bethany with the Twelve.
they descend the slope of the Mount of
Olives are heard far and wide, perhaps
even in the capital itself. The words
they use are not those of one of the
Pilgrim Psalms, with which the faithful
bound for the festivals were accustomed
to greet Jerusalem, but are from the
118th Psalm, and describe how a Jewish
king or hero (Cheyne thinks of Judas
Maccabaeus) after long and even doubtful conflict with his enemies at last
finds the gates open before him through
which he is to enter for a solemn act of
thanksgiving in the Temple. After all
dangers and reverses God's salvation is
now enjoyed fully. (This is the meaning of Hosanna !). God is to " help
now " : for long he has not helped. In
the Psalm those forming the procession
outside are answered by those within.
The King is greeted by the congregation as he comes to the capital and to
the Temple, comes in the name of the
Lord to praise God for the success he
has had in His service and to rule
henceforth by His authority. To the
words of the Psalm the triumphing
crowd adds another phrase of exultation, Blessed be the Kingdom, that is
coming, of our Father David ! These
words explain their view of the occa-

sion. The Kingdom of which Jesus is
the Messiah is in their eyes the Jewish
monarchy now to be restored as at the
time of its early splendour, a monarchy
which will lower the pride of the Gentiles and restore Israel to the position
of ascendency. How far this was from
being Jesus' own view of his Messiahship we have already seen and shall
yet see. 1
Luke omits" Hosanna," and Matthew
gives it in a much less original way.
"Hosanna to the Son of David ! " he
says. Compare Didache, x. 6, "Hosanna to the God of David ! "
11. The Messiah, as Jesus conceives
the office, has to do not with the politics
and wars of Israel, but, with the religion. He goes, on arriving at Jerusalem,
straight to the Temple. He does not,
however, speak in the Temple on this
occasion. He looks round, as if he
were a stranger, and had first of all to
inform himself as to what went on in
the building and its courts. 2 This
appears indeed to be Mark's view.
We shall see directly what opinion
Jesus formed of what he saw in the
Temple ; he does not now express it.
The hour is late, and he reserves himself for another day. The Entry has

1 Wellhausen, I:w. u. jud. Gesch., Srd ed.,
p. 381, and Dalman, W. J., p. 182, oonsider that
Jesus' Entry cannot have been so markedly
Messianio as this account would show. The
Messianic proclamation is not referred to by
his enemies in the encounters of the last days ;
and the story, ao we have seen, possibly shows

traces of a simpler version afterwards worked
up to a higher tone. Mark's view of the occurrence appears to me to be historical.
2 The phrase, '' Joo king round at everythingi •1
is not to be put down to Mark's colour~ here,
but describes an act called for hy the circumstances. (See iii 5, 34, L 23).
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The barren Fig-tree, xi. 12-14.
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The cleansing of the Temple, xi. 15-17.
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taken place, and the claim he has come
to advance has been declared. He
therefore retraces his steps to Bethany,
where he has friends and is to find
night quarters for himself and the
Twelve.
12. If this narrative is to be interpreted literally as telling how J esus,deal t
with a fig-tree near the road which disappointed his hopes of a morning meal,
it becomes very difficult. Peter (ver.
21) says that his Master cursed the tree,
and implies that the curse has made it
wither ; and this has perhaps been the
general view of the occurrence. But
surely if Jesus' words were anything
more than an impatient ejaculation,
interpreted by Peter much too seriously,
he must have been thinking of some
other subject when he uttered them.
This individual fig-tree, later in producing fruit than the fig-trees of the
happier climate of Galilee, was not
worth so serious an address ; it must
have stood to Jesus' mind as the symbol
of something else. Mark makes the
excuse for the tree that it was not the
season for figs. If Jesus was aware of
this then it is the more plain that he
was not concerned about food but only
looking for an emblem. Hilgenfeld
calls these words "Mark's awkward
interpolation."
Luke does not give this incident, but

furnishes a Fig-tree parable (xiii. 6-9)
which may help us. It stands in connection with a passage where Jesus is
considering the dangers threatening the
Jewish people (ver. 1-5); the tree in
the parable evidently represents the
Jewish State. It is planted in a
favourable situation, but as it does not
fulfil the just hopes of the owner it is
marked for speedy removal. Now this
view of the position of the Jewish
State must have been formed at this
time ; the first impression made on
Jesus by looking at Jerusalem and at
the Temple must have confirmed if not
indeed suggested it. The parable of
the Husbandmen (Mark xii. 1 sq.}
spoken a few days after has almost the
same point as that of the Fig-tree. In
this fig-tree, which has leaves but no
fruit, Jesus sees therefore a symbol of
Israel with his immense and gorgeous
religious apparatus and his scanty yield
of the true fruits of religion, humility
and mercy. The words to the fig-tree
might thus be spoken metaphorically to
the nation of Israel and might indicate
the doom which Jesus sees to be too
surely impending over his nation. It is
of no profit to God or to mankind,
keeping up as it does an elaborate
worship which does not serve to make
men better or happier, and as with so
much show it bears no fruit, it cannot
justify its existence any longer in the
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[Matthew xx1. 18-19.]
And the next day, after they had set out from Bethany;he
was hungry. And he saw at a distance a fig-tree in leaf,
and went to see if he could find anything on it. But when
he came to it he found nothing but leaves: for it was not
the time for figs. And at that he said to it, No man eat fruit
of you any more, for ever. And the disciples heard him.

12

13

14

[Matthew xxi. 12, 13; Luke xix. 45, 46.]
.And they come to Jerusalem. And he went into the Temple, 15
and began to drive out those who were buying and those who
were selling in the Temple, and he overturned the tables of
the money-changers and the perches of the sellers of doves,
and he would not allow any one to carry a vessel through the 16
Temple; and he taught and said to them, Is it not written, 17
My house shall be called a house of prayer for all the nations 7

But you have made it a den of robbers.
sight of God or man, and its days are
numbered.
14. The disciples, we are told, heard
the words Jesus spoke ; they showed
soon after that they had not understood
them.
Matthew does not say the tree was
cursed, but states that it withered up
at once after Jesus' words. In Mark
this is only observed the day after.

the object of his journey to Jerusalem !
Everything is arranged not for prayer,
but for acts of outward sacrifice. The
air is full of the chink of coin, the
voices of bargainers, the rustling of
the wings of victims. So little is the
place held in awe that it is used as a.
thoroughfare even by those carrying
burdens, whose heavy footsteps swell
the din. This latter point is noticed
by Mark alone. ,Josephus (c. Ap. ii. 8)
tells us it was forbidden to use the
Temple as a thoroughfare, but the
rule does not appear to be observed at
the time of our story.
Jesus had seen all this the day
before ; now he proceeds to action.
What he did was no doubt much
beyond the competence of any private
individual.
Not without authority
could any one undertake it, and Jesm
is afterwards asked for his authority.
The regular course, no doubt, would have
been to apply to the captain of the
Temple, and failing him to the Sanhedrin,
to get the abuse rectified. Any such
procedure would have been entirely
hopeless, and Jesus does not think of it.
The enthusiasm of the crowds which
acclaimed his entry is carrying him
forward ; he is a leader backed by
popular feeling, from whom therefore
bold action was to be expected. But

15. For an account of the Templemarket in the time of Christ, see Edersheim, Life and Times, etc., Book III.,
chap. v. If the profits of the market
went to the family of Annas, the high•
priest, it might well be unpopular, and
the authorities might feel a difficulty in
defending it, either by act or argument.
The practical result was that the Court
of the Gentiles was full of a kind of life
most unbefitting the place, such life as
the traveller sees and hears in an
eastern bazaar.
With all this Jesus is deeply offended.
To him it is the glory of the Temple
that it offers the true religion which
consists in direct intercourse of man's
spirit with God, to all who will join in
it. And part of the Temple is open to
the Gentiles, meant for them, and
called after them, yet how impossible is
it for the pious Gentile to carry out there
0
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EJfeet of this a.et OJ!. the authorities, xi. 18, 19.
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he was also conscious that he himself
possessed sufficient authority to do in
the meantime what is required-an
authority not derived from any human
source but from the spirit within him.
He assumes a position of command,
therefore, and proceeds to clear the
Court of the Gentiles, by the strong hand
and at once, of its ugly encumbrances.
17. Along with this act, which must
have drawn all eyes towards him, and
must have shown at once that he claimed
a unique position, we are told that Jesus
also taught ; in xiv. 49 we hear of his
having taught daily in the Temple up to
the day of his arrest (cf. Luke xix. 47).
The teaching spoken of here is of more
limited scope ; its point is expressed in
the two verses quoted from the prophets
Isa. lvi. 7, Jer. vii. ll. ; the substance
of the lesson is given above. It was
about the nature of the true service
of God and tl]e place in that service of
the Temple and its rites (cf. Matth.
v. 23, 24; Mark vii. 10, 11).
The cleansing of the Temple is
related by all four evangelists, but
they place it differently. In Matthew
and Luke, Jesus does this act at once
on arrival &t Jerusalem, on his first
visit to the Temple. In Mark his first
visit to the Temple is one of observation, and the cleansing takes place on
the second day. The fourth Gospel,
it is well known, places this act at the
very heginning of Jesus' career. There,
as in the Synoptists, the act is done
at his first visit to Jerusalem after

' '

e~ ·

beginning his ministry ; but' in 1.the
first three Gospels the first visit is also
the last, while in John it is only the
first of a series. The a.et of the cleansing is that of one quite certain of
himself, confident of his position, and
with his mind fully made up as to the
existing religious system of his country.
In the earlier tradition it is only by
degrees, and only towards the close of
his career that Jesus assumes this
degree of authority.

18. The high-priests here are not
mentioned because of their connection
with the Temple. There was only one
high-priest actively connected with the
national religion, and the duty of
maintaining order in the Temple did
not rest on him but on the captain of
the Temple. (Acts iv. 1, etc. See
Schurer, section 24). The high-priests
and Scribes of our passage are members
of the ruling class whose influence is
threatened by Jesus' proceedings, and
of the Sanhedrin. (See under ver. 27).
If Jesus demanded further reforms and
was supported by the mass of the people,
the power of the ruling classe)! might
come ,to be seriously endangered. If a
Messiah succeeded in establishing himself, he would supersede all existing
officials, and might entirely set them
aside. Wecannotwonder, therefore, that
the high-priests and Scribes aimed at
Jesus' destruction. They were withheld,
however, from proceeding at once to
carry out their wishes by the fact of his
popularity. His preaching had 1pro-

I E~E7r0pEVO>TO,
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[Matthew xx1. 14-17; Luke xix. 47, 48.]
And the. high-priests and the Scribes heard of it, and they 1s
looked for some way to destroy him ; for they were afraid of
him, for all the multitude was astonished at his teaching. And 19
when it was evening he went outside the city.
[Matthew xxi. 20-22 ; xvii. 20 ; Luke xvii. 6.]
.And as they were passing in the morning, they saw the figtree withered from the roots. And Peter remembered about it
and says to him, Master, look, the fig-tree which you cursed is
withered. .And on this Jesus says to them, Have faith in God.
Assuredly I tell you that whoever shall say to this mountain,
Be removed and be cast into the sea, and shall not doubt in his
duced the same effect on the mass of
the people at Jerusalem as it did at first
in Galilee (eh. i. 22). What were the
themes of this open preaching at J erusalem we are not told ; a number of
debates with representatives of various
classes are reported to us, but not the
general teaching. The themes and the
powerful delivery were, no doubt, the
same as in Galilee. The rulers cannot
therefore attack him in public ; even if
they had any regular force at command
for such a purpose, which they had not, 1
it could not be used on the streets during
the daytime. Nor could they so easily
take him at night, since he was in the
habit {the tense implies this) of leaving
the city in the evening." He had friends
at Bethany; the colt was provided for
him there; and we find him in Simon's
house . there just before the Passover ;
but perhaps he did not go there every
night : it was not there that he was
actually taken at last.
If the verb in ver. 19 is read in the
plural, "they went out," then this
story begins with that verse. Ver. 19,
like ver. 11, tells of the evening walk of
the party out of town. With the text
adopted the new story begins at ver.
20, somewhat more abruptly.
20. The party came the same way the
second morning as the first, which suggests that they spent the two nights at
I Brandt, Bvan. Gesckichte, p. 4.
2 Reading •t•1rop,v•-ro. This is the third imperfect describing the situation as between the
authorities and Jesus. They were lookingthe people were in wonder at his preaohing-he

20
21

22

23

the same place, i.e. Bethany (ver.11 ). On
the former occasion we were told that the
disciples heard the words spoken to the
fig-tree; we now see ho,w Peter at least
had interpreted them. If his interpre- ·
tation was correct, Jesus had blasted
the fig-tree by his curse, and now goes
on to explain that one who has enough
faith can do such a thing (thus encouraging the disciples to act in the same way),
or may perform even a greater physical
marvel. But the passage admits of a
different interpretation. The words,
••Have faith in God," remind us of those
used to Jairus (v. 36), to the father
of the epileptic (ix. 23), to the disciples
in the storm (iv. 40). Jesus summons
those who look to him to have faith in
God when they are in great danger, or
when they are seeking with all their
heart some boon which outward appearances declare to be all but hopeless.
Similarly the words as to the power of
faith to remove mountains occur in
Matth. xvii. 20 in a better connection
than here, in connection with the cure
of the epileptic, a case of special difficulty and calling for special efforts.
(See also Luke xvii. 6). Both these
sayings assert in other passages where
they occur the power of man to call to
his aid forces which will enable him to
achieve the seemingly impossible. On
meeting them both here, we ask what
was the great and almost insurmountwent outside the town when evening came
(Winer, p. 389J u whenever''). If Eten-ope-'Vo~.,.-o,

they went out, is read, ver. 19 must bo taken a.s
the introduction to the following narrative, and
refers to a particular evening.
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Jesus challenged to state his authority to cleanse the Temple.
His answer, xi. 27-33.
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able difficulty on this occasion which
Jesus bids his disciples summon up all
their spiritual forces to overcome. The
difficulty consists in the state of mind
of the Jewish people, of which the figtree was the symbol To bring the
Jews to a right way of thinking so that
they may stand on the side of the
Messiah and not against him at the great
day of decision, that is the work which
Jesus is attempting, which he feels to
surpass so far all human skill and
power. If the fig-tree is an emblem of
Israel, does its withering indicate that
Israel is doomed and must be abandoned
to impenitence : that only an elec!t can
be saved? Against that inference Jesus
protests most strongly. The fig-tree is
withered, but with God's help there is
still hope for Israel. Jesus will not
abandon hope for his nation, but will
nerve himself for a supreme effort, in
which the disciples are to take their
part, to remove the ·mountain of unbelief which he sees opposing him, and
to bid it take itself away.
There is no doubt that the passage
thus interpreted gives a correct representation of what must have passell
through the mind of Jesus during the
visit to Jerusalem. When he saw how
great the forces were which were arrayed
against him, and how impossible it was
to human eyes that the changes should
be effected which were needed for the
Kingdom, he must have passed through
some of that discussion as to the fate of
Israel which was afterwards expressed
1 Add (ver. 26) ei oe V/J,€1'!
Tc'i. 1rapa1rrWp.,aTa V1.dJ'JJ.

OOK

in writing by the Apostle Paul, with
the difference that Jesus' own fate depended on an immediately fa,·ourable
practical issue. Now was the time for
him to have faith that God must aud
would make His own cause prevail, and
to believe that what he asked in prayer
was being granted to him even though
he could not see it. The disciples are
to share the great experience! along
with him. Not only they but all whom
his words reach are to take his bearing
at this crisis as a type to be followed in
their spiritual life. They are never to
doubt the power of God to help them
and to crown with success the efforts
they make for Him ; and they are to
ask with confidence for whatever they
feel to be required for His cause and
their work in it, and to be perfectly
sure that such prayers are heard and
answered, however unlikely it may
seem and however little the petitioners
may at first see of it themselves (Matth.
vii. 7, 8).
The 25th verse contains the only instance in Mark of the phrase "Father in
Heaven." If the verse belongs to this connection, which maybe doubted, it must
reflect, as the preceding verses do, the
mental processes of Jesus at this crisis.
Those whom he had difficulty in forgiving at this time would be the priests
and Scribes ; his prayers were hindered
till he could think of them in charity ;
and he had to consider that if he were
cherishing angry or revengeful thoughts
he could not be worthy to accomplish a
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heart but shall believe that that which he says is coming to
pass, it shall be done for him. Therefore I say to you, Every- 2 4
thing you pray and ask for, believe that you have received it,
and you shall have it. And when you stand praying, forgive 2s
what you have against any one, that your Father in heaven
may also forgive you your transgressions.1
[Matthew xxi. 23-27; Luke xx. 1-8.J
And they come again to Jerusalem. And as he is walking 27
in the Temple there corue to him the high-priests and the Scribes
and the Elders; and they said to him, By what authority do 28
you act in this way, or who gave you authority to act in such
great work for God. But his words are
in a better setting in Matth. vi. 14,
xviii. 35; and of the whole discourse
before us, while we have given what
appears to be the thought connecting
the verses as they stand, it must be
said that that thought is far from
obvious. Perhaps we have here as in
former instances (iv. 21 sqq., ix. 39 sqq.)
a composition by Mark out of various
materials, the result of which is not
entirely happy (cf. Introd. p. 26).

27. The insertion of the word 'again'
seems to disconnect the visit to Jerusalem from the journey of ver. 20.
Mark makes no pretence of giYing a
full enumeration of the days at the
capital, and so far as his narrative
extends, Jesus may have been longer
than a week there. On this occasion
he is newly arrived, and showing himself publicly in the Temple (xiv. 49),
when a question is put to him which
could not fail to be asked and which he
must have expected. Mark says the
question was put to him by the high:priests and the Scribes and the elders,
i.e. the Sanhedrin, which was made up
jointly of these three elements, men of
hereditary priestly rank, jurists, and
men of weight outside these classes. On
this occasion we have to think of a deputation of that high Court. Its members
had already determined to get rid of
,Jesus {ver. 18); but he was too popular
to allow their decision to be quite easily

accomplished, and they are watching
for a chance. In the meantime, however, they can do something to assert
their pasition and to make the innovator
from Galilee feel that he has them to
reckon with. His position iB vague ;
he must be asked to define it. So Jesus
is met as he is walking in the Temple
by a party of men representing that
composite body; these accost him and
ask to be informed as to his title to act
as he is doing, referring, of course, to
the purification of the Temple. What
is the authority which makes it competent for him to take such action in
matters of the public religion; or, as he
evidently claims to have authority, will
he explain from what source he derives
it ? Among the Jews a man was proved
competent to act in religious matters,
not primarily by his ability to do so
with effect, but by the fact that he held
a commission from some source outside an<l above himself. Priests were
authorized to officiate because they
were descended from Aaron or from
Zadok, prophets because they were sent
by Jehovah (there are rules in the O. T.
for finding out whether, the prophets'
assertion to this effect was true or
false). The Sanhedrin was quite entitled
to enquire into the credentials of any
one coming forward to speak or act on
the religion of the country. They had
heard, no doubt, that Jesus had entered
the town at the head of a procession
which proclaimed him as Messiah; and

1 Many uncials and other authorities add ver. 26: But if you do not forgive,
neither will your Father in heaven forgive your tra.nsgressions (Matthew vi. 15,
xviii. 35).
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the act of purifying the Temple probably
showed that he thought himself to be
in that position. Would he say to them
that he was the Messiah ? If he openly
said so, they would be able to dispose of
him very quickly, by letting the Roman
governor know of it. If he only said
he was a prophet, he would be taking
lower ground, and would quickly, they
would argue, find his proper level. Anyway, the question would be a difficult
one for him to answer.
29. Jesus in this Gospel makes no
explicit declaration of his Messiahship ·
before that made in answer to the adjuration of the high-priest at the trial
(xiv. 62). His views of Messiahship
were so different from those of his
countrymen that he naturally shrank
from doing so, expecting, as he did,
that events would speak for him in a
way to convince all men. He does not
m1swer the present enquiry directly;
he has never preached himself, and
he will not now do so, nor will he
descend to lower ground which is not
re;i,lly his. The reply, therefore, appears
like fencing. It consists in the pointed
suggestion that those questioning him
are not good judges of the qualifications
of a religious teacher. They have shown
that in the attitude they took up towards John the Baptist. We have seen
1

Omit o~v.

how deep an interest Jesus took in the
Baptist (cf. ix. 13, also Matth. xi. 7-14).
He regarded him as a true prophet sent
according to Scripture to prepare the
way for the Messiah, and he considered
that the treatment John had met with
foreshadowed his own fate. The general
population had made up their minds as
to John's claims, and had come to an
opposite conclusion with regard to him
from';that of the leaders. At this stage
the latter do not dare to a vow the opinion
they held formerlyaboutJohn; iftheyare
to speak of him at all they must profess
different sentiments from those they
notoriously held before. By pointing
out this fact Jesus disqualifies their
judgment of himself. If they could
not estimate John aright, neither can
they estimate him.
And this is a
sufficient answer to them in reason,
especially considering the motives with
which the question was put. It was
not certainly an answer to propitiate
them; it was not prompted by policy,
but was the fruit of sad reflection and
strong indignation.
xii. 1. He began to speak in parables.
These words have been thought to
convey that more parables were gh·en
at the time; Matthew calls this story
"another parable," having just given
2 1'xXov

(as in l\latth.).
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a way?

But Jesus said to them, I will ask you one question, 29
and do you answer me, and I will tell you by what authority
I act as I do. Was the baptism of John from heaven 30
or of men? answer me. And they discussed the matter with 31
each other in this way, If we say, From heaven, he will say,
Why then did you not believe him? But are we to say, Of 32
men ?-they were afraid of the people, for they were all firmly
persuaded that John was a prophet. And they answer Jesus 33
and say, We do not know. And Jesus says to them, Neither do
I tell you by what authority I act as I do.
[Matthew xxi. 33-46; Luke xx. 9-19.]
And he began to speak to them in parables. A man planted
a vineyard; and he put a hedge round it, and dug a pit for the
winepress, and built a tower, and let it out to tenants, and went
abroad. And at the season he sent a servant to the tenants to
that of the Two Sons. Mark's opening,
however, is a conventional one, and
simply means that Jesus now took to
this method of discourse. (Cf. iii. 23,
iv. 2).
What Jesus does not wish to say
directly can yet be indicated in a
parable. We saw before (notes on iv.
10-12) that the parabolic method enabled Jesus to suggest truths about the
Kingdom which could not be plainly
stated. As then with the Kingdom so
now with the Messiah. He also is still
veiled ; he has not yet declared himself,
but is waiting for the future. Yet he
also is there ; the discerning already
recognize him ; and a parable may lead
many to think the matter over and to see
what is before their eyes. This parable
is spoken in Mark to them, i. e. to the
questioners of the preceding section,
the high-priests and Scribes. In Luke
it is said to have been spoken to the
people. The epilogue, ver. 12, indicates
that both the great men and the people
heard it.
The parable now given is not a new
one. Isaiah was its original author
(v. 1-7); with him the theme of the
story is the relation of Jehovah to
Isr&el ; how much Jehovah has done
for Israel and how poorly Israel has
requited all His care (cf. also Ps. lxxx.).
With Jesus the theme is still the same ;
the parable is to illustrate God's deal-

ings with Israel, but with special
reference to the position of the stated
rulers of the people and their attitude to
the messengers sent from time to time
by God. The rulers of the Jews were
under the error, so common in the
administrators of states and churches,
of admiring too much their own
authority and system and losing touch
of the great living Source of all
authority, as if having once founded
the system they administer God no
longer kept np any more direct relations
with men. To Jesus' view, God, though
not visible, never ceases to act for His
people ; He sends them communications
from time to time, and the great virtue
of the rulers of His people is to recognize
these communications when they arrive
and to pay dne heed to them.
The vineyard like that of Isaiah v. is
very completely equipped. It is well
protected from straying animals ; it
has a tower for a watchman, which
serves also as a storehouse, and the pit
is digged in which the winepress is to
stand, with space under it for filling
the skins in which the wine is to
ferment and to be preserved. How
could any one go to all this trouble and
expense and not expect that he would
get at least a moderate share for himself of what the vineyard yielded?
2. It would not be interpreting the
parable aright if we attempted to

1
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specify what is indicated by each of
these details. They belong to the
story, which has to be vivid and complete in order to produce its impression.
The general meaning is that Jehovah
sent the prophets to Israel, and that
the leaders of the nation generally
treated the prophets ill, as was the case
with the Baptist, and failed to give
them what they asked for, the observance of mercy and truth, with a view
to which all God's provisions for Israel
had been instituted. On the treatment
of the prophets by the Jews see Luke
xiii. 33 Bq., Matth. xxiii. 33-37, Acts
vii. 51-53.
6. The point of these verses is in
the first place the determination of the
tenants to ignore their landlord, and to
acknowledge no obligations to him.
Even when he sends his son, who represents him so fully and whose coming
ought to have been greeted with almost
as much respect as if he had come
himself, they are not brought back to
their duty; their only thought is that
they have a chance to shake off their
responsibility altogether. In this there
is a telling representation of the fact of
the decay in Jesus' time of the sense
of the nearness and reality of God. As
often happens when the religious system
is highly elaborated, God was in the
background of thought, and messages

were not expected from Him nor recognized when they arrived. The words
put in the mouths of the tenants belong
of course to the story and an equivalent
is scarcely to be sought for them.
In the words about the landlord's beloved son whom he sent last of all, the
question as to the authority of Jesus
(xi. 28) receives its answer. After the
prophetic line thern comes a son, one
who knows the mind of the landlord
more fully than the servants who were
sent before ; a 'beloved' son who
enjoys his confidence and is able to
speak for him fully. These words
being part of a parable are not to be
pressed too hard. The word ' beloved '
is fully accounted for in this passage by
the story, and can scarcely be the
Messianic title which is possibly to be
recognized in the word in i. 11 and ix. 7.
In a parable meant to indicate his Messiahship in a veiled way, Jesus could
not use a plainly Messianic title. The
words do not contain an explicit
declaration of the divine sonship;
they were not so understood by the
Jewish opponents, for the high-priest
was still to ask at the trial if Jesus
claims to be the Messiah, the Son,
as the Messiah was, of the living
God; only then does Jesus directly
make that claim and explain the sense
in which he makes it. In the parable

1 e1<0Mrt,,o-a.a [conjecture of Linwood and Bakhuyzen adopted by Baljon].
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get payment from them of his part of the produce of the vineyard. A.nd they took him and beat him and sent him away 3
empty. A.nd again he sent to them another servant; and him 4
they wounded on the head 1 and treated with insult. A.nd he 5
sent another, and him they killed; and so they did to many
others, some they beat and some they killed. He had one left, 6
his son whom he loved; him he sent to them last, saying, They
will reverence my son. But those tenants said to themselves, 7
This is the heir, come let us kill him and the inheritance will
be our own. A.nd they took him and killed him and threw him 8
out of the vineyard. What will the owner of the vineyard do? 9
He will come and destroy those tenants, and will give the vineyard to others. A.nd have you not read this Scripture,
10
The stone which the builders rejected,
that stone is made the head of the corner.
From the Lord this came,
and it is wonderful in our eyes 1
before us he speaks of himself as the
fast oi the chain of messengers through
whom God's claims on Israel have
been conveyed ; and he intimates that
this last communication is the most
complete and authentic of all, being
brought by one who not only has a
fixed message to deliver but is able
from the intimacy in which he has
lived with God to speak of Him
fully and authentically. From this the
hearers could with a little thought infer
that he did claim to be the Messiah,
although he did not put forward the
claim in set terms. The act in the
Temple had already practically expressed the claim, and the parable
repeats it.
The question as to his authority
is thus answered. The parable also
conveys Jesus' expectation that his
claim would be repudiated and that he
would not fare otherwise at the hands
of his people than God's earlier messengers had done. The expectations
with which he came to Jerusalem have

not been altered but rather confirmed
by nearer acquaintance with the views
which are held there. Although he is
the Messiah, he is not now a triumphing Messiah. The parable passes here
into prophecy. Jesus feels himself
being driven away from helping Israel,
and put outside the inheritance he came
to claim for God.
9. The prophetic strain is here continued, though the end of the story is
not to be interpreted. What Jesus expected to take place as the consequences
to the Jewish state of his rejection by its
heads is not to be gathered from this
passage but from others where his
anticipations are stated more explicitly. But that the present regime
of Israel would be brought to an end is
here distinctly foretold. Who were the
"others"? Compare the saying (Matt.
xix. 27, 28) as to the twelve disciples
sitting on twelve thrones judging the
tribes of Israel. Israel is not there set
asirle, but passes under a new government. Did Jesus sometimes, when not

1 The interpretation of the Kf<j,a.Xa,6w or Kf<j,aX,6w is merely conjectural and
cannot be considered satisfactory. Baljon's conjectural emendation, 'buffeted,'
does not make the treatment of the second messenger worse than that of the
first, as the sense requires, and can scarcely be right. See Journal of Theological
Studies, ii. 298 (Jan. 1901), where tK,<f,al\lwlJ'av is supposed to be a word coined
by e. tre.nsla.tor who misread the Aramaic ,~•N:ii-t (LXX. Ka1wvv: malefacere) as

,l"i-tiN,
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OxAov [yyooaav
Kat a<j>l1m,r; aVTOV

TOJI

Should the Jews pay tribute?
13
14

xu. 13-17.

Kat 0.7r0G"T€AAOUO'W 1rpor; aUTOV 7"1Var; TWV Pap1cralwv Kat 'TWV
'Hpwoiavwv Tva aUTOV aypEucrwcr,v Aoyqi. Kal eA0oVTEr; Aeyoucr1v avTii,,
A1oacrKaAe, otoaµev ()7"£ ax,,e;r; f!i Kal OU µeAf!L CTOI 7rEpl OVOfiV(>r;°
thinking of the Messianic splendour of
the future, anticipate the absorption of
his nation in the Roman powert Cf.
Matt. v. 24, Luke xiii. 4, 5, and the
Apocalypses in the Gospels. It is
quite on the lines of Jewish prophecy
to predict that if the chosen nation
does not give itself to carry out God's
plan, He will reject it from being His
people. That another people will be
put in their place is not, perhaps,
to be found in the Old Testament
prophecies. Paulinism attained to the
idea of another Israel, the heirs of
Abraham who were one with him in
faith.
10. These words applied originally
(Psalm cxviii. 22, 23) to the wonderful
recovery of Israel ; the walls of Zion
having been rebuilt, the Psalmist foretells another building in which Zion,
lately ruined and destroyed, will yet
be the centre and foundation of the true
Kingdom of God on earth. The verse
was a favourite of the Christians of
the Apostolic Age, who applied it to
their Master, rejected by the Jews
but made the principal stone of a
new building which these unbelievers
had no power to injure (cf. Acts iv. 11,
Ephes. ii. 20, 1 Pet. ii. 7). This new
building of the Church lies outside of the
eschatology of Jesus himself, where the
prevailing expectation is that of his personal and immediate return to set up the
Kingdom; and Jesus cannot have used
these verses as he is here made to do.
The parable, with its answer to the
question about authority, is quite
wound up in ver. 9, and the quotation adds a reflection as to the little
authority Jesus enjoyed during his
lifetime and his great authority after-

wards, which of course is highly
appropriate in the Apostolic Age, but
spoken by Jesus himself would not
have been very intelligible. Luke has
additional speculations drawn from
passages in the prophets (Isa. viii. 14, 15,
Dan. ii. 34, 35, 44) as to the fate of
those who oppose themselves to the
stone. Matthew speaks of a 'nation '
which is to supersede the Jewish one,
referring, no doubt, to the spiritual
Israel.
12. We heard before this encounter
(xi. 18) that the authorities were
resolved to make away with Jesus, but
were withheld by fear of the people
from taking steps in that direction.
Here we read that they are planning
the arrest ; the parable, being a declaration of war against them on his
part and a summons to the people to
throw off their rule, necessarily made
them more determined than before.
But the same obstacle still present11
itself. Their fear of the people was
the reason why they went no further
than "seeking " to arrest him, and
did not in the meantime carry out their
design.
A very similar statement of plans
formed against Jesus occurs in iii. 6,
where it appears to stand too early.

1 The two sets are connected together by the
occurrence in each case of the alliance of
Pharisees and Herodians in hostility to Jesus
(compare iii. 6 withxii.13). Wendt(Lehr,Jesu,
23 ,qq. untranslated part) builds on this cir•

cumstance the theory that ii. I-iii. 6 is placed
too early, and belongs really to the present
situation,
Ths use of the phrase ' Son of
Man' (ii. 10, 28) appears to him otherwise to
be too early.

We now come to a set of encounters
between Jesus and the Jewish parties
very similar to that given by Mark in
the second and third chapters (ii. 1iii. 6), and like that earlier set given
by the three Synoptists with close
verbal agreement, as if the collection
had been early extant and familiar to
them all.1 The motive which led to
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And they sought to lay hold of him, and they feared the people ;
for they knew that he meant the parable to apply to them.
And they left him and went away.

12

[Matthew xxii. 15-22; Luke xx. 20-26.]
And they send to him some of the Pharisees and of the
Herodians to catch him with a word. And they come and
say to him, Master, we know that you are true and that you
do not care for any one; for you do not regard men's outward
the early collection of these stories is
not hard to make out. They all deal
with questions of great interest to the
Christian society in its earliest stage ;
the relations of the Church to the
Roman State (cf. Rom. xiii.), the
nat~re of the future life (1 Cor. xv.),
the fundamental law of Christianity
(Rom. xiii. 8-10), and the difference
between the Jewish and the Christian
view of the Messiah (Rom. i. 3).
The material thus provided is used
by Mark with great skill. The encounter with the Pharisees as to
tribute carries on the discussion, already begun in the official enquiry
(xi. 28) as to the authority of Jesus and
in the Parable of the Vineyard, of
Jesus' Messiahship.
This piece is
shown by its subject to belong to this
point in the narrative. In the fourth
discussion (ver. 35 sq.) Jesus reverts
to the same theme. The discussion
with the Sadduceea and that with the
lawyer are not related to that theme,
and might stand anywhere; but Jesus
is shown as getting the better of each
of the Jewish parties in turn.
13. Who is it that sends these
Pharisees and Herodians to Jesus 1
In Matthew the Pharisees deliver this
attack on their own motion, getting
some of the Court-party to go with
them. In Mark, Pharisees and Herodians seem to be set in motion by
some agency behind the parties which
does not itself appear. We might
think of the priests and rulers, the
dominant class, of xi. 18, who, unable
in the meantime to proceed against
Jesus openly, devise plans to undermine his influence and choose suitable
instruments to execute them. But
the concocting of such a policy could
scarcely have come to the knowledge
of Jesus' disciples. It is more natural

to think that the latter put their own
construction on what they themselves
saw ; and on this occasion they saw
that the first attack was not delivered
by Jesus' worst enemies, and judged
that the real authors of it were in the
background.
The object of this first attack is to
make out the exact scope of Jesus'
Messiahship, and the emissaries belong
to two parties which looked on such a
question from opposite points of view.
The Pharisees were pure theocrats
who desired that God alone should rule
over the Jewish people, and who ought
naturally to have sympathized with
any one seeking to bring about the
rule of God. If they objected to
Jesus' 111ovement on principle it must
have been because he was setting up
new laws, or because a Messiah would
supersede the Law, for which they were
zealous (cf. Philipp. iii. 5-10).
The
Herodians, upholders of the native
monarchy, were averse to any political
disturbance which might complicate
the relations between the Roman governor and that monarchy, and could
not desire any Meseiah to succeed.
What is the practical meaning of
Jesus' Messiahship? The people hail
him as the Son of David, and speak
of the Kingdom of Father David
which is coming again. That means
that the Jews are to be supreme once
more, as they were in the time of
David, over the surrounding nations;
there is to be an end of their long
suhjection, and they are to have their
owu king in their own land. Does
Jesus share these anticipations? He
has said nothing to show that he does.
If his parable is any indication, his
Messiahship is a religious rather than
a political one-that of a teacher
claiming to come from God, not a
liberator. Is he a liberator at all

13
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then? If he is not, then the people's
enthusiasm for him is misplaced, and
they can be told that. If he is, then
the Roman goYernor can be told, and
will doubtless make short work with
him. Whatever side he takes on such
a question, his word will compromise
him; they will 'snare' him with it.
14. The question by which the colour
of his Messiahship is to be tested is not
brought out too plumply. The emissaries give themselves the air of serious
enquirers, address Jesus as a teacher,
and have much to say about truth and
honesty, things they are so fond of and
are so glad to see in him. He is a true
teacher, they declare, and cares for
nothing but his message. They have
heard something of his doctrine and
cannot but approve of it, and they are
glad also to see how fearless he is
with it ; whoever is offended, he
teaches the way of God, the way in
which God commands His people to
walk, as it really is. They thus
express approval of all his proceedings
since he arrived in Jerusalem; they
have no fault to find with him, and as
he is so straightforward and uncompromising, no doubt he will answer at once
a question they have to lay before him;
he will not be like other teachers from
whom it is difficult to get a plain answer
1

to a question, but will tell them at once
if it is lawful to pay tribute to Cresar.
The Law says a great deal about the
dues the Israelite has to pay to God,
but nothing about any tribute to the
Emperor. Can it be right to pay an
impost which is a sign of the degradation of Israel from his true place as
ruler of the nations to a position of
subjection? He will no doubt tell
them at once ; shall we pay or not
pay? The impost spoken of was a
J udrean tax ; it was not paid in Galilee,
which was under a native ruler. The
question therefore was one which Jesus
had not yet require,i to deal with.
,Judas the Gaulonite .(Jos. Antiq. xviii.
I) declared that the tax when introduced
by Cyrenius the governor (Luke ii. 2),
was nothing but an introduction of
slavery, and urged resistance to it.
15. Jesus sees at once that these are
not true enquirers and that there is
craft in their smooth words. They are
tempting him, he says, not only trying
to get from him a declaration on a subject which he has never had to deal
with, but trying to lead him astray into
a false position. He is to be made to
define his attitude towards the Roman
government, a thing which he never
thought of doing. Nor will he be drawn
now into any political declaration ; it

Add a{n-o'is.
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appearance but teach the way of God according to truth. Is
it lawful to give tribute to Cresar or not; shall we pay or
shall we not pay? But he knew the part they were playing 15
and said to them, Why do you thus tempt me? Bring me a
shilling to look at. And they brou.ght him one. And he says 16
to them, Whose effigy and inscription is this ? And they said
to him, Cresar's. And Jesus said, Pay Cresar what belongs to 17
Cresar, and God what belongs to God. And they wondered
at him greatly.
(Matthew xxii. 23-33; Luke xx. 27-:38.J
And there come to him Sadducees-they are the people who 18
say that there is no such thing as a resurrection-and they
questioned him to this effect, Master, Moses gave us a law, 19
that if a man's brother die and leave a wife behind him but
no child,-that his brother should take his wife and raise
up offspring to his brother. There were seven brothers; and 20
the first took a wife and died without leaving any offspring.
would be wrong for him to be entangled
in politics. He is not sent to adjust the
relations between the Jews and the
Romans, but to point out to the Jews
the way in which God and their own
history call them to go. The question
is about the payment of certain moneys
to the Emperor, and when the money is
brought which is in debate it proves to
be the Emperor's money ; it has his
effigy and inscription on it. If the
money he claims is not to be paid him,
then the Jews ought not to use his
money at all. The fact that they use it
shows them to be living in his realm
and under his protection, and common
honesty declares that they ought to pay
the price of these benefits. No doubt,
then, they must pay the Imperial taxes,
even though they are not mentioned in
the Law. {For a later view of the Emperor's money see Rev. xiii. 17). Thus
Jesus gets the better of these questioners ; they cannot lay hold of his
answer in any way, nor do anything
but wonder at him.
18. While the wonder is still fresh
that so insidious a question as that
about the tribute should be answered
so readily and yet so wisely and so
I

satisfactorily, another group of questioners appears. The Sadducees come
of their own motion, and with a less
dangerous question. There is nothing
political in what they bring forward ;
they ask Jesus about a matter on which
the Pharisees and they had differer!
from each other for a century. The
Sadducean party was largely drawn
from old priestly houses, in which it
was natural to be conservative, and
they had not advanced with the times
when the new beliefs about a future
life and the existence of angels and
spirits were added to the old stock of
Jewish doctrines in the period after the
rise of the Maccabees. Ever since that
period this debate had gone on in Jewish
thought, 1 and here Jesus is invited by
the aristocrats, who were so little carried
'1Way by any enthusiasm, to take a part
in it. It is propounded to him in a
somewhat absurd form. The belief in
a future life does not admit of being
drawn ont into detail; every attempt
to do so is dangerous to the belief itself ;
a fact which its assailants have always
understood and which its defenders
often forget. These Sadducees, then,
bring forward a problem about the
resurrection which no doubt had often

See the Book of Enoch; see also the article on ".Eschatology" in Hastings' Bible .Dictionary.
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done duty before, and would often be
produced again. In a law of Moses
which they quote (Dent. xxv. 5) the
legislator appears to take no account of
the resurrection ; if he had had any
such consideration before his mind,
must he not have made a different provision? Addressing Jesus with all respect, then, as a teacher to whom such
difficulties might properly be brought
for solution, these representatives of
conservative views, both in doctrine
and in affairs of state, bring forward
their puzzle.
20. The case stated need not be
thought to have actually occurred.
Though Deuteronomy prescribes levirate marriage (xxv. 5, 6), the later legislation of the Priestly Code forbids it
(Levit. xviii. 16, xx. 21), and we cannot
suppose the practice to have been in
force in Christ's day. Mark does not
say as Matthew does that the case had
actually occurred in the knowledge of
the speakers (" with us"), but only sets
it up in imagination. It is a puzzle,
then, on the working out of a certain
law in the Pentateuch, and the difficulty is academic rather than real.1
Does not Moses deny the future life
when he sets up such an ordinance? that
is the point. The doctrine was held
among the Jews in a very materialistic

way, as if the life to come were a time
of pleasures and enjoyments beyond the
measure of the present life. (See Enoch
!xii. 14, etc.). With such a view of
the future life the institution of levirate
marriage was certainly not consistent.
But the difficulty is one which meets us
still. Which of the many relationships
we have occupied in this life are we to
occupy permanently in the life to come?
Especially where any one has married
more than once does the puzzle forcibly
present itself. And the natural man
judges that if there are such difficulties
connected with the future life, then
that life is an absurd thing and need
not be seriously thought of. But when
such questions are raised there is
another way of dealing with them.
24. \Vhere such monstrous and irreligious speculations are entertained
about the life to come it shows that the
whole subject is entirely misconceived. 2
If the future life is looked at religiously,
theminddwellingon it asa thing decreed
by God and a signal manifestation of the
divine power, then no such absurdities
come into view. It is only a carnal
and mechanical way of thinking that
stumbles on these, and shows itself
thereby incompetent to deal with the
matter at all. To one in such a position the testimony of Scripture to the

l See an article on "Mourning and the cultus
of tha dead in Ismel," by Dr. J. C. Matthes, in
the Theofogiach Tijd•ckrift, May, 1900.
2 aui -roVTo refers in N. T. usage to what precedes, unless where the reason it alleges follows at once with 0Tt. or t'.va. The fJ-71 et001'E~

which here follows is not grammatically equivalent to On ol/1(. oiOa.n-, and must be taken,
against the English official versions, to introduce not the main reason pointed at in 8-1.G. .,-oil-To
but a concomitant circumstance. Cf. WM.,
p. 201.

1

Omit ara.• a.va.orrwcrw.
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And the second took her and died without leaving offspring, 21
and the third in the same way ; and none of the seven left 22
any offspring. Last of all the woman also died. In the resur- 23
rection, when people rise again,1 of which of them will she be the
wife? for she was wife to all the seven. Jesus said to them, 24
Does not thiB shew you to be in error and not to know the
Scriptures nor the power of God ? For when people rise from 25
the dead, they neither marry nor are given in marriage but
are like angels 2 in heaven. But as for the fact that the dead 26
are raised, have you not read in the book of Moses, in the
passage on the Bush, how God said to him,
I am the God of Abraham and the God of Isaac and the God
of Jacob 1

He is not the God of dead persons but of living.
greatly in error.
resurrection (an example of which follows directly) is unheard and the power
of God, so signally to be shown forth,
unapprehended.
Jesus accordingly takes his stand on
the side of the Pharisees against the
Sadducees on this question on which
the two parties were at issue. His
belief in the resurrection, however, was
not held as a dogma, but was a matter of
personal conviction. He was persuaded
that by God's power he would himself
return from the grave if he should die
(viii. 31, 38, etc.). Yet this conviction
cannot have been unconnected in his
mind with the general doctrine of resurrection, to which he here testifies
his strong adhesion. Scripture declares
the resurrection, he holds, and God is
able to accomplish what is apparently
so impossible (cf. on this point Rom.
iv. 17-25, l Cor. xv. 35-50).
As for the nature of the life after the
resurrection, it is not to be conceived,
after the manner of the Sadducees and
Pharisees, as a mere reproduction of
this life, in which the same pleasures
will be taken up again. Jesus himself,
it is true, often speaks of the joys of
the future under material figures. He
speaks of sitting down to table in the
Kingdom of Heaven, of drinking wine
there, of thrones to be occupied and
robes to be worn. (Matth. xix. 27-30,
1 Omit

this clause.

You are 27

xvi. 27; Mark xiv. 25). It would be
impossible to speak of the happiness
and triumph of the future life at all
without employing figures drawn from
this life which we know, and he who
understands best Jesus' way of thinking will not interpret these expressions
roost literally. In the present passage
the life of the future is entirely spiritual.
Those who share it are like the angels
(whose existence the Sadducees denied,
Acts xxiii. 8), without any family ties,
absorbed in the service they do for God,
and not distracted from it by any
private cares. If the future is filled
with the thought of God there will be
no place in it for the thought of mean
and petty entanglements. See the fine
development of the theme in Luke
XX, 36.
26. A proof from Scripture follows
of the doctrine the Sadducees deny.
The import of this proof has been taken
to be that though Moses instituted
levirate marriage, yet Moses himself is
shown by the passage quoted to have
been a believer in the resurrection, so
that the two cannot be inconsistent
with each other. All that is contended
for is probably that the doctrine of
resurrection is to be found in sacred
Scripture. In the passage of the Bush,
Exodus iii. (thus references were made
when the text was not divided into
~

the angels.
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Third encounter ; the chief commandment, xii. 28-34.
Kai 7rpocre\0wv Ei~ 'T'WV ypa.µµaTewv aKovcra.~ aUTWV cruvt1]TOVVTWV,
eiow~ <)Tt rn\w~ (J.7r€Kpl011 O.VTOl~, €1r1JPWT1JCTEV aJTov, IIola ECTTIV
29 €VTOA~ 7rpWT1] 7raVTWV; !l7r€Kpl011 0 'I11crov~ <)TI ITpwT1] ECTTIV,
28

30

#

AKovt, 'lo-pa:(iX, K-up,os b 8tos 1111wv K -up,os ds oio-TCv, 1 Ka.l. ci:ya.'IM)o-••s
K-up,ov TOV 8tov 0-0V ~~ IIX11s, rijs Ko.p8Co.o; o-ov Ka.t ~ IIX11s Tijs
,J,vxffs o-ov Ka.\ ~ IIX11s Tijs 8,o.voCa.s o-ov Ko.\ iE IIX11s Tffs to-x-uos o-ov.

31 OEUTepa O.UT1J,

'Ayo.'IM)o-E•S Tov 1rX110-Cov o-ov ws o-ta.vTov.
chapters and verses ; cf. Rom. xi. 2
"in Elijah"), God himself speaking
from the burning bush identified Himself
with the forefathers of Israel, and called
Himself the God of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob. But He would not identify
himself with persons who were dead.
The " living and true God," as the
Jews felt Jehovah to be, compared with
the gods of the Gentiles, was not
a King of the dead, like Pluto of the
Greeks or Yama of the Hindus, but a
God of the living. Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob, then, were living when these
words were spoken.
Though their
descendants knew them to be dead and
buried, God must have been keeping
them alive for the hour when they
should rise again and enter on the
resurrection life. The passage throws
much light on the views Jesus held as
to the state of the believer in God after
death, and consequently on the prospect
to which he himself looked forward if
death should overtake him. In form
the argument is an example of the
Rabbinical method of "search" which
found in Scriptnre meanings of which
the writer had never dreamed. But in
substance the words are a notable
example of that faith in God by which
,Jesus removed mountains from his
path. The Jewish religion was one
from which the belief in a future life
was conspicuously absent ; only in the
later books of the Olcl Testament does
the great hope appear, nourishing itself
on the conviction that those who belong
to God cannot be separated from Him
even by death, but that He will overcome the seeming impossibility and
cause them to live again. That most
spiritual conviction Jesus held un-

shaken for his own case ; here he
makes it embrace the patriarchs also.
Most sure is he that the Saddncees
are quite wrong about the life to
come.

28. The encounter with the Scribe is
found in Luke in a different and a
better connection (x. 25 sqq. ), where the
story of the good Samaritan is appended
to it. Luke winds up this set of discussions at Jernsalem (xx. 39, 40) by
saying that some Scribes, after the
discomfiture of the Pharisees and Saddncees, declared that Jesus had said
well, becanse they had nothing to reply
This is evidently the original tradition.
Mark takes these words, "thou hast
said well," and puts them in the speech
of the one lawyer or scribe whom he
here introduces with the story of Luke
x. He thus gets a third encounter
here, and not an unfriendly one.
In Matthew this questioner is put
forward by the Pharisees, who thus return to the attack; the question, though
in itself innocent, is said to be a temptation; the inquirer is insincere. In Mark,
on the contrary, the questioner comes
forward of his own motion ; he has
listened with admiration to Jesus' reply
to the Sadducees, with which he is in full
agreement, and the question he puts is
one which can be answered without any
danger.
From various passages in the Gospels
we infer that the question was not an
uncommon one. In Mt. xxiii. 23 we
read of the " weightier" matters of
the law, and in Mt. v. 19 of the "least"
commandments ; and the distinctions
drawn by Jesus were drawn by other
Rabbis also. Hille! said to a Gentile,

Dent. vi. 4, 5.
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[Matthew xxii. 34-40; Luke xx. 39, 40.J
And one of the Scribes came up to him who had heard this 28
discussion and seen that he gave a good answer to the Sadducees, and asked him, What commandment is the first of all?
Jesus answered, The first is,
29
Hear, Israel ; the Lord our God is one Lord ; and thou shalt 30
love the Lord thy God with thy whole heart and with thy
whole soul and with thy whole mind and with thy whole
strength.

The second is this,

31

Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.
The sum of the Law is this : what thou
hatest to have done to thee, that do not
thou to thy neighbour. This question
taken strictly (,ro/a, not T!s) asks Jesus
not to quote a particular precept, but
to describe the nature of the commandment which is to be thought most
important; as we should say, In what
direction are we to look for the first
commandment? Now, theoretically the
precepts of a law which is regarded as
directly inspired by God are all equally
important and authoritative ; he who
breaks the least of them breaks all
(Mt. v. 19; cf. James ii. 10, Gal. v. 3).
To the Jews of the Talmud all the
precepts of the law and the tradition
were of equal force. But this theory
could never be carried out; even where
the strictest view of inspiration is
held, the tastes and inclinations of
men assert themselves. One part of
Scripture is prized more highly than
another ; one commandment is selected
as the leading one, in the light of which
the others are to be interpreted. By
the choice they make of the most important commandment men reveal their
religious affinities and tendencies. This
scribe's question, therefore, was not
malevolent, unless it was meant to
make Jesus repeat his attack on the
tradition (vii. 1-13), which he was not
called to do; it could be answered quite
freely.
29. Jesus answers by repeating the
beginning of the Sh'ma, or the Confession of the Jewish religion, 1 which

was recited twice every day by every
pious Jew, and formed a part of every
act of synagogue worship. It would
not occur to Jesus to place in the foreground any commandment of a ritual
nature; here as elsewhere he goes back
to what is simplest, most universal,
most undisputed. The commandment
he specifies could not be compared with
any other. It comprises all the others,
and, in fact, supersedes all the others.
'i-Vhat the unity of God implied to Jesus
we learn from such texts as Mattb. vi.
24, 33. Where there is full devotion
to God of all the powers, the feelings,
the intellect, the will (the heart is, in
Jewish thought, the seat of the intellect ; the scul, of the desires and affections), no commandment at all is called
for; the whole Law is fulfilled in love.
Thus religion, instead of being, as it
was to the Jews, the punctual observance of a multitude of precepts, comes
to be a matter of the heart. All
depends on having the heart pnre, the
fountain unpolluted, the tree good, the
eye single.
31. Jesus is not asked as to the second
commandment, but he gives it also. The
first standing alone does not content
him. Devotion to God most High is
the root of the matter. But there is a,
devotion to God which leads to ritualism
and priestcraft, also a devotion which
leads to mysticism and withdrawal from
the world. With Jesus it is never forgotten that man belongs to his fellowmen as well as to God : to his brothers,

1 The complete Sh'ma consists of the passages
Deut. vi. 4-9, xi. 13-21, Numb. xv. 37-41, in
which the sole deity of Jehovah is enforced, and
the duty insisted on of yielding to Him entire

devotion. The words quoted above are those
of Deut. vi. 4, 5. See Schurer J.P. under Sh'ma,
II. ii, 83.
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The Son of David, xii. 35-37.
35

Kal <J.71'0Kpt0et§' 0
ilaueM el1rev

€11 Tlf' t'e.p(ii,
' '
O XptCTTOS' uior; ilauelo €0-Ttll; au-ror;

'll'JCTOUS' t)l.eyel) OtOaCTKWI!

36 XeyovCTll! oi ypaµµaT€l§' (j7"t

€1/ -ri, 71'1/EUµ.a-rt -r(ii aylrp,

Et'll'lill b KvpLo~ 'l''f' K11p£'!) jl,011,
Kci.8011 EK 8~LQ)1/ p.011 (QIS ll.v e...

'l'OV~

beca.use of the God who is Fa.ther of a.ll
a.like. Thus to the comma.ndment of
love to God is joined that of love to
men, a distinctive note of our Lord's
tea.ching; it is the conjunction of the
two texts that is the peculiarity of his
answer in this case. The commandment
quoted from Levit. xix. 18 was very
familiar to the Jews at this time. It is
true tha.t the words " and hate thine
enemy " were sometimes added to it.
The parable of the Good Samaritan,
added by Luke to the story of the
scribe's question (x. 29-37) shows that
Christianity interprets the word 'neighbour' more generously; and Matth.
v. 43-48 carries that teaching even
further. But the Golden Rule was well
known in Palestine before Christ ;
Hille}, speaking to Gentiles, declared
it to be the sum of the Law (Matth.
vii. 12, xxii. 40). With Jesus love to
one's neighbour is eleva.ted to an enthusia.sm for doing good and bringing
help at every opportunity.
These two commandments, then, are
the most important. No others can
compete with them ; and it follows
tha.t the whole of Scripture is to be
read in the light of them and interpreted
in accordance with them.
32. In Matthew the story ends with
Jesus' reply to the lawyer's question.
2

Add

TWP.

EX8po~ 0"011

V'll'OKa.T(l) 2 ,...,,,

'll'08wv 0-011.

In Luke it goes on to the parable of
the Good Samaritan. The speech of the
lawyer, which is peculiar to Mark, is a
piece of early apologetic, such as must
often have been heard when Christians
entered into discussion with Gentiles
and sought to recommend the faith to
them. Old Testament texts placing
justiceandcharity above sacrifice ( 1 Sam.
xv. 22, Micah vi. 6 sqq., etc.) here
find an echo; Christianity is vindicated
against the charge that it has no sacrifices, since it has offerings so much better;
and its principle is shown to be one with
which all must sympathize who care for
God or man. One who feels enthusiasm
for this principle is declared by Jesus to
have the root of the matter in him ; he
is not far from the Kingdom of God.
Compare Introduction, p. 15 sq., and see
the early Apologies. At the same time
it is to be recognized that the teaching is
that of Jesus himself, and that the touch
of impatience with the sacrifices would
be by no means strange in him.
No one ventured, etc. In the position
given to these words no two of the
synoptists agree. They are evidently
meant to sum up the result of a set
of hostile encounters. In Luke they
do this (xx. 40), coming after two
encounters only, those with the Pharisees and with the Sadducees. In Mark
2

Or

inro1r6o1011.
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There is no other commandment greater than these. And the 32
Scribe said to him, Excellently, Master; most truly do you 33
say that He is one and there is no other but Him. And to
love Him with the whole heart and the whole understanding
and the whole strength and to love one's neighbour as oneself,
is far more than all the whole burnt offerings and sacrifices.
And Jesus seeing that he answered intelligently said to him, 34
You are not far from the Kingdom of God. And no one
ventured any longer to question him.
[Matthew xxii. 41-46; Luke xx. 41-44.]
And Jesus took the word and said as he was teaching in 35
tpe Temple, How is it that the Scribes say that the Christ is
36
David's son~ David himself said in the Holy Spirit,
The Lord said to my Lord,
Sit thou on my right hand, till I put thy enemies under thy feet.I
the words come after three encounters,
that with the lawyer being thus treated
as hostile, which in itself it is not. In
Matthew (xxii. 46) the words sum up
the result of four encounters ; that with
the lawyer is expressly described as a
temptation (ver. 34, 35). The tendency
is to make the set of interviews longer
and more hostile, and Luke is in this
point nearer the earliest tradition than

Mark.
35. We now come to a piece of the
public teaching of Jesus at this time.
(In Matthew this is different ; the following address is spoken to the Pharisees). The scene is stated afresh; this
piece is not originally continuous with
the preceding section. But the subject
is the same as that in the interview
about thetribnte-money; it had also been
alluded to in the parable of the Vineyard. It is the question of the Messiahship which is thus brought before the
people. But as always, that subject
is not treated openly bnt in a kind of
parable, the inference from which is
left to be gatherecl by the hearers for
themselves, and which is variously
interpreted to this day.
~The Scribes, he says plainly to his
audience in the Temple, the theologians
who spend their lives in the study of
1

Scripture and are accepted by the
people as religious guides, are wrong
about the Messiah. They declare the
Messiah, who is the hope of Israel, to
be David's son (for illustrations of this
see notes c,n x. 47; Matth. ii. 4; the
genealogies; John vii. 42 (but cf. John
vii. 27); Rom. i. 3), and all their views
of the Messiah's functions and character are based on this assumption. He
is to be born of David's race, in David's
city, and is to be what David was,
a successful warrior, who will vindicate the freedom and supremacy of
Israel, and will be the head of an
· earthly court.
But David himself took another view
of this subject. In the 110th Psalm,
which he wrote under inspiration, with
foresight of things to come, David
sketches a very different Messiah.
Jesus takes it for granted that this
Psalm is Messianic, as all the New
Testament writers do, no doubt follow' ing his lead ; and if David is speaking
of the Messiah in this Psalm, then the
Messiah is not a mere copy of himself, but a figure of a different order.
David represents the Messiah, his
Lord, as having been invited by the
Almighty, the LORD, to sit on His
right hand in glory and security while
his wars are fought for him by other

Or, make thy enemies the footstool of thy feet.
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37 mh-of; .:iav€t0 \eyei UVTOV Kupwv, ,ml 7r00€v Ul/TOU ECTTIV vi'o~;
Kal o 7rOAl/f; ox\o~ ~KOV€1' UVTOV TJOE.Wr;.

Jesus denounces the Scribes, xii. 38-40.

Kal €1'

TU

Otoax.~ UVTOU ti\€Y€1', BA€7r€T€ U7r0 TWV ypaµµaTf.WV
TWV 0EAOVTWV €1' CTTOAafr 7r€pt7rUT€11' KU! UCT7raCTµour; El' Tair; ayopa'i~
39 ,ml 7rpWTOKa0€op{ar; €1' TU!f; CTuvaywyaif; KUl 7rpWTOKAtCTlaf; €1' TOI~
40 oehvoir;· oi KUTECT00VT€', TUS oi'Klaf; TWV x11pwv KUl 1rpo<j>aCT€L µaKpa
,
-1'
'\ , .,./,,,
,
,
7rpOIT€UXOµ€VOt, OUTOl l\r}µ'f'Ol'Tat 7r€pL1TUOTEpov Kptµa.
38

The Widow's Mite, xn. 41-44.
4I

Kal Ka0{CTar; KUTf.VUVTL TOU yato<favi\aKlou «!0€wpet 71"Wr; 0 OXAM
(3ai\AEL xaA.KOV €t'r; TO ya(o<j>ui\aKlov' Kat 7!"0AAOI 7rAOVULOL l(3ai\i\ov
hands and his enemies reduced without
any exertion on his part to entire submission.
David then regards the
Messiah as a Being not like himself,
but greater than himself, not as one
called to fight, but as one to be fought
for. In the Psalm David's Lord is a
priestly figure, and enjoys a higher
dignity than that of the secular king.
The infer·ence is that it is a very inadequate view of the Messiah to say
that he is the Son of David, and therefore that one who has very little of the
outward appearance of a Son of David
may yet be the Messiah. It is not his
birth, or the vigour of his arm, or his
outward splendour, that mark him out
as Messiah, but the divine call addressed to him to be near God. In the
Epistle of Barnabas (xii. 10), this verse
of the 110th Psalm is used to prove that
the Messiah was not lineally descended
from David, since David does not call
Him his son. 1 Many critics consider that
the verse is used by Jesus in our passage in the same way, his argument
being that he might be Messiah though
he was not descended from David at
all. But this is to overload the argument, the obvious point of which is
that on the authority of David himself
a higher and more spiritual view of the
Messiah must be substituted for the
current one. To his own lineal descent
Jesus does not refer.
It may be noticed that all the pas-

sages which speak of the risen Christ
as seated at the right hand of God, are
undoubtedly founded on this one (Acts
ii. 34, v. 31, vii. 55, Rom. viii. 34, l Cor.
xv. 24 sq., etc.). Jesus himself, however, was not speaking of the risen
Christ, and the working out of the
picture suggested by the quotation is
not his work but that of his followers.
:,7b. Jesus' preaching produced the
same effect at Jerusalem as in Galilee
(i. 22). It was the men of position, the
officials of the existing system, who were
suspicious and hostile. They could not
but see that if his ideas prevailed they
and their works must soon appear superfluous. To the common people, who
want religion itself and are less
attached to any system, it was a surprise in Jerusalem as in Galilee to hear
from such a commanding voice that the
service of God was so simple and so
well within their reach. What Mark
tells us of the teaching in the Temple
is all controversial, and belongs to the
working out of the story he relates ;
the general phrases, "as he was teaching in the Temple," "in the course of
his teaching," suggest that there was
much more of it.
38. This short Wlll'Iling against the
Scribes, addressed in Mark and Luke to
the multitude, is expanded by Matthew
into a long speech, the beginning of
which is addressed to the disciples,

1 The Dldache seems to share that view, using the expression, " Hosanr.a to the God of
David" (chap. x.).
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David himself calls him Lord, and how does he come to be his
son ? And the common people listened to him with delight.

37

[Matthew xxiii.; Luke xx. 45-47, xi. 37-54.J
And he said in the course of his teaching, Beware of the 38
Scribes; what they care for is to walk in long robes, and to
be saluted in the markets, and to have the first seats in the 39
synagogues and the first places at banquets. They devour 40
widows' houses and make long prayers for a pretence ! Their
condemnation will be all the greater.
[Luke xxi. 1-4.J
And he sat down facing the treasury and watched the people 41
putting their pence in the treasury; and many who were rich
while from ver. 13 onwards Jesus turns
to the Scribes and Pharisees and denounces them directly in a number of
separate 'woes.' The scribes spoken
of in our text, in a style never applied
to the country scribes of Galilee, appear to have been a special set of people
who flourished at Jerusalem. Not all
the scribes at Jerusalem were like those
attacked here. The scribe who asked
about the first commandment attracted
the sympathy of Jesus. 'But there was
a class of scribes there against whom
his indignation was kindled by what he
witnessed of their arrogance, and by
compassion for their victims. Their
vain assumptions appear in their dress.
The long robe or tal,ar was the dress
worn by kings, priests, and persons of
rank, and indicated that the wearer did
not work with his hands. (In the parable of the Prodigal Son the best robe
is brought out from the press to be
worn at a special festive occasion}.
The scribes were not properly entitled
to wear it, as they were not public
functionaries {those excepted who had
seats in the Sanhedrin), and most of them
belonged by birth to the class of tradesmen. They affect, therefore, by wearing this dress a rank and sacredness to
which they are not entitled. The same
ambition is apparent in all their demeanour; like all ambitious persons
who occupy a doubtful social position,
they grasp eagerly at little distinctions.
They love to be publicly sainted with
titles of honour, to be called "Rabbi,"

" Father," "Master" (in Matth. xxiii.
the titles are given and the
Christian view of each of them). They
push themselves forwards among the
magnates in synagogue and banquethall, risking humiliation thereby to
which the Christian is forbidden to expose himself (Luke xiv. 7-14). Nor did
they escape the temptations which
wait for every set of religious professionals, from the fact that the weaker
and the unprotected members of
society are apt to lean upon them.
That influence is easily abused, and this
was to be seen in Jerusalem. Widows
were known there, it appears, who bad
been reduced from comfort to beggary
by giving up their means to religious
uses at the suggestion of scribes (it is
not necessary to read into the charge
that these scribes appropriated the substance of the widows to themselves).
Those who were responsible for snch
calamities justly drew suspicion on the
religion they practised so devotedly ;
their prayers were not sincere, they
were thinking while they prayed, not
of the need of God's help, but of some
object of their own. 'l'his class of
scribes will meet with special condemnation and punishment when the day of
reckoning comes, that day on which the
evil-minded tenants of God's vineyard
will meet with their deserts (ver. 9).
7-12,

41, The foregoing section spoke of
widows who had suffered from the prevailing religious system, Here we have
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Jesus' Prophetic Discourse, eh. xiii.
He predicts the destruction of the Temple, xiii I, 2.
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a widow who practises true devotion in
a way of which that system takes but
little account. Jesus is sitting opposite
the chest or set of chests in which
visitors to the Temple deposited their
offerings. We hear of thirteen trumpetshaped receptacles in which offerings
were placed, in some for the Temple
service, in some for the poor, etc. The
gifts were not all in the bronze coinage,
as the word used, xall.Kos, might indicate (cf. Peter's pence), since they
differed widely from each other in
value. Nor did the givers make any
secret of what they were offering; the
left hand knew it quite well and the
priests who were on the spot, and the
bystanders also. An act of oblation,
holding up to the Lord, was perhaps a
feature of the gift. Even the widow
who offern such a tiny contribution does
not conceal it. She holds up two of
the smallest coins of the currency ; the
two together would be worth a quadrant, Mark explains to his Roman
readers, i.e. a quarter of an as, or, as
the A. V. has it, a farthing. That, the
priests would think and the other
givers also, was a very inconsiderable
offering, not worth noticing at all.
They looked to the total, as churches
and .synods do, and thought therefore much more of large gifts than of
small.
Jesus, on the contrary, is
1

Add
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attracted to the giver of the small gift,
and sees the heroism and devotion in it
which, if unnoticed by man, make it a
great gift in the sight of God.

xiii.

JESUS FORETELLS THE FUTURE.

l. We now have another reminiscence
from the last days at Jerusalem. Jesus
is leaving the Temple; the way lies.
down stately staircases, past pillared
porticoes, and through passages enclosed
in the massive outer wall-all the
splendours which the excavations are
now bringing to light. As one leaves
the Temple the eye commands a wide
view of the surrounding country, and
at that spot one was in the focus of the
sacred traditions of a millennium, and
felt that the architectural splendour
was not thrown away. On the magnificence of Herod's Temple see Josephus
B.J. v. 5, 1-6; Ant. xv. 11, 3; B.J. vi.
4, 7, 8; at the siege of Jerusalem
Titus was anxious to have the Temple
spared, as it was one of the wonders of
the world.
2. But Jesus is out of humour with the
Temple, and does not share his disciples'
delight in its magnificence. The splendour does not dazzle him since he has
in his mind something that is greater
than the Temple, the Kingdom of God,
which the Temple rather hinders than

woe.
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put in large gifts. And a poor widow came and put in two 42
mites, of the value of a farthing. And he called his disciples 43
to his side and said to them, I do assure you that this widow,
poor as she is, has put in more than all those givers to the
treasury; for they all contributed from their superfluity, but 44
she from her deficiency, she put in all she had, her whole
living.
[Matthew xxiv.; Luke xxi.]
[Matthew xxiv. 1, 2; Luke xxi. 5, 6.]
And as he was leaving the Temple, one of his disciples says r
to him, Master, look, what stones and what buildings l And z
Jesus said to him, Do you see these great buildings? Not a
stone shall be left1 on another that shall not be torn down. 2
promotes. Since he came to Jerusalem
he has seen the Temple to be the chief
stronghold of obstruction to the reform
he aims at, and has even been led to
speak of it as a den of robbers. Besides, his prescience had assured him
that the Jewish system of which the
Temple was the symbol and the fortress
was coming to an end. He had seen
the signs of the time and marked that
the sky was red and lowering. He had
uttered warnings even in Galilee that a
people which did not repent must
perish like those on whom the tower of
8iloam fell, and had warned those whom
it concerned to agree with their adversary quickly. More is to be found to
this effect in the earlier teaching ; and
in the parable of the Vineyard, spoken
in Jerusalem, these warnings were
summed up. Hence the tremendous
prediction, spoken here to the disciples
but also uttered on other occasions and
alleged against him at his trial, that
the time was at hand when the Temple
would be destroyed. {The fourth Gospel,
ii.19, connects this saying with the purging of the Temple, there placed at the
beginning of the ministry). This prediction therefore rests on a firm historical basis, and is connected with more
than one train of thought clearly to be
traced in Jesus' teaching. It is not a
prophecy post eventum, since it does not
1
2

correspond with the facts as they
occurred, the Temple not having been
battered down, but accidentally burned
(Josephus, B.J. vi. 4). One who had
seen its cold and desolate ruins would
have used another expression than that
of this verse.
In thus prophesying the downfall of
the building round which the association and hopes of his countrymen
centred, Jesus is following in the steps
of the prophets of the Old Testament
who saw the religion of Jehovah to be a
greater thing than its national embodiment in Israel, and foretold the ruin of
their race as a step to the triumph of
God. Compare Isa. vi. 11 sqq., Amos v.,
vi. 7 sqq., and especially Jer. xxvi. 3-7;
for the impression made by Jeremiah's
prophecy against the Temple see the rest
of that chapter. The charge of speaking
against the Temple was afterwards
brought both against Stephen (Acts vi.
14), and Paul (Acts xxi. 28) ; the crime
was one the Jews could not forgive.
With the genuine utterance about
the Temple there was early connected
a prophetic discourse on the events
which were to take place up to Christ's
Second Coming, and the duty of the
Christians with regard to them. This
discourse is given by Mark in an earlier
form than by either Matthew or
Luke.

Add, here.
Add, and another shall be raised up in those days without hands.
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The disciples ask for a revelation, xiii. 3, 4.
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The earlier Signs of the End, xiii. 5-8.
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3. The scene changes ; it is another
occasion ; the Master is sitting on the
Mount of Olives in the daytime. It is not
said that he was on the way to or from
his night quarters. Perhaps the position
was that where he was generally to be
found at this time, when not at the
Temple, and various discourses about
the doomed city may have been spoken
here. He is in full view of the Temple,
and his disciples recall the words he had
spoken about that great building. If
he knows so much of the future, he
doubtless knows more ; and they ask
him to expand what he has said and
make it more precise. They ask specially for two things : 1. the date
when the destruction of the Temple is
to take place ; 2. the sign, on seeing
which they are to be sure that the
destruction of the Temple and along
with it the consummation of all that he
has spoken of is to be looked for ; he
has referred, it is implied, to other
events of the future besides that one.
The questions of the disciples are to be interpreted by the answer which is returned
to them, and viewed in this light they
are a request for a complete unveiling of
the future. First, the times and the
seasons are asked for, and then the
sign of the events which will be
the consummation of the Age.
Luke omits the word 'all' here,
which gives the question the appearance
of referring more strictly to the one
foregoing prediction. In Matthew the
question is made more definite. The
disciples ask first for the date, then
for the sign of Christ's " coming and
of the consummation of the Age."
The discourse which follows is of a
composite nature. It contains an apocalypse, or detailed prediction of the

future. This occupies ver. 5-8, 14-20,
and 24-27. The situation for which
this apocalypse was originally composed
iB easily seen. It is a written work
(ver. 14), and was addressed to the
Christians living in Judaea before the
siege of Jerusalem, to which there is
no reference (as there is in Luke xxi.
20). It was written when the mission
to the Gentiles was going on, but far
from complete. Its aim, like that of
similar works in the N.T. (compare
2 Thessal. ii. 1-12, 2 Peter iii., and the
Revelation of St. John the Divine),
was to soothe the excitement into
which Christians were liable to fall
from their intense expectation of the
Second Coming of the Lord, by the
assurance that various events must first
take place before the Lord could come,
and at the same time to encourage
them to look without alarm at the disquieting occurrences of their day, these
being all embraced in the divine plan,
which the writer sets forth in detail.
Alternating with the sections of this
apocalypse are parts of a discourse in
which the disciples or Christians generally are exhorted as to their behaviour
in various trying circumstances in which
they may be placed. (Sections of this
discourse have already been given by
Matthew in his tenth chapter in the
address to the disciples when they are
sent out to preach ; he now, however,
repeats these sections). These parts of
the discourse are not so boldly predictive as those of the accompanying
prophecy, and deal with matters which
could he foreseen and guarded against,
even at an early time. They have
much more affinity with Christ's early
teaching. But we have to exercise
great caution in dealing with any
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[Matthew xxiv. 3; Luke xxi. 7.]
And as he was sitting on the Mount of Olives opposite the
Temple, Peter asked him privately, and James and John and
Andrew, Tell us, when is this to take place, and what will be
the sign when it is all on the eve of accomplishment?

3
4

[Matthew xxiv. 4-8; Luke xx:i. 8-11.]
And Jesus took the word and said to them, Be on your s
guard lest any one deceive you. Many will •come in my 6
name, saying, I am he, and will deceive many. But when 7
you hear of wars and rumours of wars, do not be alarmed ;
anticipations placed in Christ's month
of events or circumstances to arise after
his death. While he certainly foretold
his death and his return, there are
strong indications that he expected his
return to succeed his death almost
immediately. After the short period,
"three days," of his abode in death's
realm he was at once to be active with
and for the disciples; cf. chap. xiv. 28
and 25. It was only when his return
was deferred that his followers began
to fill up the gap with admonitions
placed in his mouth as to the position
in which they found themselves, and
with detailed prophetic histories.
5. The discourse is addressed to men
eagerly looking out for an event which
is to come suddenly, and liable in consequence to false alarms. As they are
watching for the Messiah, attempts will
be made to take advantage of them ;
claimants to the Messiahship will come
forward declaring ' I am he.' ' I am
he' means I am the Messiah (see
Matthew); the two Greek words are
the same as those used by Jesus before
the high•priest (xiv. 62). The synoptists
all predict that this claim will be made
' in my name,' as if the false Messiah
were to say that hewasJesusrisenagain.
But no claim of this kind is likely to
have been made ; we hear of false prophets who appear in Jesus'name(Matth.
vii.22, 23; Acts xx. 30; 1 John ii. 18), but
not of false Messiahs. 'l'he words 'in
my name' were, no doubt, inserted to
give the prediction, which otherwise is
purely Jewish, a Christian air. It implies a Messianic expectation on a very
humble scale, when it is thought that

a prophet or charlatan starting up suddenly could claim to fulfil it. Of such
occurrences in the early Church we know
very little. When Messianic claimants
come forward, it is here urged, they
must be scrutinized. We learn afterwards that when the Messiah actually
comes it will be in a very different
fashion ; there will be no doubt about
it then. As Matthew has it, his coming
will be like lightning ; those who least
desire him will be compelled to see him
(cf. Rev. i. 7).
7. We now come to the prediction of
events in the great world. In every
Scriptural prophecy of the last things
outward disturbances play a great
part ; wars, famines, earthquakes, and
so on, are a feature of every apocalypse.
To judge of those mentioned in any particular piece, a close knowledge of the
history up to the time of its composition
is required. In our passage the Christians are first reassured as to wars taking
place at a distance. To their irnagina•
tion any disturbance taking place in any
part of the world may be a harbinger of
the great event they expect; but they are
told that distant wars such as that with
the Parthians in A.D. 58, or the frontier
disturbances which never quite ceased,
are to be regarded with equanimity.
These are not, like the wars in Daniel or
the Revelation, immediately connected
with the winding up of the Age. They
are a part of the divine decrees; no doubt
they must take place; the prophets
predict them, in words here quoted
from Isa. xix. 2 (see also 2 Chrcn.
xv. 6), but Christians should assign
them their true place in God's plan ;
they are not the end but the beginning
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Warnings and exhortations to disciples for the period of
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of the throes from which the new Age
will be born. The same is true of the
earthquakes which the readers knew
of-one took place at Laodicea in A.D. 61
(Tac. Ann. xiv. 27), and Pompeii was
partly ruined by one in A. D. 62 (Ann. xv.
:!2); for prophecies of earthquakes see
Isa. xxix. 16, Rev. viii. 5, xvi. 18-and of
the famines. For famines in prophecy
see Jer. xv. 2, Ezek. v. 17, xiv. 13. A
historical famine of the period is that
under Claudius mentioned in Acts xi.
28. Famine also played a great part in
the horrors of the siege of Jerusalem
(Jos. B.J. vi. .1, 3-5). All these things
"'re the beginning only of the pang-~.
This phrase is taken from 0. T. prophecy (Hos. xiii. 13, Micah iv. 9, 10,
Isa. !xvi. 7-9), where the chosen people
is spoken of as passing through a crisis
of intense suffering before emerging into
a happier time.
Later Rabbinical
thought developed from this the doctrine of the birth pangs of the Messiah
(Cheble M'shiach), the Messiah being
born into the world after a time of
tremendous convulsion; here we have
rather the 0. T. mode of speech.
All these things, then, belong to the
beginning, not the end, of the troubles
which must precede Christ's Second
Coming. In this way they are deprived
of their unsettling tendency, yet the
Christian is kept watchful, for as the
first steps of the denouement have been
made, the other acts of it may be expected to follow shortly.
1 T.R.

9. From what is passing in the great
world, the discourse turns to something
nearer at hand. (The verses now before
us do not originally belong to a prophecy;
in Matth. x. 17-22, they are found in
an earlier form, and there they are a
part, not of a prophecy, but of a 2peech
of instruction and warning to the
disciples. By adding the words of ver.
10, Mark gives them a prophetic colouring). While the Christians are not to
be alarmed at the upheavals and distresses they hear of in the world, they
are to be prepared for the worst in their
own lives. Their acts and sufferings
also contribute to the final result which
is hastening on. They are to be brought
before Sanhedrins, i.e. local Jewish
magistracies, not only at Jerusalem, but
also elsewhere (see Acts iv. 5 sgq., v. 21,
1 Thess. ii. 14); and in synagogues,
where the procedure is summary, they
will meet with hard usage (cf. Acts ix.
2, 2 Cor. xi. 24). They will also have
to stand their trial before Roman procurators (cf. Felix, Festus); as used here
the word would no doubt embrace the
proconsuls Sergius Paulus and Gallio
(cf. Acts xiii. 7 sqg. and xviii. 12 sqq. ).
As for kings, we have Agrippa and
Caisar; but the terms used do not
necessarily look beyond Palestine.
They are to be put on trial " for my
sake," i.e. not for any crime they
have committed, but because they
are Christians (not yet for bearing the
name of Christians, as 1 Peter iv. 14-16,

adds Ka! rnpaxal.
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such things must take place, but the end is not yet. For
nation will rise against nation and kingdom against kingdom,
there will be earthquakes in this place and in that, there will
be famines. 1 These are the beginning of the Pangs.

S

[Matthew xxiv. 9-14; Luke xxi. 12-19.]
But do you look to yourselves: they will hand you over to
local councils, and you will be beaten in synagogues and
brought before governors and kings for my sake, for a testimony to them. And the Gospel must first be preached to all
the Gentile nations. And when they are taking you away to
the court, do not be anxious beforehand as to what you are
to speak, but what is given to you at that hour, that do you
speak; for it is not you who speak but the Holy Spirit. And
the brother will give up his brother to death, and the father
give up the child, and children will revolt against their parents
where the name itself appears to be
a crime; see also Luke here, xxi. 12) ;
and this is to be for a testimony to
them, i. e. it is to be placed beyond
doubt by such scenes that the Gospel
has been preached in the places concerned (Matthew adds, and to the Gentiles), and that not in a corner, but in
such a way that even governors and
kings know of it. Mark dwells more
on this thought in ver. 10, which he
alone gives.
In Matth. x. 23 the
disciples are told that they will not
have gone over the cities of Israel when
the Messiah comes. Mark gives a
longer day, and one more appropriate
to his readers. The consummation
cannot take place, he holds, till the
Gospel has been brought fully to the
Gentiles. The Gentile mission is going
on when this is written, but not nearly
complete, and Paul's view that the conversion of the fulness of the Gentiles
{Rom. xi. 25 sq.} is a necessary prelimina,ry to that of the Jews and to the
consummation of all things, is evidently
in the writer's mind.
11. The rule that the Christians when
placed on their defence were .J1ot to
trust to preparation, but to follow the
inspiration of the moment, must belong
to the earliest Christian times. The
1

speeches in Acts are not unpremeditated
effusions, but well-constructed theological studies with the necessary
rhetorical colour. (See, however, Acts
iv. 8, "Peter full of the Holy Ghost").
Nor does any of the lists which we
possess of the spiritual gifts of the early
Church include that of 'apology' or
defence of the faith. In preaching to
the Corinthians, Paul relied on the aid
of the Spirit (1 Cor. ii. 4), and defence
of the faith made in this way might
often, no doubt, be more forcible than
if carefully prepared beforehand. If
the whole life of the Christians was
under the power of the Spirit this part
of it ought not to form an exception.
12. To be quite faithful in religion
often involves, both in the Old Testament
and the New, the estrangement of one's
relatives and dearest friends (Matth.
x. 34 sqq. ). The division of families
and the failure of natural affection is
often spoken of as a symptom of the
growing evil of the world which calls
for judgment. Micah vii. 6 is, perhaps,
referred to here. On the other hand,
the better Age when it comes is to
reknit the family bond and restore
natural relations among men (Mal.
iii. 1, iv. 5, 6, Luke i. 17, Matth. xvii.
11-13).
Christians, therefore, who

Add, and disturbances.
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The immediate Signs of the End: great tribulation, xiii. 14-20.
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regard the world as rushing to its
catastrophe must expect to see this
degeneration and be prepared for this
kind of suffering. They must expect,
indeed, to become the objects of general
hatred. Matthew limits the hatred to
the Gentiles, bnt originally the Jews
were thought of. The enmity which
their Master encountered will vent
itself on those who bear his name.
(This extreme unpopularity of the
Christians scarcely belongs to the
earliest time; Acts shows little of it;
it must belong to the rising fanaticism
of the Jews before ruin overtook them).
But the hatred and persecution of the
world will not destroy them. They
will not be exterminated even when
all bonds are relaxed and all passions
set at large. If they bear with patience
and courage all that is laid on them, as
long as it is necessary to do so, or till
the final act of the drama is revealed
(the end here may be taken in either of
these senses), they will survive and be
ready for the gracious change when it
takes place (ver. 20 recurs to this).
In Matthew the endurance to be
practised is placed in another light by
his ver. 12, which Mark has not,
"Because of the abounding of iniquity
the love of many shall be chilled." The
Christian is to resist this chilling of his
love-to persist in maintaining his
charity.
14. The former verses were against
being alarmed. They dealt with matters
which had already happened at the

time of writing.
Now that time is
reached, and things are spoken of which
have not yet transpired ; now is the
time for alarm, when these events
emerge, and for immediate action.
The event anticipated is spoken of in
mysterious terms, and something is left
to be made out by the reader, i.e. to
the private reader into whose hands
this apocalypse might come. Such a
work was not suited for a meeting, and
we need not think of the person who
read aloud to the brethren assembled.
'The reader is to note this,' i.e. this
is the point at which action is called
for, and the reader is to attend and see
how the signal is described on which he
is to act, and if the signal is actually
taking place, what he is called to do.
The enigmatic words are taken, Matthew
says, from Daniel.
In Mark their
strange grammar makes them emphatic.
The signal for action is to be the appearance of the "abomination of desolation," or the horrid thing which works
desecration.
These words stand in
Daniel xii. 11, and in 1 Mace. i. 54, and
in both passages they indicate the
heathen altar which Antiochus Epiphanes caused in the year 168 n.c. to be
erected on the great altar of burntoffering in the Temple at Jerusalem, and
on which sacrifice was there offered to
t,he Olympian Zeus. Such an event
could not be forgotten by the Jews, and
in prophesying its repetition the evangelist anticipates the occurrence of the
most dreadful thing that could happen
to the Jewish race. 'The abomination'
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And you will be hated by all men 13
But he who endures to the end shall

[Matthew xx1v. 15-22; Luke xx1. 20-24.]
But when you see the
Abomination of Devastation,

see him standing where he ought not (let the reader pay
attention!) then let those who are in Judaea flee to the
mountains; he who is on the roof of his house, let him not 15
descend nor enter the house to get anything out of it, and 16
he who is in the field, let him not turn back to fetch his
coat. But woe to women who are with child and to those 17
who are nursing infants, at that time ! And do you pray that 18
it may not take place in winter. For the time will be one of 19
such distress that there has been nothing like it from the day
is to stand again 'where "he" ought
not,' an euphemism by which the writer
avoids uttering fully the horrible
thought. Why does he use the masculine gender here in speaking of the
'abomination' ? Because the outrage
on Jewish feeling which he anticipates,
is the setting up of the worship of a
living man. All the Emperors were
called 'Divus,' divine being, and were
worshipped officially throughout the
Empire; and while Jewish feeling was
generally spared in this matter, the
Emperor Caligula had in the year 38
A.D. instituted a bloody persecution of
the Jews for refusing to worship him.
Another Emperor might act in the
same way. If the Romans, enraged at
the Jews and now advancing to make
an end of them, should carry out their
whole system at Jerusalem, then the
abomination of desolation would be
seen again, the Emperor's image standing where it ought not, namely, in the
Holy of Holies. This fixes the date of
the present apocalypse, though not
necessarily of the Gospel. It was put in
circulation a few months before the
capture of Jerusalem. 1 Cf. Cheyne's
article on ' Abomination of Desolation'

in Encyclopaedia Biblica, and Driver on
the same in Hasting's Bible Dictiona'l"!J.
,vhen the event thus mysteriously
indicated takes place, then is the time
to be alarmed.
The Christians in
J udaea-onlytheyare addressed-are to
take to flight at once. It is not their
business to defend the Temple, but to
keep together and be in readiness for
their returning Master. The shocking
event interests them only as a step in
the process of the winding up of the
world. That they are to betake themselves to the mountains may be suggested by Ezek. vii. 16: "They that
escape of them shall be on the mountains, like doves of the valleys." Eusebins, H.JJJ. iii. 5,3 tells how the Christians
left Jerusalem when the troubles preceding its destruction arose, and removed to Pella in accordance with an
old oracle, apparently our passage.
Flight is to be resorted to with the extremest haste. He who is on the housetop when the news comes is to escape
over the roofs, leaving everything behind him ; the man in the field is not
to go to the end of the furrow for his
coat.
17. In a hurried flight on foot the case

l Weiss proposes to understand the abomination of desolation of the Roman army, and
'where it ought not' of the sacred soil of
Palestine. This makes Matthew and Mark
agree with Luke, who does not mention the
abomination of desolation, but speaks of Jeru-

salem being surrounded by armies.
But
Daniel's phrase must be taken, unless otherwise explained, in its original significance;
and a. Roman :a.rmy was no new thing in
Pales tin&.
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of women so encumbered would be a
bard one indeed. If it took place in
time of rain-January anrl February
are generally cold and rainy in Palestine-its miseries would be much increased. This verse may be taken to
show that the writer saw the crisis to
be some time distant (Matthew adds
'nor on the Sabbath '-one of his legalistic Jewish touches). These realistic
features are then merged in the general
statement that the distress which is
im'pending will exceed anything ever
known before (Joel ii. 2, Dan. xii. 1),
.and if continued would cause the extermination of the human race, that is in
Palestine, for the view does not here
extend further. Even the Flood is left
behind; it does not figure here, but in
the eschatology of Matthew and Luke
it is compared with what is coming.
As on that occasion, the forces of
destruction are to be restrained by God,
not for the sake of the general population of the world, but because of His
chosen ones. His gracious purpose for
them, according to which they are to
greet the Messiah at his return to earth
and to enter an age of peace and happiness with him, must be carried out ;
and it stands therefore as a part of His
1

Omit

decrees that the coming distress is not
to be allowed to proceed to the uttermost, but to come to an end before men
are exterminated.
21. The prediction of ver. 6 is here
repeated, and substantially in the same
words, though with some additions.
The two predictions are no doubt
drawn from different sources (see
Weiss), but the reading of D, given
in the note, makes them less clearly
identical. Deut. xiii. gives tests to be
applied to prophets with their signs
and wonders.
The belief that such
persons may appear, and that they
will authenticate themselves by considerable performances to which few
will be able to refuse credence is general in the New Testament, th~ugh few
examples of the class can be cited. In
Matthew the words follow (Luke has
them elsewhere, xvii. 24), which describe the real coming of Messiah as
very different from these impostures,
and a thing which no one can fail to
recognize. His coming will be like
lightning.

24. This is continuous with verse 20,
and carries on the series of events be-

,J,evfio"X.f)L<TTOL Ka.I,
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when God began the work of creation till now, and never will
be again. And unless the Lord had cut that time short, no
one would be left alive; but for the sake of His elect ones
whom he elected, He has cut it short.

20

[Matthew xxiv. 23-25.]
And then if any one say to you, Look, here is the Christ!
or, Look, he is there !, do not believe him. False Christs will
appear and false prophets I and will work signs and wonders
so as to lead astray, if possible, even the elect. But do you
b~ on your guard; I have forewarned you of it all.

21
22

23

[Matthew xxiv. 29-31 ; Luke xxi. 25-28.]
But in those days, after that distress, the sun will be 24
darkened, and the moon will not give her light, and the stars 25
will be falling from heaven, and the powers in the heavens
will rock. And then they will see the Son of Man coming 26
ginning with the appearance of the
' abomination.' Readers of the Old
Testament are familiar with the prediction of celestial disturbances as signs
that the day of God is coming, or
accompaniments of His judgments. Isa.
xiii. 10, xxiv. 21, 23, xxxiv. 4; Jerem.
iv. 23; Ezek. xxxii. 7, 8; Zeph. i. 15;
Hag. ii. 6, are some of the passages.
,Toel ii. 31 is quoted by Peter in Acts ii.
19-21. Compare also the sixth seal in
Rev. vi. 12-14.
Such expressions belong, of course,
to a period of astronomical knowledge
in which the stars were regarded as
powers, or as sentient beings who had
some influence on the affairs of the
earth and were involved more or less
in its catastrophes.
26. The great event to which all the
signs have pointed and for which all
the labours and sufferings of the Christians have been a preparation, is
described in Mark very briefly. The
coming of the Messiah is told in almost
tbe same words as those used by Jesus
at the trial (xiv. 62). Matthew and
Luke have discourses and parables about
the suddenness of the Parousia, the
state of preparation or unpreparedness
in which it will find the Christians, and
1

the judgment which it ushers in.
These matters are necessarily Jewish
in colouring, and the scene in which
they are looked for is the land of Palestine. The writer for the Western
Church, if he knew them, does not give
them, but contents himself with the
briefest statement of the return of the
Messiah and his meeting with his
saints. The tern1 Son of Man is used
here in its traditional sense. In Enoch
xlvi. 2, xlviii. 2, lxix. 29, the Son of
Man is one who has been kept in reserve by God, though he was created
before all things, and who, when his
time comes, is brought forward to vindicate the cause of God and His saints on
the earth, in the face of powerful opposition, and to "sit on the throne of his
glory, and all evil will pass away before
his face." On other uses of the term, in
Mark, seep. 82. Applied as it is here to
Jesus, the characte1· grows, of course,
much more definite; yet it remains
Jewish, both in its moral colour and in
its incidents. The great power with
which he comes consists of a numerous
retinue-the armies of angels and their
trumpets are detailed in other parts of
the New Testament (I Thess. iv. 16,
I Cor. xv. 52, etc.). The glory with

False prophets will appear.
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The time of the Second Coming. It is certain, but the precise
date is a mystery, xiii. 30-32.
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which he comes is his outward splendour, so different from the lowly guise
in which he dwelt with men before.
At the time pf his coming there are
Christians in every part of the world,
and they have to be collected in order
to enter all together into the joy of
their Lord and sit down at his table
in the Kingdom. They are brought
from the farthest East, the extremity
of the earth to which the Jew looked,
turning his back on the sea; and from
the farthest West, the end of heaven,
where the sky dipped down on
the ocean. They constitute a new
Diaspora, to be brought together like
the old one, from the four winds (Ps.
cvii. 2, 3). The working out of this
representation, here condensed into
one sentence, gave occupation to several
N. T. writers.
While Jesus himself
no doubt looked forward to a jndgment, the details with which it is set
forth here must be regarded as beyoml
his view.
28. The emblem of the fig-tree is here
used in quite a different way from that
which we saw in chap. xi. 13, 14,
20-24, and in Luke's parable, xiii. 6-9.
There the fig-tree which bears no fruit
is held up as a warning ; here we have
a parable of growth, or of the signs to
be apprehended in nature.
29. It is difficult to see what occurrences are meant here to be taken as the

signs of the approaching Parousia. Not
surely the heavenly disturbances of
ver. 24, with which the leafing of
the fig-tree has little analogy. The
matters spoken of in ver. 14-20 are also
too definite to be thus referred to.
The preceding sections have laid down
as in a chart the succession of events
which is to lead up to the Second Coming and the winding up of the Age.
With such a chart before him the
Christian can know pretty accurately
where he stands. The parable of the
fig-tree, however, is, like other parables,
an appeal to the reason of the hearers ;
it tells them of something which by
thought and care they can make out
for themseh·es, which accordingly is
not plainly indicated but only suggested. The meaning evidently is that
those who apply to the events which
are going on in the world even a moderate amount of insight, will be able to
see when the catastrophe is at hand.
If that is the case, if Christians are
able to read the signs of the times for
themselves, then there is no need for
such a set of flaring beacons as we
have been reading of to announce the
end.
The parable, in fact, must be considered out of place here. It belongs
to that strain of Christ's teaching in
which he deprecates the Jewish eagerness for signs, and maintains that to
the discerning, and to those , who
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on clouds with great power and glory. And then he will send
the angels· and will gather his elect together from the four
winds, from the furthest point of the earth to the furthest
point of heaven.

27

[Matthew xxiv. 32, 33 ; Luke xxi. 29-:31.]
But from the fig-tree learn her parable. When once her
branch turns soft a.nd puts forth leaves, you know that summer
is near. So do you, when you see these things taking place,
know that it 1 is near, at the doors.

28

29

[Matthew xx1v. 34-36; Luke xxi. 32, 33.J
I tell you assuredly that this generation will not die out 30
till it all takes place. Heaven and earth will pass away, but 31
believe in God's rule, no signs are
necessary to teach them where they
stand. If signs are wanted, he teaches
(Luke xii. 54 sqq. ), they may always be
seen in the course of events, as the
signs of the weather in the face of the
sky.
On the one hand, taking the words
as they stand, the catastrophe is not so
near but that there will be some warning before it comes, at least to the
discerning. On the other hand, however, it is not far off; even if no signs
of it appear, Christians are to know
that the delay is not for long.

are alive and remain,' he says (l Thess.
iv. 15). 'We shall not all sleep,'
(I Cor. xv. 51). So here: while some
have died since Christ's removal from
the earth, some of the generation living
in Christ's day (so at ix. I), or more
likely, when this piece was written,
will see his return and triumph.
:n. On the other hand there is delay:
yet that delay does not make Christ's
promise vain. Ver. 31 is not to be
taken· as a prediction of the passing
away of heaven and earth. The expression is from Isaiah Ii. 6 (compare
also Isaiah xxxiv. 4, xl. 8 ; Ps. cii.
25, 26), and is a strong asseverat,ion that
the words of the Lord in the foregoing
apocalypse are to be depended on. The
assurance is no doubt in answer to the
question, ",vhere is the promise of his
corning ~ " Though the promise has not
yet been fulfilled, it yet stands sure.
The day is impending, no doubt of it.
The words of the Lord are here an
authority, as in Matth. vii. 24, and frequently in John. The process of col:
lecting them and of investing them
with authority would take some time ;
but this kind of collection came before
the composition of complete biographies
of Jesus. Here the eschatological discourse is part of the inviolable words
of the Master.

30. We come now to a more definite
statement as to the time of the consummation. On the one hand it is so
near that persons who are living will
see it. The prediction (ix. I) that
there were some living in Christ's
presence who would live to see the
Kingdom of God come with power,
is repeated. The situation reflected by
the words is the same as that in
1 Thess. iv., where the Church of Thessalonica had lost a number of members
by death. In that chapter and in
1 Cor. xv. Paul expresses the conviction
that many who were living when he
wrote would witness without dying the
second corning of the Lord. 'We who
1 Or, he,=" The Lord is at hand ! "
'the accomplishment.'

Translating 'it,' we have to think of
Q
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32. In Zech. xiv. 7thedayof judgment
is known to the Lord alone. ' The day
or the hour ' is a standing phrase
among the early Christians; cf. 1 'l'hess.
v. 1. When such expectations as those
now before ns possess men's minds,
attempts are made to fix the date of the
great event; of this we have abundance
of evidence even in our own day. If
such attempts were made in the early
Church the text declares them to be
vain. No one can say when the great
day is to be, or at what part of the
day the new order will flash upon the
world (the hour, ver. 35). It is kept a
great secret ; even in heaven no one
knows it but the Supreme Himself.
The Son is here spoken of as a heavenly
figure ; in the parable of the Vineyard
this was not yet tbe case. If the words,
in chap. i. ver. I, "the Son of God,"
are received, they must be interpreted
according to their meaning to the
evangelist in the passage now before
us, of the Christ in heaven. It ap•
pears, however, very possible that
a saying like this may have been
spoken by Jesus himself, and that he
1

,r,,
Kat' €~1JTOUV
€11 OoAtp l Kpa'TIJ(]"U-J/T€r;

may have spoken of the Son as he ·
does in Matth. xi. 27, not meaning,
as the phrase here must imply, the
Son at God's right hand, but ihe Son
on earth. The belief in God's final intervention to set up His Kingdom was
always present to Jesus' mind; even
in the parables it forms the background
of his thought, and as the end drew
near this prospect became more closely
impending. Yet he cloes not presume
to fi.'i: a date for the great event. Even
the evangelists, when they do so, preserve a judicious vagueness. Before
the generation passes away, they say;
before the Jewish mission is completed;
or, not till the Gentile mission is complete. In the verse before us we may
have a true reminiscence of what Jesus
himself said on this point, in what
circumstances we cannot now tell. He
declared that it was a thing God kept
to Himself; even to the Son to whom
all things were delivered it was a
mystery.
33. As the date of the Second Coming
is so entirely unknown, and as in spite
of all the signs and premonitions of the

Omit t, M1\<JJ.
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my words will not pass away. But about that day or hour
no one knows, not even the angels in heaven, not even the
Son, but only the Father.

32

[Matthew xxiv. 42-xxv. 30; Luke xu. 35-48, xm. 25,
xix. 11-27, xxi. 34-36.J
Look to it, keep awake; for you do not know when the time 33
is. It is like the case of a man who was going abroad and left 34
his household and gave his servants their charge, to each of
them his work, and to the porter in particular he gave orders
to watch. Do you then watch, for you do not know when 35
the master of the household is coming, whether in the evening
or at midnight or at cockcrow or early in the morning; lest 36
he should come suddenly and find you sleeping. And what I 37
say to you I say to all, Watch.
[Matthew xxvi. 1-5; Luke xxii. 1, 2.]
Now it was two days to Passover and unleavened bread.
And the high-priests and the Scribes were looking for some
earlier part of the chapter no one in
heaven or earth save God Himself can
have any certainty about it further
than that it will infallibly take place,
the Christians must have it always
present to their minds and keep themselves in readiness for it night and day.
The rationale of this is not fully
set forth in Mark's Gospel. He does
not explain wherein the danger lies of
being found asleep when Christ returns.
That is set forth in the parables, given
at this point by Matthew and Luke, of
the Watching Servants, of the Talents, of
the Ten Virgins. Luke's parable of the
Unjust Judge also has reference to this
point, and many another saying in the
parallel synoptics. The short parable
given by Mark presents the same situation as that of the Talents-the master
away on his tra~·els, the ser·vants left in
charge and ignorant of the date of his
return. The point of Mark's parable,
however, is different: it is from the
porter and the charge given to him that
the lesson is here drawn. The porter
is to keep awake, that is his special
function, and the Christians are in the
same position as the porter. The master
may come at any hour of the night (the
four watches are enumerated, according

to the Roman division), and the porter
has to keep awake all night to he
ready to open the door when the
summons comes. Ill were it for the
porter if he were not found ready ; ill
for the Christian if the hour to which
he looks forward comes when he is bent
on something else, and he should lose
its joy and triumph.
37. That lesson is not only for the
Apostles but for all Christians; not only
for the Christians of Palestine, where
the Lord is to set up his Kingdom,
but also for those of Rome and of
all lands. Wherever they are they
must be intent on the return of
Christ ; they must keep up the habits
of prayer, devotion, regularity, presence of mind, sobriety in all things,
by which alone it is possible to make
sure that when the master comes they
will not be put to shame.
xiv.-xv.

THE

PASSION.

xiv. 1. Here first is the Passover mentioned in this Gospel. The synoptical
tradition does not describe Jesus'
journey to Jerusalem as that of a
pilgrim to a festival, but as undertaken for the fulfilment of his own
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m1ss10n. No indication is given in
that tl'adition how long a time Jesus
was in the capital before his death.
Here all at once we are told that the
Passover, and the unleavened bread,
which began on the day on which the
Passover was killed (the two elements
of the festival being joined together in
one phrase) was only two days off. The
combination of the Passover with the
last scenes of the life of Jesus is not
worked up to in this Gospel, and we
shall s~e how little stress is laid on it
even where it might naturally have been
noticed. The first and immediate consequence of the occurrence of the
Passover at this juncture is that the
plans of the authorities in connection with Jesus are hastened, and they
proceed to act in a way they had not
formerly intended. That the highpriests and scribes were seeking to bring
about Jesus' arrest, is nothing new ; we
heard the same statement at xii. 12,
after Jesus spoke the parable of the
Vineyard which they felt to be aimed
at themselves. What ·is new in the
present passage is that they do not wish
the arrest to be made during the festival.
At that time Jerusalem was, of course,
thronged with pilgrims, and the multitude was one which the rulers could not
manage so easily as the ordinary population which was there at other times.
Many of Jesus' friends from Galilee
were, no doubt, at the festival, and
multitudes of others not so tied to the
Jerusalem system as to be hostile to
Jesus. If, therefore, the arrest was to
take place at the time of the festival, it
• must be managed quietly and not on the
streets or near the Temple, where it

might lead to a riot; it must be done by
craft. 1 Judas afterwards comes and
shows them how it may be done in the
way they have been thinking of.
The question here meets us of the
evidence on which the tradition may
be supposed to rest when it speaks of
the plans and intentions of Jesus' enemies
in these last days. The proceedings at
the trial must have been reported by a
person cognizant of the policy of the
authorities.

I D omits ~v OOACfi, underhand, and makes it
appear that two decisions had been come to
by the authorities: 1, to get Jesus arrested
and killed; 2. not to have it done at the
festival. The addition of ;, 561,.'l' imputes to

them a third resolution, viz., if the arrest was
to take place at the festival, to have it arranged
quietly. The omisaion makes the history
simpler.

3. Here Jesus is a guest in a house
at Bethany. It is not said by Mark that
the disciples are with him ; Matthew
says so, and in John xii. 1-8 the story
is further developed. In Mark, Jesus
appears to have friends at Bethany, from
whom the animal is borrowed for the
triumphal Entry; the disciples go there
in xi. 11, 12, and in xi. 27 they make the
same journey again ; in xiii. l the company is on the Mount of Olives, it is
not said they were going to Bethany,
though the Mount of Olives was on the
way there; in xiv. 32 after supper they
proceed in the same direction, but the
disciples go to sleep on reaching Gethsemane. At xiv. 12-17 Jesus is living
outside the town, and arranges the
Passover meal, which could only be
eaten in Jerusalem, from there. Luke's
statement (xxi. 37, 38) that Jesus went
regularly to the Mount called Elaion,
Mount of Olives, for his night quarters,
appears to preclude the belief that the
regular night quarters were at Bethany;
in connection with which we notice that
Luke does not give the anointing at
Bethany, but gives an anointing at the
house of Simon (vii. 36-50), in which,
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underhand 1 way to get him arrested and put to death. For
they said, Not during the festival, lest there be a disturbance
among the people.

2

[Matthew xxvi. 6-13.J
And he was at Bethany in the house of Simon the leper,
and while he was reclining, a woman came who had an
unguent-flask of genuine nard of great value; she broke the
flask, and poured out the contents on his head. But there
were some there who showed displeasure at this, and said to
however, Simon is not a leper but a
Pharisee, and the woman, on the contrary, a sinner. Luke gives the visit
of Jesus to Mary and Martha at "a
certain village" (x. 38). The fourth
Gospel combines in one the traditions
formerly separate of the two sisters and
the anoinUng.
Jesus is under a friendly roof at
Bethany, in the house of Simon the
leper, a person known to the early
Church, no. doubt, since he needs no
further introduction, but not mentioned
in the Gospels except on this occasion. The only leper otherwise spoken
of in Mark is he of i. 40-45 ; if the
persons are different, Jesus was acquainted with two restored lepers. In
this house a scene is enacted which
forms the most striking contrast with
those on which the Gospel is now to
enter ; we are shortly to see the Lord
among enemies who have him at their
mercy and pour out on him the full
measure of their rancour; for a moment
we see him reclining in the house of
friends, sheltered from the worl<l and
treated, as those in after times who love
his memory would fain have treated
him, with unstinted love and devotion.
The woman whose act is now to be
recorded has no name in Mark, nor are
we told whether she was one of the
inmates of the house or entered from
outside.
A poor woman would not
have possessed what this one brought
with her ; and she was one who knew
Jesus, had exulted, no doubt, in his
triumphal Entry which started from
Bethany, and fully sympathized in his
labours and struggles at Jerusalem.
For the Messiah no mark of kindness
1

could be, in the eyes of such a one,
extravagant. She came, then, to anoint
the Master as he reclined, perhaps at
table, as in Matthew ; anointing was
an ordinary refreshment after a journey
or in connection with a meal, and if the
host did not provide it another might
do so (Luke vii. 46). She made use of
the most expensive material. Nard is
a product of N. and Eastern India, and
was highly valued in antiquity : there
was a trade in it at Tarsus, the precious
unguent being sent out in long-necked
alabaster flasks. Like every such substance it was' liable to adulteration and
imitation, but this lady has a flask of
genuine nard. On the word here translated genuine, also rendered in other
ways,see Bruce's note (Expositor's Greek
Testament, vol. i.) ; on nard, see Riehm,
Handworterbuch des bibl. Altertums, sub
voc. The flask is called an alabaster,
but the word was used of an unguent
flask though not made of that lucent
white material. The breaking may
refer to the seal, or the neck of the
flask may have been broken, as none
of the contents were to be .kept any
longer. The woman is not reported
to have said anything as to the meaning
of her anointing; Jesus afterwards gives
an interpretation of it of which she
may not have thought. It is an act of
pure and uncalculating kindness and
devotion.
4. Mark does not say it was disciples
who objected : Matthew says so, and in
John it is Judas. They are people, at
any rate, of a frugal standard of living,
and accustomed, as good Jews were, to
think of almsgiving as part of a good
life. Jesus himself, they knew, was far

Omit, underhand.
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from thoughts of luxury ; he told his
followers to sell their goods, and give
alms with the proceeds, trusting in God
for what they needed. And here is a
piece of culpable luxury applied to such
a teacher-a sum poured out in a transitory individual pleasure which could
have brought relief to hundreds of the
poor. They are not against the anointing, but oil would have done, or a less
expensive unguent ; and they hold up to
the woman, no doubt in strong and
pointed language, the incongruity of her
act.
6. Jesus, however, though he had
taught his disciples the lessons of
poverty and charity which the first
preachers of a new faith require to
learn, knew more himself than he had
taught;-and wheri a fine act was done in
1iis sight was able to rejoice in it even
if it did not square with the rules of his
order. A warm heart dispenses with all
rules, lie knew, and perhaps he also
saw that the rich are able to do things
the poor cannot think of, by which life
is brightened and ennobled. 'She has
done a good work on me.' The Greek
word would suggest aesthetic merit, a
beautiful work, but the word Jesus used

was Aramaic, and probably did not convey this. He has sympathy at any rate
with the woman's motives, and will not
have her molested or distressed. It is
well to think of the poor, but not well
to let the thought of them spread over
the whole of life and choke the action
of other good impulses. There is something to be said for her extravagance, at
least on this occasion. It is a special
time with him; he is going away, and
for kindness to him there will be little
further opportunity. It was not ill
done on her part, then, to come forward
in this brief space that is left and do her
best for him. Little can be done for
him-a woman cannot set him on his
rightful throne or make his enemies to
yield. What she can do is only to
express her own conviction, and that
her generous act has done. The act has
another significance, indeed. It is the
beginning of the burial rites which his
friends will soon have to think of for
him. He knows his death is near, and
after it there will be the anointing,1 for
only in the case of rich and great people
was embalming resorted to. He has
almost done with his body, and this
woman's act is an indication to him

1 In the case of crucifixion there were no such
rites ; from this and other indications it seems

clear that Jesus, while foreseeing his death)
did not foresee the manner of it.

l
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each other, What was the use of wasting the ointment in such
a way ? This ointment could have been sold £or more than 5
fifteen pounds, and the money given to the poor! And they
broke out upon her. But Jesus said, Let her alone: why do 6
you trouble her ? She has done a good work on me. For the 7
poor you have always with you, and whenever you like you
can always 1 do good to them; but you are not always to
have me. She has done what she could; she has anointed my 8
body beforehand for burial. And I tell you assuredly, wher- 9
ever the Gospel is preached in the whole world, this woman's
action also shall be spoken of, for a memorial of her.
(Matthew xxvi. 14-16; Luke xxii. 3-6.]
And Judas of Karioth, one of the Twelve, went to the high- ro
priests and offered to give him up to them. And they were 11
delighted to hear it, and promised to give him money; and
from that time onwards he looked £or a convenient opportunity
to give him up.
that others will care for it afterwards
as far as they can. A tragic and solemn
tone is thus given to the scene. We
read in the sequel how, when the death
had taken place, three women, who are
named, brought spices to the tomb to
do the work Jesus here speaks of, and
how they were prevented from accomplishing it.
9. A verse is added which states one
result of this little incident. This unknown woman obtained by her reckless
generosity a place in the Gospel narrative, from which she was never to be
removed.
Wherever the Gospel is
preached-Gospel here being a message
with a certain amount of historical matter contained in it, but still a spoken,
not a written thing-wherever the
Gospel is preached (readers will know
what is meant by the Gospel, and not
a word of explanation needs to be added
to the term) this woman's act will be
recited, and she will be held in honour.
This verse accordingly takes us to the
time in the early history of the Church

when the oral tradition of the Gospel in
becoming fixed, and it is known that a
certain narrative belongs to it ; but the
Gospel is not yet a written work.

I Spitta, Urckri9tentum, 'vol.
i.,, p. ··225,
renders eVKa.ipw-<; "in good time," BC. early
enough. He considers that Jesus did not hold
the Passover with his disciples, the anthori•
ties having planned, so ver. 2 is taken,

to get him arrest.id before the festival, and
Judas having assisted them to do so. But
EVK.a.r'.j)wi means opportunely, at a suitable time,
and the context must decide in each case
whether the time it describe, is early or late,

1

10. This statement about Judas continues the story interrupted by the
incident of Bethany; ver. 10 takes
up ver. 2.
There we heard that
the authorities did not wish the
arrest of Jesus to take place during
the festival. If it did take place then,
they wished it to take place quietly,
where it would not be noticed. The
action of Judas makes them forget their
resolution to keep off the festival; he
satisfies them that from his knowledge
of his Master's habits he will be able to
get the arrest effected so that no one
will know of it. The result showed
him to be right, as the mass of the
pilgrims with whom Jerus'tlem was
crowded knew nothing of the arrest,
nor even, it is probable, of the crucifixion, till after it was over. 1
The story of Judas gives a striking

Omit, always.
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Preparation for the Passover, xiv. 12-17.
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The Passover meal, xiv. 18-21.
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example of the growth of the tradition
from one Gospel to another. In Mark
he does not ask for money; the authorities promise it, we do not hear how
much. In Matthew he asks for money,
and the sum agreed on is named; it is
connected, we afterwards hear (xxvii. 9),
with an 0. T. prophecy. ln Luke Satan
enters into Judas, and the money is
agreed on between the authorities and
him. In John xii. 1-8 Judas is the
keeper of the bag; his history is fully
explained.
12. Jesus is living with his disciples
outside the walls, but the Passover
could only be eaten in Jerusalem, close
to the Temple where the victim was
killed. The necessary preparations
embraced the killing of the lamb and
the application of its blood to the altar,
the cooking of the lamb and of the
bitter herbs, the providing of wine, etc.
As we shall see afterwards there is
nothing in the description of the meal
itself which Jesus ate with his disciples
on the last night of his life to show
that it was a feast of Passover. The
reader will remember that in the fourth
Gospel Jesus does not eat the Passover,
but is crucified on the day of that
festival, and with this much early

testimony also agrees. The belief that
he did eat the Passover is based on the
passage now before us. The story here
found in Mark is of the same graphic
and circumstantial character as that of
the finding of the animal for the triumphal Entry, and like it points to relations of private friendship occupied by
Jesus which are not fully stated to us
in the Gospels. In Matthew the person
to whom the disciples are sent in Jerusalem appears to be named by JesusGo to such an one, he there says ; the
evangelist does not give the name, but
indicates that the messengers know who
was meant. In Luke this matter is
just as in Mark, but it is Jesus himself
who broaches the subject of the Passover.
The day having come, the 14th of
Nisan, which commemorated to the
Jews the departure out of Egypt, the
disciples ask for instructions as to
the Passover meal. The lamb should,
according to the ritual (Exodus xii. 3),
have been selected on the tenth of the
month, even if it was not bought in the
Temple market, though this, like other
parts of the old ritual, may not have
been rigidly adhered to at the period.
At all events there was no doubt in the
company that Jesus intended to observe
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[Matthew xxvi. 17-20; Luke xxii. 7-14.J
And on the first day of unleavened bread, when people killed 12
the Passover, Jesus' disciples say to him, Where do you wish
us to go and make the preparations for your eating the Passover? And he sends two of his disciples and tells them, Go 13
into the city, and there will meet you a man with a water-jar;
follow him, till he enters a house, and say to the master of 14
that house, Our Master says, Where is my room, in which
I am to eat the Passover with my disciples ? And he will 15
show you a large dining-room, furnished for a meal and
ready; there make the preparations for us. And the disciples 16
set off and came into the town, and found everything as he
had told them; and they prepared the Passover. And when 17
evening fell he comes with the Twelve.
[Matthew xxvi. 21-25; Luke xxii. 15, 16, 21-23.]
And as they were at table and were eating, Jesus said, 18
Assuredly I tell you that one of you is going to betray me,
the festival with his friends in the
usual manner. The only question in
doubt appears to he that of the place in
which the meal is to be eaten. Jesus
has not discussed this point with his
friends, and they are in the dark even
up to the morning of the day when the
lamb had to be killed and eaten.
13. We appear to find here, as in the
case of the colt at Bethany, a preconcerted arrangement, made by Jesus,
and not communicated to his disciples
till the moment arrives for carrying it
out. As water is generally fetched by
women in the East, a man with a waterjar would act as a good signal. He
was to wait near the gate at which the
messengers from Jesus would enter,
and in some way he would recognize
them. The lamb they would have
with them. As they had oftim found
J esns aware of their necessities beforehand, and wisely providing for them, so
in this instance all was already in train.
According to the custom of the dwellers
at J ernsalem who lent rooms to the
pilgrims from a distance to eat their
Passover, they were to find a large upstairs room bespoken for them and
suitably arranged for the occasion.
This little narrative is so circumstantial,
and so likely, as to furnish the

strongest proof that Jesus did eat the
Passover with his disciples.
If the
meal Jesus ate with his disciples on
the last evening of his life was, as the
fourth Gospel implies (xiii. 1, 2), not
the Passover, then we have to ask how
he came to be at supper within the
walls of Jerusalem; only if it was a
Passover, is the evening mea.l in Jerusalem accounted for.
On that supposition there was good reason for his
not coming tc, town during the day.
In the confusion of the festival, when
every one was busy with preparing for
the Passover and the Temple was full
of the blood of thousands of victims,
there could be no preaching. Only in
the evening does he come to town,
reversing the direction of his usual
evening journey (Mark xi. 19, Lk. xxi.
37). Mark alone states this clearly.
17. The word disciples, having been
used of the two who went early, could
not be com,eniently used again of the
ten who came later, and so they are
called the Twelve, as in l Cor. xv. 5,
though only ten are meant.
When we come to the narrative of
the meal, we find it to be by no means
full. 0.11ly two points are dwelt on in
Mark and Matthew, that of the betrayal
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and that of the new institution. Luke
has here, as in the whole history of the
Passion and Resurrection, a number of
additions. In John the last meal forms
the basis of those discourses in which
the relation between the dying Saviour
and his Church is set forth in strains
which can never cease to thrill the
Christian heart. 'What we have now
to consider is a lively narrative of very
concrete incidents.
18. What they were eating we are
not told, it has to be inferred from the
Passover ritual ; the story is very fragmentary.
The incident about the
betrayal could not be forgotten, the
interruption of the meal by Jesus himself with such a shocking announcement,
and the grief and dismay in which the
disciples were plunged. Those eating
together, especially those eating the
great sacrifice, the Passover, together,
naturally regarded themselves as a
family; the eating from the same dish,
and drinking from the same cup, was a
mutual pledge of faith and brotherhood (1 Cor. x. 18). And this company
was not a fortuitous concourse, bound
together for the moment by an occasional
rite; on the contrary its members had
come through many things together
and had high hopes in common.
How dreadful then to be told as they
are celebrating fellowship with each
other in the common meal, that one of
their company is turning his hand
against his associates, and is on the
point of betraying the Master, without whom their fellowship could ha"Ve
no existence, to his enemies outside. No wonder that cries of distress
1
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arose, cries of indignation, of personal
anxiety. The others, it appears, do
not suspect Judas-he has dissembled
very successfully; only the Master has
noticed in these two days the change
that has taken place in him. The
others, therefore, each think that a
dreadful charge is being made against
himself ; he does not understand how
he can be guilty of such a crime, and
yet the Master's statement is very positive. Can he be acting, without knowing it, in such a way as to incur such
a charge? And each pnts the question,
expecting an answer in the negative,
Not I, is it, Master? If he gets a
warning in reply he can yet, perhaps,
gnard against the danger. But still
Jesus does not name any one. The
meal consists not only of bread and
wine, or wine and water, the staple
diet of all but the very poor in Palestine; in addition to the unleavened
cake set down for each guest, there
is also a dish standing in the centre, or
handed round, to which each applies
for his portion. At the Passover there
might be two dishes, that containing
the lamb and that with the bitter
herbs with which it was eaten. "Dipping with me iu the dish " has been
interpreted as a ceremony of special
friendship, like drinking wine together
in our days; aud it has been thought
that Jesus by these words pointed out
Judas, who was just paying him this
compliment. But this goes beyond the
words. The dish was common to all
who sat at table, and the words
" dippeth with me in the dish" indicate no more than the words "eateth
2
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one who is eating with me. They began to be very sad, and
to say to him one by one, Surely it is not I ? 1 But he said
to them, It is one of the Twelve, one who is dipping with
me in the 2 dish. For the Son of Man is going away indeed
as Scripture says about him; but woe to that man by whom
the Son of Man is betrayed; well were it for that man if he
had not been born.

19
20

21

[Matthew xxvi. 26-29; Luke xxii. 17-20.]
And as they were eating he took a loaf and after saying
the blessing he broke it and gave it to them and said, Take,
with me" in ver. 18, or the words of
Luke xxii. 21, "the hand of my betrayer is with me on the table," which
evidently do not point ont any individual. The phrase brings out a little
more strongly the blackness of the
treachery.
That one just about to
carry out such a horrid plot should yet
join with his intended victim in using
the symbols of brotherhood and faithfulness!
21. Here we have a further idea
entertained by Jesus about his own
death. We found him before speaking
of his death as necessary, as a part of the
divine plan for him, and also declaring
that his death would not be the end
with him, but that he would rise again
and come to judgment (viii. 31, x. 33sq.).
In Mark x. 45 a view is indicated in very
general language as to the benefit which
would accrue to others from his death.
Here the circumstances and conditions
of the death of the Messiah are again
spoken of. Jesus speaks of the Son of
Man, a phrase which, as we have seen,
is used in its traditional and proper
sense in those passages where the figure
in question is that of a judge and avenger at the last day (xiii. 26, viii. 38).
The Son of Man is the Messiah, primarily in this aspect. But Jesus recognized that the Messiah's career was not
to be one of unbroken triumph and
majesty, and here this conviction is
expressed in the phrase, " The Son of
Man is going away." Scripture states
that he is to do so, i. e. there is a Scripture passage which speaks of an interrupuion of the career of the Messiah,
1

and represents him as withdrawn for a
time in order to appear again. If we
enquire what passage is meant, the
53rd chapter of Isaiah readily occurs to
us. The Messiah once identified with
the Servant of Jehovah i.n that chapter,
Scripture is seen to give this forecast of
his history (ver. 10-12); he is to go
away out of the world under the most
painful circumstances, but only in order
to come back again to enjoy a complete
and final triumph. We see in Acts viii.
32 -~qq. and other passages in the N.T.
how this famous chapter was applied
by the early Christians to the Messiah.
Did Jesus himself carry the development of Messianic doctrine so far? If,
while he foresaw his death, he yet expected to be present and to have a
part to play in the establishment of the
Kingdom, he must have done so. Yet
some degree of perplexity attaches, as
we saw (p. 82), to all the passages
where Jesus speaks of himself as the
Son of Man.
The rest of the verse is clear. Though
it stands as part of the divine plan that
the Messiah is to suffer and die, yet the
guilt of the betrayer is not thereby removed. It is with mingled indignation
and compassion that Jesus speaks of
him, for a terrible fate awaits him.
He will not only be left outside when
the Messiah comes to his Kingdom ; he
will be visited with some special punishment: far better for him to have remained unborn !
22. If the meal Jesus ate with his
disciples was the Passover, no details

Add, and another said, Surely not I ?
according to the variant: the one dish.
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are given to identify it. The writer
shows no interest in the Passover ritual
and only records incidents which have
no connection with it. What is now
to be told took place as they were eating, i. e. during the course of the meal;
the meal was going on, but this is not
a part of its ordinary form. Jesus, for
the last time, acts as the host of his
party ; in doing so he bears himself
exactly as he did when he fed the
multitude at the lakeside (vi. 41, viii.
6), but here he connects the familiar
acts with the thought of his own
death in a way never to be forgotten.
When he fed the multitude he made
them think of other things than
material food; it was a feeding of the
spirit as well as of the body, and they
all felt satisfied, though the quantity of
food was so small which he distril:,uted among them. So here he makes
the disciples think of far different
things from the bread and the cup he
hands to them. He takes a loaf of
bread, one of the round cakes or scones
of unleavened bread which were on the
table-each about a man's portion for a
meal-and he breaks it into pieces, a
piece for each of the disciples, he himself not sharing, then he says the blessing.
The word "blessed" in this
verse and the word "gave thanks" in
the following (ver. 23), both represent
the same Hebrew term and refer to
the same act, so that no idea is suggested here any more than at vi. 41,
that the blessing was meant to confer
on the loaf some special character as
consecrated. The Jew, desiring to take
his food as from God's hand, offered
thanks before eating to God the Giver.
The thanksgiving might of course be
followed by other petitions connected
with any matter in hand. " Blessed be
He who brings forth bread out of the
earth" is the ordinary Jewish form,
and in the earliest Christian accounts
of the action the prayer before the
bread and the cup is a thanksgiving
to God, who causes the earth to produce such things. Cf. Did ache, ix.,
Irenaeus, iv. 18, 4. The blessing said,
Jesus gives the bread which he has
broken to the disciples and bids them
take it ; they are to eat it, not he ; he
is giving it to them. And this bread
which he gives them furnishes a par-

able.
As he has often made use of
common everyday things and incidents
to suggest thoughts about God and
God's Kingdom and the Messiah, so he
does now. The bread he has broken
and given to them is, he says, his body.
It represents his body, i.e. it is a parable of his body, as when he says "the
seed is the word," "the reapers are the
angels." How does the bread represent,
his body? The point, it is commonly
held, lies in the breaking. His body
was about to be broken as the bread
had been. The words of the Authorized Version in 1 Cor. xi. 24, "This is
my body which is broken for you," imposed this interpretation on its readers.
But the word 'broken' is absent from
the Revised Version, the Greek word
1<"/\wµevov having been remo\·ed from the
text hy the editors.
Luke has, This is my body which is
given for you.
Matthew, Take, eat, this is my body.
Mark, Take, this is my body.
None of the passages, therefore,
states that Jesus compared his body to
the loaf in respect that both were
broken. And there are also great difficulties in thinking that this was the
original intention of the words. The
body of ,Tesus was not broken in his
death, a fact in which Christians saw a
fulfilment of prophecy (John xix.
36). If Jesus then foresaw the manner
of his death (cf. x. 34, also on xiv. 8),
he could not say that his body was
about to be broken. The point of the
comparison of his body to the broken
loaf lies in another direction, not in the
breaking but in the giving. He has
quite made up his mind to die ; and in
the scene at Bethany he speaks of his
body as almost ready for the last
anointing. Here he expresses the view
. he has learned to take of his death,
now so certainly impending. He undertakes it willingly ; called to give up his
life he willingly devotes it to the service of those who may be benefited by
it. In saying to his disciples " Take,
this is my body," he means that they
are to regard his death as a gift, the
last of all his gifts, which he makes to
them deliberately. His life is not taken
from him against his will, but freely
given. Even in his death he is to be
thought of not as one who is over-
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this is my body. And he took a cup and gave thanks and
gave it to them, and they all drank of it. And he said to
them, This 1s my covenant-blood which is poured out for
whelmed and hurled by the might of once yield their meaning. Like the
circumstances into a dark fate, but as words about the bread they are not to
one who goes cheerfully, with love in be interpreted in the light of the
his heart, to make the last great sacri- crucifixion. .As the body was not
fice, and feels as he does so that he is broken on the cross, so neither was the
allowed to serve his brethren in his blood shed. The agony of the death
arose from fever and congestion. vVe
death as he had served them in his life.
In 1 Cor. and in Luke the disciples are must ask what the disciples could find
told to "do this in remembrance of in the words before they knew of the
me," words which Mark and Matthew death on the cross. They knew t,hat
do not give. It was inevitable, how- their Master considered himself to be
ever, that the action should be re- on the point of being arrested and put
peated after the departure of Jesus,
to death. .And they knew from the
and that in repeating it bis followers symbol of the bread he had given them
should consider themselves to be carry- that he was prepared to die, and was in
ing out his orders. (See on this passage his own eyes voluntarily giving up his
a paper by the present writer in The life for their benefit. What is added
Expositor, Oct. 1899, "The Lord's to these thoughts by the words "This
Supper: St. Mark or St. Paul?" where is my covenant-blood which is shed for
the views stated above as to the insti- many"? They introduce a view as to
tution of the Supper are set forth more the use of Christ's death. He recogat large. For a careful statement of nizes his death as God's will, and
the points in the recent contrm-ersy on voluntarily undertakes it for the sake
the institution of the Lord's Supper of others, but in what way is it to
see Schmiedel in Prot. ~fonatshefte iii.
benefit them? It is his view on this
125. Plummer in Hastings' Bible Dic- point that we now learn. Covenanttionary, 'Lord's Supper,' may also be blood is the blood of a victim offered to
consulted).
celebrate and ratify the inauguration of
23. It is not said that this cup was a a new relation or new terms of agreepart of the Passover ritual ; and as the ment (Exodus xxiv. 8, Psalm 1. 5).
breaking of the loaf was a symbol The phrase is an old one, and is to be
freely chosen to express a new truth, taken as a whole ; its terms are not
so probably here also. We are not separately dwelt on by Christ, and
told at first what was in the cup, but neither should we so dwell on them. 2
only infer from ver. 25 that it was Christ then regards his death as a
wine. No stress is to be laid on the use of sacrifice by which the new conditions
this particularsubstance. 1 The "thanks- of life in the Kingdom he came to
giving" is the same form as the set up, are to be introduced. .A
"blessing " of the foregoing verse. He strange fact that the death of the
gave the cup to the disciples, but did Messiah should be called for as the
not drink of it himself ; the reason is preliminary to the coming of Messiah's
given in ver. 25. In Luke xxii. 17, 18 Kingdom ! Yet there is Scripture
this appears more clearly : "Divide for it, as we saw (in ver. 21) ;
this among yourselves," he says there ; and Jesus has considered the matter
" I will not drink." The wine also is a , and consented to play the part, so
parable ; they are to think as they different from that which might have
drink it of something else which does been anticipated, which now opens
not appear. The words in which he before him. In this case also the point
indicates this hidden truth do not at of the parable lies in the giving, not
l Many bodies of early Christians celebrated
the Eucharist with bread and water, some
with bread and cheese. The acts were important, but even at Rome there was some
freedom as to the elements used. See Harnack,
4
' Brod uud Wasser; die Eucharistischen Elemente beiJuatin," in Texte und Unttr&uchunyen,
vol. vii.

2 If he thought of a covenant asbdng formed
at his death, it would be after the fashion of
that described by Jeremiah xxxi. 31-34, a
covenant which is no covenant, but the oblivion of all the broken covenants of the past
in a new era of grace. But this is going beyond
Christ's words.
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the shedding. As Jesus gfa.dly and
delightedly plays the host to his disciples, and hands them the cup to
drink which he does not himself share,
so gladly and willingly he gives up his
life to be the sacrifice at the opening of
the Kingdom. For him the death ; for
many, for far more than the disciples, for
men who do not yet belie,·e but will
now do so (see on 'ransom for many,'
x. 45) the Kingdom and its joys. He
does what he can to help them to these
joys; and they will bless the Messiah
who gave up his life that they might
reign.
Here also the parallels have various
additions which appear to be drawn from
later ritual and thought. In 1 Cor. xi.
25 we read " this cup is 'the new testament in (or by means of) my blood"
--the drinking of the cup being equivalent to appropriating the blessings of
the new dispensation. Matthew adds
"for the forgiveness of sins," according
to later doctrine (Rom. iii. 25, Heb. ix.
22, x. 29), but probably also with
reference to the old notion of an amnesty
as a feature of a new treaty or covenant.
When Jehovah promises the new covenant (Jer. xxxi. 31 sqq.) it is mentioned
that the sins of the people are no more
to be remembered. Luke has " for
you" in place of Mark's "for many."
In Paul's addition (1 Cor. xi. 25)
" Do this, as often as you drink it, in
remembrance of me," we see the practice of the early Church.
25. In the first two Gospels these
words indicate the close of the meal ;
and also give the reason why Jesus
did not himself drink of the cup he
handed to the disciples. In the third,
they have only the latter sense,
since in Luke various conversations
are reported after this, which are
spoken still at table. He cannot drink
of the draught he has compared to
his own blood ; it is a thing he gives ;

it is for others, not for him. He knows
his death is at hand, Judas is seeing to
that, and his drinking is over for the
present. But he will drink again.
The separation is to be very short to
which he is looking forward, and after
it he will be in the Kingdom of God
where all is new, the wine as well as
other things. For a similar half.
material view of the Kingdom cf.
Matth. viii. 11, xix. 28, 29. On the
other side compare Mark xii.' 25,
Matth. xx. 25 sq., and genemlly the
teaching about the Kingdom and the
qualifications for it. It would show
very dull preceptions if we insisted,
from the expression in our verse, that
the Kingdom Jesus looked forward to
was one of physical pleasures. It is
God's Kingdom, in which His will is
done and, to use words which Jesus
heard without condemning (Luke xiv.
15), those who eat bread are blessed.
The verse shows certainly that he
looked for the advent of that Kingdom
to take place at once ; his death was to
he the signal of its appearance (ver. 24);
he was to return at once out of the
realm of death to take his place in
it at the head of those whom by dying
he has enabled to enter it.
26. The hymn is the Halle! with
which the Passover ritual concluded.
Even the Jewish authorities in the
early centuries did not agree as to its
composition, some saying it consisted
of Psalms 115-118, others of the
136th Psalm, or of Psalms 134-136.
The old law prescribed (Ex. xii. 22)
that none of the guests at the Passover were to leave the house where it
took place until the morning ; but
many parts of that law had now become
obsolete. Luke gives a number of sayings of Jesus as belonging to the conversation before leaving the house and
some of them agreeing with that situa-
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many. Assuredly I tell you, I will never again drink of the 25
fruit of the vine till that day when I drink it new in the
Kingdom of God.
[Matthew xxvi. 30-35; Luke xxii. 31-34, 39.J
And after they had sung the hymn, they went out to the 26
Mount of Olives. And Jesus says to them, You will all fall 27
away, for it is written, I will smite the Shepherd, and the
sheep will be scattered. But after I am raised up I will go 28
tion. The three accounts agree that
after rising from table the party set o1f
to the Mount of Olives. It is not
stated that they went there because
the Mount of Olives was on the way to
Bethany ; and it is open to us to think
that they did not mean to go further
(see on ver. 3). It is during this short
journey, on which Luke tells us that the
disciples did not walk at Jesus' side but
behind him, that the Master made
the painful and for them humiliating
prediction that they would all desert
him. He knew them better than they
knew themselves, and saw that as one
of the twelve has already failed him
he cannot count on any of them, he
could not count on them to defend him
when he was actually attacked by his
enemies. They would be made to
stumble, so the Greek word says, i.e.
they would prove untrue to him and
to their own convictions.
This is
confirmed by prophecy. This saying
of Zechariah would very easily be
added to the tradition as a striking
prediction in Scripture, and so an
explanation both to the world and
to the believer, of a fact of the Gospel
history which, however strange, was
very well known, that the disciples
deserted their Master in his hour
of need. Of that fact the quotation is good evidence. The verse of
Zechariah (xiii. 7) is altered to suit its
Christian application. Originally it is
a summons by J ebovah Himself, calling
the sword to strike down a ruler who is
making a bad use of his position as
Jehovah's friend and ruling sinfully.
In our passage it is Jehovah Himself
who strikes ; even in the dark event of
the betrayal of Jesus His hand is to be
seen.
28. Thus the disciples are to be
separated from their Master before his

death, and by their own want of
courage- But though they are to
desert him, he will not forget them nor
cease to care for them. In fact he will
be with them again very shortly. No
sooner will he be raised up, and that,
we remember, was to be 'in three days'
or in a very short time, than he will be
setting his face towards the place where
they and he are to meet again. They
will not see him again in Jerusalem or
Judaea; but he appoints them to meet
him in their own country, and says he
will be there before them. This meeting in Galilee to which Mark thus
makes us look forward is not given in
his Gospel as we now have it; but it is
spoken of in the last chapter of Matthew
(xxviii. 16-end), and the newly discovered fragment of the Gospel of
Peter ends as the disciples haYe returned to Galilee and Peter and
Andrew, Levi also being with them,
are setting off with their nets to the
sea, the scene in the fourth Gospel of
the Lord's appearance to Peter at his
fishing (John xxi.). It seems probable
that the original conclusion of Mark's
Gospel, which is now lost, contained
the fulfilment of the promise here
ma.de to the disciples, and narrated their
meeting with the risen Lord in Galilee.
Lnke, with whom the meetings with
the risen Lord take place in and about
Jerusalem, which the disciples never
leave (xxiv. 49; Acts i. 4-8), omits this
promise of Jesus to appear in Galilee as
well as the prediction of the scattering
of the disciples, which, in his narrative,
never takes place. Here Peter alone
is warned of the danger of defection ;
so that the original fact is hidden.
We have thus a confirmation of the
view, already noticed, that Jesns expected the separation from his disciples,
occasioned by his death, to be of very
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and in this they are no doubt
right. Cock-crow is a definite part of
the night (Mark xiii. 35), the watch
before daybreak; but to speak of the
cock crowing twice is to depart from
the ordinary meaning of the term, and
to make the prediction very strained
and artificial. In the following narrative of the denial Mark has •two cockcrowings (ver. 68, 72), the other
Synoptists having one only, and the
speech of Jesus in this verse is made
to correspond with the more elaborate
story.

brief duration. We have also here a
simple and primitive indication of the
nature of his Second Coming.
'We
see that when he speaks in the
langnage of the current eschatology of
coming with clouds with escort of
angels, these grander representations
did not banish from his mind the
simple human joys of meeting again
the friends he loved. How these
two prospects, each well attested, are
related to each other in his mind, is
a question we are not here called to
discuss.
29. The disciples do not, even yet
after all that has been said, realize what
is before them. They do not seriously
believe their Master is to die, or they
would be less full of protestations.
Peter, as usual impulsive and generous,
takes the lead in expressing the feeling
they all share ; the Master does not
judge him truly ; he will not desert him;
if the Master is really to die, Peter will
die with .him. 1 But Jesus knows better
how these countrymen, overawed as
they are already by the splendour of
the capital, will act when authority
puts forth its hand. Peter he declares
will repudiate him repeatedly that
very night. The words of this speech
are less original in :I.lark than in
Matthew or Luke. Mark speaks of
two cock-crows, the others of one,

32. Jesus has been in the company of
others ever since it became clear to him
that measures were being taken, against
which he was powerless, for his destruction. He has devoted himself all
the time to his disciples, and made his
death, while speaking of it as inevitable,
appear to them not in its terrors but in
its beauty-as the ordinance of God, as
a service freely rendered for the members of the Kingdom, as the opening act
of the new Age. Now when the day
with all its claims is over, the other
side of the shield appears to him ; he
thinks of himself, and we see him in
his weakness, but also see how his
weakness is turned into strength.
Gethsemane, or "Oil-press," is a
piece of enclosed land with olive trees

1 What Peter asserts and what Jesus replies
to him is, in the main, the same in the three
accounts; but In Mark and Matthew it arises
out of what has been said to the disciples

generally, in Luka out of Jesus' address to
Peter individually. This distinguiohing of
Peter does not belong to the Peter tradition
which Mark uses, but is later.

1

Omit ills.
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before you to Galilee. But Peter said to him, Though all 29
desert you, I will not. And Jesus says to him, Assuredly I 30
tell you, that you, to-day, this night, before the cock crow
twice,1 you will deny me thrice. But he redoubled his assertion 31
and said, Though I should have to die with you, I will never
deny you. .And they all spoke in the same way.
[Matth. xxvi. 36-46; Luke xxii. 40-46.]
And they come to a place called Gethsemane, and he says 32
to his disciples, Sit here while I pray. .And he takes with 33
him Peter and James and John and began to be overcome
with fear and to be restless and distressed ; and he says to 34
them, My soul is in great suffering even to death, stay you
here and watch. .And he went a little further on, and cast 35
and the apparatus for dealing with
their produce, on the right side, if the
modern identification may be trusted,
which however is uncertain, of the
road to Bethany directly after crossing
the Kedron. John calls it a garden,
and says that Jesus was often there
with his disciples. Luke does not name
Gethsemane, but says that Jesus went,
as he was accustomed to do, to the
Mount of Olives. He goes on, however,
to speak of his "arriving at the place,"
by which he can scarcely mean the
Mount of Olives generally, but no
doubt refers to a tradition which he
also knew as to the precise locality
of this scene. It is a place well
known to Jesus and his party-Judas
also knows of it. The disciples are
left perhaps at the entrance or near
the entrance inside the enclosure,
for the Master has need of prayer,
and when that is the case with him
he seeks to be alone (i. 35, vi. 46).
But on this occasion he does not wish
to be quite alone. He is not a Stoic
to meet the dark hour relying on
his own unconquered will and defying
all the power of circumstances to injure
him. On the contrary he meets it
with a sense of weakness and helplessness, calling out for God, and taking
his dear friends with him as far as they
can go. The faithful Three, his special
intimates, who had witnessed passages
in his career from which others were
excluded, are taken with him further
1

into the enclosure, and there they hear
from him what they had never heard
before, and would not have thought
possible, a confession of weakness and
extreme mental suff'ering. He began
to be overcome with fear, and in distress, we are told. The horror of the
situation laid hold on him as he felt
the moment approaching when he must
be subjected to physical violence which
must end in his death. So much we
learn from the disciples' report and
from the words of his prayer which
they repeat ; what more entered into
his thoughts the evangelist does not
enable us to judge. The Master is not
above letting his friends see in what
state of mind he is; far from hiding his
distress he tells them of it quite simply
and frankly ; it is a sorrow even to
death, the very extremity of mental
suffering, that has taken hold of him.
And they cannot help him. He must
pray, and they cannot be with him in
his praying. Yet they must not be far
away. They must stay where they are
and watch, not as sentinels to warn
him of approaching danger, but as
friends who share his distress and support him by their sympathetic nearness.
Luke omits the verse which shows the
Saviour in his weakness ; Matthew
changes 'fear' into grief.
35. The disciples can still see his
movements and hear some of his words;
else we could not have known what is
here recorded. (Luke, whose narrative

Omit, twice.
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here differs in many points from those
of Mark and Matthew, says that he
went about a stone's throw from them,
but implies that they could both see
and hear him). Mark describes in imperfects, as if what is detailed went on
for some time. The Master was seen to
throw himself on the ground {Luke
says on his knees). The general purport
of his prayer, again and again renewed,
was that the hour, the critical hour,
the hour of death, might be spared him.
(Compare 'the hour,' 'my hour,' etc.,
in John's Gospel).
This is what
weighed upon his mind with such
intolerable weight, and in this distress of
mind we have to recognize not a mere
ordinary shrinking from pain and violence, though this also no doubt was
there, but more the strain of the dark
problem presented to the mind of one
who believed himself to be God's Elect
and the destined ruler over God's Kingdom, by the thought that he must die,
his destiny all unaccomplished. If a
crucified Christ was to the Jew an
agonizing thought which could scarcely
be entertained without an intellectual
and moral revolution, the Christ himself who died must first of all have
borne that agony. That he did bear it,
and thereby led his followers into a
new world of thought and of worship,
this is a great part of his work. In the
meantime he has his period of deepest
and acutest suffering. Cannot God
spare him this hour which he sees inevitably coming on? Cannot God bring
the Kingdom without letting the Messiah die at its threshold 1 God can do
everything, He can make His Kingdom

come without such bloodshed, He can
bring to nought the plans of the Scribes
and the treachery of Judas. Will He
not do so? That is the burden of the
prayer again and again repeated, with
such perseverance and intensity as he
recommended men to use in their approaches to God, and regarded as certain to attain their end, since God could
not withstand such prayers.
The
address is virtually the same as that at
the head of the Lord's Prayer in its
shorter form. Luke, who gives the
shorter form of that prayer, has here
also simply 'Father.' Mark, however,
gfres the Aramaic word Jesus used,
and then the Greek word for it, as
Paul does in Gal. iv. 6, and Rom. viii.
15, the double address having apparently passed into liturgical use in
Gentile churches.
The prayer concludes with the recognition that the divine will must be
accomplished even when the supplicant
most earnestly desires something else.
·when the divine will is fixed, prayer
cannot alter it ; it will come to pass.
He had not willed his death, but if it is
God's will, then it is dqnbtless about to
take place. A simple future is to be
supplied to complete the sentence. The
point of entire resignation is not yet
reached {ver. 39). 1
37, The scene depends on the evidence of Peter; it is not told, however,
from Pcter's point of view, but from
that of the Master ; this transformation
is the result of a very early literary
operation. The disciples awake and
find Jesus standing over them and reproaching them for not having kept

1 Compare 1 Mace. iii. 60, where Judas, exhorting his followers to fight, and recognizing
that he and they may lose their lives, says :

As may be the will in heaven, so shall He
(God) do.
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himself on the ground and prayed, that if it is possible the
hour might pass away from him ; and he said, Abba, Father, 36
everything is possible to Thee ; take away this cup from me;
yet it is not what I will but what Thou. And he comes and 37
finds them sleeping, and he says to Peter, Simon, are you
sleeping? were you not able to watch one hour? Watch and 38
pray all of you that you may not come into temptation. The
spirit is willing, but the -flesh is weak. And he went · away 39
again and prayed, speaking to the same effect as before. And 40
he came again and found them sleeping, for their eyes were
heavy and they did not know what to say to him. And he 41
comes the third time and says to them, Sleep on, then, and
awake to hold up his hands. Why had
they not done so ? Did they not believe in the danger he spoke of? Or
had they arrived at their usual nightquarters, and after keeping awake for a
little, as he bade them, did they conclude that there was no occasion to do
more? Luke says they were sleeping
for sorrow, which does not quite clear
up the question. In Mark and Matthew
the rebuke is addressed to Peter, who
is called by his Aramaic name, but in
Matthew what here follows the name
Rimon is spoken to all the party, in Mark
to Peter only, who is thus most severely
treated in the Gospel of his own interpreter. Jesus is grieved that he has
been thus left alone ; but he is no
longer so absorbed as before in his own
case; he is concerned about the disciples,
specially Peter, whom he believes to be
in urgent danger. He insists again
that they must keep awake, not only
for his sake as before, but also for their
own. They are to pray, as in the Lord's
Prayer, that God would not allow them
to be placed in temptation.
\Vhat
temptation does he mean? jThat of
deserting him no doubt which he
foretold in ver. 27. Compare Luke
xxii. 31, where he says that Satan
has been seeking to get the disciples to
put them to a severe trial, and that he,
Jesus, has prayed specially for Simon
that he may stand that trial. It is a
clearly realized definite temptation he
speaks of here. J ndas has lost his
faith in the Master and the cause, and
the motives which worked so disastrously in his case are no doubt present
to the mind of the other disciples also.
They may be frightened and concussed,

and may not say the right word when
the time comes for it. If he should
return and find that any of them whom
he had trusted so fully had proved untrue to him and could not be acknowledged before the face of the heavenly
Father ! (viii. 38). Thus, though he
has foretold that they will all be
offended and desert him, he does what
he can to nerve them to meet the crisis
worthily. They mean well, he admits ;
their spirit is willing, bnt they are
weak as men are, and therefore they
must pray, adding their prayers to his,
that the hour may pass, and if it must
come, may not find them unfaithful.
The words spirit and flesh are here
used, not as in Paul where the spirit is
an element higher than man's normal
constitution which enters a man when
he becomes a Christian, but according
to ordinary usage such as prevails even
among ourselves. Spirit is the higher,
less material, principle; flesh, the weak
and earthward part of man, and the
words are worthy of one who understood so well man's composite nature.
39. In Matthew the second prayer is
an advance on the first, and expresses
resignation to the will of God, which
,Tesus now sees to be fixed in a way contrary to his desire. In Luke there is
but one prayer, but the scene receives
other additions.
From the friends he loves and is so
anxious for he returns to prayer. And
we are told that he uses the same
language as before. The point of resignation is not reached yet; he is still
a.sking that the cup may pass away.
A second time back to the friends who
are so helpless and will not wake up
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properly to take in the situation and
help him in his prayers (cf. ix. 6). And
a third time (cf. 2 Cor. xii. 8) to the
solitary pleading with God who this
time is so hard to move.
41. The third going away is not men•
tioned, as if the reporter had been too
sleepy to notice it. The speech at the
third coming belongs thronghout to the
new situation produced by the approach
of the arresting party, and is spoken
under the strongest excitement. The
"It is enough," however we interpret
it, marks the closing of the scene
just narrated, with its awful tension,
and thus, to some extent, corresponds
psychologically with Matthew's ' Thy
will be done.' " Sleep on, then, and
take your rest " is scarcely ironical,
but indicates that the reason which
made Jesus so anxious before that
his friends shonld keep awake, now
exists no longer. The effort in which
they were to help him for his sake
and their own, is at an end. The
prayer has not been granted, and he
need not urge them longer. It is not
he who this time breaks upon their
slumber. And with the word 'Enough '
(on which the enquiries as to what
there has been enough of, need not
detain us), the former situation is
dismissed, and the new one accepted.
The hour has come of which he prayed
that it might pass away, the hour, that
is, of the death of the Messiah, long
foreseen but never till now realized in
its fnll unnaturalness and dreadfulness.
This is what the succeeding words express. They are uttered in view of the
arresting party, after Jesus has caught
1

Add

a glimpse of the kind of people who are
sent to take him. They are not Roman
soldiers, as we shall see, so that the
thought in these words is not the same
as that of Acts ii. 23, where the Jews
are charged with having allowed wicked
hands (literally, lawless hands, the
hands of men outside the law, of heathen
and profane) to put to death the
Messiah of their race. Nor is the word
'sinners' nsed from the Christian point
of view, viz. that those who nsed
violence to the Messiah rendered themselves guilty of a great crime. They
are sinners already, before their act is
accomplished. The word is rather used
as in the phrase " publicans and sinners," to indicate persons of the class
which makes little religious pretensions.
(See notes on ii. 15; also Gal. ii. 15).
Not with such as these should the
Messiah have been brought in contact
when the leaders of his people enter
into dealings with him. He should
have been recognized as first of all, and
none but the noblest and wisest should
have been near him; but instead of that
he is given up into the hands of such
people as these. This utterance makes it
clear that the struggle of Gethsemane
did not arise out of Jesus' apprehension
of personal pain and reproach, but was
largely Messianic. It was the fate of
God's representative, of the bearer of
God's message to His people, and the
fulfiller of that people's hopes, that was
in question. The title ' Son of Man '
is used here in its traditional sens·e;
the paradoxical contrast is between the
honours and splendours with which the
Son of Man was expected to appear

o 'foKo.p,cfirqs.
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take your rest. Enough; the hour is come; see, the Son of
Man is delivered up into the hands of sinners. Rise, let us
go ; see, he who betrays me is here.

42

[Matthew xxvi. 47-56; Luke xxii. 47-53.J
And forthwith, while he is yet speaking, comes Judas 1 one 43
of the Twelve and with him a crowd of people with swords
and staves from the high-priests and the Scribes and the
elders. Now he who betrayed him had given them a signal; 44
He whom I kiss, he had said, he is the person; take him
and lead him away safely. And on coming to the spot he 45
at once stepped up to him, and called him Rabbi, and gave
him his kiss. And they laid hands on him and seized him. 46
and the degradation of being the sport
of rude people of no class.
But as the hour has come it must be
met worthily. It must not find the
disciples lying on the ground, but
standing by their Master's side. ' Let
us go ' does not point to flight, but to
an advance to meet the apprmwhing
party. In that party only one figure
is recognized. '!.'he predictions of the
supper-table are verified; the traitor is
on the ground doing his errand. No
doubt the hour has come.
43. Judas is here introduced with the
same epithet, 'one of the Twelve,' which
was used in telling of his application to
the high-priests {ver. 10). Why does
he need a new introduction here, and
why is it in the same terms? Unless
the words are a gloss, the writer surely
cannot have had ver. 10 before him, and
the two pieces of narrative must have
come from different sources. The peculiarity appears in all the three Synoptists. Judas, then, has undertaken to
lead a party to a spot where Jesus can
be arrested quietly ; he had been present at the Pass.over meal, had left the
room before the company set out for the
Mount of Olives, and had then gone to
the dignitaries who had promised him his
fee, and told them it was time to carry
out the plan agreed on. Of what nature
was the party whom he led to make
the capture ? According to the fourth
Gospel {xviii. 3, 12) they were Roman
soldiers, the cohort, in fact, with their
1

colonel, accompanied by servants of the
high-priests and of the Pharisees. In
Mark, who is followed by Matthew,
and less distinctly by Luke (who brings
the Sanhedrists themselves on the
scene), they are not soldiers at all, but
an uudrilled collection of people with
various equipment; some have swords,
some sticks. Jesus is not lodged in
the barracks, as must have been the
case if the arrest had been affected by
a party of soldiers, but is taken to the
house of the high-priest ; only after the
trial before the Sanhedrin is he brought
before the Roman governor, and only
when sentenced to crucifixion is he
handed over to the Roman soldiers.
That the account of the matter given
in the fourth Gospel is historically inadmissible, is conclusively proved by
Brandt, Evan. Gesch., .Part I., Chap. i.
This party is said to come from the
high-priests and Scribes and Elders, i.e.
the Sanhedrin, but we have not heard of
any meeting of that body to deal with
the case of Jesus, and perhaps the
evangelist anticipates a little in making
the arrest an official act. Those who
reported the scene inferred from what
they saw that Judas had arranged to
point out Jesus to his party by a certain signal. They were not likely to
learn this from Judas himself, nor from
any of those he led. 'fhe latter apparently did not know Jesus by sight.
Their place, perhaps, by day and at
ordinary times, was in the kitchen and
courtyard, while their masters walked

Add, Iscariot.
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the pavements of the Temple. The
Gospel apart from some such personal
signal consists of the ordinary greeting interest connected with it.
rendered to a teacher by his pupil.
48. The difficulties connected with
The kiss is not that of family affection,
this passage are forcibly stated by
on the cheek;. the pupil calls his master Brandt. After a serious blow had been
by the name of Rabbi, makes an obeis- struck, he holds, other blows must have
ance, and kisses his hand.
In this followed, and from the other side ; and
case, Jesus and his treacherous disciple the flight of the disciples is most readily
are each a little in advance of his accounted for by supposing that they
party, so that the action is distinctly got the worst of the scuffle. At any
seen. The moment the greeting was rate, a scene so begun was no suitable
paid (the word implies that it was done opportunity for speeches; if there were
with a show of affection), the followers both blows and speeches, the speeches
of Judas started forward, laid hold of must have come first. There is less
Jesus, and made him their prisoner.
force in Brandt's contention that the
47. According to Matthew and Luke's speech of Jesus is addressed to the
account it was one of the party of Jesus wrong people-to the hierarchs themwho did this. Mark does not directly selves and not to their servants. Luke
say so, but speaks of the striker with a meets this difficulty, if he felt it to be
certain significance, as if the narrator oue, by bringing the high-priests and
could have named him but refrained captains of the Temple and elders themfrom doing so. If the authority for the sekes upon the scene.
incident was Peter, the matter is ex- .
The remonstrance against the style
plained. When he went to the highof the arrest must be placed at the
priest's house afterwards, he might beginning of the scene, when Jesus has
learn there who it was that had been just been taken and before any blows
wounded, and his connection with the have passed. 1 While not calling in quesaffair might make him specially anxious tion the legality of the arrest, it
expresses the same thought as the
not to be drawn into any communications with that household; this would words of Jesus as to the Son of Man
in part explain his conduct there. It being betrayed into the hands of sinners,
was not, perhaps, a matter of snch and points to the needless indignity to
importance as to find a place in the which he is subjected. There has been
1 The sentence about the use of the sword, in
Matthew, is of a different nature, and as a
vehement appeal to his followers against

1

ets ns •eavlG"Kos.

the use of violence, is not incongruous to
the circumstances.

3
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But a certain one of those who stood by drew his sword and 47
struck the servant of the high-priest and cut off his ear.
And Jesus took the word and said to them, You have come 48
out as if against a brigand, with swords and staves, to take me.
I w3:s daily with you in the Temple teaching and you did 49
not lay hold of me. But the Scriptures must be fulfilled.
And they left him and fled, all of them. But a certain young ~~
man 1 followed along with him,2 with nothing on him but a
linen cloth about his naked body, and they lay hold of him. ;
but he left the linen cloth and fled naked.
52
[Matthew xxvi. 57-68; Luke xxii. 54, 55, 63-71.]
And they took Jesus away to the high-priest; and all the 53
high-priests and the elders and the scribes come together.3
And Peter followed him at a distance as far as inside 54
nothing underhand in his proceedings ;
he has never resisted nor denied any
lawful authority; he taught openly and
regularly, and it was well known where
he was to be found. He ought to have
been arrested, if that was necessary, as
a public teacher not as a brigand, where
the people could see what was done and
not behind their back, by the levitical
Temple guard and not bya miscellaneous
rabble irregularly accoutred. That such
a Messiah as he has aimed at beingone who relied on teaching alone, and
appealed openly to his nation at the
national place of assembly to hear the
word of the Lord-that he should be
treated as a low criminal and as one
against whom it was necessary to be
armed with all sorts of weapons l
It is true that the way in which Jesus
arranged his life during these days at
Jerusalem, preaching by day to sympathetic crowds and going outside the
town at night, was itself the reason why
the arrest could not be made openly.
Still, the wrong and indignity remained
of treating one who dealt in nothing
but persuasion and appeal, after the
manner of a vulgar criminal-a great
wrong both to Jesus himself and to the
Jewish nation. The only way to account
for such an outrage was that it was the
will of God that the Messiah should die,

and that all the steps leading to that
end were thus in a sense divinely appointed. What Scripture had foretold
of the death of the Messiah had to come
to pass, and so Jesus submits to the
arrest, protesting against the manner
of it, but recognizing in the fact itself
the will of God.
50. That the disciples, with the exception of Peter, forsook Jesus and fled
is the last we learn about them in this
Gospel. That they had some reason
for apprehension we see from the attempted arrest of the young man; they
had been present when resistance was
offered to the representatives of the
hierarchs in the act of making an arrest,
and for this, if not for the mere fact
that they were ,Jesus' followers, they
might well be apprehensive.
51. Theyoungman of whom thefollowing incident is told by Mark alone was
not one of the Twelve. The word '' followed him " need not refer to discipleship (Brandt takes it so, and sees in the
young man one of those of whom we
have just heard that they forsook Jesus
and fled : the flight of this one of their
number being told with more detail);
and one of the immediate circle of Jesus,
who had been with him all the evening,
would not have been found so scantily
clad on the Mount of Olives. He is a

2 followed him.
One particular individual, a young man.
The variant gives: "and a meeting takes place for him of all the highpriests," etc.; or "the high priests, etc., came together with him."
1
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person known to the Church, or the where in the Temple buildings, and at
incident would not have been worth night the Temple was locked. The
recording, and there is much attractive- meeting takes place, therefore, in the
ness in the view that it is the evangelist house of the high-priest, called by
Mark, who thus records his own experi- I Matthew, Caiaphas. We a.re to think
ence of that evening. It might be his · of a politician to whom it was of the
mother's house (Acts xii. 12) in which utmost importance to keep on good
the Passover was eaten, and he might terms with the Romans, and to whom,
have followed the party unseen when therefore, any Messianic movement was
they left forjthe Mount of Olives. There a thing hateful and to be suppressed
are difficulties in this view, but it is at (John xi. 47-52). In his house the
least possible that we have here, as members of the High Court assemble,
Zahn says, " the signature of the artist at an hour which cannot have been
in a dark corner of the picture." This earlier than midnight. According to
incident, would be the principal one later practice no trial for a capital
with respect to which the Muratorian offence could take place at night, and
Canon, as here interpreted by Zahn, says only 23 members, or a third of the
that Mark was personally concerned body, required to be present. Here
in the events of the Evangelical history, no such provisions appear to be spoken
and so was led to set them down. of or known. But Mark has told us
See Introduction, p. 44. The text of long before that the members of the
the verse is very uncertain, and any Sanhedrin had made up their minds to
view taken of its contents must be put Jesus to death. What he here
represents is in accordance with that
problematical.
statement. It is not so much a trial of
53. We enter here on what purports which the issue is uncertain, and where
to be a circumstantial account of the the accused gets the benefit of every
trial of Jesus by the Sanhedrin. The regular form, as a hasty concourse to
third and fourth Gospels differ widely carry out, with such legal forms as the
at this point from the first and second, occasion admits of, a political murder.
Luke having no trial by night but only The meeting takes place, according to
that at daybreak, and John having only Mark, on the first day of unleavened
an examination by the high-priest. bread, the day of the Passover. Could
With regard to the trial in Mark, religious venom and political eagerness
Brandt (pp. 53-67) considers that while combined prevail on these men to comall the other accounts are derived from mit such a breach of their law?
The high-priest, in this account, has
this one, it is difficult to make out how
any report of the trial could be obtained, everything in readiness. According to
and that the procedure is not such as one translation of the variant, the councould have taken place in a Jewish cillors arrive at his house just when
Court.
Jesus is being brought in; the reading
The arrest being made in the middle preferred by the editors makes them
of the night, the Sanhedrin-for so the arrive immediately after. All the highbody is styled {ver. 55) which came priests, we read. There was but one,
together to deal with the matter-could but the office appears to have conferred
not meet in its ordinary locale. That, an indelible character, and there were
according to all accounts, was some- always at this period a number of men
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the court of the high-priest, and was sitting there with
the servants, warming himself at the fire. And the highpriests and the whole Sanhedrin sought for evidence against
Jesus to put him to death, and they could not find it; for
while many gave false witness against him their evidence did
not tally. And certain persons came forward and bore false
witness against him, saying, We heard him say, I will destroy
this temple which is made with hands, and after three days
I will build another not made with hands. And not even so
who, after serving as high-priests for a
time and being deposed by the government, still busied themsel veswith public
affairs and exercised great influence.
See Schurer, II. i. 195. It appears
doubtful whether the designation was
applied to men of high-priestly family
who had not themselves held the office.
With the high-priests came the Elders
and the Scribes; afullyconstituted meeting of the Sanhedrin could be described
in no other terms. That Peter cannot
have witnessed or reported the proceedings, we see from the next verse.
Braver than the other disciples who have
fled quite out of sight, yet not courting
arrest, he follows at a distance, and
penetrates into the court of the house,
the space in the centre, open to the
sky and surrounded by buildings, in
one of the rooms of which upstairs (ver.
66) his Master was. The story of Peter
in this situation is tbe same in Mark
and Matthew, where there is a nocturnal
trial of Jesus, as in Luke where there
is no trial till the morning. Those
coming to the meeting and leaving it
would pass through the court, and
some inkling of what was passing
inside might reach the servants there,
so that Peter, as he sat and warmed
himself at the open fire, might learn what
was happening to his Master. In cases
of blasphemy later Jewish procedure
rigorously excluded from the trfo,l all
but the judges and the witnesses
(Mishna, Sanhedrin vii. 5). The passages of the Mishna bearing on the
trial are collected and discussed in
Brandt.
55. This is not a trial for blasphemy,
not at least in its beginning. That
charge emerges during the proceedings,
but other charges were thought of. It
was necessary to observe the forms of a
trial and to prove that Jesus had
offended against Jewish law. Evidence

therefore was required, and a number
of persons are invited to say what they
can against the accused, having of
course been summoned late at night
for that purpose. The efforts made
during the preceding days to get Jesus
to say something for which he might be
attacked, had been defeated by his
ready resource, so that while there was
much prejudice against him, there was
no proof of any illegal act or speech.
And the Roman governor would not pass
a death-sentence for mere prejudice,
if 110 breach of the law was proved.
Speeches against the scribes could be
quoted, but such speeches were not
illegal, nor were words showing want of
sympathy with the ritual of the Temple,
nor even the fact that Jesus had
allowed himself to be acclaimed as
Messiah. Many charges were brought
which Mark says were false, i.e. perYersions of his words, misrepresentations
of his acts. But there was no charge
of sufficient gravity for the occasion,
supported, as Jewish law required
{Numb. xxxv. 30; Dent. xvii. 6, xix.
15), by a plurality of witnesses.
57. At last a charge is brought which
appears to have more substance in it,
and which is supported by the necessary
number of witnesses. It referred to an
utterance of Jesus which certainly was
made, though it was variously reported
and interpreted. In Mark's Gospel
(xiii. 2; see comments on that passage)
Jesus predicts the downfall of the
Temple; in John (ii. 19) he is reported
to have said, on visiting the Temple at
the beginning of tbe ministry, "Destroy
this temple, and in three days I will
raise it up." His utterance on this
subject echoes through the whole New
Testament ; it is a commonplace of
Christian teaching that God does not
dwell in temples made with hands
{Acts vii. 48, xvii. 24; Ephes. ii. 22 ;

55
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Heb. ix. II, 24), and the view meets us
freqnently that Christians themselves
are the new Temple taking the place of
the old one (2 Cor. vi. 16; 1 Cor. iii.
16, vi. 19; 1 Peter ii. 5; Heb. iii. 6;
Ephes. ii. 2'2. Cf. also John iv. 21).
But while Jesus like Stephen considered
that the destruction of the Temple
would be no disadvantage to religion,
and though he predicted its downfall,
we may be very certain that his words
on the subject were not what these
witnesses are said to have reported,
and that he had never spoken of lifting
his own hands against the Temple.
The readers of the Gospel would know
in what sense the words had been
spoken by Christ. This evidence therefore was, as the evangelist says, false ;
the words of Jesus were not given as
he spoke them but twisted from their
original tendency, and a design was
imputed to him which he never
cherished. These witnesses also failed
to agree. No serious charge could be
built on their testimony.
61a. An attempt is therefore made to
lead Jesus to incriminate himself. It
was for speaking against the Temple
that Stephen was stoned ; and while
there was a more suitable charge than
this to be produced to the Roman
governor, this one if it were established
would be enough for the Jews who
heard of the proceedings. The highpriest, therefore, asks Jesus to defend
himself against what has been alleged.
But as he had foiled all former attempts
to get· him to compromise himself, so
on the present occasion also. It is not
necessary to suppose that his silence
was suggested by what is said of the
Servant of Jehovah (Isaiah liii. 7. Cf.
Acts viii. 32). As this was no true
trial, and those sitting in the place of
jndges were men he knew he could not
convert (compare on this point the
1

o
e , ·,

parable of the Vineyard), any explanations he could offer would be thrown
away or would make matters worse.
Better that he should leave the words
he had spoken to do their work in those
who understood them, and for himself
simply bow before "the hour" and all
it brought. He had moreover to consider not only the assistance he might
render to the judges by any statement
he made, but his own position and
dignity as Messiah. One who claimed
no more than that he was a teacher or
prophet conld defend himself before
these men ; one who felt himself to be
the Messiah could perhaps scarcely do
so.
61b. The high-priest enunciates the
charge on which the hierarchs must
have made up their minds to proceed
against Jesus before the governor when
the opportunity arrived. Jesus had
been hailed as Messiah at his Entry
into Jerusalem, and his proceedings
since then had not been those of a
prophet and teacher merely, but
those of one who expected himself
to occupy the highest place in the
Kingdom he announced. But there
had been in him nothing of the revolutionary. His methods, with the exception of the act in the Temple, had
been those of peace and reason. To
accuse him as dangerous to the Roman
power because he was the leader of a
Messianic movement, was obviously
somewhat absurd, since (as Pilate saw)
such a Messianic movement as his had
no political danger in it. It was to the
leaders of religion, not to the political
rulers, that it was dangerous. Still
the attempt was to be made to get him
put to death by the Romans. But for
this end it was necessary to have clear
evidence that Jesus did claim to be
Messiah. In Mark the claim has never
been made in so many words. It has
Bn.
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did their evidence agree. And the high-priest rose and came
forward and asked Jesus, Have you no answer to make?
what of the charge these witnesses bring against you? But
he was silent and made no answer. Again the high-priest
questioned him, and says to him, Are you the Messiah, the
Son of the Blessed ? And Jesus said, I am, and you will see
the Son of Man sitting on the right hand of the Power, and
coming with the clouds of heaven. And the high-priest tore
his clothes and says, What further need have we of witnesses ?
been suggested in parable, in act, in
question, but never nakedly stated. To
remove all possible doubt on the subject,
therefore, the high-priest puts his
question. Jesus had protested (xii.
35-37) against the title, • Son of David,'
for the Messiah. To get to the
root of the matter he is asked if
he claims to be that Anointed looked
for by all, who, as the chosen agent of
the Blessed (the divine name is not
uttered, but this equivalent for it which
is used in N. T. doxologies and afterwards
on every page of the Talmud), as placed
near Him and sharing His counsels,
may be called His Son? Are you that
person? it is asked ; not perhaps
without a tone of scorn. (See for the
current Messianic ideas of the time of
Christ, "Apocalyptic Literature" in
EncyclopaediaBiblica; Stanton, Jewish
Mesmah; Holtzmann's N. T. Theologie,
i. 68 sqq., where much of the literature
of the subject is cited).
62. Here we come to the first open
declaration by Jesus of his Messiahship.
It is only before the Sanhedrin, when
solemnly challenged to declare himself,
that Jesus made the public declaration
which imposed on his followers thenceforward the duty of proclaiming him as
Messiah on all occasions, and constituted
him the object of faith for them and for
the world. The courage of this great
act is to be seen not only in the danger
to which the confession necessarily
exposed him, but in his original assumption of the ri'ile which as he understood
it made him claim to fulfil the best
hopes of men, and promise to all
men what they most required. How
he came to believe that what all
the world wanted could come to it
through him, is a mystery which we can
partly, but never wholly, understand.
The ' l am,' which pronounces the great
fa.et of the Evangelical history, that

Jesus is the Messiah for whom all were
waiting, reverberates, as Holtzmann
says, in the whole New Testament.
We hear it in the storm on the Sea of
Galilee, and in the upper chamber at
Jerusalem; in the fourth Gospel it is
applied in manifold ways ; in the
Apocalypse we read of " He that is
and was and is to come"; and in the last
chapter of the New Testament the
comforting words are more than once
repeated. Matthew does not give the
words ; and Luke gives them in a less
impressive position.
If .Jesus is Messiah it is plain that
his present appearance and bearing veil
rather than manifest his real nature.
He is a Messiah in disguise; but that
will soon be altered. Thinking as he
now does of the lot which is appointed
for him as Messiah, Jesus can scarcely
answer the question of the high-priest
with a bare "I am" ; the time for
parables is past, and it is time for a plain
declaration of the truth. Though now
in lowly guise, he is on the point of
being invested with all that belongs to
the office. The Messiah, as spiritualminded Jews conceive him, is about to
appear. Even his enemies will see Jesus
clothed with all the power and splendour of the Son of Man, sitting as that
personage was expected to do on the
right hand (xii. 36) of the Power, the
powerful or Almighty One (Jesus also
avoids the divine name), and coming
with the clouds (xiii. 26) to execute
His judgment and set up His kingdom. The representation, founded on
Daniel and Enoch, is of a different order
from those in ver. 25 and 28 of this
chapter.
63. The high-priest's paroxysm of
grief, expressed by making a tear in
his dress (his undergarments), as people
did who were in mourning, and his
declaration that Jesus has spoken
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blasphemy, stand in need of explanation.
In Jesus' words, as reported by Mark
and Matthew, there is nothing that
could be called blasphemy. That offence was capital, but it consisted in
speaking ill of God, His sacred name
· being pronounced (Levit. xxiv. 10-23);
there is no blasphemy of any such kind
here. 1 Nor is it easy to make out even
constructive blasphemy. It was no
crime in Jewish law to claim to be the
Messiah. [Jeremiah (xxvi. 11 ), whose
case has some analogy with this one,
was judged worthy of death, not for
blasphemy, but for having spoken
against Jerusalem and prophesied its
downfall]. The Jews did not expect
their Messiah when he came to be a
divine being; that was impossible for
strict monotheists; and Jesus in asserting his Messiahship makes no claim to
deity; he is to sit on the right hand of
the Power, in a subordinate position
though a high one, and to be not God,
but the representative and instrument
·of God. A claim to share the divine
nature and to be equal with God in the
later Christian sense, might, if made to
the Sanhedrin, have been construed as
blasphemy (see John x. 33, 36) ; and
when that doctrine arose, the Jews no
doubt applied the term to it. But no
such claim is put forward by Jesus
here. His claim to Messiahship might
no doubt appear, when his figure and
·surroundings were considered, to be
extravagant and absurd. But it involved no insult to the divine Being;
and that only is what constitutes blasphemy. If then Jesus was legally

condemned by the Sanhedrin on a
charge of blasphemy, the words on
which that charge was based are not
reported in any of the Gospels. If the
condemnation was illegal, it may have
come about in various ways. A charge
of constructive blasphemy was likely to
be made against him by those who were
familiar with his utterances in Galilee,
e.g. those as to the forgiYeness of sins
(said, ii. 7, to be blasphemous), and as to
the Sabbath. A condemnation on such
a charge lay within the competence of
the Sanhedrin, and was likely to impress the mind of the Jews. It is not
unlikely that the charge was blasphemy,
but the report of the trial cannot be
considered to be full or satisfactory.
In Luke there is nothing about blasphemy ; Jesus is there condemned
simply for having claimed to be the
.Messiah. The councillors, appealed to
for their opinion and vote, at once
agree with their president, and Jesus
is unanimously declared to have in·
curred the death penalty.
65. Jesus being now, as it were, outside of the law, the venom of his
enemies bursts forth. The extremest
insult is bestowed on him (Numbers
xii. 14, Isa. 1. 6); is it some of the
councillors who do these unworthy
acts, or others who are there,
perhaps some of the witnesses ? We
cannot tell. It is not the attendants,
as their turn comes afterwards. Those
who set the example of this treatment
also make sport of Jesus' character as a
prophet (not only of the prediction,
ver. 62). His face is covered, he is

1 See Brandt, Evang. Gesch., p. 62 •qq.
1
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You heard that blasphemy; what do you think ? And they
all condemned him and declared that he had incurred the
penalty of death. And some began to spit on him and to
cover his face and buffet him and say to him, Prophesy !, and
the attendants took him in charge with blows.1

641

65

[Matthew xxvi. 69-75; Luke xxii. 56-62.]
Now Peter is downstairs in the court, and one of the 66
high-priest's maidservants comes where he is, and on seeing 67
Peter warming himself she looks at him and says, You too
were with the Nazarene, with Jesus. But he denied it and 68,
said, I neither know nor understand what you mean.2 And
struck, and is then a~ked to prophesy,
either as in Matthew and Luke, to
identify the striker, or perhaps to predict his fortune.
Like master, like
servant. The attendants, those who
have been acting as guards of Jesus at
his trial, not Roman soldiers, now that
the sentence of condemnation has been
passed, have to take him in charge for
safe keeping. Their blows are dealt
perhaps with their staves, as they
indicate to him where he is to go. It
is not necessary to suppose this scene
to be formed on Isaiah 1. 6 ; the
various incidents explain themselves
qnite naturally.

66. This scene is narrated more circumstantially by Mark than by Matthew
or Luke ; and he alone girns the two
cock-crowings, which make the story
more difficult.
\Ve have been told what went on in a
large room upstairs. All this time
Peter, who (ver. 54) got as far as to the
court of the house, has been sitting
there with the servants, warming himself at the fire. Ver. 54 described the
situation in which he was left. Ver.
66 tells of something which happened
to him when in that situation. Peter,
therefore, is not the reporter of the
scene of the trial. Something about it
might be heard by the party round the
fire ; but one does not look for an
accurate account of a case to the crowd

at the door of the Court. On such a
point the Synoptists are too objective
and impersonal to tell us anything.
What happened to Peter passed into
the tradition no doubt from his own
account of it. He does not point out
to us, however, the danger of his
position in the high-priest's court (see
on ver. 50), but only how his Master's
words about the betrayal were fulfilled.
A maid-servant detected him-he could
scarcely have expected to escape itnot by his speech but by his face, by
looking at him, we are told, and declared aloud that he was one of the
companions of the man from Nazaret, of
Jesus who was being tried upstairs.
In many a story of adventure the hero
is admired for extricating himself by
bold denial from a dangerous situation.
That is what Peter does, but he is
judged not by the standard of personal
audacity bnt by that of faithfulness to
a leader worthy of supreme devotion,
whom he had just sworn that he
would never deny.
68. Feeling his position dangerous,
Peter moves -out from the inner court
where the servants were sitting round
the fire, to the outer court, the space
between the house and the street,,
where a number of people, not perhaps
members of that household only, bnt
attendants of councillors summoned
to the meeting, and others were
standing. This space also is in some

1 Or '£etched blows at him '; with the variant the phrase is less strong.
A.V.'s "smote him with the palms of their hands" is enough, but p,i,'ll'i~µ,a,
may be a blow with a rod.
2 Or, what do you mean?
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way lighted, but here too the girl
(Matthew says another one, but Mark's
words even with the variant scarcely
allow this) sees him, and declares
him to be of the party of Jesus.
Peter-thinking more perhaps of maintaining his position, so as to know what
happens to his Master, than of the other
interpretation his words allowed ofdenied again what was said. But it
could not be denied. The bystanders,
their attention drawn to Peter by the
girl's words, make sure that he is a
Galilean. Matthew indicates that it
was Peter's dialect that made them
sure of this, but Mark, followed by
Luke, says nothing of his speaking,
and it is not likely that he drew atten·
tion to himself by speaking, either in
the inner court or in the fore court.
71. He who enters on a wrong course
even from the best motive is apt to be
carried farther than he wished to go.
So Peter, having lied to keep his place
near the room where his Master was
being tried, continues to do so with
more and more energy.
72. The second cock-crow is in Mark
alone, and all the phrases referring to
it are critically uncertain. Matthew
and Luke have their one cock-crow at
this point. The prophecy of two cockcrows ( ver. 30) is absent from Codex D.,
and, as we said before, its genuineness
1
3
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may be questioned. Three denials are
specified in the narrative, which thus
gives the prediction a more literal air
than perhaps it had at first. (Compare
the " three days" of the prediction of
the Resurrection). "When he realized
it,'' literally "when he hit upon it"
(other proposed translations of the
clause are : he covered his face and
wept, he began to weep, he wept
bitterly, assuming a Hebraism), describes the revulsion. His vehemence
is arrested in a moment; as often happens to impulsive men he is covered
with grief at what he has just done.
What he protested to Jesus was quite
impossible has actually happened; he
has disowned his Lord. Such is the end
of Peter's connection with Jesus in his
lifetime; of the other disciples there is
nothing to add to ver. 50.
xv. I. The date " in the morning"
must refer to the principal action in the
sentence, the handing over to Pilate.
Before this was done, the members of
the Sanhedrin have met and consulted.
It is not clear from Mark's words
whether a formal meeting of the Court
was held at that early hour. The word
uvµf3o{ihwv may mean either consultation
or the resolution arrived at in common
deliberation (see note ou iii. 6) ; and
accordingly as we read ,ro,,juanes with
2 E""i'1TEP.
4 €ToLµdUa11T€S.
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he went out into the fore-court.1 And the maidservant saw 69
him there and began again to say 2 to the bystanders, This
is one of them. But he denied it again. And again after a 70
little the bystanders said to Peter, Surely you do belong to
them; for you are certainly a Galilean. But he began to call 71
down penalties on his head (if he were not speaking truth)
and to swear, I do not know this man of whom you are
speaking. And immediately a second time 3 a cock crowed. 72
And Peter remembered the word how Jesus said to him,
Before the cock crow twice you will deny me thrice. And
when he realized it he wept.
[Matthew xxvii. 11-14; Luke xxiii. 1-5.J
And in the morning the high-priests with the elders and
scribes and the whole Sanhedrin held a consultation and 4
bound Jesus and took him away and handed him over to
WH or fro,µri,rnvres with Tischf. we
shall find it stated that the members of
Sanhedrin held a consultation or that
they prepared, or had already prepared,
the line of action now to be followed.
In neither case need the meeting, so far
as the words go, be regarded as a regularly formed one. The members of the
High Court act, but the provision of
later Jewish law (Tract. Sanh. v. 5),
that in a capital case the Sanhedrin
must hold a meeting on the second day
to confirm the verdict arrived at on the
first, does not seem to be complied
with. There is no hearing of the
case in the morning, but only consultation as to the carrying out of the
verdict. This meeting, moreover, is
not on the second day ; the two meetings are on the same day, which began
on the evening of the Passover, and are
only separated by an hour or two from
each other. Sanhedrin practice was, no
doubt, less precise in the time of the
Gospel than in the time of the Tract.
Sanhedrin. In Matthew it is merely
said that the members of the Court held
consultation against Jesus. In Luke

there is only one meeting, that in the
morning. 1 The morning procedure, accordingly, was that of prosecutors, not
judges. The enemies of Jesus had to
consider the terms of the charge to be
brought against him before the governor, and to put it in such a way that
Pilate could not regard it as a mere
question of doctrine and refuse to do
anything about it. Their measures were
taken with extreme haste. As the arrest
had been made at dead of night, the
handing over to Pilate was to take place
before the population was abroad. Some
populous streets, perhaps, had to be traversed {we cannot know this, as we cannot tell where the high-priest's house
was) on the way to the Antonia or to
Herod's palace, or where,·er it was that
Pilate held his court. J esns is bound as
a condemned person awaiting sentence,
and hurried off in the early morning,
for the crucifixion takes place at 9 a. m.
Mark's readers know about Pilate, and
he is not introduced in any way, It is
not even explained how he came to be
in Jerusalem at this time (cf. Luke
xxiii. 7). All this takes place on the

1 On the whole set of scenes up to the crucifixion, which took place in pubJic, we are met
by the question, Who is the reporter of these

transactions, of the early Sanhedrin, of the
trial before Pilate, of the scene in the barracks?

1 Add,

2 For began to say, "said."
and a cock crew.
Omit, immediately a second time.
4 Or, having made ready their plan of action.
3
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great day of the feast, and the priests
and lawyers do not simply send Jesus to
Pilate, but go with him themselves ; so
strongly does their fear and hatred of
Jesus act on them, or, as they might
represent, so urgently does the public
peace require that their prisoner be
dealt with at once. But of all this
there is not a word in the synoptists,
where all the illegalities are left without any explanation.
2. This is the charge; it is afterwards
fixed on the cross. Jesus is accused of
being a Pretender to the Jewish crown.
This is not a different matter from that
in connection with which he was condemned in the Jewish Court; it is the
Messiahship that is in question on both
occasions; but in the Sanhedrin the
religious side of it is regarded, the relation of the Messiah to God; before Pila te
the political side is urged, the relation
of the Messiah to the sovereign power
of Rome. The charge was apt to prove
fatal; the Messiahs we know of in this
period of Jewish history had very brief
careers. How different a Messiah Jesus
was from the Judas and the Theudas we
read of in Acts v. we can see readily,
but Pilate might not draw such fine distinctions. He asks Jesus if the charge
is true, putting it as stated to him, with
emphasis, perhaps satirical, on the
word you. As to the high-priest, so
to Pilate Jesus affirms his Messiahship
in the simplest terms. Swete, following
patristic opinion, holds that the words
1

'Thou sayest It' neither affirm nor deny.

WH suggest (margin) that the words are
a question, Do you say it ? The answer
in both these cases is left to Pilate's
conscience. But the form ' Thou sayest
it ' is a recognized form of affirmation.
See Blass, Gr. § 77, 3, who says that it is
implied that the person asked would
not of himself have made the affirmation
(cf. Matth. xxvi. 64).
3. The scene is precisely similar to
that in the Sanhedrin-Jesus silent,
summoned to speak, but persisting in
his silence. In John it is otherwise in
the trial before Pilate. Luke's hearing
before Pilate also consists of the same
statements; and while the silence at
xiv. 61 can be explained (see notes t,here)
the inference is suggested that very little
was known of the procedure which led
to the crucifixion, and that the various
trials which are so like each other and
at none of which either Peter or any of
the other disciples was present, were
formed on the prophecy, Isa. !iii. 7 (cf.
Acts viii. 32 sq.). What could be alleged
against Jesus we have learned to some
extent. He entered J erus11lem riding
in the centre of a crowd who acclaimed
him as Messiah. He had little sympathy with the Temple system, had
even put forth his hand in an unauthorized way to reform what he thought an
abuse in it, and had prophesied, if not
threatened to bring about, its downfall.
The accusations were serious, and ought
to be met, Pilate thought; but Jesus

twrrep yrouvro.
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Pilate. .And Pilate asked him, Are you the King of the
Jews? .And he answered him, Yes. And the high-priests
brought many charges against him. And Pilate asked him
again, Do you make no answer? See what charges they are
making against you! But Jesus still made no answer, so that
Pilate wondered.

2

3
4

s

[Matthew xxvii. 15-26; Luke xxiii. 18-25.]
Now it was customary for him to release to them at the
time of the festival one prisoner, whom they asked of him. 1
And the person called Barabbas was lying in prison with the
insurrectionaries, those who had committed murder in the insurrection. So a crowd of people came up and began to ask him for the
customary favour. And Pilate answered them, Are you willing
refuses to meet them. Was it because
he knew his cause was lost, and that
nothing he could say would be of any
avail? Or because such charges could
only be met by explanations, into which
the Messiah could not enter before such
a tribunal? What Pilate thought of
the accusations and Jesus' way of meeting them we are told later. Here it is
merely said that he wondered.
He
would not be accustomed to see accused
persons who refused to defend themselves. There was something more
there, he saw, than was stated in the
accusations.
6. Anew turn is here given to the trial
Two pieces of information are given to
account for it : the first with regard to
a custom Pilate observed in connection
with the festival, and which might have
been applied in favour of Jesus; the
other about the person in whose favour
it was applied on this occasion. Of the
custom of Pilate, not, of course, of the
Roman governors generally, this passage
alone informs us. The accounts given
by Philo and Josephus 1 of Pilate's proceedings in Judaea and of his character
are very unlike what is here reported
of him. Philo says he was "unbending
and inexorably hard," and his reported

acts show him to have had but little
regard to the feelings of the Jews and to
have had no desire to ingratiate himself
with them. 2 Taking the statements of
Mark as they stand, it appears that
Pilate did to some extent seek to be
popular. At the feast-the phrase does
not necessarily imply that this occurrence took place on the first day of
unleavened bread-he granted an amnesty to one prisoner, and he allowed
the populace to come to his tribunal and
name the person they wanted released,
provided, no doubt, that no reason of
state forbade the release of that person.
Here is an opportunity which may turn
out in favour of Jesus, standing bound
before the governor. But we are told
first about another prisoner. He was
under arrest, it appears, not for any
serious crime he had committed himself,
hut because he had been mixed up with
the rioters (the definite article is taken
by some to show that Mark must have
told the story of this riot in a passage
now dropped out of the Gospel; readers
at Rome were not likely to know the
circumstances). From Mark's words
we should not judge that Barabbas was
a robber, or (John xviii. 40) far less a.
murderer (Acts iii. 14) ; but that he
was a person accidentally connected

l Philo De lepat. ad Caium, 38. Joseph. Antiq.
xviii. 3, 1-3; B.J., ii. 9, 2-4.
2 Brandt, Evang. Geach., 94 aqq., goes so far

as to deny that any Roman procurator could
have such a custom as that here described, and
regards the whole scene as an invention.

1

whomsoever they asked.

s

6

7

8
9
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with a serious riot in which murder
had been committed, and who might
very well be set at liberty as being in
no way dangerous. The sequel shows
him to have been a well known person,
and not unpopular. 1
8. These explanations given, the story
goes on. The trial is interrupted by
the appearance on the scene of a crowd
of people who have come up from the
street to the tribunal, and at once begin
to state the object they have come for.
We are not to suppose that this crowd
consisted of the same persons as that
whichhailedJ esusas Messiah-shouting
Hosanna !-when he entered Jerusalem,
or that which attended his preaching in
the Temple. The latter would be composed chiefly of pilgrims ; but those
who appeared before Pilate would be
residents in Jerusalem, who were
acquain,ted with the habits of the
procurator, and knew the proper time
for claiming the favour now in question.
9. Pilate knew, so the story implies,

that Jesus was popular among the
common people. Any one claiming to
be Messiah was sure of their favour.
He saw that the charges brought against
Jesus had no substance, and that the
high-priests were afraid, not of his
disturbing the Roman power, but of his
having more influence with the people
than they had themselves. If, therefore, the people would take Jesus for
the released prisoner of the day, he
would please them, and at the same
time escape from having to deal with
one whom he saw to be so harmless.
Here Pilate acts with much more feeling and consideration than we should
have believed him to possess.
ll. In Matthew it is Pilate who
offers Barabbas or Jesus as alternatives.
In the older narrative the high-priests
see that they are in danger of being
baulked of their design against Jesus,
and go among the people and work on
them to ask rather for Barabbas. The
narrative is extremely condensed, and

I The parallel passage in Matthew (xxvii. 16)
has a variant attested by a number of cursive
copie.s and the Armenian and some Syriac
versions, as well as by very old patristic
evidence_,. which opens up a curious discussion
on the name and position of Barabbas. In
these MSS. his name is Jesus, and Barabhas
is a second name or perhaps an attribute
added to the name. PiI,,.te asks, Shall I
release to you Jesus Barabbas or Jesus who is
called Christ? On this passage Jerome says
that in the Gospel according to the Hebrews
the word Barabbas is rendered " Son of their
Master." Barabbas represents the .Aramaic

Bar-Abba, which means Son of the teacher.
Bar-rabban, the form given in one of the
Syriac versions, would mean "Son of a Rabbi."
On these materials the view has been advanced
that the person in question was the son of a
learned man, and had got into a scrape along
with other people of a different stampi from
which the populace, who knew his ather,
were glad to rescue him. If, however, the
n,ading of the word in the 11ncials is upheld
(as it is by the editors), then Barabhas is not a
descriptive attribute, but is the man~s name_,.
and the speculation falls to the ground.

1

Add 80,E'TE,

2

Omit

a,.
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that I should release to you the King of the Jews ? For he ro
saw that it was from envy that the high-priests had handed
him over. But the high-priests stirred up the people, urging u
that he should rather release Barabbas to them. And Pilate 12
repeated his question and said to them, What then am I to do 1
to him whom you call the King of the Jews? 2 And they cried 13
again, Crucify him ! But Pilate said to them, Why so? What 14
harm has he done ? But they cried still more, Crucify him ! 15
But Pilate, desiring to satisfy the people, released Barabbas to
them and handed over Jesus, after a scourging, to be crucified.
[Matthew xxvii. 27-31.J
And the soldiers took him away inside the court, i.e. the 16
Praetorium, and they call together the whole cohort. And r 7
we hear only the salient points of what
took place. All the blame is laid on
the high-priests. The people would
not, if left to themselves, have refused
Pilate's proposal ; and, after Barabbas
has been named for release, Pilate
raises the objection that if that person is
released something must be done with
Jesus, he does not know what. It was
not a case, he felt, for punishment ; and
if the people regarded Jesus as their
king, as their leaders told him ( '' Your
king," he would say-King of the Jews
is evidently not what Pilate said ; the
phrase is taken from the inscription on
the Cross), they could not wish him to
be severely dealt with. If the people
wouldsaysomethinginfavourofJesus he
would he relieved of a serious difficulty.
13. To understand this strange transaction it is necessary to suppose that
the people, who cannot have felt any
animosity to Jesus, acted out of blind
opposition to whatever the procurator
might bring forward. It is easy for
the leaders of a subject population to
excite suspicion against the alien
governor, and the people, once wound
up to the point of opposing Pilate, went
on vehemently in that course till they
carried their point. The exclamation
"Crucify himl"must have been prompted
hy the high-priests. It was to get
Jesus put to death by the Roman power
that the Sanhedrists had brought him
to Pilate, and the mode of capital
1

do you wish me to do?

2

punishment practised by the Romans
was crucifixion. Nothing less will
serve the purpose of these enraged persecutors; and the people took up the
demand of the high-priests that Jesus
should be crucified, without apparently
understanding the grounds on which it
was made.
15. It is for the people, accordingly,
that Pilate does what, but for their
intervention, he might have refused to
do for the high-priests, and thus the
appearance of the people, instead of
helping Jesus as it seemed likely to do,
proved fatal to him. (1 Cor. ii. 8
ascribes the guilt of the crucifixion to
the "rulers of this world." Acts iii.
13-17 distributes it between people and
rulers as in our passage). Pilate, though
friendly to Jesus and convinced of his
innocence, abandons him in an unprincipled manner to his enemies. The
scourging here spoken of in a casual
way was the usual preliminary to crucifixion in Roman practice, and the word
for it is the Latin one in a Greek form.
In Luke's account of the trial before
Pilate scourging is spoken of as a minor
alternative punishment; and Luke omits
the scourging preliminary to crucifixion,
as also does the fourth Gospel.
16. We are still in the dark as to the
source of the narra.tive. and this scene
in which the rude soldiers make cruel
sport with the King of the Jews, takes

to do, do you say, with the King of the Jews?
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place in the interior of the palace of the
governor. Luke omits it ; and by
what channels it became known to
Christian tradition it is hard to say.
The soldiers, we are told, led Jesus
away (from the judgment-hall, which
was accessible from the street) into the
interior of the building, the court (xiv.
54) or open space surrounded by the
rooms. A note is added to the effect
that the court means the praetorium, a
word which if used of a building means
either the palace of the governor or the
soldiers' barracks.
This explanation
does nothing to make Mark's narrative
clearer, but rather the opposite, and
may have crept in first as a gloss on the
margin from Matthew, where the statement appears to be that the soldiers took
Jesus off to another building, viz. to
the praetorium, and collected there the
whole cohort. In the inner court of
the palace then, according to Mark's
first words, the whole cohort is brought
together. The court must have been
large, for a cohort consisted of six
hundred men. Only a party of four
soldiers was required to carry out a
crucifixion (ver. 24); but before the
party sets out, the whole garrison is
represented as indnlging in some rude
play with the prisoner. He is the King
of the Jews, they have been told; those
present at the hearing before Pilate
heard this, and the inscription to be
put on the Cross confirms it. A worthy

king these mercenaries no doubt think,
iu scorn of such a people ! They act
out the idea therefore, and dress up
Jesus in purple-it was a scarlet robe
Matthew says, but the royal colour
is what is aimed at, and M,1,rk calls
it accordingly. A crown is put on
his head-it might be plaited hastily
out of the brushwood that lay in
a corner for the fire-there were
thorns on the twigs, but that did not
matter. And this improvised king
they greet with royal honours, acclaiming him with shouts by his title, " King
of the Jews." He is not made to hold
a sceptre, but the reed is there which
might represent that symbol, aud if he
does not hold it they can strike him
with it. (In Matthew this is different.
The cane is first put in his hand and
then taken from him to be used as in
Mark). He does not hold out his
hand for their kiss of homage, for that
part of the performance they spit on him ;
and they go through the farce of kneeling and paying him a mock obeisance.
20. The make-up would not do for
the streets, for various reasons, and is
left behind when the party sets out on
its dreadful errand. The place of
execution lay outside the town, a fact
every one knew-for here, after the
various transactions in the interior of
the house, we come to what took place
in public and at once became notorious.
The Christians did not forget that the

MARK XV. 18-23.
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they put on him a purple robe and set on him a crown they
had plaited of thorns. .And they began to salute him, Hail, 18
King of the Jews. .And they struck ~is head with a reed 19
and spat upon him, and knelt down to pay homage to him.
And when they had made their sport with him, they took off 20
the purple robe and dressed him in his own clothes. And
they take him out to crucify him.
[Matthew xxvii. 32; Luke xxiii. 26-32.J
And they impress a man who was passing, Simon of Cyrene,
coming from the country, the father of Alexander and Rufus,
to bear his cross.

21

[Matthew xxvii. 33-44; Luke xxiii. 33-43.]
And they take him to the place Golgotha, or in our language
Skull-place. And they gave him myrrhed wine; but he would
Master had to pass through one of the
gates of the city to reach the place of
suffering {Heb. xiii. 12, 13). Mark's
readers knew what crucifixion was, and
no explanations are entered into on that
point. The details of the punishment
have to be pieced together from references in classical literature ; the fullest
treatment of the subject is to be found
in Fulda, Das Kreuz und die Kreuzigung, and the results are lucidly summed
up by Brandt (op. cit., p. 178 sqq. ). See
Prof. Brown's article, " Cross," in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bihle. The practice at our period, however, might
not be in all points the same as that
described by these writers. The word
ur,wp5s, translated Cross, properly denotes the upright stake fixed permanently in the ground at the place of
execution, or if necessary carried there
for the occasion. The cross-piece to
which the hands were fixed was carried
to the spot by the condemned person ; and to this he was fixed by ropes
or nails before being elevated on the
upright post, which would be seven
or eight feet high. A projection at
middle height supported the body
which was entirely naked, and the feet
were fixed to the upright with cords or
withes tied across the instep or with
nails. Some, however, maintain that
the feet hung free. There was very little
bleeding; the limbs would grow numb
from their unnatura.l position, a.nd

there must have been intolerable fever
and thirst as well as torture from flies.
Yet death was often long of coming,
the victim sometimes lingering for days
before being released.
21. In this awkward sentence the
evangelist communicates a good many
facts. As the soldiers, the number of
whom is not mentioned by Mark, are
leading Jesus out of the town, it is
necessary to get some assistance for
him, since his strength is failing. He
is carrying the crossbeam, according to
practice, but he is not able for the burden. The soldiers therefore lay hold
of a person who happens to be passing
in the opposite direction, coming not
from his field-work {for in this case ci-ypov
would have the article (cf. xvi. 12);
the argument that as this man had
been at his work the day cannot have
been the first of the festival, and that
this speaks for a tradition in the
Synoptists that the Crucifixion took
place as in John on the day before
the evening of the Passover, cannot
be npheld), but from the country,
where he had gone on some errand
not explained. And as it afterwards
proved, this was a person of some
interest. He was the father of Alexander and Rufus, persons known to
Mark's rea.ders as Christians, settled
no doubt, when he wrote, at Rome.
Simon, however, came from Cyrene in

22

23
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Africa, and was not likely to have
field-work to do outside the wall. He
is added to the party, and in him we
see a possible reporter of the further
incidents.
In Luke we have here the incident of
the crowd of Jews who followed the
party ,and of Jesus' address to the wailing
women. The impressing of Simon, who
was going the other way, makes against
the presence of such a crowd, and
Jesus' speech, in which allusion is
made to circumstances connected with
the siege of Jerust1.lem, scarcely belongs
to this situation.
22. Whether Golgotha is identical
with the site of the Chapel of the Crucifixion in the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, this is not the place to enquire. The evangelists do not speak
of a hill, but of a place in which, if the
name is derived from the natural
features of the place and not from
some incident which had taken place
there (skulls could not, among the
Jews, lie about even in a place of
execution), some resemblance had been
seen to the curves of a skull, perhaps a
moderate swelling of the ground. It
was outside the town, and close to a
thoroughfare. Crucifixion, like gibbeting, was meant to terrify, and a public
place was chosen for it.
23. In the Talmud (Sanhed. 43. 1)
we read of a custom which was practised at Jerusalem, of giving to persons
1
2

Add ver. 28 : Kat t!..-},:1Jpw071 1/ ','parp+,
Add ev•.

condemned to the cross a draught of
wine with frankincense in it, in order
that they might lose consciousness (cf.
Prov. xxxi. 6). If this is what is referred to, the act would not be that of
the soldiers, but of some merciful persons in the company. Wine mixed
with myrrh would not have this effect;
in fact, wine is often treated with
myrrh in the East to give it, as is
supposed, a more agreeable flavour.
In Matthew it is wine mixed with gall,
and therefore with a bitter taste, which
is offered to Jesus before he is raised
on the cross, perhaps with reference to
Psalm lxix. 21. He tastes and refuses
it, apparently because of its bitterness.
In Mark the reason of the refusal seems
to be that he desires to retain full consciousness.
(See Smith's Bible Dictionary, s. v. 'Gall,' vol. nr., appendix,
p. lv.).
24. The condemned was crucified
naked, and his clothes became the perquisites of the executioners. The dress
of a Jew consisted of five pieces ; coat,
tunic, headgear, girdle, sandals. Mark
has not said that only four soldiers
carried out the execution, and does not
need to dispose of the fifth piece in a
special way, as the fourth Gospel does.
But this verse is a literal reproduction
of Psalm xxii. 18, only the words,
"what each should take," which contain no further information, being added
by the evangelist. No eyewitness was
needed to supply them.
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not take it. And they crucify him, and they divide his gar- 24
ments, casting lots upon them what each was to get. And it 25
was the third hour when they crucified him. And the in- 26
scription stating the charge was this, THE KING OF THE
JEWS.
And with him they crucify two brigands one on 27
his right hand and the other on his left. 1 And the passers-by 29
railed at him shaking their heads and saying, Ahl you that
destroy the Temple and build it in three days, save yourself 30
and come down from the cross. Similarly also the high-priests 31
scoffed to each other, and the Scribes, and said, He saved
others, but he cannot save himself. The Christ! the King of 32
Israel: Let him come down from the cross now; when we see
that we will believe ! And those who were crucified along
with him reviled him.
25. Mark gives the fourfold division
of this day: ver. l, Jesus is taken to
Pilate ''early in the morning," i.e. at the
end of the last watch of the night (cf.
xiii. 35). The crucifixion is at the third
hour, i.e. at 9 a.m.; darkness comes on
(ver. 33) at the sixth hour and continuestill theninth,i.e.12-3p.m.; atver.
42 it is evening, and a new day begins.
As for the Inscription, nothing is said
here of the use of several languages.
If written by a soldier, it would be in
Greek or Latin; either Greek or Aramaic
would be legible to those for whom it
was intende,l The inscription in three
languages has now dropped out of the
text of Luke's gospel, and stands in
John only. In Matthew and Luke the
charge forms a sentence; in Mark it
is more pointedly insulting to the Jews,
tbe crucified being simply called their
King, as if that were the fact. At the
trial (ver. 12) Pilate used similar language, speaking of Jesus as "him whom
you call King of the Jews." The words
contain in themselves the whole history
that has led to this tragical scene, the
hatred and misunderstanding of the
Jews, the weakness and contemptuous
cynicism of Pilate, and on the part of
the sufferer a claim which, though
misapprehended, is yet put forward
and was never afterwards to be forgotten or withdrawn.

27. It was on men of such a character, rioters, rebels, and outlaws, that
the dreadful punishment of crucifixion
was ordinarily inflicted, and none
of its degrading and terrible associations were absent in this instance.
The two men spoken of are not
said to have been brought to the
ground along with Jesus ; only here are
they mentioned. Jesus is placed in the
centre as in the place of houonr.
29. The reproaches of various classes
of men heaped on Jesus in the hour of
his humiliation, are gathered together
in one statement. The influence of the
Psalms is felt in this section, especially
in Matthew; many prophecies receive
their fulfilment here (Rom. xv. 3).
Bnt the things said are also such as the
early Christians must often have heard
in the controversy they carried on with
the Jews. The offence of the Cross to
the Jews is pointedly expressed in
them, the contrast between the lofty
Messianic claims of ,Jesus and his helplessness in his last hour. The passersby shake their heads as in Ps. xxii. 7,
cix. 25. What now, they say, of the
lofty boast that he would take down
the Temple and build it in three days
(xiv. 58)? The words are notorious,
and they have given deep offence. The
speaker will have to do something for
himself first, before he can proceed to

1 Add: 28, And the Scripture was fulfilled which says, And he was numbered
with the transgressors. This verse only appears in the later uncials. The
quotation- (Isaiah liii. 12) occurs in Luke xxii. 37 where it is the Lord himself
who utters it as a forecast of his impending fate.
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The Death of Jesus, xv. 33-41.
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that brave work of profanation and
destruction!
The high-priests and
scribes too have come out, though it is
the great day of the festiml, to see
their work accomplished ; and stand
there in the light of day, now that
they have carried through their secret
plans, hurling reproaches at their victim. As they afterwards argued in
synagogue and school, so they are made
to argue here under the cross itself.
One so helpless, exposed to such a
humiliating fate, he cannot be Messiah!
Now is the time for him to show a sign
of what he claims; if they saw such a
sign they would turn Christians too !
The very brigands who are being
crucified along with him are not too
abject and miserable to join in this
work of heaping reproaches on the
Messiah who cannot stir a hand to
help himself. So lonely is he that
even his fellow-sufferers turn against
him.
33. Luke says there was an eclipse of
the sun ; but Passover was at full
moon. Renan, Weiss, and others consider that Mark's statement refers to
the state of the weather at the time of
the crucifixion, the sky having been
covered with heavy clouds. But more
than this is intended. Celestial phenomena attend the important crises of
the life of Jesus, the Baptism (i. 10), the
Transfiguration (ix. 7), and it was but
natural that when he was dying the
earth should be in darkness. Prophecy
has many predictions of such darkness
in connection with the unfolding of the
divine purpose. See Joel ii. 10, 31, Jer.
xiii. 16, and particularly Amos viii. 9.
The darkness lasts from mid-day to
mid-afternoon, from the middle of the

time of Jesus' hanging on the cross to
the time of his death.
34. We see from this passage that
the Roman soldiers did not keep everyone at a distance from the cross, and
that there were Jews beside it. With
the exception of the words in which he
declared his Messiahship, first to the
Sanhedrin and then to the Roman
governor, Jesus has been completely
silent in this narrative ever since the
arrest. The beautiful words put in his
month at this period by Luke and John
are absent from the narrative of Mark
and that of Matthew ; here the tragedy
is unrelieved. Only at the very end is
the silence broken. The words of the
last cry are in Aramaic, and would not
be understood by the soldiers. In the
form in which Mark gives them they
could not give rise to the reported
misunderstanding ; Matthew has them
in a form in which they could do
so. The Hebrew word Eli, my God,
(Matthew) could be taken for the
beginning of the name of the prophet
Elijah, but not the word Eloi, which
the bulk of the testimony fixes here for
Mark. It seems clear that the Hebrew
form of Matthew is the right one, and
that the Aramaic of Mark is due to a
corrector, who reflected perhaps that
Aramaic and not Hebrew was spoken
in Palestine at the time. The quotation which in this Gospel formed the
last and only words of the Saviour on
the cross, and which he uttered in the
sacred language, does not enable us to
infer what was in his mind at the
time. That he speaks now, not having
spoken before, may show that he felt
the crisis of death to be at hand, which
supervened directly after. But he who
quotes the first words of a poem may
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[Matthew xxvii. 45-56; Luke xxiii. 44-49.]
And at the sixth hour there was darkness over the whole 33
earth till the ninth hour. And at the ninth hour Jesus cried 34
with a loud voice, Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani,1 which is when
translated,
My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?

And some of the bystanders said on hearing it, Look, he is 35
calling Elijah. And one of them ran and filled a sponge with 36
vinegar and put it on the end of a reed and gave it him to
drink, saying, W ait,2 let us see if Elijah will come to take
be thinking not of these words only
but of some later part of the poem or of
its general course of thought, and the
twenty-second Psalm, while it opens
with a cry like that of despair, is not
by any means a Psalm of despair, but
of help and salvation coming to one
brought very low. Even the opening
words are an appeal to God and a
confession that no help is looked for
but from Him alone. He who speaks
thus has taken leave of all other refuge
and counsel but that which lies in God;
and that he speaks thus in a loud voice
indicates that faith is not wavering or
faint in him, but still able even in the
extremity of pain and when strength is
all but exhausted to maintain her great
affirmation. That Jesus saw and foretold his death cannot, as we have seen,
be doubted, though he may not have
entered into such detail on the subject
as is in some passages put in his mouth;
the symbols of the bread and wine are
incontrovertible evidence that he knew
he was to die ; that his death therefore
should actually occur, could not be a
shock but rather a relief to his personal
feeling. Nor can we suppose that his
Messianic self-certainty wavered at the
approach of death, or that he ceased to
feel that he was giving his life freely to
realize God's purpose and to bring
sah-ation to many.
35. Some, who afterwards reported
these words, apprehended them correctly, but some misunderstood or
maliciously perverted them. The Ell,
'my God,' they thought was Eli-jah;
and they knew Jewish ideas well
enough to understand what an appeal
1
2

to Elijah by one iu such circumstances
would mean, To later Jewish thought
Elijah was a saiut or angel who advised, warned, and comforted the
faithful in this earth and welcomed
them to Paradise (see Hamburger's
Real-Encyklopadie fur Bibel und TuJmud, sub voce), and who was expected
to be present at every festival. In N. T.
thought he is the forerunner of the
Messiah, corning before him to put
everything in order, and his advent is
constantly awaited. These bystanders
half expect, or pretend to expect, that
Elijah will come as he is summoned,
and then he will take Jesus down
from the cross ; perhaps they even
imagine that on the appearance of the
great prophet the Day of the Lord will
arrive and bring the great revolution of
which the prophets spoke. To such a
result one of them at least thinks he
can contribute, or he allows himself
(Weiss) an act of mercy under cover of
that supposition.
He will refresh
Jesus and keep him alive so that when
the great moment comes he may be
prepared for it. And so he gets a
draught of ordinary wine, thiu and
sharp-tasted-the soldiers would have it
with them--and conveys it to Jesus in
the only way in which that can now be
done. Wait, he says, or Let me do it,
as if to keep off all that might interrupt
such a course of events ; Let us see if
Elijah is coming to take him down. It
is not said this time that the draught
was refused; but it availed not; the
sufferer immediately after uttered a
loud cry (in Mark not said to be articulate; in Matthew this is probably

Or, zaftani (the Hebrew instead of the Aramaic form of the word).
Or, Let me do it.
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Burial of Jesus, xv. 42-47.
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implied ; and in Luke the words are
given), not a cry of dismay nor extorted from him by agony, but giving
the impression of power and of satisfaction, and thereupon ceased to breathe.
38. This is the effect to Christian
thought, of the death of Jesus. Luke
has it before the death. In the Jewish
Temple God was behind a veil which
was never lifted except once a year to
the high-priest; but Christians have
'access' or admission, Rom. v. 2,
Ephes. ii. 14-18, iii. 12, and in Hebrews
ix. 11 sqq., it is described how Christ
by the sacrifice of himself opened up
the way to God. In the Gospel of the
Hebrews it is the great stone over
the doorway of the Temple (.mperliminare) that is broken at Christ's
death. Matthew gives other signs
which took place at this point.
39. We read in Seneca of an execution
which was under the charge of a centurion ; he may not have had his whole
company with him. In this Gentile
the impression at once begins which is
to be produced with regard to Jesus on
the whole Gentile world. He notes
the manner of the death, so different
from what is usual on snch occasions.
Instead of utter languor and prostration Jesus exhibits at the close of
life a triumphant vigour, which makes
the centurion think him not an ordinary
1

rJTI/<TUTO

TO

..

crwµa TOU 'I,,<:roii.

man bnt a hero or a demigod surpassing the measure of human strength
and courage. Mark's readers would
not interpret the words placed iu the
mouth of a heathen in a higher sense
than this; but it was much to have
such testimony from one in such a
In Luke the crowd of
position.
spectators also is at once seized with
compunction (as in Re,". i. 7); they
had come out as to a spectacle, but
returned making signs of grief and
mourning. In the Cureton Syriac they
exclaim: "Woe to us because of our
sins"; in the Gospel of Peter we have
the following at this point ; " Then the
Jews and the elders and the priests,
seeing what harm they had done themselves, began to lament and to say,
Alas for our sins ; the judgment has
drawn nigh, and the end of Jerusalem."
40. This is the close of the scene of
the crucifixion. None of the disciples
was there; but friends of Jesus were
not quite wanting. They were not
close to the cross so as to hold any
communication with the Master, but
they saw what happened, and when
there was a service they could render
they were at hand. These verses not
only close the account of the crucifixion,
but also point forward to the story of
the resurrection.
Why, we may ask, did not Mark

Add Kpri;a.s.
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him down. But Jesus uttered a loud cry and expired. And
the curtain of the Temple was torn in two from top to bottom.
And when the centurion on the ground, who stood facing him,
saw that he expired in this way,1 he said, Surely this man was
a son of God. But there were also women looking on from
a distance, among whom were Mary of Magdala and Mary the
mother of Jame~ the Less and the mother of J oses, and Salome,
who when he was in Galilee followed him and waited on him,
and many others who had come up with him to Jerusalem.

3~
3

39
40

41

[Matthew xxvii. 57-61 ; Luke xxiii. 50-56.]
By this time it was evening, and since it was the Preparation,
that is the day before the Sabbath, Joseph of Arimathaea, a
councillor in good position and one who was himself looking
for the Kingdom of God, came and made bold to go in to
give the information he gives here
about the women who went about and
waited on Jesus in Galilee and those
who came with him to Jerusalem, at
an earlier part of his narrative ? Luke
omits it here, but gives it in his
account of the ministry at viii. 1-3,
adding some names and the fact that
these women helped Jesus with their
means. We can only account for Mark's
using the statement as he does by supposing that it was firmly established as
a part of the tradition in the place where
he does nse it, and that he adhered
faithfully to his source. We now learn
from him what we dicl not learn before,
that in the Galilean ministry ,Jesus had
these women in his train, at least now
and then, and that they did what
they could for his physical wants. In
Mark's account of the journey to
Jerusalem (chap. x.) there is little room
for these women; it is the sons of
Zebedee themselves who come to him
with their ambitious request, not as in
Matthew (xx. 20) their mother.
The women are : I. Mary of Magdala,
who iB unwarrantably treated in Christian art as a penitent who had lived an
immoral life, because she is identified
with the 'sinner' of Luke vii. 37. Luke
states in his passage parallel with this,
that she had formerly been a demoniac,
which is giving her a very different
1

history; and this is repeated in Mark
xvi. 9. 2. Mary the mother of James
the Less and of Joses. In the catalogue
of the Twelve the second James is
called the son of Alphaeus, and this
Mary must be considered the wife of
Alphaeus. If Alphaeus iB identical
with Clopas then this Mary is called
by John (xix. 25) the sister of Mary the
Lord's mother. 3. Salome. Matthew
(xxvii. 56) here speaks of the mother of
the sons of Zebedee; in his· narrative
she has appeared before. In the Gospel
of the Egyptians Salome is childless.
Luke does not name the women
here, having done so in his eighth
chapter, but only mentions the fact
that they witnessed what took place
from a distance. But he makes a more
general statement that Jesus' "acquaintances" were also spectators in
this way. Does this term cover the
disciples, who in Luke do not take to
flight at the arrest, and do not afterwards leave Jerusalem?
42. The crucifixion took place according to all the Gospels on a Friday.
With sunset the same evening the
Sabbath began, so that if Jesus was to
receiYe the last marks of respect there
was no time to lose. In the ordinary
course of things these rites would not
have been paid him. In other countries

Add, with such a cry.
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The empty grave, xvi. 1-8.
I

Ka, Otayevoµlvou TOU a-a/3/3&.ToU Map[a fJ May8aA1]1 1~ Kai
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the bodies of those who suffered crucifixion were left to decay or otherwise
to disappear, where they were. Among
the Jews the law of Deuteronomy (xxi.
23) would secure a hasty covering up of
the body (cf. Gospel of Peter, p. l). That
Jesus was duly buried as Paul assures
us (I Cor. xv. 4), was not a matter of
course, and there was an explanation
for it. The explanation is that he had
an influential friend, not named in the
narrative till now, who was able to
obtain this favour, Joseph of Arimathaea (identified with Ramathaim,
I Sam. i. I, but with no certainty), is
introduced by Mark as a councillor of
good position, a phrase which must
indicate a member of the Sanhedrin,
and as one who was interested in the
hope of the Kingdom. This many of
the Pharisees were, and the phrase
would not of itself imply that he was a
disciple, as Matthew says he was.
What Luke adds may be implied though
it is not expressed by Mark, that Joseph
had been cognizant of the action of his
fellow Sanhedrists against Jesus, and
had not voted for it. The condemnation
of Jesus by the Sanhedrin is reported
as unanimous, but Joseph may not have
been present ; in that case, however, he
could not furnish the report of an eyewitness of the nocturnal meeting. Now,
however, he is so strongly concerned
about Jesus that he takes the unusual
step of applying to the Roman governor
with the request that the ordinary
l

course with respect to the bodies of
persons crucified should not be followed
in this case, but that he might be
allowed to take possession of Jesus'
body. The evangelist intimates that
it required some boldness to make this
request. Pilate, as known from Jewish
writers, was not a man likely to grant a
favour; and the carrying out of military
law was not with the Romans, any
more than elsewhere, of an elastic
nature.
44. This verse, if the variant is
adopted, adds nothing to the information of the narrative ; any one
acquainted with the incidents of crucifixion could supply what is said ; and
Matthew and Luke take it for granted
that Pilate satisfied himself as to the
facts. With the text above, the verse
speaks more strongly of Pilate's consideration for Jesus; he would not
have the body hurried off the moment
death took place, but only after a
decent interval. Mark also intimates,
to the credit of Pilate, that he did
not exact anything for the favour thus
granted.
46. It is late in the evening and what
Joseph has in hand has to be done at
once. Yet he has no difficulty in
purchasing the linen he wants, and
this no doubt would indicate that the
day was not a holiday, not the first day
of unleavened, but the day before it,
as in John.
But as danger of life
dispensed with the Sabbath, the necesij87J,
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Pilate and ask for the body of Jesus. And Pilate wondered
if he was already dead, and he sent for the centurion and
asked him if he was some time dead,1 and on hearing the
facts from the centurion he made Joseph a present of the
body. And he bought a piece of linen and took him down
and wrapped him in the linen and placed him in a burial-vault
which was hewn out of the rock and rolled a stone up against
the door of the tomb. But Mary of Magdala and Mary the
mother of Joses were looking on and saw where he was laid.

44
45
46

47

[Matthew xxviii. 1-10; Luke xxiv. 1-12.]
And when the Sabbath was past, Mary of Magdala and
Mary the mother of James and Salome bought sweet-smelling
sities of burial may have prevailed in
this case over the law of the festival.
The vault ln which the body was laid
would be near the cross, as the occasion
was urgent, and it is not said here that
it belonged to Joseph; that is Matthew's
addition. The body is simply deposited
in a convenient spot, without any rites
of lamenting or anointing, to keep it
from further exposure on the cross. It
is not said that this was intended by
Joseph to be its final resting place.
The vault was hewn out of the rock, as
places for burial are in the East. The
entrance was an opening in a rocky
slope two feet wide by two feet
four inches high, and stooping down
to enter one found oneself standing
on a floor some inches deeper or
even more, in a room which had no
light but from this opening, and which
was provided with a shelf hewn in the
rock all the way round, or with horizontal openings stretching into the rock,
to receive bodies. The tomb of our
passage had apparently not yet been
occupied ; we hear of its having been
hewn, and it is left for ,Joseph to
provide the stone to cover the entrance.
A tomb had to be guarded against wild
beasts and against thieves ; and this
was commonly done in the way here
described. 1 Joseph also in his piety
towards Jesus must have looked for-

ward to the discharge of more complete
funeral rites when the Sabbath was
over.
47. The above narrative might be
due at least partly to the women, of
whom we heard before and whose subsequent proceedings it serves to explain.
The life of Jesus down to his last
cry has been fully told; what follows
in the narrative is a matter in which
the women were concerned. Hence the
careful introduction of them at ver. 40.
Without changing their position that
afternoon-Matthew says they were
sitting opposite the tomb; Mark does
not give this touch but implies itthey were spectators of the crucifixion
and then of the entombment. It is left
to the reader to imagine their sorrow,
but one part of it is plain from what
they do afterwards. While the cruci
fixion was going on they could not
know that any funeral rites would be
possible. Had the body remained on
the cross, the last offices could not have
been paid to their Master, and his words
in the house of Simon to the woman
who anointed him would have appeared
fully prophetic in one sense but not in
another, for he would have received no
other anointing, and no burial. But
when they saw his body taken from
the cross and placed in a tomb they
knew that they would be able to do

1 On tombs in Palestine see the Reports of the
Palestine Exploration Fund, passim ; especially
Herr Schick in the volume for 1889. On the

proposed identification of Golgotha and of the
Saviour's tomh, see Sir C. Wilson in the same
publication, 1893, p. 87.

1

if he was dead yet.
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something. The wailing for the dead
could not be performed at the right
time,1 but the anointing could be attended to, thongh late.

1. The women, the same as those
mentioned in xv. 40, set about the last
rites as soon as possible. In Luke they
make their purchases with this view on
Friday evening {cf. Mark xv. 46 and
the note there), and the Cambridge
Codex (D) has that statement here
also. They have no thought about
Jesus but that he is dead; arnl nothing
is to be wanting that pious hands can
do, for his long repose. His predictions
of his rising again might, had they
been as plain as they appear to us now,

have been thought of at this time; but
nothing is said of them. It is when
the sun has just risen on Sunday morning that the women come to the tomb.
Perhaps they did not know whose the
tomb was which they had seen receive
their Master. They came early to avoid
observation and possible interference;
yet there was plenty of light.
In Matthew there are only two
women, as before; in Luke the number
is indefinite. In Matthew there is no
buying of unguents, and no thought of
burial rites.
In Luke as iu Mark
they come to tbe grave on Sunday
morning; Matthew's statement of time
is confused: "late on the Sabbath, as the
day (or hour) was dawning for Sunday."
3. The women had seen on Friday
evening the efforts which were needed to
set the stone against the aperture of the
tomb. That stone presents a difficulty;
they are determined to get into the
tomb to do their pious work, but they
cannot get in without assistance. Would
Joseph have helped them? Who can
sayt At least they have made no
application to him, his name might not
be known to them till afterwards, and
in the meantime they are left quite to
their own resources. ·
But here is a surprise. Talking to
each other, and with their eyes fixed on
the ground, they approach the spot,
their minds full of the stone and its
bulk and weight. They lift their eyes
at the end of their journey, and lo ! the
stone is turned back, away from the
aperture which is now quite free.
In Matthew the women come to see
the tomb only; the watch which has

1 In the Gospel of Peter the body is wa.shed
before being laid by Joseph in his own tomb.
The women when they come to the sepulchre

say, "although on the day on whieh he was
crucified we could not weep and lament, yet
now let us do these things at his sepulehre."

xvi. 1-8.

THE

EMPTY

TOMB.

From this point onwards the accounts
of the Gospels exhibit great divergences.
As in the narrative of the period before
the ministry, so here after the ministry
is finished we have not one stream of
tradition but several. Persons, places,
acts, and speeches, all differ in the
various accounts.
The narrative of the women at the
grave which they find empty comes
fir:st in point of time of those connecterl.
with the resurrection. Paul's account
in 1 Cor. xv. 4 sqq., which must be
regarded as embodying the earliest
tradition accessible to us, excludes
Christophanies before that to Peter,
but allows of the discovery by the
women of the empty grave, and of the
resolve to which they were led to seek
their Master in Galilee.

1

d.vo. rOv,ovros.
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herbs, intending to come and anoint him. And very early on 2
the first day of the week they come to the tomb after 1 sunrise.
And they were saying to each other, Who will roll away the 3
stone for us from the door of the tomb ? And they looked 4
up and saw that the stone was rolled back ; for it was a very
large one. And they went into the tomb and saw a young 5
man clothed in a white robe, sitting on the right side, and
they were terrified. But he says to them, Do not be afraid. 6
You are looking for Jesus the Nazarene, who was crucified;
he is risen, he is not here; look, this is the place where they
laid him. But go, tell his disciples and Peter that he is going 7
been set makes the inside of it inaccessible to them. Their cares about the
stone are not mentioned, but it is rolled
away by an angel who is visible to
them as well as to the guards, and he
takes his place upon the stone which he
has rolled back.
5. Going into the tomb which has
thus been left open, they meet with
another surprise.
A young man is
sitting there, dressed in such a garment
as young men on earth do not wear, a
white robe, the dress of priests and
that of dwellers in the heavenly regions
(Rev. iii. 4, 5 ; vii. 13, etc.), and he is
on the right side, in the place of honour.
At this they are alarmed, as people are
in the Bible and elsewhere when they
see figures not of flesh and blood, and
they allow their alarm to be plainly
seen.
In Matthew the visitant is called an
angel, and he is outside the tomb,
sitting on the stone ; the women do not
enter the tomb at all. In Luke the
women enter the tomb to look for the
body, and meet with two angels in
the vault.
6. The young man, whom the women
see to be a being from another sphere,
delivers his message. There is nothing
in it that the circumstances and the
empty grave might not have suggested already to the hearers of the
words Jesus had spoken. The words of
the message, however, are in character;
Jesus is not described in terms a believer would use, or with any reference
to his Messiahship, but in such words
asmight be used to identify him either to
a follower or an unbeliever-" Jesus the
1

Nazarene, who was crucified." Having
thus made sure that they know of whom
he is speaking, the speaker points out
to them what they could see for themselves, that the grave was untenanted.
This is the phtce where they laid himhe is not here ; these latter words,
common to all the Synoptists, embody
the fact which was made out that
morning. How was it to be accounted
for? In John, where the tomb is in a
garden, Mary of Magdala surmises that
some one employed there has carried
off the body to deposit it in another
place. On the Jewish side it might be
said that Jesus' followers had removed
the body during the night ; this theory
was still upheld when the conclusion
of Matthew's Gospel was written (Mt.
xxviii. 15) ; the story of the guard is
meant to show that this had been impossible. The conclusion to which the
women are led by the angel is different;
it is that Christ has risen, i. e. that the
power of God which did not come to
prevent him from dying has come to
his aid after his death, has brought up
his spirit from the underworld and
caused it again to animate his frame
laid in this tomb, so that he is once
more living on the surface of the earth.
Thus the disappearance of the body
afforded a suggestion of the resurrection,
but without the subsequent appearances
that belief could not have attained to
any vigour or consistent form.
All
that is attained to here is the vague
impression that Jesus is not dead but
alive, as the angels say in Luke xxiv. 23.
7. In this later part of the message
also, there is nothing that would not
at.
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naturally suggest itself to the women.
If Jesus was alive, it was in Galilee
that he would be met with. Yet it is
not the women who are to see himMark knows of Christophanies in
Galilee to the disciples and to Peter,
but of none to the women either at J erusalem or in. Galilee. The words in
which Jesus held out the prospect
of a meeting in Galilee (xiv. 28) were
spoken to the Twelve, and the angel's
message also is for them. In Luke

(xxiv. 6) this reference, like the former
one, to visions in Galilee is obliterated.
Instead, there is a reference to what
Jesus had said ("to you," the women?)
when still in Galilee.
8. The women do not fultll their
commission. The startling contact with
the spirit-world, and the utter reversal
of the ideas and intentions with which
they had come, deprive them of the
power of action, and we are simply told
that they made no communication to

MARK XVI. 8.
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before you into Galilee; there you will see him, as he said to
you. And they went out and fled from the tomb, for they s
were seized with trembling and bewilderment; and they said
nothing to any one ; for they were afraid.
any one. How long this silence lasted
is not said, but it seems as if the
Christophanies in Galilee were to be
treated as abrupt occurrences for which
the women had not in any way prepared
their brethren. When the appearances
had taken place, the women called to
mind what they had heard at the empty
grave, hence this report ; bnt at the
time they had not fulfilled the order
given them (ver. 7.)

In Matthew and Luke the women are
not so reticent, but set ont at once to
tell the disciples what they have heard.
In Luke it is very noticeable that the
communication of the angel (xxiv. 7)
contains nothing new, but is only a
reminder of what Jesus himself had
said of his sufferings and his resurrection. His words, rightly remembered
and understood, explain the empty
grave and make the future clear.

T
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Conclusion added later, xvi. 9-20.
9
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Here ends the text of the Gospel
according to Mark. The twelve verses
which follow in the Received Text and
in the English Bible are pronounced
more and more decidedly by criticism
to be a later addition to the text, and
to have no inherent affinity with what
goes before. But, though the original
text ends here, all critics are agreed
that the writer cannot have meant the
words " for they were afraid " to be
the last words of his Gospel. Everyone
can see that he had more to add. The
writer must have meant to record the
meeting of the Master with his disciples
in Galilee, which has been so plainly
predicted (xiv. 28, xvi. 7). The appearance to Peter, which we know from
Paul to have been the first of all the
appearances, was doubtless meant to
have a place in the work (of. ver. 7),
and the account of it in this Gospel
would have been the most authentic
(of. Matthew's Christophany in Galilee,
xxviii. 16-20). The lately discovered
fragment of the so-called Gospel of
Peter shows a similar intention, for us
similarly frustrated, for it breaks off as
Simon and Andrew with Levi are just
setting off with their nets to the lakeside
where Jesus had so often been with
them. And if Mark had information
about the appearances in Galilee and
must have intended to speak of them,
he must also have meant to justify in
the close of his work the claim made
for Jesus in his title, that he was the
Son of God ; the Gospel has not yet
exhibited him plainly in that light but
only in prophetic glimpses and in
parables (i. 11, ix. 7, xii. 6, xiv. 62),
and has yet to show how he was

proved to be the Son of God with
power by the re.surrection (Rom. i. 4).
The Gospel, then, is imperfect at its
close, and we are left to conjecture,
though the indications are pretty clear,
what it was still to contain. A further
question is whether the case is one of
mutilation, a conclusion having been
lost which the author wrote, or whether
he, having written down to this point,
was prevented from finishing his work.
Most critics adopt the former view. It
is that of Westcott and Hort, who
consider that the last leaf of the
manuscript was lost. The theory of
mutilation has also another form, in
which it is held by many German
scholars, viz. that the conclusion
Mark wrote was suppressed because,
for reasons we can only surmise, it
did not recommend itself to Christian
feeling. If, as we have often noticed,
Mark's narratives are judged by the
writers coming after him to be too
homely (cf. on i. 36, iii. 21, viii. 22-26,
etc.) and not to exalt the Saviour
enough above the ordinary human lot,
it is possible that his account of the
Christophany also was not on a scale
to recommend it, and that this part of
his Gospel was left behind.
But could it be so left behind ! Zahn
(.EinJ,eitung, ii. 234) strongly denies that
it could. The Gospel, he holds, must
have been multiplied at once after it
was written, and the conclusion could
not have been suppressed so that no
vestige of it remained, once that multiplication had begun. As all the copies,
therefore, of which there is any evidence were without it, it must be
concluded that Mark's own conclusion
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[Matthew xxviii. 9, 10, 16-20; Luke xx1v. 13-53.]
Now when he was risen early on the first day of the week
he appeared first to Mary Magdalene, out of whom he had
cast seven demons. She went and reported it to those who
was never there, and therefore that it
was never added by him to his book.
By death or by some other interfering
cause he was prevented from finishing
his work. The argument, perhaps,
scarcely proves all that Zahn claims ;
books were suppressed by the early
Church which were not approved of;
and a part of a book might (be suppressed if there were good reasons for
it. But those who hold that Mark's
Gospel was used not long after it was
written, and was the basis of other
Gospels, will allow that if there was a
suppression it must have taken place
very soon after the book was finished
and before many copies of it had gone
abroad.
Though the conclusion which stands
in the Bibles of all lands is judged by
criticism not to be a part of the original
Gospel of Mark, it must, of course, be
given in any treatment of that Gospel.
By reading it carefully we apprehend
the internal evidence for its rejection
from the text. A short statement of the
external evidence must go first.
In the great uncials of the fourth
century, ~ and B, the Gospel of Mark
ends with the words " for they were
afraid." Several versions also want the
last twelve verses, among which may
be mentioned the Sinaitic Syriac, copies
of the Ethiopic, and the important early
Latin k, while in many versions which
give the conclusion there are marks
denoting that the scribes had doubts
of its authenticity. That such doubts
were entertained in the early Christian
centuries we learn from the express
statements of several fathers, notably
Eusebius and Jerome, who both declare

that it was wanting in most of the
Greek copies. It was not embraced in
the scheme of divisions of the Gospels
known as the Ammonian sections and
the Eusebian canons ; and Fathers writing on the necessity of baptism to salvation do not quote the very express
declaration of verse 16.
On the other hand, the Gospel has in
several uncials a different conclusion
from ver. 9-20. L , p and'¥, to which
are to be added the uncial 274 and
several MSS. of versions, present us with
what is known as the Shorter Conclusion
(see below). The uncials give both conclusions, and, as Dr. Swete points out,
they give the shorter one first, L, and p
giving it after signs indicating the end
of the Gospel, and ,Ji" writing it continnously with ver. 8. They do not
seem to prefer the longer to the shorter,
but give both the attempts known to
them to cure the abruptness of the
ending at ver. 8. These codices belong
to the 7th and 8th centuries, and show
the doubts as to the end of Mark to
have been still unsettled at that period.
(See Swete's Mark pp. xcviii-xcix for a
very nseful conspectus of the manner in
which the Gospel is finished in these
four MSS.).
While we thus see that the longer
conclusion was regarded in the early
centuries with much suspicion, and that
though it made its way into the great
mass of copies, it was known in many
quarters to be open to question, it was
undoubtedly known to Irenaeus in the
end of the second century as a part of
the second Gospel, so that "at Rome
and at Lyons the Gospel then ended as
it does now." In Burgon's The last
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twelve verses of the Gospel according to
St. Mark, 1871, the argument will be
found set forth with great learning that
a section acknowledged so early and
making its way thereafter to general
acceptance must be genuine. But the
controversy has now entered on a new
phase. In an Armenian MS. found by
Mr. F. C. Conybeare in 1891, the writer
of xvi. 9-20 is named : the fragment is
attributed to "the Presbyter Ariston." 1
The discovery has been regarded by
the most competent scholars, Zahn,
:Nestle, Swete, Harnack, as a true
one ; in the presbyter Ariston they
recognize the Aristion mentioned by
Papias in Eusebius, H.E., iii. 39, and
stated by him to have been a disciple
of the Lord and an authentic hearer
of John the Elder. The fragment
may thus belong to the early part
of the second century.
The mention of Ariston suggests a connection
with Asia Minor ; he is spoken of
by Pa.pias along with the Presbyter
John, writer of the Apocalypse. An
interesting study by Rohrbach, Der
Schl,uss des Markus-Evangeliums, der
Vier-Eva'fl{Jelien-Kanon, und die kleinasiati.~chen Presbyter, 1894 (compare
Harnack, Ghronologie, p. 696 sqq. ),
seeks to prove that the original conclusion of Mark, which resembled that
of the Gospel of Peter and placed the
appearance of the risen Christ in Galilee, displeased the Elders of Asia who
followed the tradition of Luke and
John with its appearances at Jerusalem
(John xxi. 14, the appearance in Galilee
is said to be the third); and that it
was under the influence of John, great
in that region, that the original conclusion was removed and the present
one, which agrees with Luke and John,
substituted for it. (See Introduction,
p. 48 sqq.).
The question is discussed in Tischen<lorf's note on the passage and in West-

cott and Hort, vol. ii. Note8 on Select
Readings, pp. 28-51 ; and with the addition of later knowledge by Swete, St.
Mark, Introduction, p. xcvi., Alternative Endings of the Gospel, who gives a
facsimile of the page of the Edschmiatzin MS. containing the beginning of
the conclusion with the ascription to
"Ariston." See also Zahn, Einl. ii.
C!:27 sqq.
xvi. 9-20.

THE LONGER CONCLUSION.

9. The subject of the foregoing verses
was a feminine plural; we were hearing
of the experiences of the women visiting
the grave. Here the subject is a masculine singular, and without any transition we are hearing an enumeration
of the different appearances of the
Lord after the resurrection. Before, we
were being prepared to hear of the
resurrection by various graphic narratives in which the feelings the
looks and the words of the actors were
all reported ; we heard of the women at
the tomb, we were about to hear of the
appearance to Peter : here the resurrection is announced as a fact known
to all, and put in a participle in order
to let . us pass on to the list of the
Christopha.nies. The resurrection, we
are told, took place on the morning of
the first day of the week (the Hebraistic
numeral µ,,j, of ver. 2 is here changed
into the Greek ,rpdn-r,), cf. 1 Cor. xv. 4.
The first appearance, we are told,
was to Mary Magdalene. The earlier
part of the chapter was about her ; but
here she is introduced de novo with the
statement of Luke viii. 2. This agrees
with the story of John xx. 1-18. In
Matthew also, xxviii. 1-10, the first
Christophany is to both the Marys. In
Luke xxiv. 1-10, 22 sq., the women see
angels, and receive a message at the
tomb, but do not see the Lord. This
agrees with Paul's account, 1 Cor. xv.

I E,:poid.tor, 1893, October, p. 241 ,qq.
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had been with him, as they mourned and wept. And they, on n
hearing that he was ali~e and had been seen by her, would
not believe it. And after this he appeared in another form rz
to two of them on their walk when they were going to the
country. And they went and reported it to the rest, and 13
they did not believe them either. Afterwards he appeared to 14
the Eleven themselves as they were at table, and reproached
them for their unbelief and hardness of heart because they
did not believe those who had seen him risen. And he said 15
to them, Go into the whole world and preach the Gospel to
4 sqq. ; and Mark's own conclusion,
whether unwritten or lost, probably
was of the same tenor.
Ver. 10 might be supposed to be intended to meet the harshness of ver. 8,
where the women are prevented by
fright from obeying the angel's injunction. But there is no need to suppose
this motive here. Where the appearance to Mary, or to the two Marya,
stood first the story naturally went on
to say that the appearance was reported to the disciples. John xx. 18
expressly says this, and Matth. xxvm.
implies it.
For the mourning and
weeping, see Gospel of Peter (Dr.
Swete's text) 3, 14, "We fasted and sat
mourning and weeping night and day
until the Sabbath."
The unbelief of the disciples was a
well-known fact and could scarcely be
omitted in any enumeration of the
Christophanies. In John xx. the don bt
is impersonated in Thomas alone, but
in Luke it is general (xxiv.11) and on the
part of some lasts longer (41). See in
Mark ix. 10 an echo of the disciples'
difficulties at this time.
12. Here we have the story of Luke
xxiv. 13-35, with the difference that in
Luke the two disciples who met the
Lord outside Jerusalem are met, on
coming back and reporting their experience, with the answering announcement that the Lord has appeared to
Simon, and that the fact of his
resurrection is beyond doubt.
In
Luke, however, doubts still linger, ver.
38, 41. On the "other form" we compare, of course, the narrative of the
Transfiguration, ix. 2.
14. Jerome, con. Pelag., ii. 15, tells us
that in some copies, and more especially Greek ones, the following statement
stood at the end of Mark's Gospel :

"Afterwards ..• seen him risen (as
above). And they made the excuse,
'This is an age of iniquity and unbelief
under Satan, and by means of unclean
spirits does not allow the true power of
God to be known. Therefore do thou
now reveal thy righteousness.' " Zahn
considers that this curious passage in
which the disciples excuse their unbelief and suggest a remedy for it,
gives the true situation for the understanding of the verses now following,
and is inclined to regard it as connected
with Papias, a.nd as, in fact, one of the
Diegeses or narratives which he compiled (Einl. ii. 229 sq.).
Zahn is also of opinion that ver. 14-18
are of a different character from the
beginning and the end of the conclusion,
less of a summing up and more of a
real narrative. But the piece cannot
be regarded as origina.1. The materials
for it are given in Luke xxiv. (see ver.
38, 41, 46) though the tradition is here
treated differently, and with more of
the light of later experience upon it.
In John these reproaches are for Thomas
only, and John xxi. has various admoni ·
tions for Peter.
15. This universal destination of the
Gospel carries us a good way down in
the Apostolic Age; in vii. 27weread that
the children were to be fed first ; and
in Paul we find the formula, " to
the Jew first, and also to the Gentile"
(Rom. ii. 10). In xiii. 10 the Gospel
was to be pre11oched to all the
nations before the end came ; and
in Matth. xxviii. 19 and Luke xxiv.
47, the preaching is to be to all the
nations (in Luke "beginning at J erusalem "). Here all limitations are left
behind ; the Gospel is cosmical in its
scope, as in J oho iii. 17. And if we
touch Johannine thought in ver. 15 it
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is still more distinctly present in ver.
16. The broad assertion that baptism
is necessary for salvation reminds one
of John iii. 5, and the condemnation of
unbelievers is stated just as in John iii.
18.
17. This is the experience of the
early Church (see Irenaeus ii. 32), which
fully believed itseH to possess these
powers. Compare the charges to the
disciples in Matth. x., Luke ix. and x.
In Mark's charge (iii. 15, vi. 7) much
less is claimed ; and the deficiency is
here made good. On Tongues, see Acts
ii., x. 46, I Cor. xiv. ; Exorcism, Acts
xvi. 17, 18, xix. 13; Serpents, Acts
1

Omit Ka<vai'r,

xxviii. 3-5; Healing the Sick, James
v. 14. As for immunity from poison, see
Eusebius, H.E., iii. 39, 9 where Justus
surnamed Barsabas is said to ha.ve
drunk poison but through the grace of
the Lord to have suffered no bad effects
from it.
19. These verses sum up the history
of the Lord and of his people down to
the writer's time. " The Lord " is the
title by which he is here spoken of ; it
indicates a divine a.nd heavenly Being
(1 Cor. viii. 6, John xx. 28). The title is
not used of Jesus in this absolute way
in the genuine Mark, though sometimes
in Luke. What is sa.id of the Lord is
2

Add '!170-our.
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the whole creation. He who believes and is baptized shall be
saved, but he who refuses to believe shall be condemned. And
these signs shall accompany those who believe: in my name
they will cast out demons, they will speak with new 1 tongues,
they will take up serpents, and if they drink anything deadly
jt will do them no harm; they will lay their hands on the
sick and they will recover. So then the Lord 2 after he had
spoken to them was taken up into heaven and sat on the
right hand of God. But they went out and preached everywhere, the Lord working with them and confirming the word
by the signs which followed it.
not a part of the biography of the
human Jesus but an utterance of
Christian faith, expressed in the
language of the early creeds, with
regard to the departed Saviour. There
is no attempt as in Luke and Acts to
narrate what the disciples saw of the
Ascension nor to set forth the sweet
assurances as to his departure which
are found in John. As to the sitting
on the right hand of God see on xii,

35-37.
The account of the disciples' proceedings is also very summary. It is
1

Omit, new.

also notable for its modesty. No claim
is made that they have preached to
' all the nations ' or to 'all creation,'
or that they have made multitudes of
converts. They have preached everywhere, and their Lord has been with
them in their labours. The successes
they have had are traced directly to
his hand. The early Church confidently
believed itself to possess powers of
healing and of exorcism, and the writer
claims that these wonderful things had
actually taken place in connection with
the preaching of the Gospel.
2

Add, Jesus.
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The shorter conclusion may also be
given here. Dr. Swete prints it (page
c.) with a critical apparatus.
It is a second attempt to mend the
mutilated ending at ver. 8 ; the author
of this one was not of course acquainted
with 9-20. This writer is much briefer
than the other ; his language is more
ecclesiastical and it looks as if he felt
the attempt more venturesome than
1

'Ariston ' did.
He first puts the
women right by saying that in spite of
ver. 8 they did fulfil the injunction of
the angel (ver. 7), in accordance with
the narratives of Matthew and John.
In view of ver. 6 he can scarcely say
that they gave a full account ; he contents himself with saying that " they
reported briefly " what was enjoined.
'Those about Peter' instead of 'the

Several of the authorities omit bf>&.Pr, avro,s icai.

So Tisch.
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But all that was enjoined them they reported briefly to
those who were about Peter. And after this Jesus himself
appeared to them and 1 from the East and as far as to the
West sent forth through them the holy and incorruptible
proclamation of eternal salvation.
Eleven' may point to the special men•
tion of Peter in ver. 7.
Here we have no enumeration of the
appearances but only the fact that
Jesus appeared to the disciples in
general, and through them sent out the
Gospel so . that it filled the world.
'Holy and incorruptible proclamation'
1

is not quite a primitive expression.
The first conclusion speaks simply of
'the word' ; the writer adds epithets
as the copyists came to do to the titles
of the Gospels. Yet his attempt must
belong to an early time, before the
longer ending had taken possession
of the MSS.

Omit, appeared to them and.
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